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1
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?
A popular international television series poses an interesting question when
tacklinggenealogical roots. It does not approach its subject by asking - who we are, but rather
asks - who do we think we are? There is often a huge difference between notions of
attachments, influenced by all sorts of things, and what our actual attachments to past people,
places and events may be. We also have a nonsensical and sometimes opportunistic
tendency toward wanting to pin ourselves down to one single defining root when in fact, we
have many. Very often this single defining root is presented as race or ethnicity. In this book,
the 3rd revised edition first published in 2009, I use myself as subject of study by subjecting
myself to some of the different lenses that can be used to explore identities.
Zinto was a nickname that I had in exile. It was one of a number of names that I carried. The
name Zinto was derived from a previous surname that I carried - de Goede. My mother had
given me her ex-husband’s name, ‘de Goede’, rather than that of my father or her own maiden
name and this was the name that I carried for forty years. Some of my comrades in the
liberation movement thought that the name was funny and interpreted it as ‘Goetes’ – things.
This degenerated further, into ‘Dinges’ and ‘daai Ding’ – ‘that thing’. And so I acquired a
humourous Nguni language version or interpretation of my mother’s ex-husband’s name –
Zinto. Thus was born just one the many identity tags which I carried through life; my naming is
just one facet illustrating the plurality of identity.
In the liberation movement I like many others also assumed a nom de guerre – Oscar, which
was yet another label alongside Comrade Pat, the name by which most knew me. After 42
years I finally assumed my correct family name, Mellet, and ‘Zinto’ then lost a bit of its
meaning. The name ‘de Goede’ vanished in a stroke of restoration by the Department of
Home Affairs, which gave me back my real family name. Nobody uses Comrade Pat or Oscar
anymore either. Another of my names by which many know me is Tariq, one of my three
official forenames and the one which denotes my syncretic faith, merging elements of Islamic,
Catholic, Buddhist and Afro-Indo animist spiritual streams. We all collect labels throughout our
life and labels can be quite transient.
The transient nature of the labels we carry is only matched by the transient nature of some of
the identities associated with those labels.
Identity discourse in South Africa, like so much of our national conversations, is unfortunately
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framed by the paradigm of race and ethnic identity. Identity is also thought of as something
singular and that it lasts for all time. I always found it rather amusing when some people who
were born into poverty and the working class, went on to become successful and wealthy, but
then still carried on presenting themselves as working class to those in their new social
circles. One sees politicians who claim to ‘bat for the working classes’ doing this all of the
time. Their own working class identity had been shed long ago for a middle or upper class
identity. Class mobility and identity change go hand in hand.
Under Apartheid, identity was herded into a singular kraal and this was either an ethnic group
or one of the four race-silos into which we all had to fit. Regardless of the monumental postApartheid change since 1994, our society continues to think of identity as something singular
and as a race or ethnic association to which we are absolutely bound by forces beyond our
control. If identity is so bound with ‘belonging’ and we wish to create South Africa as a home
for all, we are challenged to find a way to move beyond this crippling framework.
‘Lenses on Cape Identities – Exploring roots in South Africa’, expands on an earlier set of
papers which I penned, ‘Zinto – Navigating Cape Identities’. I continue to emphasise and
argue that identity is not singular but plural. The plurality of identities is not compartmentalised
but totally enmeshed and my assertion is that identity does not have to be framed by the
social construct of the race-paradigm, nor by ethnicity.
Identities are also not locked into old social formations of 500 years ago, 2000 years ago or in
ones DNA roots of 30 000 to 80 000 years ago. Identities are moulded by many factors and
most importantly by one’s own life experience, decisions and choices. If we are able to tackle
identity issues and engage in discourse on identity in a different way, we may be able to
overcome many of the fissures in our society that are based on legacies of the past and
fallacies of the past. The book weaves a number of threads across the different chapters and
emphasises that there are many ties that bind us as South Africans and as human beings. We
can either remain prisoners of the negative aspects of our colonial and Apartheid past or truly
break free to establish a nation that dreams together and pulls together.
Migration, migrant identities, and notions of ‘true natives’ are also often used by some to
differentiate and stake absolute claims of belonging or to label others as not belonging. But in
truth all South Africans at some stage were migrants of one sort or another – whether San,
Khoena, Nguni, Sotho, European, Camissa or ‘Coloured’, Indian or other Asians. Humanity
migrated from East Africa to the south, north and west, and out of Africa to populate the world.
Then over time people within Africa migrated continuously to different locations including
South Africa to join up with the descendants of their common forebears. People from Europe,
Asia and the Americas also migrated in modern history back to Africa. Some came willingly
and others were forced. While our migratory roots and settlement histories do influence our
outlooks and sense of belonging and this can be celebrated, we do need to be cautious of
adopting chauvinistic frameworks for how we interact with others based on a selective
understanding of heritage.
This book consists of nine chapters and six of these discuss different lenses through which we
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can interrogate the question – who do you think you are?
The six lenses used are by no means the only lenses that can be used to look at identities but
afford us a good start to a different way of viewing this burning subject. One of the chapters
also just briefly looks at an important over-arching consideration which often blinds us from
seeing anything else – the pseudo-science of RACE and the RACISM it spawns. The six
lenses are our collective heritage in the Cape, genealogy, our perspectives on history, our life
experience, genetic ancestry, and national group identities. The opening and closing chapters
poses some aspects of the debate on identity and perspectives for future discourse. It
concludes with an exhortation to South Africans to think about, moving away from being
locked into the paradigm of four race silos – the Apartheid legacy.
If our nation in the making is to flourish we are urged to put the rigid race silos behind us and
adopt a new approach to projecting our ancestral roots and sub-identities that acknowledges
both our diversity and our bonds. Ultimately the aim of this book is to provoke more discussion
on the issue of identity and to influence the discourse away from the race and ethnicity
framework of discussion and debate, to look at the subject with different eyes.
The book is also a personal celebration of the identities in my own life and the personal
empowerment that I’ve gained through a conscious exploration of my sense of belonging,
while getting on with living and making a contribution to our wonderful country and people.
While the book is aimed at all South Africans, its message has a particular resonance for
South Africans labelled as ‘Coloured’ (I prefer the term - Camissa). It takes a unique mouldbreaking look at the identity tributaries and heritage that inform communities so labelled.
Unlike the denialist argument which attempts to say that there are no community distinctions,
my argument recognises a range of distinct locally moulded cultures that fall under this
unfortunate label and I argue that these cultures can be celebrated without entertaining the
Apartheid era ‘Coloured’ paradigm. A non-racial alternative heritage terminology of CAMISSA
is mooted for consideration.
We have all been brought up with a skewed historical narrative that allowed many important
factors about our ancestry to fall between the cracks in the interest of manipulative ideological
narratives. If we as South Africans can grasp a different way of looking at identity and
affiliations, it is my belief that we have the recipe for building a nation that is truly free of our
Apartheid and colonial past. It is posed that the ties that bind us can be stronger than the
aberrations of the past that divided us. I believe that we run a serious risk of taking Apartheid
into our future, if we do not stop and evaluate our approaches to identity and labelling. I can
see many examples of risk playing out in our national life today.
It is unfortunate that in 22 years since 1994 our education department still bases its historical
narrative on the colonial and Apartheid framework without giving due regard to pre-colonial
African social history and also to the many skewed and even false stories in the colonial and
Apartheid history books. It is disgraceful that there has been a failure to challenge to false
notion of Chief Autshumoa as an ignorant vagabond ‘strandloper’ beach-bum, when he in fact
can be proven to have travelled abroad and returned to set up a trading station before
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van Riebeeck at Camissa, that was thriving until it was stolen from him. The obliteration of the
true story of the foundation of Cape Town, through Autshumoa’s foundation of the trading post
at the Camissa is a sore that continues to fester and infects and affects our ability to address
identity issues among those labelled ‘Coloured’. The story of Jan van Riebeeck’s chequered
past in Hanoi (Tonkin), Vietnam, through to the white nationalist plagerisation of the image of
Mr Vermuyden to present a romanticised and false version of the van Riebeeck image on
coins, stamps, banknotes and much, much more has never been properly addressed. The
Cape Town City Council continues to recognise the van Riebeeck founder story and does
nothing to correct and remember the story of Autshumoa. Until we are able to face up to a
different narrative of the path travelled up to this point we can never really properly know or
understand ourselves.
The legacy of Apartheid has resulted in the nation being held hostage to the notion of ‘races’.
Even our government with its proud non-racial history of struggle, still uses the lexicon of race,
in the form of four race silos to identify citizens and thus unintentionally perpetuates a
cornerstone of Apartheid. Even the notion of ‘mixed-race’ is premised on the race-paradigm
and suggests that there is something called ‘pure-races’. If all people have multiple roots,
what then does ‘mixed’ mean. We all tend to use these terms without thinking it through. The
state uses the term ‘Coloured’ to represent a number of tribes, clans and social formations
and constructs deemed to make up a so-called non-African minority. These are dealt with,
with a measure of disapproval as supposed ‘junior beneficiaries of Apartheid’. In so doing and
separating these as a different set of ‘people of colour’ from other tribes and clans is a
continuation of Apartheid social engineering and discrimination. The ANC today effectively
uses the same absurd race classification and definition as occurred in Apartheid legislation
and has carried this into new legislation. We wonder why, 22 years after the demise of
Apartheid why racism still thrives and flourishes. The ANC poured new wine into old wineskins
and thus perpetuated Apartheid sans some of its worst attributes that the world called a crime
against humanity.
Race labelling is continued even although modern genetic science has thoroughly proven that
races are nothing more than a social construct that has pegged people into hierarchies of
worth and dragged the world into hatred and conflict. Many South Africans who were at the
forefront of the anti-Apartheid struggle have been calling for an abandonment of this Apartheid
framework and express a frustration that their voices on this issue are not being heard.
I believe that an open national dialogue is required on the issue of race labelling and all that
goes with it. Unless South Africans move away from this Apartheid legacy and begin to see
ourselves not as races but rather as one people, diverse in our heritage and bonded in our
endeavours to shape our common destiny, our nation in the making will be stillborn. If
politicians of all hues of political opinion and officialdom do not change the practices of race
profiling and race-baiting, the population will not be able to change their behaviours and
psychology associated with race and the past. The new scourge of Xenophobia will also grow
as long as people believe that our national political life encourages the ‘othering’ of people.
Racism and Xenophobia are two sides of the same coin. Ethnic chauvinism is yet another
manifestation of the same trend.
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Our media constantly carries stories about our people either wrestling with issues of identity or
elaborating on identities framed by race and ethnic pride. Outrageous statements are made
about fellow human beings based on ridiculous notions of purity by people who are ignorant
about their own history and make-up. These outrageous statements are made by people selfidentifying with each of the former Apartheid race silos. Post-Apartheid, South Africans find
that they cannot think of identity outside of the inherited framework of ‘White Coloured. Black
and Indian’ and thus the legacy of Apartheid continues to create havoc in lives. If identity is so
bound with ‘belonging’ and we wish to create South Africa as a home for all, we must pay
attention to the aberration of race and ethnicity that presents itself as a distorted identity and
as a means for including or excluding. This is why discourse on this subject is so important.
While circumstances can have an indelible impact on one’s identities, we are able to turn
around circumstances and fashion our identities anew. In my way of thinking nobody has the
right to impose identity on others, nor exclude others from the choices they make. Identities
too are ever evolving and most especially today when borders are more porous and migration
is higher than ever before, the result is a continuous hybriding or syncretising of cultures. This
can and does happen and does not mean that we can’t still be able to celebrate and respect
root cultures as part of a commonwealth of culture. But it does simultaneously call on us to
rise above chauvinistic expressions of cultural heritage and to avoid politicising ethnicity and
race.
Our sense of belonging is closely bound by a cherished heritage and our responsibility to pass
on a legacy to the next generation. We can either have a very narrow approach where we
have a set of rigid, exclusive and sacred tenets informed by race and ethnic considerations or
our sense of belonging can be rooted in a broader appreciation of the spirit and endeavours of
our forebears. I believe that heritage is less about narrow traditional practices and more about
the collective spirit, resolve, endeavours, and lessons of the past. Over thousands of years
traditional practices have continuously changed and been moulded by new circumstances.
Most import in our heritage is the spirit of our forebears to rise above adversity. Heritage is not
an altar to be worshipped at, but rather a means for unlocking greater social cohesion and
social transformation in our communities. Traditions can be enhancing but they can also
perpetuate forms of oppression. It’s a thin dividing line that separates the two. Heritage is
partly an understanding and celebration of community history but it is also much, much more
than traditional historical stories and timelines. Heritage is about the core of who we are as a
people. It is about how we define ourselves and the values we hold dear.
The stories that constitute our heritage, when presented, sometimes have an anecdotal feel. It
is this ‘feel’ or spirit that is worth exploring. Its emphasis is how our forebears dealt with
challenges and the learning gained from meeting such challenges. It is our collective
experience, learnings and memory passed down over the ages. It is how we chart our way
forward in life by using the learnings of the past. Heritage is part of the glue that holds us
together as a people. As South Africans our tendency is to generationally focus on our trauma
of the past and to transmit our trauma rather than celebrating the aspects of our heritage
which place the emphasis on positive bonds and our ability to rise above adversity.
Our past is made up of ‘ties that bind us’ on the one hand and ‘gross acts of division and
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injustice’ on the other. There is a yin and yang in our heritage and often official histories clean
up what powerful forces which emerge in our society from time to time do not want us to
remember and thus we have a perpetuation of denial and a marginalisation of the spirit of our
people. We have a choice whether to be ‘replicators of division and injustice’ or to model
ourselves on a heritage of:








Rising above adversity;
Championing freedom and justice;
Commitment to a sharing and caring society;
Celebrating the ties that bind us as human beings;
Challenging the theories and practices of division, racism, ethnicism and xenophobia;
Celebrating and respecting the roots and diversity of South African identities as a
tapestry of threads that make a greater whole;
Recognising that in each human being there are great pluralities of identities all of
which deserve respect.

For me, this sets the edges for exploring our roots, celebrating our heritage and gaining sense
of belonging. I hold these seven values dear and our history has numerous examples of how
these themes have coursed their way over time. It is from this basis that we can explore our
sense of belonging, or identities, in a different way from the norm as South Africans. This
approach holds out the possibility of breaking free from the different negative aspects of the
polarised ‘black experience’ and ‘white experience’ that still dominates our lives.
In exploring identity outside of the race and ethnicity framework it is important to caution that
this does not mean engaging in denial about the fissures in our society brought about by the
legacy of our past. But my suggestion is that perhaps if we tackle identity and engage in
discourse on identity in a different way, we may be better able to overcome many of the
fissures in our society that are based on legacies of the past. Our past should not cast our
future in stone. By honestly looking at people, places and events in our past and questioning
who we think that we are, we may indeed find out who we are.
The fathers of our nation, Nelson Mandela, Oliver Tambo and Walter Sisulu have led the way
in exhorting us to embrace a spirit of forgiveness of the oppressive relations of the past, so
that the nation in birth may be realised and grow. They have also cautioned that the nation
should never forget this past so that those aberrations of the past may never happen again.
They have further exhorted those who were oppressors and beneficiaries of past oppression
to reach beyond their self-created race-silo and privileged lifestyles to embrace their fellow
South Africans by taking positive action to change the legacy of the past.
Justice and reconciliation go hand in glove in all of what our elder leaders have urged. Our
astute elder statesmen have in various ways further cautioned that those of us herded into
race-silos created by others should be careful not to end up owning and defending those silos,
and thus adopting the very behaviours which we had fought against.
To forgive but not forget is a vital part of the healing of past injustice and requires much
maturity and also restraint in the language that we all use on public platforms. Here I always
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think of our great statesman Oliver Tambo who was known for his use of the ‘pregnant-pause’
in speechmaking. He employed a huge amount of thought in choosing every word uttered
because he knew both the positive and negative impact of words spoken on a public platform.
Many of our elder statesmen showed in practice that there is a fine line between not forgetting
past aberrations in a dignified manner aimed at these never happening again, and the
alternative of revelling in a distorted triumphalism that sometimes inappropriately and
dangerously clothes such acts of memory.
It is unfortunate that in the political arena too often one finds politicians shooting from the lip
and using unacceptable inflammatory language that is an insult to the lessons passed down
from our elder statesmen and our ancestors. In a diverse society such as ours where we need
to painstakingly build a common national consciousness so that a better life can be built for
all, it is extremely irresponsible when political figures, from whichever party, sink to use of
inflammatory race and ethnic language to win arguments. These behaviours inevitably take us
back and allow the legacy of Apartheid to call the shots.
A vital part of forgiveness and healing is restitution and corrective action. The handling of
these too requires much wisdom. Ensuring that we never forget must always be coupled with
the watchwords – NEVER AGAIN. The lessons are there for both former oppressors and for
victims alike. It also has to be coupled with education about the value of all human beings as
one family, and what constitutes racism, ethnicism, national group chauvinism, sexism,
sexuality intolerance, religious intolerance, bigotry, xenophobia and hate speech.
In exploring identity, for a South African nation to emerge from the ashes of our terrible past,
we are called upon to take a hard line in not tolerating these aberrations in any shape or form.
We are also called upon to take a harder and closer look at what we call our identity. The
historic Freedom Charter of 1955 starts with the words, ‘South Africa belongs to all who live in
it…’ Our new constitution proclaims that we are ‘United in our Diversity’. We are challenged to
give substance to these statements by ensuring that all are able to truly feel a sense of
belonging and not perpetual alienation.
In writing this book I wanted to share just one South African experience of looking at identity
within a different paradigm to that which we have been conditioned to do. This is my own
experience that I am using for illustrative purposes. Each South African will have their own
unique personal experience of identities. It is a Cape based experience but from my
interactions I know that this experience could have occurred in any place in South Africa.
The book also tackles some of the issues of ‘Coloured’ or Camissa identities which is a
subject close to my heart and experience. There is much self-depreciation within communities
classified as ‘Coloured’ and much patronisation and insult that is often directed from others.
People classified as ‘Coloured’ have for too long been caricatured when community roots are
explained.
The worst of these caricatures is projected in the phrase, “Nine months after van Riebeeck
landed at the Cape the ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people were born.” Another crude caricature
which many ‘Coloured’ people have come to adopt is the race or colour notion of being ‘Bruin
10
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Mense’ (Brown people), regardless of the fact many ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people may be as
fair in complexion as some ‘whites’ (or Euro-Africans) and many are darker than Nguni or
Sotho peoples. Then again, some people classified as ‘Coloured’ erroneously try to find a
sense of belonging in an ethnic haven by claiming that the ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people are
actually the only true descendants of the San or Khoe people. This is regardless of history,
genealogy and DNA saying that this is not entirely true.
The issues thrown up by caricaturing or the desperate grasping around for race and ethnic
solutions require informed discussion and reflection. The Apartheid era did huge damage to
the sense of belonging and self-worth in communities labelled as ‘Coloured’. The truth of the
matter is that people classified as ‘Coloured’ are a creole or locally born African people with
ancestral roots born of many wonderful components. Creole simply translated from its original
Spanish meaning is ‘locally born’ or ‘a new creation’. In this book I will suggest that ‘Camissa’
is a more appropriate term than the race/colour term ‘Coloured’.
The full story of the tributaries of the people who emerged as a new or Creole creation in the
Cape deserves to be told and celebrated instead of the caricatures and half-baked stories that
make the rounds and confuse all who encounter these. The many tourism books on South
Africa to be found in bookshops while explaining each of South Africa’s national group
histories and culture all serve up a distorted hash when projecting ‘Coloured’heritage and
culture. Some of the alternative approaches to this subject which have positively informed my
own experience are explored in this book.
I open with the second chapter of this book elaborating, just briefly, on the seven tributaries of
the ancestral heritage of people classified as ‘Coloured’. I use the emotive and symbolic
Seven Steps of old District Six as a tool to explain this wonderful heritage. The beautiful thing
is that through the same tool one is clearly able to see that many other people classified as
Black, White or Asian also share many of these tributaries and this highlights the many ties
that bind us across group boundaries as South Africans. It opens up a means to vision our
future as a nation that can drop race terminology while acknowledging that we have a
common African heritage regardless of tribe, clan or Camissa roots, or as Afro-Europeans, or
Afro-Indians. My argument is that we cannot run away from the fact that there are different
groups and can proudly celebrate group identities but these should not be misrepresented as
races, and our first emphasis should be on our African bond and our Southern Africa
community.
If we as South Africans can grasp a different way of looking at identity, bonds and affiliations,
we stand a much better chance of pulling together as a winning nation in the 21st century. Our
ties that bind us offer us the opportunity of moving forward from the past that divided us. In
this book I track my own bonds, affiliations and experiences to show how my Cape cultural
heritage developed, its place in South Africa and the binding ties that have crossed many
boundaries in my family heritage, all of which have shaped my identities.
The Lebanese-French writer Amin Maalouf in his brilliant book ‘On Identity’ says:
“What makes me myself rather than anyone else is the very fact that I am poised between two
countries, two or three languages and several cultural traditions. It is precisely this that defines
LENSES ON CAPE IDENTITIES - EXPLORING ROOTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
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my identity. Would I exist more authentically if I cut off a part of myself?”
Maalouf talks about people being pressed and ordered to take sides or be defined by a given
identity and then comments:
“….pressed and ordered by whom? Not just by fanatics and xenophobes of all kinds,
but also by you and me, by each and all of us. And we do so precisely because of
habits of thought and expression deeply rooted in us all; because of a narrow,
exclusive, bigoted, simplistic attitude that reduces identity in all its many aspects to
one single affiliation, and one that is proclaimed in anger….I feel like shouting aloud
that this is how murders are made – it’s a recipe for massacres!”
Amin Maalouf struck a chord deep within me as he expresses so eloquently the direction that
my thought processes and life has taken me over the years. It has been good to reflect on my
life and draw some lessons from it that I can share with others.
I was born into a crazy era in South African history. The race classification act and group
areas act were just being enacted and had a major impact on our family which straddled three
of the race categories in the new legislation. I was also born into a dysfunctional family to a
single divorced woman and given a name that was neither that of my father or mother. I was
fostered by 3 different families before the age of six, and ended up as a factory worker by the
time I was 16. My start to life was a recipe for great confusion about where I belonged. This
was the start of my intellectual and spiritual journey to seek clarity on my identity or sense of
belonging. In it I discovered my ancestral continuum.
After going out to work still a child, my life continued to be a nomadic one, which provided
ever new influences and experiences. I was fortunate to come under the direct influences of
many of South Africa’s most outstanding leaders such as Oliver Tambo, Jack Simons, Moses
Mabida, Dan Thloome, Ruth Mompati, Sophie Williams de Bruyn and others. In going out to
work not quite sixteen years old and getting involved in the liberation struggle, my identities
were moulded and I developed a high consciousness about who I am and my sense of
belonging. It defied the traditional paradigm of identity that was imposed on us. In time I
developed a pride in many wonderful affiliations and associations. I also developed a pride in
my creole Camissa identity, South African identity, Southern African and African identity and
see no contradiction between these four facets of who I am. Furthermore I have a pride of
association with the full range of national cultural group identities found in South Africa
because these are also part of my life as a South African and I would be less without these.
Much later in my life I was able, over twelve years, to piece together my genealogical heritage
that links back to English settler and slave ancestry in the 1800s on my maternal side and
European, slave and Khoena ancestry going back three centuries on my paternal side,
incorporating African, Indian and Southeast Asian roots. Genealogy can play an enhancing
role in exploring identity. Whatever community that you believe that you come from in South
Africa using the distortion of the race-framework – white, black, coloured or Indian, you will be
sure to find that your genealogy will cross boundaries that go back to other parts of Africa,
Europe and Asia. Amongst my ancestors there are 22 slaves, and four Khoena women.
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The slaves came from West Africa, different parts of India, and Southeast Asia. Others were
locally Camissa born Creole slaves. My paternal Y-Chromosome DNA is Eurasian tracing
back to the foothills of the Himalayas in India-Pakistan and spreading out through the MiddleEast through to Turkey and Georgia, and also into China, Southern India and South East Asia.
In the case of my maternal MtDNA it is Sub-Saharan African, strongest in West Africa and
also found amongst East Africans, and the African population in South Africa, African
Americans, Afro Caribbean and Afro Brazilians.
By exploring ancestry and DNA your discoveries may challenge you to ask yourself some
probing questions about how you see yourself and others. More importantly one may need to
ask whether, but for a twist of fate, you may have rather been on the receiving end of the kind
of ‘othering’ which is very widely practiced by South Africans of all hues.
The following chapters will take you down many interesting paths of discovery. Ultimately the
aim of this book is to provoke more discussion on the issues raised and to celebrate the
discoveries made while exhorting all to look at this subject with different eyes. The book is
also a personal celebration of the identities in my life and the personal empowerment that I’ve
gained through a conscious exploration of these. Lenses on Cape Identities is located in a
Cape experience, but resonates across all South African experiences and could be applicable
to any diverse community in Africa or the world.
Stop for a moment and ask yourself – “Who do you think you are”?
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2
THE HERITAGE LENS:
CAMISSA FOOTPRINT MATRIX – THE KEY IN THE DISTRICT SIX STEPS

My paternal grandparents lived at 6 Sterling Street, District Six, where my father and three of
his siblings were born in the 1920s. My mother worked for many years as a sewing machinist
and laundry and drycleaners shop attendant in District Six and my aunty Doll was the toilet
chalet-attendant at Castle Bridge in District Six. Many of my early childhood days were spent
tramping the streets of the district including the memorable iconic ‘Seven Steps’.
To anyone who has had an association with old District Six, the very mention of the ‘Seven
Steps’ immortalised in Taliep Petersen’s musical ‘District Six’, stirs up deep emotions. The
Seven Steps of stone, worn by the thousands who used these over the years, to work, to
home, to school, to play, to ‘bok’, to church, to mosque, to shop, to celebrate and to mourn,
were part of the great big soul of the district. Today, so many years after its destruction, the
Seven Steps stands out as the premier symbol of District Six. The District Six museum, for
instance, has the ‘Seven Steps’ as an integral part of its brand and logo. And who can forget
how the ‘Seven Steps’ feature in Taliep Petersen and David Kramer’s ‘District Six – The
Musical’. Could it be that symbolically the ‘Seven Steps’ can provide a key to the vexing
identity question in the Cape and, perhaps in South Africa?
District Six became Cape Town’s own Harlem. This 400 year old creole Camissa district on
the edge of the city had its roots as part of the original Goringhaicona trading-settlement
established by Autshumao next to the Camissa River, the foundation upon which the City of
Cape Town was formed.
It was on the edge of this district that Jan van Riebeeck usurped the Camissa trading post and
built the Fort de Goede Hoop later developed into the VOC Castle de Goede Hoop, seat of
colonial government. District Six too was one of the first settlements of freed urban slaves
after emancipation. It further was the first home of amaXhosa dockworkers from the Eastern
Cape and sailors from every continent on the planet visited its well-known haunts. Poor
European immigrants and refugees were also welcomed like others before them. Zanzibari
Siddis initially working for the Royal Navy and brought in to avert a labour crisis in Cape Town
settled here. The district grew over the years and became the cultural heart and soul of the
people that the British authorities had bureaucratically and somewhat insultingly labelled
‘Coloured people’ – the people of the Camissa footprint.
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A conservative estimate was that there was some 60 000 people living in District Six in 1966
when the Apartheid regime began an ethnic cleansing programme to forcibly remove its
inhabitants after declaring the colourful district as a ‘whites only’ part of the city. The forced
removals, accompanied by wholesale demolitions saw the dwellings of the entire district
raised to the ground over the next 20 years in an ethnic cleansing exercise. What had
happened to Nguni-speaking Africans living in the district some years before now was visited
upon ‘Coloured’ people, the Camissa descendants who were also moved to the sandy and
wind swept Cape Flats. The forced removals finally ended in 1986 when the last of the people
were moved out. To add fuel to the fire, the district was renamed Zonnebloem - sunflower.
The seven stone steps standing in the heart of District Six became one of those enduring
symbols of District Six that still lives in the hearts of all who lived, loved, played and worked in
the ‘District’. The Seven Steps became a powerful representation of popular memory.
The physical District Six is lost somewhere on the patch of earth and grass that has remained
like a gash on the body of our city. The District Six Museum is custodian of some of the old
blocks of stone - the steps, and some of the pictures, paintings, street signs, writings and
artefacts that exist, but the greatest legacy symbolised by the Seven Steps is etched in our
hearts and is in fact part of who we are. The spirit and identity of District Six lives on in its
people.
Those seven stone steps in the heart of old District Six holds a special meaning and it is a
powerful symbol of the heritage of Cape Town. The Seven Steps speaks of the ‘Seven roots
or tributaries of identity’ in the Cape. The ‘Coloured’ or what I prefer to call the Camissa
community in particular, shares all of these roots of identity. But many of these roots are also
shared by other Africans referred to by the ethnicised version of the term ‘black’. Its also
shared by Indo-Africans and Euro-African people whom we refer to in unfortunate racialized
language as ‘whites’.
As such, it highlights just how connected we all are, as cousins, in the Cape.
While some are comfortable with the term ‘Coloured’ many do not accept the term
and feel uncomfortable with it. But no universally accepted term for the locally born
new group of peoples who emerged with multiple ancestral roots drawn from the four
corners of the earth has yet emerged to find acceptance in the Cape.
I personally do not like the term ‘Coloured’ and express myself as having a creole
Camissa sub-identity as a South African, but I also do not shy away from using the
term ‘Coloured’ in discourse as it is more generally understood and used by the
majority of our people in daily conversation. Hopefully it will one day slip from our
discourse if we make a conscious effort to part company with this label. A lot
depends on government. If the state dropped its usage and dropped dividing and
categorising people it would assist greatly.
Creole simply derives from the Spanish-Portuguese root meaning – ‘new creation’ or
‘locally-born’. Expressions of being creole were the surnames given to first
generation locally born slaves – ‘van der Kaap’ or mixed Khoena-Slave ‘van Afrika’.
LENSES ON CAPE IDENTITIES - EXPLORING ROOTS IN SOUTH AFRICA
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The word creole denoted the fact that those who were the offspring of others forcibly
removed from their original homelands, were locally born in new territories with no
other home of their own. This most often referred to slave descendants but not
exclusively so. In the new territories the ‘local borns’ now cut off from any original
homeland of the previous generation, were deemed a newlycreated community –
Kriollo, emphasising their belonging to the new land. ‘Local-borns’ had parents who
were from many different original locations and cultures, and they collectively
celebrated all of these roots.
As new creole cultures and practical languages emerge from this reality, people
talked of ‘creolisation’. All along the Atlantic and Indian Ocean slave routes, creole
populations today exist on Africa’s islands and in port cities. Today a plural set of
meanings exist for this term and I would sound a caution that this term is not abused
and also simply turned into another racial category. I personally opt for the name
Camissa as an alternative to ‘Coloured’ because it refers to a place and unique
experience of coming together at this place and is rooted in the footprint of our
indigene ancestors. The Camissa (//Gam i ssa) simply means sweet water (or
drinking water) and was the indigene name for the river that flowed from Table
Mountain (Hoerikwaggo) to the sea. After Chief Autshumao (who the English called
Harry) returned from a trip with the English to Jakarta (Batavia) he and 20 of his
Goringhaicona followers established the first permanent refreshment trading post on
Robben Island, but from around 1636 the trading post was moved to be established
at the exit of the Camissa River in Table Bay. The Goringhaicona were a small clan
of Maroons numbering around 60 who for various reasons had drifted away or been
rejected by the Goringhaiqua, Gorachouqua and Cochoqua who populated much of
the Cape Peninsula (//Hui !Gaeb) and immediately beyond it.
The change to permanent settlement and the path towards establish a trading post
community began in 1613 when another Khoena man by the name of Xhore (or Cary
as the English called him) was kidnapped and taken to London for ‘training and
acculturalisation) before returning him to Table Bay. It was expected that Chief Xhore
would facilitate the establishment of a trading post and English penal colony. The
English East India Company under the direction of Lord Smythe then brought 10
Newgate convicts under the direction of Captains Peyton and Crosse to establish the
trading station. It was a miserable failure.
Once the ships which had brought these convicts to the Cape had left, Chief Xhore
led the resistance to these men and their behaviours towards indigenes. The men
were chased off to Robben Island and a couple of years later only three survivors
remained and were taken back to England. Chief Xhore however did start the first
formal trading relationship with the English and also with other European ships
passing the Cape of Good Hope. Salt, fresh water, meat and hides was traded for
copper, brass and iron. Chief Xhore was killed by the Dutch circa 1629 for refusing to
assist them after they had abused indigenes. Chief Xhore had been with the
Goringhaiqua whose main village was about 8 miles from the Camissa.
Xhore and Autshumao were not the only indigenes to travel abroad nor the only ones
16
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who acted in business relationships with the Ships. European accounts relate that
each European nation had their own point men and that ships had gun-signals
recognisable to their Khoena agents each of whom acted as a facilitator and
postmaster. But none of these others stood out in leadership and paradigm shifting
roles as did Xhore and Autshumao.
It was Chief Autshumao who in the early 1630s made his abode and that of around
60 followers on the banks of the Camissa River and ran the trading station for 22
years before the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck. This community regularly interacted
with English, Dutch, French and Portuguese vessels on their way to and back from
the Siamese city of Ayutthaya and Dutch bases along the coast of India, Bengal,
Burma, Sri Lanka, Indonesia right up to Japan. In the period 1591 to 1652 there were
1,071 ships that dropped anchor and engaged with local indigenes at the Cape. This
ships did lay-overs sometimes of longer than a week and were about 3 ships per
month by 1652. Some crews stayed even longer as a result of being wrecked or
ships needing serious repair. Table Bay and its people certainly was not the place
described in the skewed history we learnt at school and it had many of the
characteristics of a port with inhabitants that engage travellers like any other port.
As in any port city there clearly would have been interactions at many levels
including sexual liaisons. It is this Camissa port community where there was enough
of an understanding of European languages to get by, and its people acted as gobetween traders with the cattle rich Khoena groups outside of Table Bay. It is this
Camissa based community of Goringhaicona who gave shelter to and assisted Dutch
in 1647 under Captain Janzsen who was stranded when shipwrecked. The survivors
of that wreck lived with the Khoena for a year by choice and by Janzsen’s account
were treated well and this contrasts positively against van Riebeeck’s later negative
attitude to the Camissa community.
Janzsen and his men built a small wooden and sand fortification at Salt River and a
water-well and did not do as Jan van Riebeeck would later do by seting up his fort
right on top of the Camissa village. It was also this Camissa community who gave
shelter and assistance to Jan van Riebeeck when he first landed up at Table Bay
and camped at the Camissa riverside for six wintry months while Fort de Goede
Hoop was built. Van Riebeeck notes, after leaving the Camissa camp to live in the
Fort that he could see the forlorn figure of Autshumao sitting camped at the riverside
where he had left him.
It was these Khoena at Camissa that also first gave shelter to runaway slaves, and it
was this community at Camissa that first showed resistance to Jan van Riebeeck.
The Camissa footprint was the first coming together of different people’s – indigene,
slave and European that resulted in creolisation of identities, language and culture
and it was the earliest foundation of Cape Town. In time many layers of infrastructure
has covered the Camissa river from the human gaze but it still flows hidden under
Cape town. Just as the Camissa river is hidden and forced underground so too has
been the identity of the people born of the Camissa footprint. The terms Free Blacks,
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Afrikander and then finally Coloured are all part of these overlays.
It is at Camissa where the seven tributaries or steps in our identity come together;
Indigenes, Slaves, Free Blacks, Europeans, Maroons, Exiles and Refugees,
Indentures and Migrants. Each tributary has a story and within each story are cameo
lives and without any one of these parts of the past our story as Camissa people
would be short-changed.
Many make the mistake of centering their focus of historical enquiry on the Castle of
Good Hope and assume incorrectly that this is where Van Riebeeck and his VOC
officials stayed and where Krotoa, and Autshumao engaged with the Dutch. The
Castle of good Hope was built long after Van Riebeeck had left the Cape and after
Autshumao, Krotoa, Doman and others had died. It is at the Camissa site closer to
the Adderley Street end of the parade that the Fort de Goede Hoop stood and where
all of the early interactions and struggles took place. It is underground here that the
Camissa still flows pumping fresh water into the sea every day.
When people ask me about who I am and what are my origins I find it uplifting to say
that I am a South African of Camissa heritage. I am an African and I am Camissa
and this is what makes me African. The term ‘Coloured’ carries no meaning except
for the pain associated with it.
Historical and DNA studies show that people of the Cape from all population groups share two
or three of seven tributaries to Cape identities, while most have four or more of these roots –
and some may even have all of these roots. There is at least one of these roots in everyone in
Cape Town and even the most recent to join us in this city and province has a place within
these seven roots symbolised by the ’Seven Steps’. Within my extended family we have five
of these roots and I celebrate at least four of these roots in my direct family tree.
Everyone had a place in old District Six and the Seven Steps stands out as a powerful symbol
of diversity and inclusivity in the Cape. The Seven Steps symbolically illustrate the seven
tributaries of our collective or community heritage. In applying the symbolism of the Seven
Steps to our heritage, each STEP represents a root tributary to Cape identity as follows:
The first step represents the tributary of the INDIGENES. The people of the Cape have
strong African roots. The San, Khoena and amaXhosa in the Cape and the baSotho and
baTswana in western and northern reaches of the old demarcated Cape Colony are the first
tributary of Cape identity. The people of the Cape, including those labelled ‘Coloured’, who are
sometimes referred to erroneously by some as being non-African, have deep indigenous
African roots with a number of traditional indigene African communities, sharing ancestors and
many elements of cultural heritage. A very strong tributary in ‘Coloured’ ancestry are the
Khoena and San who are descended from the original root peoples of Southern, South
Western and Eastern Africa. Despite the devastating smallpox epidemics of the 1700s, the
concerted Europen drive to cleanse the Western Cape of Khoena and the genocide
massacres of San, all three of which drastically reduced these populations, there are small
surviving communities that remain to this day and are proud of their lineage. Like the creole
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Camissa or ‘Coloured’ communities (plural), the baSotho, baTswana and amaZulu also share
Khoena and San heritage, as do the amaXhosa, the Griqua, Nama and Korana. It is a false
notion that suggests that only those labelled ‘Coloured’ are the descendants of the Khoena
and San. It is likely that many more people labelled “Coloured’ have Bantu African roots than
care to admit it. Our history and heritage is a bit more complex than the odd notions of purity
of descent and there are many ties that bind us as South Africans.
History shows us that communities such as those referred to as amaXhosa today, share San,
Khoena, Asian and European ancestors with Camissa or ‘Coloured’ communities. There is a
strong cousin-connection across ethno-social boundaries in the Cape. The southern
amaXhosa groups are in fact mixed Khoena and Nguni-speaking people and even way up in
the north of the Eastern Cape it is well proven that particularly in royal lineages of the
amaXhosa groups, San, Khoena and amaXhosa intermarriage was common-place.
A number of amaXhosa groups and clans also intermarried with castaway Europeans and
Asians, shipwrecked from the early 1500s through to the early 1800s. Later during the time of
Scots, German and English settlement in the Eastern Cape further intermarriages and
relationships occurred too. In the 1700s and 1800s escaped slaves, non-conformist Boers and
other whites took refuge amongst the Xhosa and assimilated into amaXhosa society. The
most famous of these was the Boer Coenrad de Buys who had as his wife amongst his many
others, Chief Gaika’s mother. One amaXhosa clan that emerged from a mid-1800s
relationship between a Xhosa woman and Scotsman were the Skotjes. The abeLungu and
amaMolo amongst other clans have similar roots involving European and Asian shipwreck
survivors.
It is also important to note that the San were not simply a people associated with the Western
Cape as is often erroneously projected. Evidence of the habitat of the root-people that gave
rise to the San and other groups found in Tanzania shows that the forebears of the San
existed in communities all the way up to Tanzania, right through Zimbabwe and Zambia, and
right through Botswana, Namibia, Angola, as well as in Lesotho and Swaziland. Just a few
descendent communities such as the San in South Africa, Namibia, Angola and Botswana
exist under difficult conditions in some of these countries today. San ancestry however also
exists within many other population groups in of all of these territories and ought to be
celebrated.
Khoena history and heritage is fairly well-recorded, yet few South Africans are familiar with
this history and its inspiring historical characters. It is unfortunately that until this day, as I write
here, our Museums do not deal with the social history of people of colour in South Africa.
Social history for museums only starts in 1652 and prior to this, according to our museum
sector, people of colour are dealt with as primitives without a civilisation and reduced to
anthropological and archaeological subjects. In the Cape we are challenged to draw away the
curtain that has been imposed on our Khoena heritage and embrace its richness.
There are many descendants of the Khoena who today are locked into ‘Coloured’, ‘Black’ and
‘White’ race silos which do not celebrate this heritage. The sooner we set aside these
fallacious race silos the better.
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However today there are also many people who are once more expressing their pride in their
Khoena, San and other indigene African heritage. Our national coat of arms declares for the
world to know, in old Khoena script that we pride ourselves in being united in our diversity.
The important thing to be remembered by all is that history should not be distorted in such a
manner that the claims of some ride roughshod over that of others.
The second step represents the tributary of the SLAVES. We are the descendants of
Slaves imported from other parts of Africa and Madagascar, as well as from India and
Southeast Asia. Over the period 1653 – 1808, at a conservative and researched calculation of
existing records, over 63 000 new slaves were brought to the Cape from these geographical
locations and then from 1808 – 1856 another 8000 African slaves arrived as Royal Navy prize
captives.
Over most of the 1700s the slave population recorded in successive census in the colony
showed that slaves and Free Blacks, imported and locally born, made up a majority in the
Western Cape population as the colonists drove out the Khoena by war and systematical
visited genocide upon the San or /Xam people. After the smallpox epidemics in 1713 and
1755, as well as the 160 years of wars of dispossession of land the Khoena and San
population numbers in the Western Cape dropped drastically. Systematic ethnic cleansing of
indigenes step by step pushed the remnants of clans northwards to the Gariep river territories.
Fierce resistance by indigenes lasted 160 years and is well recorded both in the northwest of
the Cape and in the east of the Cape where many resisters after the last Khoena war led by
the brothers Chief Klaas and David Stuurman, then led to Khoena joining forces with the
amaXhosa in a further 100 years of war on the so-called eastern frontiers of the Cape first
against the Dutch Boers and then against the British.
In the course of these years slaves often took partners from among the Khoena whom they
worked with side by side on the farms. In the case of the San where genocide extermination
sprees were carried out by white and Khoena Commandos the adults were wiped out but the
children were taken into a form of slavery called apprenticeships on farms. Here the San
children when they came of age often cohabited with slaves and had children with the slaves.
Hence there is a strong overlap between the story of the indigene Africans and the slaves.
Over 52% of the original slaves imported were also Africans from West Africa, East Africa and
Madagascar and thus Bantu bloodlines and sub-cultures are amongst those that are shared
by people who were labelled “Coloured” and I celebrate as Camissa.
The breakdown of origins of slaves shows that over the entire slavery period, first generation
slaves numbering *42,150 came from Africa, Madagascar, Mauritius and the Mascarenes;
another 17,315 slaves came from India, and 13,545 from Southeast Asia including the
Indonesian islands, Thailand, Vietnam, Cambodia, Myanmar and elsewhere. The locally born
children and successive grandchildren of these slaves were all to lead lives of slavery until
emancipation in 1834.
* Note that in the first numeric an informed estimate of the prize captives brought in
between 1808 - 1856 are added to the 1808 total of African and Malagasy slaves.
Emancipation announced in 1834 practically took place only in 1838 as a result of a
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compulsory apprenticeship imposed on slaves for four years. But for many ‘Prize Slaves’
emancipation only came in dribs and drabs right through to 1870 as a result of a compulsory
14 year indentureship that had to be completed before full freedom was attained. The very last
slaves, the Oromo from Somalia, arrived in the Cape via Yemen, as late as 1890. They were
settled at Lovedale mission as they were mainly children. On graduating most of the survivors
integrated amongst amaXhosa and ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities while some took
advantage of offers to be repatriated to their homeland. The well loved and respected
academic and fighter for liberation Dr Neville Alexander’s grandmother was one of the Oromo
slaves. These facts should cause people to think carefully before labelling others as
‘Makwerekwere’ as it is highly likely that the Xenophobic people who think they are a ‘pure’
local creation may be of migrant roots themselves.
Slavery accounts for a very large part of Cape ancestral roots. It is primarily a major part of
the heritage of those who were labelled ‘Coloured’, but slavery also is a significant part of the
family heritage of indigene Africans, Indo-Africans and of Afro-Europeans. The historical
experience of slavery and struggles within this arena is a major part of what defines the
heritage of people who were labelled ‘Coloured’. The historical experience is also a feature of
many in Indigene African communities, Afro-European communities and Indo-African
communities. There are many ties that bind us as South Africans within the parameters of this
heritage.
It should be noted that many San children captured after the genocide raids by Cape settler
nd Khoe commandos were made de facto slaves on farms. After Adam Tas and Henning
Huising’s infamous petition for segregation and control measures to be imposed on the
Khoena, thousands of Khoena were forced into becoming apprentices on farms and led lives
not too different from that of slaves. As early as in 1708 pass laws were introduced to control
the freedom of movement of slaves and Khoena and these were new generations of children
with dual roots were born. Evidence also exists of other indigene South African groups,
including the Nguni-speakers from northern KwaZulu Natal (who in time became the
ancestors of amaZulu), being enslaved and brought to the Cape.
Trans-frontier groups of Boers who fled the Cape also raided villages and took slaves across
the length and breadth of South Africa. Our discourse on slavery in the Cape and in South
Africa in general has to some extent been straight-jacketed by academic protocols that were
deeply influenced by the colonial narrative and are yet to be shaken off. Frontier slavery is
generally still disaggregated from the slavery narrative in South Africa. The numbers of slaves
that we use in discourse is highly influenced by this disaggregation. Slavery narratives also
tend to suggest that slavery was simply a Western Cape practice which is also not true.
Slavery existed in the Eastern and Northern Cape and also outside of the Cape Colony in the
emerging Boer states. There is also evidence of Africans from South Africa having been taken
abroad to the United states as slaves.
The heritage of the slave era is not just that of enslavement, but that of the many cultural
tributaries that entered the Cape through slavery. It is also about resistance by slaves to
slavery and about the emergence of Creole communities that occurred at the Cape. It is in the
words of author, Alan Mountain, an ‘Unsung Heritage’. I would say that it is also often a
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misunderstood heritage amongst the people of the Cape. It is often a heritage distorted by
colonial romanticism and the constructed identity of ‘Malayisation’ to reflect only one small
part of the cultural roots of slaves. This then led to denialism about the diverse ancestral roots
of people labelled “Coloured” and prejudices led to denialism particularly of Bantu roots.
Step three represents the tributary of the FREE BLACKS. We are descendants of the Free
Blacks of the Cape – a category of people that once were poised to be a socioeconomic group
to be reckoned with in early Cape development, but later for a number of reasons became
powerless. Early Mardijker soldiers from Ambonya in the employ of the VOC, Free Black
travellers, soldiers and sailors of colour, the manumitted slaves, and freed black convicts and
exiles all became part of those referred to as Free Blacks. Many Khoena people outside of the
apprentice system, and particularly those born of relationships with slaves and Europeans
were also seen as Free Blacks also in the rural areas called ‘Basters’ (Bastards).
The terms ‘Free Black’, ‘Afrikaners’, ‘Hotnot Afrikanders’, ‘Basters’ and ‘Orlams Afrikanders’
were the first terms used as labels or self-labels for people who the British later labelled as
‘Coloured’. The term ‘Afrikaner’ only much later was adopted by the Dutch Boers when they
constructed a coherent social and political identity of Afro-Europeans.
Today words like ‘Afrikaner’ and ‘Black’ have a totally different application. Free Blacks were
an important part of the story of the first establishment of the VOC station at the Cape. The
van Riebeeck story over time had its own distortions particularly that of not mentioning the
black component of his first settler group – those from Ambon. The regiment of soldiers that
backed Jan van Riebeeck’s settlement were largely from the island of Ambonya or Ambon in
the Indonesian archipelago. Ambon was an important colonial station in the East Indies and
had been first conquered and Catholicised by the Portuguese. Then when the Dutch
overthrew the Portuguese, Catholic influence was dissuaded and the Dutch Reformed Church
became the church of conversion. Small elements of Islam and larger elements of Shamanism
also existed alongside Christian influences. Eastern Shamanism includes elements of
Hinduism, Buddhism and of Animism. It was here amongst the Mardijkers that Jan van
Riebeeck recruited his trained soldiers loyal to the VOC. A number of Mardijkers were even
sent to the Netherlands for education, particularly in Protestant theology.
The Free Black or Vrye Zwarte population in the Cape grew as other free people of colour
arrived on ships, including company employees, and banished convicts who were later freed,
and economic migrants particularly from the Indian sub-continent. As the practice of
manumission of slaves grew, particularly for Christianised slaves, many Free Blacks became
pioneering burghers who established some of the famous farms that still exist today. Many
intermarried with European settlers. Before the great smallpox epidemic of 1713 some of the
wealthiest people at the Cape were Free Blacks. Zwarte Maria Evert, the daughter of two
West African slaves was the first title deed owner of land in Camps Bay and died a very
wealthy woman in that fateful year. It should be noted too that many of the Europeans that
came to the Cape from Batavia may also have been of mixed ancestry as a result of
interactions in Southeast Asia between Europeans and locals.
The ‘Free Blacks’ are still a poorly studied tributary of our Cape ancestral heritage, which
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crosses all present day ethnic boundaries, is an important part of the ties that bind us as
South Africans. The story of the Free Blacks also paints a very different picture of the first fifty
years of the Cape Colony which was a highly integrated society where colour and notions of
race initially played an insignificant role in the settler community. A strong mixed society
characterised the first settlement. It begs the question – what occurred to change this?
Step four represents the tributary of the EUROPEANS. We are descendants of a range of
Europeans. Some of the European and indigene relationships go back prior to European
settlement as Table Bay was a port of call for close to two centuries before settlement. Notes
by European travellers remark at how European some of the Khoena appeared. The year
1652 and the establishment of a European colony is not a magical date when it comes to
children of mixed heritage being born at the Cape.
The European settlers in the early years of settlement often formally intermarried with, or had
children with Indigenes, Slaves and Free Blacks. The first European settlement did not occur
in 1652 as is popularly portrayed, but occurred in 1614 when the British landed a group of
Newgate convicts at the Cape and left them to set up a settlement. It was short-lived, but
significantly there were no women in Captains Crosse and Peyton’s settler group of convicts.
In fact there was over 180 years of European interaction with the Khoe before the 1652
settlement of the Dutch and certainly in the period 1600 to 1652 with 1071 ships turning up in
Table Bay and thousands of sailors and soldiers alighting, only fools would suggest that none
of kind of engagement between men and women which occurred in other ports globally did not
occur in this port. These interactions cannot be discounted in evaluating our roots.
In the early founding years of the Cape Settlement, the mainly German, Dutch, Swiss,
Portuguese, French and Scandinavian settlers were largely male and took partners from
among people of colour. This can be seen very clearly from well documented genealogical
studies and through dna testing. The early VOC ‘Dutch’ settlement was much less Dutch than
what popular historical narratives portray. The VOC was the first multi-national capitalist
company in both its make-up and its reach. The Germans stand out from the other Europeans
as those who most often intermarried with slaves and indigenes. Many Europeans were also
transient and never settled in the colony but left children behind.
The earliest European settlers, unlike the stories often projected, were not refined gentry but
rather were a coarse mercenary rag-tag bunch of people. The strong feature of formal
marriages across colour lines in the official records shows that ‘rape and abuse’ of indigenes
and slaves cannot be the only yardstick used in evaluating early human relations in the
colony. There were always Europeans in the colony, across the centuries that had children
with partners of colour and this carried on when the English, Irish, Scots and new generations
of Germans arrived in large numbers in the Eastern Cape of South Africa in the 1800s.
Missionaries in particular were noted for intermarriages. One has just to look at ‘isuduko’ the
clan name record a groups such as the amaSkotches, abeLungu, amaMolo and others jump
out in proclaiming European and Asian heritage entwined with Bantu lineage. Likewise
‘isuduko’ also shows those clans who have Khoena and San heritage too.
Intermarriages and relationships are often reduced to have occurred only between Khoena
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indigenes, slaves and Europeans. Denialism of Bantu roots amongst people categorised as
‘Coloured’ is strong and underpinned by prejudice. But many children were also born of
Europeans and those referred to as ‘Bantu’ peoples. The Europeans settled and made their
homes in Africa as a distinct settler community, but their bloodlines can also be found
amongst indigene groups and ‘Coloured’ or creole Camissa communities, as much as
indigene and ‘Coloured’ bloodlines can be found in the descendent European communities.
This factor has not always been celebrated and was in fact suppressed as something
shameful under Apartheid. But with the advent of the new democratic South Africa, postApartheid, many who previously denied this heritage are rejecting the race-based paradigm of
the crude ‘white’ identity definition and are exploring these other roots. These people find the
label ‘White’ to be objectionable as they embrace their African identity with pride. Many are
now exploring the history of non-conformist Afro-Europeans as their own heritage reference
point. If the state would just stop its negative preoccupation with boxing people into race-silos
those labelled ‘White’ may have the space to celebrate their Afro-European identies in a free
and exciting way. They too may through this process of exploration find freedom.
The colonial history script and narrative is a dominating one. But even in the history and
heritage of European settlers there is an alternative story of non-conformists. These stories
have always had to play second fiddle to that of the dominant classes. European involvement
in our history and heritage precedes the settlement of Jan van Riebeeck by 180 years, yet the
1652 date continuously screams out at us. Generations of youth never hear about the settlers
who defied the successive colonial administrations and lived their whole lives in indigene
controlled areas, intermarried and had children. There are many amazing stories in this muted
narrative that are waiting to be brought out into mainstream discourse. The stories of Dr
Johannes van der Kemp and Coenrad de Buys are just two stories that come to mind by way
of example.
There are also later migrations of Portuguese, Madeirans, Eastern European Jews, and
seamen from a host of countries who migrated to the Cape or jumped ship. Many of these
were non-conformists who integrated across the colour lines. A number of the so-called
‘Dutch’ from Batavia were also the product of mixed relationships in that highly integrated
society too. The history book of the Afro-Europeans in South Africa is also a victim of the
dominant colonial narrative and requires much more exploration. For those who labour under
the term ‘white’ as a form of identity there is a challenge to go out and explore the African
element of their Afro-European identity.
Step five represents the tributary of the MAROONS or DROSTERS. We are descendants
of runaway slaves, Free Black rebels, so-called ‘Baster’ descendants of relationships between
indigenes and slaves, non-conformist Europeans, escaped convicts, and eccentric
missionaries. The local name for Maroons was Drosters, meaning drifters. These were people
marooned from the people, community or territory they once were part of and founded
completely new communities. This array of people became the first freedom-trekkers who
moved as far away as possible from the reaches of the colonial government, long before the
Boer Great Trek. They moved to the long wild territory along the Garieb River in the northwest, and stretching to the lands of the amaXhosa in the east.
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Here in South Africa’s ‘Wild West’ these Drosters or Maroons mixed with Khoena, San, Nama,
Xhosa and other indigenes and formed new proto national groups such as the Korana, Orlams
Afrikaners, the Witboois, the Bergenaar Basters, the Springboks, and the Griquas of the Kok
and Barends dynasties and that of the Waterboer family. Others joined the amaXhosa armies
and joined the resistance toward both the Boers and later the British. One Droster, the Boer,
Coenrad de Buys, took wives from almost every community from the Cape to the northern
reaches of South Africa and built a huge diverse African clan. Other drosters include those
who founded the Springbok clan and the Witbooi clan.
Maroon communities were the first forerunner roots of the modern South African nation
formation and certainly meaningfully practiced the ‘Unity in Diversity’ theme. The South
African history that we learnt at school was preoccupied with the south and east while ignoring
the wild-west which has a fascinating history of peoples who created new proto-national
groups and indeed, they even created a country with its own national trappings – Griqualand,
before the Boer Republics.
Within the heritage the heritage framework of the Griquas, Koranas, the Witbooi Namas, the
Springboks, the Orlams Afrinkaders and others we have a fascinating history and heritage
which continues up to present times. The Orlams Afrikanders over 150 years also have an
amazing history that had impacts in South Africa and Namibia. These heritages simply got
dumped under the umbrella label of ‘Coloured’ under Apartheid. The Maroon/Droster tributary
truly represents a triumph over adversity whereby disposed people put their heads together
and found practical innovative ways to keep community and identity alive using that part of
their identity which at its core was Khoena with infusions of Camissa-slave and AfroEuropean.
Step six represents the tributary of the EXILES & REFUGEES. We are the descendants of
outspoken rebel fighters and political leaders who challenged the Dutch, Portuguese, French,
English and Spanish in various territories in Southeast Asia.
Indonesian Muslim resistance leaders were tried and banished into exile at the Cape;
Peranakan Chinese, the Creole Chinese of Batavia were banished to the Cape after the
Chinese resistance followed the massacres of 5000 Chinese by the Dutch in Batavia; and
Philippine refugees from the Philippine Revolution – locally known as the Manillas, all landed
up at different times in the Cape and integrated into what was later labelled the ‘Coloured’
population. They too embraced the Camissa footprint and became part of it as it evolved and
Camissa embraced them. In later years, to this day, new exile and refugee groups would
continue to trickle into the Cape, make this place their home and integrate with other
communities.
Exiles and refugees made a huge impact on our society as they often were an intelligentsia
class of people embracing the cutting-edge ideas of their time and imbued with the spirit of
freedom.
Those exiles of the Muslim resistance in Indonesia, through their missionary work amongst
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slaves in the Cape, were the fathers of the Islamic faith which thrives in South Africa today.
Most slaves were originally not Muslim and embraced a range of belief systems including
Animism, Shamanist Dukun, Hinduism, Bhuddism, Catholicism and syncretic belief systems
combining these. The latter is generally known as Vodoun or Santeria, which is found in all
slave societies around the world.
The Christianising of slaves was unpopular amongst slave owners as it meant that slaves had
a right to be free after 20 years, and thus until the advent of emancipation, Christian
missionary work amongst slaves was largely dormant. Around 1825 a sudden rush to
Christianise slaves occurred and in 1834 there was a mad rush of missionary activity resulting
in many mass baptism ceremonies. Although Islam was formally suppressed until 1804, the
clandestine missionary work amongst slaves, first initiated by the exiles, bore much fruit, as it
offered slaves a sense of identity, dignity and cohesion. Dukun shamanism remained small
and largely underground hidden amongst Muslims and Christians.
The Chinese presence in the Cape goes way back to the 1600s. The large Creole Chinese
population in Batavia resulted in Chinese Free Blacks, Batavia convicts and Chinese slaves
trickling into the Cape. In the mid-1700s after the massacre of Peranakan Chinese in Batavia
some of these were exiled to the Cape where they left us a record of their lives.
The history of Chinese South Africans is often overlooked and Chinese South Africans are
presented as aliens – yet are no more alien than others. Much of these early Chinese
migrants integrated into the population labelled as ‘Coloured’. They were an integral part of
the evolving Camissa footprint. They too embraced Camissa and Camissa embraced them.
There are at least a dozen old Chinese names which were transformed to Dutch or Anglicised
versions over time. Melanie Yap and Dianne Leong Man in their work ‘Colour, Confusion and
Concessions’ give us some of the assimilation names in South Africa that are markers of
Chinese ancestry – Hop Sin became Hoption, Jah Dien became Jardien. Others like Whiteley,
Man, Dateling, Chapson, Yenson, Assue and Easton are similarly originally Chinese names.
Many South Africans with Chinese names also came as migrants from St Helena and were a
only few generations removed from their Chinese origins. St Helenians also known as the
Saints are also the mixed descendant of African, Indian and Southeast Asian slaves and the
English.
Many families can trace back to refugee groups like the Manillas yet this heritage has been
erased from our local history.
Largely as a result of the string of mini revolts against the Spanish in the Philippines ultimately
leading to a full blown revolution, a migration of Filipinos arrived in the Cape from the Filipino
refugee diaspora and settled in Kalk Bay. A man by the name of Felix Florez was the leader of
this community who arrived in 1863. Other names some of which exist to this day include
Torrez, de Marcio, de la Varcia, de la Cruz, Gella, Citto, Granz, Manuel, Santiago,
Fernandez, Eripe, Menor, Quimpo, Padua, Croza, Teyarda, Almano, Pasqual, Franco and
Almote. Some of these names also became Anglicised and Hollandised over time.
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Unfortunately anything that was not European just was not allowed to feature in public
memory as anything of significance. Thus many rich features of our diverse heritage were
blotted out and only kept alive through oral story telling in failies.
Step seven represents the tributary of the INDENTURES & MIGRANTS. We are
descendants of a range of people who were brought to the Cape as indentured labourers or
who were economic migrants.
After slavery was formally ended at the Cape, there was a crisis in the economy and new
sources of cheap labour had to be found quickly. As a stop-gap measure, slaves captured off
slaver ships as bounty became the first solution to the labour problem. These first ‘Prize Boys’
and ‘Prize Girls’ were forced to accept indentureship as labourers for up to 14 years before
they would actually have their freedom. For them emancipation and ‘1 December’ had little
meaning. Many were just children. White farmers would continue to call them ‘boys’ and ‘girls’
way into their adulthood for the rest of their lives.
Farmers followed up by importing indentured labour from the Congo, Malawi, Botswana and
Mozambique. Most of these ‘Indentures’ were settled in the Drakenstein and integrated with
both the ‘Coloured’ communities and the amaXhosa who were working in the district since the
early 1700s. The Indentures together with the African slaves, account for the high sub-Sahara
African or Bantu DNA amongst ‘Coloured’ people today.
Many of these migrants were in fact trafficked people who served out there lives as exploited
labour to replace formal slavery. This kind of trafficking continues to this day and labour
brokers replace slave traders. Amongst this category are women trafficked into sex-slavery.
Already many of the freed slaves in the Drakenstein were those from East Africa known locally
as the Mazbiekers. The Mazbieker pool grew as indentureship of further labour imported from
Mozambique was continually extended over the 19th century. Slaves of Zambian, Congo,
Malawian, Zimbabwean, Tanzanian and Mozambique origin were all part of those labelled
Mazbiekers. These nationalities are a major part of ‘Coloured’ and ‘amaXhosa’ family trees
today.
From the 1840s and increasing in the 1870s right through to 1910 and beyond, large groups
of people were brought in as indentured servants from St Helena. The ‘Saints’ as they were
known were also descendants of slaves, Chinese and British settlers on the island of St
Helena which had previously been uninhabited. The Cape and Natal became an attractive
new home when the St Helena economy was under strain. Some of the ‘Saints’ integrated into
‘white’ society, but most merged into the population labelled as ‘Coloured’, and were so
classified under Apartheid after 1950. Immigrant Saints numbered between 8 000 to 10 000
over a long period in different migrations from the time of their involvement with the British
forces at the battle of Muizenberg in the late 1700s through to migrations post second world
war.
While distorted South African history tends to project that the first Indians to arrive were the
indentured labourers and passenger Indians of Natal in the 1860s, these were the 4th and 5th
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waves of Indian immigrants to South Africa. The first Indians were those brought to the Cape
as slaves from the 17th century. This was followed by the 18th century ‘Free Black’ Indians
who came to the Cape of their own accord, and then followed by the early 19th century
Passenger Indians who came to the Cape as economic migrants before the Natal Colony was
even formed. Most probably the first Indians in South Africa are the Lascars shipwrecked on
the Eastern Cape Coast and integrated into the amaXhosa. Yes the amaXhosa have Indian
and various European ancestors in their family trees as well as Khoena and San. The cousin
connections are strong in terms of the ‘ties that bind us’ as South Africans.
The Indian migrations from the 1860s of large waves of indentured labourers to Natal however
did make a strong Indian group culture presence whereas earlier migrations of Indians were
quickly assimilated and became part of the Camissa footprint as they embraced Camissa and
Camissa embraced them. It should also be noted that slaves who had the toponym ‘van
Bengal’ are often thought of as Indian slaves by academics but in fact this toponym most often
referred to the Bay of Bengal, as much as some slaves were referred to as being from the
long coast of Malabar or equally long coast of Coromandel. The Bay of Bengal included a
huge area and very different peoples - Bengal, Arakan (Myanmar), Thailand down to
Malaysia. However most of the Indian slaves were from very specified Indian towns or strips
of coast.
In 1890 the Oromo North African slaves (Somalia) seized from a slaver ship were taken to the
Royal Navy depot at Yemen and then brought to the Cape. These were 64 children who also
integrated into ‘Coloured’ and amaXhosa communities when they graduated from Lovedale
mission. The impact of slavery thus influenced migration for almost 250 years.
Also amongst the migrants were West Africans of the Kru or Kroo tribe who had been
employed by the Royal Navy in Simonstown for almost a century (1830 – 1930) to patrol the
African coast in search of people smugglers for the slave trade. These Kroomen as they were
locally known also integrated into the ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities – they embraced
Camissa and Camissa embraced them. Their grave markers can still be seen in Simonstown
today. I know that someone like the late professional dancer and choreographer Christopher
Kindo was a proud descendant of the Kroomen. In the late 1800s the Royal Navy began
recruiting Zanzibari Siddis and other Siddis from displaced African communities scattered
along the African and Indian coasts. The Siddis like the Kru also integrated into Cape society.
Some settled in District Six.
Jewish economic migrants and refugees from the East European pogroms also came to Cape
Town in large numbers and many settled in and around District Six, making a Huge impact.
Some intermarried with local ‘Coloured’ or creole Camissa partners. Of course the Cape Town
Jewish Museum when they had an exhibition on the Jews of District Six failed to cover the
Jewish-Coloured mixed marriages and relationships in District Six. Such is the denialism that
one deals with in doing research. Migrants and other infusions into the Cape society carry on
to this day.
Probably the arena in which the most denialism exists relates to those referred to as the
Sugar Girls. Through our Sea ports relationships between South African women with Asian,
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African, European, American seaman, who between them have produced children who are
part of our population and know no other home. Furthermore economic migrants and refugees
from other African countries still arrive daily and take their place among us as they always
have. We cannot be in denial of these huge infusions into our bloodlines and cultures. These
all embraced Camissa and Camissa embraced them while officialdom just labelled all
‘Coloured’.
District Six was a key centre that became a microcosm manifestation of the coming together
of all of these tributaries and the creolisation of cultures that gave us the rich and diverse
locally born Cape African creole heritage that we can celebrate today as part of the Camissa
footprint. The Seven Steps of District Six is thus a most appropriate symbol for explaining our
Cape heritage.
It is a great pity that many people labelled as ‘Coloured’ are ashamed and in denial about their
diverse roots as though diversity in our ancestry is something bad or foul. That notion was put
into our heads by racists and we should make every effort to rid ourselves of such thoughts
and expressions. By only claiming one or another part of our identity and denying other parts
we are colluding with past oppressors who robbed our forebears of their basic right to
identifying themselves and expressing identity. By desperately and often inaccurately
romanticising ethnic identities, race identities or constructed identities that then suppress other
tributaries that contribute to who we are, we remain wedded to Apartheid ideology. This
matches the denialism that is found in Afro-European communities whom we label ‘white’.
Similarly we see this in ‘Indo-African’ society labelled as ‘Indian’ which also has a history of
blanking out their diverse roots.
Cape Town in the Camissa spirit continues to offer a home for new arrivals. This openness is
an integral part of our Cape tradition. Other South Africans from across the length and breadth
of the country have also migrated to make their homes in the Western Cape and other parts of
South Africa. The people of South Africa of Camissa heritage are found all over South Africa
today and furthermore the people of Camissa have travelled and settled in Botswana,
Namibia, Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Tanzania, Ghana and further afield. This
diaspora is the nature of modern life which was dramatically kick-started by imperialism and
the slave trade.
The complex tapestry which makes up our identity in the Cape exposes the crudity of
concepts of ‘purity’ or exclusive ownership of the right to be in the Cape and even the false
notion of a hierarchy of rights by some over others in enjoying services and residency. The
notion of ‘we were here first’, or ‘first nation’ employed by some, is also full of holes, after
more than a half of a millennium of interactions and forward movement of social history. The
feudal terminology that has become vogue, such as ‘Kingdoms’ and/or ‘Nations’ are borrowed
from European concepts which do not do justice to the memory of our forebears. These
trends often seems driven by financial and land acquisitions from the state rather than being
from a cultural heritage motivation. This is of course is not to say that in some cases land
restoration is a justifiable key factor in community survival or enhancement. My fear is that at
times these things seem to be an adoption of a neo-colonial paradigm instead of a liberatory
or restorative paradigm.
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This tool – ‘the Seven Steps Matrix’ for understanding our heritage, using the Seven Steps
symbolically compels us to re-evaluate what we all mean, when we say WE or THOSE
PEOPLE, when we talk of US and THEM. The simplistic, sometimes derogatory and false
reduction of ‘Coloured’ or Camissa identity to miscegenation between white and black also
does not project the richness of this tapestry heritage.
The Seven Steps and the Camissa Footprint explained here celebrates the ‘ties that bind us’
as South Africans and importantly starting from our Indigene roots, it highlights the creolisation
experience that took place at the Cape to produce a community identity. Instead of us
perpetuating the race terminology of ‘Coloured’ we are offered through an understanding of
these different threads that make up our collective heritage, a different way of seeing
ourselves, no matter which sub-community you affiliate with today.
For those labelled ‘Coloured’ we do not have to perpetuate this race term as our identity. We
are a locally born African people – a local creation. In societies such as ours around the world,
the term used is ‘Creole’. It is not a racial term, but rather simply means ‘local creation’. But
the term does not quite do justice to our uniqueness and our heritage narrative. I believe that
‘Camissa’ is a much more dignified way of expressing our African creole roots explained by
the Seven Steps Matrix.
The Camissa footprint and embrace offers a progressive and inclusive approach to identity of
people labelled ‘Coloured’. In saying this, this is but a part of who we are. We are also
Africans and we are Southern Africans and South Africans. We can be proud of all of these
facets of our identity. We are also much, much more. Identity is a plurality and not something
singular.
A celebration of this collective heritage goes way beyond understanding the roots of people
labelled ‘Coloured’. It shows us how linked we are as South Africans across so called race
and ethnic boundaries. The same exercise could be done in each of South Africa’s major
cities.
Collective heritage is a most important part of what should inform our identities. It has certainly
played a major role in my life and my understanding of what informs my identities. I have used
the ‘Seven Steps Matrix’ tool successfully in many workshops with young people in Cape
Town to promote an understanding of our diversity and ‘the ties that bind us’ as South
Africans. The symbolism of the Seven Steps of District six offers future generations a clear
reference point for explaining our community roots and by using it in this way it allows us to
NEVER FORGET the destruction of lives through ethnic cleansing forced removals which is
the kind of aberration that goes with race and ethnic purity ideas.
“En wie is djulle?”
“Os is die mense vannie trappe.”
The heritage lens is one means of looking at who we are and as such is important, but there
are many more lenses that we also need to turn to which can assist us. The heritage lens is a
community perspective. Our next lens is that of the family tree – that of genealogy – our
ancestral continuum.
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3
ANCESTRAL HERITAGE:
IDENTITY THROUGH THE LENS OF THE FAMILY TREE

Genealogy or ancestral heritage is another part of what informs our identities. Some may be
highly aware of this part of their identity while to others it may mean very little. In our society
where veneration of ancestors is a major part of our spiritual life and where history plays a
huge role in identity, genealogy plays a stronger role in identity than elsewhere. The family
which we draw inspiration and lessons from, in whose shadow we walk and which embraces
us plays a major part in how we see ourselves.
In indigene African society, such as amongst the amaXhosa, genealogy is not simply a case
of tracking family names. The true investigator of one’s ancestral continuum, ones family in
amaXhosa society, seeks to track one’s many clan names or ‘isuduko’ in one’s family. They
have to go beyond looking at lineage, and explore family history and clan relationships and
the deeds by which their forebears were known. This is where the role of the imbongi comes
into play.
In many indigene families, family totems and symbolic family plants also play a huge role.
Many South Africans of Camissa roots, like other Africans also have clan, totem and family
plant components to their heritage, but are just unaware of these. It is likewise, with AfroEuropeans. These are worldwide phenomena but not everybody in the 21st century is attuned
to such things.
The totem of the Mellets is the honey bee and its hive, and the medlar tree family which
includes the loquat, imvulo and katjiepierang trees is our symbolic plant. The meaning of
‘Mellet’ is Medlar tree (mispelboom). Such totems and plants are yet another window into the
ancestral roots.
Genealogy is a fascinating and gripping subject that needs to be bent and shaped to makeit
more Africa friendly and also friendly to slave ancestry. Genealogy can be enhancing but it
also can be used in a manner that can reinforce negative feelings amongst people too. It
should never be the end all and be all of identity. It is but a component of Identity exploration.
This book shows that there are many different components that influence our identities and
this chapter of this book is about my own family heritage and the tapestry that genealogy
reveals.
Many who investigate their ancestry often harbour a desire to find royal or noble roots,
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hidden wealth, outstanding deeds of valour and an intellectual giant or two. For most of us this
is just not going to be true. Indeed we may find some very unsavoury deeds, but mostly we
would discover that our forebears were pretty ordinary working folks who struggled with daily
challenges much like those that we face today. For me the greatest story and inspiration is the
theme that emerges of ‘rising above adversity’. Such a heritage is worth more than gold or
noble lineages.
Amongst our ancestors we may also not find the traditional nuclear family of mum, dad and
the kids, who in turn are followed by more ‘happy-family’ mums, dads and kids. Would that life
be so simple! South African genealogies across the different population groups for instance
have always shown a high incidence of multiple marriages, even although contradictorily our
society projects a moral high ground for the ‘one-marriage’ paradigm. In my own trips down
family history I have further come to believe that the non-nuclear family indeed may be
generationally transmitted and more of a norm than most would care to admit. Trauma and
dysfunctionality in families may also be generationally transmitted.
In the family tree one will find non-conformists, rogues, rebels, adventurers, and all sorts of
characters, even criminals. Multiple marriages, polygamy, prostitution, marriages that never
formally existed, illegitimacy, un-recorded births and deaths, abandonment, adoption,
prostitution, migration, cross-ethnic unions, same family unions, common-law unions and
relationships with passing travellers can all be part of the equation. Life for most people is not
as simple as the dominant paradigm within genealogical enquiry may project. There may also
be missing pieces of the puzzle of one’s past that may never be found. If you decided to delve
into the past you should be prepared for any eventuality and try to embrace it with
understanding. I often come across people who start on their genealogical journey of
discovery wanting a particular outcome and then are bitterly disappointed with the result of
their enquiry because they were so single-minded about values placed on outcomes.
I have come to believe that our family histories challenge us to the core. What we think about
the past and who we think we are is most often very different to reality. In South Africa too,
most of the tribal or national group identities of today are relatively modern constructs which
emerged in the late colonial era. A deeper look at history may well shock many people as they
may discover that they are indeed rooted amongst people that their modern identity formation
despises and treats with disrespect. This is especially true in the realm of Indigene African
identities.
The key starting point in my ancestry detective work was firstly to locate my father. I had been
brought up to believe that my father had died in a car accident in the 1950s. My mother
described the accident and often showed me the spot at the traffic island opposite the
Locomotive Hotel in Salt River. My mother would always fill in official forms stating that she
was a widow. To her work mates she was known by her maiden name Miss Huntley and to
others she used Mrs de Goede, the name of the former husband from whom she had been
divorced in 1948. My father’s name, Mellet, was never mentioned.
My mother had four children in her first and only formal marriage and by the time I was born
outside of that marriage, her three surviving children were in their mid to late teens. One was
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working, the other placed in a boy’s reformatory and the third was still living with my mother.
My mother and father were never married. My mother had developed her own legend or ‘white
lie’ as the old people called it. She even seemed to believe it herself.
Being an unmarried mother, for convenience in my early childhood years, my mother had my
name changed to that of her former husband rather than to her maiden name. My mother
withheld my father’s surname from me as I grew up and fostered me out to other families until
I was nine years old. Thereafter I largely grew up in institutions until I went out to work at the
end of my fifteenth year. There was layer upon layer of camouflage. The contradictions in my
mother’s stories constantly jumped out at me during my childhood but her lips remained
sealed as my mother was very ‘old school’ – where children were not allowed to ask questions
of adults.
Thus the paper trail that my mother left behind for future researchers would result in an
inaccurate view of the past, without my explanation at hand. There is a great deal of
inaccurate information in the genealogical domain, but with a sharp eye and a different view
on human behaviour, contradictions can be uncovered and tracked, sometimes with
successful discoveries down the line. I formally restored the legality of my original name with
the South African Department of Home Affairs, in 1998.
I’ve had a lot of wild-goose chases in my genealogical journey. One time a priest gave me the
records of a completely different family as a match for my maternal great-grandparents and I
started to go off in an erroneous direction for some time. This is bound to happen for many
who research their ancestors.
When I started my first job, my ‘dead’ father one day turned up out of the blue, when a car
sidled up to me while I was on my way to work. The man in the car called me over and I
thought that this was somebody asking for directions. He then announced to me that he was
my father. When I replied that my father was dead, he got angry with me. His statement was
“Don’t you get funny with me’ and then he accused me of stealing his money, because my
mother had been receiving five rands maintenance support from him per month per court
order and had not told him that I was working. I was oblivious to this fact. The whole
experience lasted less than five minutes and I was only to meet my father again for one brief
meeting some 26 years later when I started this investigation of family roots. Both my father
and mother are now deceased.
My mother’s response on that particular evening was an equally traumatic one. On coming
home from work I found my mother distraught and demanding to know why I had been rude to
my father. When I said to her “I thought my father was dead”, she replied “Don’t you be funny
with me”. Strangely this was the exact same words used by my father when I had said, “But
my father is dead.”
My mother was simply demanding an assurance that I would not be going off with my father.
When I gave her that assurance the matter was closed for discussion. The following day she
went back to calling herself a widow and that was the end of the story for the next 26 years.
Both my parents showed no regard for how I as a young boy of 16 may have been feeling.
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At the age of 42 after having a dream about a sister that I did not know, I decided to try to
track down what had happened to my father. In my own syncretic faith tradition one pays
attention to dreams which demand some action. It was complex processes that led me to find
my father’s brother Giel who had last seen me as an infant. Through this old man in his mid70s back in 1998, I learnt that my father was still living and that indeed there was at least one
sister, Kathleen Alice who lived in Australia, and maybe more.
I managed to trace Kathy Rose who alerted me to the fact that there also was Peggy, Lynette,
Francois, Jimmy and Andre. They were born of three different mothers. They ranged in age
from the mid-30s to mid-50s at the time. I later briefly met my father for the only time where
we were able to have a rather stunted conversation. Having this piece of my
puzzle allowed me the opportunity to retrieve my father’s name and for the Department of
Home Affairs to restore my family name as the surname of my children and myself. My father
was to die just a few years later in 2003.
In the process I also came to know my mother’s eldest son for the first time. Armed with all of
this new information I sat down with my then 82 year old mother and talked to her. She
acknowledged that she knew of the existence of my siblings. When I asked her why she had
not told me about my brothers and sisters, she simply said “It was none of your business”. My
mother soon developed the Alzheimer’s condition and passed away three years later in 2001.
There was a lot that I still did not know and that is where I had to turn to the archives to
complement the oral stories that I had written down from many sources. By this time I knew
my mother’s father’s name, William Huntley, my maternal grandmother’s name Mary Anne
Haddon, and my paternal grandfather’s name Pieter Francois Mellet senior (my father’s name
was also Pieter Francois). I also later discovered that my maternal grandmother’s parents
were William Haddon and Francina van der Kaap Haddon. Even later, I found that my paternal
grandmother was Alice ‘Elsie’ Petronella le Cordier.
I now had enough of the pieces of the genealogical puzzle so as to define the edges. Along
the way I had gone up many a proverbial garden path constructing family-trees that still had
major flaws in it. Old family stories often prove to be untrue legends – oral history is a doubled
edged sword, but sometimes it is all that one has to work with. The secret is to keep
subjecting your information to scrutiny. Even when you find documents, one has to look for
contradictions, because the truth was also not always written down as such.
My genealogical roots as they emerged were a wonderful mix of peoples. There were 24 slave
personalities including West African slaves, Southeast Asian slaves, Indian slaves, and
locally born Cape Creole slaves. There were also four Khoena personalities of Goringhaiqua
heritage and another of probable Hessequa lineage. Then there were also a range of
Europeans of French, Dutch, German, Swiss, Norwegian, English and Scots heritage.
At this point, let me share my paternal roots as it unfolded. Thereafter I will follow with my
maternal roots. But let me first give a composite introduction to the Khoena indigenes and
slaves in my family tree least one gets lost in the detail. Over some 35 years I have been
building my family tree and continue to enhance it by visiting and revisiting new information as
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it comes available. I encourage others to do the same. Today when many make wild claims
about their past heritage, unfortunately often with some opportunistic material claim in mind,
or others still peddle the false Apartheid and Colonial narrative, I can recommend that there is
so much more information out there based on impeccable resources, available to substantiate
ones narrative, than when I started out on this quest more than half a lifetime ago. When I first
started out on this journey to meet my ancestors, I did not even know who my father was and
did not know more than half my 13 siblings. Not only did those questions get answered, I also
tracked my ancestry for over 400 years.
Five personalities in my family tree of ancestors emerge from the indigenous Khoena people
of the Cape, rooted in the Goringhaicona and Hessequa clans. These are Krotoa
Goringhaicona, Pieternella Goringhaicona Zaaiman, Johanna Catharina ‘Kaatje Hottentotin’
Mauritz Voortman, Susanna Voortman le Cordier and Anna Maria Voortman le Cordier.
Krotoa Eva Goringhaicona van Meerhof (Havgardt) 1642 – 1674 is one of my 9thgreat
grandmothers. Kratoa was born into the Goringhaicona clan of maroons made up of drifters
from other clans (Goringhaiqua, Gorachoqua, Cochoqua) who settled at the Camissa River
mouth in Table Bay to trade with passing ships under the leadership of her uncle Autshumao.
She also enjoyed a special relationship with the clan that her sister married into – the
Cochoqua. The Khoena trading settlement around the Camissa River dating from around
1630 represents the earliest foundations of what became the City of Cape Town. It is possible
from the description of Kratoa’s appearance that she had paternal or ancestral links with a
passing European seaman.
Krotoa was taken into the fort de Goede Hoop by the van Riebeeck family to be a servant at
the age of 10 years. By the age of 15 and for the next six years she worked as an interpreter
and emissary for the VOC commander in his interaction with the Khoena. Over 200 times in
65 entries in the Journal of Commander Jan van Riebeeck there are references about her or
attributed to her. For 10 years she served as an interpreter and emissary for Commander Jan
van Riebeeck. By the end of this period, after initially praising her service van Riebeeck
accused her of misleading him and surmised that she acted on her loyalty to her Khoena
relations.
In 1662 she was baptised as a Christian and married a Danish employee of the VOC - Pieter
(Havgardt) van Meerhof in 1664. In the last ten years of her life and especially after her
husband died away in Madagascar in 1668, she was marginalised, ostracised and vilified by
the settler community and she became an alcoholic, leading a wretched existence. She had
given birth to two children in her teens in 1661 (Jacobus) and in 1663 (Pieternella) before she
was married. These and her subsequent offspring were removed from her by the VOC and
this amazing woman died in a wretched state in 1674. The children were all put into the care
of a brothel keeper before being shipped off to Mauritius. Pieternella returned to the Cape and
I am a descendant. My lineage flows from her son Pieter Zaaijman (bn 1688 in Mauritius) and
Anna Maria Koopman (bn 1690) and their son Bartholomeus Zaaiman (bn1717).
As previously referenced the other Khoena in my family tree are Johanna Catharina (Tol)
Mauritz van der Kaap (bn c 1700) (aka Kaatje Hottentotin Mauritz or Catharina Hottentotin
Mauritz - probably Hessequa) was married to Heinrich Voortman from Hamburg in 1759 but
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they had already had 8 children between 1735 and 1756). Two of their daughters Anna Maria
Voortman vdk (bn 1735) and Susanna Voortman vdk (bn 1745) married two le Cordier
brothers – Johannes le Cordier (bn 1725) and Jurgen le Cordier (bn 1731) respectively. Both
sisters and both brothers feature in my family tree.
The slaves in my family tree are from diverse origins. The earliest of the slaves in my heritage
were two sisters Lijsbeth and Cornelia Arabus, two royal children 10 and 12 years respectively
who came from Madagascar from a royal family with roots first in the horn of Africa who then
migrated to Sulawesi in Indonesia and then onto Madagascar.
Then there was Lijsbeth Sanders van der Kaap, (daughter of Lijsbeth Arabus) and her
daughter Gerbrecht Herbst; Tamara of Madagascar; Armosijn de Groote van der Kaap;
Armosijn de Cleine van der Kaap; Marij of Angola; Maria Lozee van der Kaap; Jacobus Steyn
van der Kaap; Maria Groothenning van der Kaap; Anna Groothenning van Bengal (bay of
Bengal possibly captured from Myanmar); Anna Verkouter; Johannes Vosloo; Mosesz van
Makassar (captured in South Sulawesi); Sara van Makassar (captured in Celebes); Rebecca
Mosesz van der Kaap; Sara van Graan; Maria Cornelisse Claasen van der Kaap; Catharina
van Malabar/Coromandel; Mariavan der Kaap; Lijsbeth van Bengal; Anna Pieterse; Darius van
Bengal; and Francina vdk (my maternal great grandmother). These 24 enslaved personalities
are in my direct line of decedents from Africa, Madagascar, Southeast Asia and India. By
association there are many more slaves in my indirect family line.
The Paternal Line
Encircled by the Langeberg and Swartberg mountains is a unique and beautiful valley that
finds itself wedged between the coastal belt and the Karoo. In the maps of the mid 1800s the
area is referred to as the Kannaland derived from the old Khoena language of the area. The
valley was originally home to a large indigene population of Khoena people known as the
Attaqua, and the mountains were home to the San people.
The Attaqua had a path through the Langeberg, which followed the ravine known to this day
as the Tradouw Poort. Tradouw derives from the Khoena word meaning “the women’s
footpath”. The original Khoena words were 'Tarras' (footpath) and 'Doas' (girls). The two words
were combined to create the word Tarradoa which evolved into Tradouw. The Attaqua herded
their cattle into kraals in the area of Suurbraak. Its original name in the Khoena language was
Xairu – ‘beautiful’.
Europeans first entered the valley on an exploration mission commissioned by Governor
Simon van der Stel, and led by Isaac Schriver in 1689. From 1700 settlers began entering the
Valley, though it still remained relatively inaccessible for well over a century and a half. By the
mid-1800s however, the town of Barrydale began to emerge, though it was only much later
that it was named as such. In 1873 the Tradouw pass began to be built by convicts to allow for
wagon access and in 1880 a Dutch reformed Church was established in the town under the
jurisdiction of Swellendam. The town was named after a local businessman, Joseph Barry. A
commercial company called Barry and Nephews was the main business in the area. The first
school was opened in 1885.
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Kannaland is named after the dried plant material of the genus sceletium tortuosum known as
Kanna, an indigenous plant in the area used originally by the Khoena and San people.
Amongst other uses including spiritual uses, it was used to dispel fear and depression. It is a
vision-inducing narcotic plant. The root was chewed, smoked, or used as a snuff.
It is here in the Kannaland, first at Ladismith and then at a small farming community at
Lemoenshoek near Barrydale, that the branch of my paternal family had migrated from the
Drakenstein. They were descendants of Andre Mellet a French immigrant baker, and his son
David, a teacher, who had settled in Paarl. My great grandfather Petrus Francois Mellet was
born in Ladismith in 1864 and later moved with his wife Susanna Catharina Francina Steyn to
Lemoenshoek near Barrydale where they had their brood. My grandfather was the firstborn,
named Pieter Francois after his father. My father was later to be given the same name, as the
first-born son.
Cut off from broader colonial society, settlers and indigenes in the Kannaland were highly
inter-reliant for many decades until the mid-1880s when social relations began to change as
the newly built pass, built by convicts, opened the area up to a larger influx of settlers and a
stronger presence of colonial authorities. When my grandfather was born in 1892, Barrydale
was not much of a town yet and Lemoenshoek wasn’t much of a village. These places held
few opportunities for its youth.
My grandfather and his four brothers, Jan Abraham, Andreas Francois, Isaac Bartholomeus,
Abraham Petrus, and sister Johanna Louisa were all born at Lemoenshoek in the last decade
of the 19th century. It was from here in 1918 that my paternal grandfather, Pieter Francois
Mellet sir would migrate from a rural backwater life, to a new and very different life in District
Six in Cape Town, where he married a local woman and had a family.
The forefather of the South African Mellets, Andre Mellet, son of Claude Mellet (bn 1666), was
born at Nimes in the Languedoc, in France, in 1700. Claude and his son Andre were bakers.
Andre was married to Maria Gautier, born in 1705, from Marennes, Saintonge in France. She
was the daughter of Jacques Gautier and Maria Roulain. Andre and Maria married in
Amsterdam in 1728, and arrived as immigrants in the Cape in 1731. They had travelled to the
Cape with Gilles Sollier and his wife Anne Roulain, Marie Gautier’s cousin. The Solliers had
already been in the Cape before and were returning.
Maria Gautier Mellet died in 1745 after having 5 children. Her youngest, David, born in 1744,
is the progenitor of my genealogical line. Andre Mellet fell afoul of the strict VOC, or United
Dutch East India Company’s monopoly trading laws and was found guilty of illegal trading in
1748. He was banished from the colony and deported to the Netherlands on the ship
Suijderburg. The parentless children were raised by the Sollier family. David Hendrik born on
20 December 1744, grew up to become a notable school teacher of a classroom of European
and slave children, in Paarl. His older brothers Durand and Andries were the progenitors of
other branches of the Mellet family. Maria Elizabeth and Maria Anna were his sisters.
David Hendrik Mellet married the 19 year old Martha Maria Möller, of German heritage, on 29
October 1769. She died in 1826 having lived a long life. They had nine children of which
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Jacobus Johannes Mellet born on 18 June 1786 was to become the next ancestor of my
branch of the family. Jacobus married Elisabeth Margaretha Rossouw on 2 May 1813 in
Stellenbosch. They had eight children, five of whom were sons; Petrus Francois Mellet born
1817, David Hendrik Mellet born 1819, Jacobus Johannes Mellet born 1822, Abraham Pieter
born 1829 , and Jan Mellet born 1832. My great grandmother and great great grandmother
provide the lineages of my grandfather’s slave and Khoena heritage.
One of my paternal great grandmothers, Elizabeth Saayman who married Johannes Jacobus
Mellet born in 1822, provides the thread to one line of my slave lineage and to my indigene
African lineage. Elizabeth Saayman is a descendent of Daniel Zaaiman and Petronella van
Meerhof, the daughter of Pieter van Meerhof and Krotoa of the Goringhaicona Khoena.
Elizabeth is also the descendent of the daughter of an Indian slave from Malabar, and she is a
descendent of yet another Cape Creole slave Maria van der Kaap Walters.
My paternal great grandmother Margaretha’s Khoena heritage goes back to Krotoa ‘Eva’ van
Meerhof the young Khoe girl from a Goringhaiqua chief’s family who was brought up in the
household of Jan van Riebeeck. Krotoa grew up to become a diplomat and interpreter moving
between the VOC and the Khoena. Her loyalties were torn and she had a terrible life,
exploited by the Europeans and often rejected by her own people. She nonetheless stood up
for her people’s interest at many important junctures. She married the Dutch surgeon Pieter
van Meerhof who was later killed in Madagascar. Krotoa turned more and more to alcohol
which ruined her life and she became a tragic figure. On a number of occasions she was
banished to Robben Island. One of her daughters Petronella married Daniel Zaaiman and had
a number of children. The Zaaiman’s lived for some time in Mauritius before returning to the
Cape.
One of Petronella’s sons, Pieter Zaaiman born in 1686 was married to Anna Maria Koopman.
Their son Bartholomeus born in 1717 married Anna Maria van Biljon who was the daughter of
the Cape Creole slave Maria van der Kaap Walters. Their son Bartholomeus Lambertus
Saayman born in 1752 married Gertruyda Willemse, the granddaughter of a Cape Creole
slave Maria Cornelisse van der Kaap whose mother was the slave Catharina van Malabar.
In turn Gertruyda’s son, Barend, who was born around 1804 married another Gertruida and
were my great great grandmother Elizabeth Saayman’s parents. Elizabeth married Johannes
Jacobus and they were the parents of my great grandfather Petrus Francois born in Ladismith
in 1864.
Back-tracking for a moment - Cornelis Claasen aka Kees de Boer was from Utrecht and
arrived at the Cape before 1657. He was married at Stellenbosch in 1676 to Catharina Van
Malabar. She was born 1650 and baptised in 1673. Catharina remarried in 1688 to Andries
Voormeester.Cornelis who had earlier had a child with the slave Isabella van Angola in 1661.
Catharina van Malabar had a child, with another European father. This child was known as
Adriaentje Cornelis baptised in 1667. Catharina had seven children with Cornelis Claasen.
Her 4th child, Maria van der Kaap, born in 1678 is my forebear whose grand-daughter
Gertruyda Willemse married into the Saayman family.
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Maria Cornelis van der Kaap married Gerrit Willemse in 1691 (she also had an affair with
Isaac Pietersz van der Kaap). Gerrit Willemse was from Friesland in the Netherlands and
arrived in 1690 at the Cape. In 1716 Gerrit had a second marriage with Johanna van Wyk. My
grandmother Susanna Steyn Mellet, through her mother Johanna Louisa van der Vyver,
further provides a few more slave linkages. One of these links is to two Southeast Asian
slaves from Macassar.
Otto Ernst van Graan who was born around 1651 lived for over one hundred years. He is said
to have been a German with the original name being van Grau. In 1704 he married the freed
slave Rebekka Mosesz van der Kaap who died in 1766. Rebekka was the daughter of Moses
van Macassar and Sara van Macassar. My paternal great great grandmother, Johanna Louisa
van der Vyver was a 5th generation descendant of Rebekka and a sixth generation
descendent of the slaves Moses and Sara from Macassar. (I am the 9th generation) Moses
from Macasser was to later marry Jacomijntje van Madagascar in 1710.
Otto and Rebekka van Graan had ten children. The van Graans also adopted the child of
another slave Catharina van Colombo who had died. My family line flows from the second
born, Sara van Graan, who married a Norwegian by the name of Evert Janz Volschenk. The
grand-daughter Sara Adriana Volschenk, daughter of Evert Janz junior, married Johann
Christiaan Steyl and their daughter Maria Christina Steyl married Willem van der Vyver. In turn
Willem and Maria Christina’s daughter, Johanna Louisa, married Hermanus Steyn who had a
daughter Susanna who married my paternal great grandfather Pieter Francious Mellet.
To digress and contextualise, the original name of Macassar was Oedjong Pandang. The
Dutch called it Uithoek and the fortification there was named Rotterdam. To understand how
many of the people of Macassar ended up as slaves at the Cape, one has to look at what was
happening in the Celebes in the Indonesian Archipelago at this time.
People ended up in the bondage of slavery for a number of regions. The majority were war
captives at the end of many wars across India and Southeast Asia; others were captured by
pirates and highwaymen who sold them into bondage; yet others were taken into slavery as a
result of debt bondage by family; widespread famine was another reason for enslavement;
others were sex slaves too. The movement of people across South and Southeast Asia was of
mammoth proportions.
Those that landed up at key slaver stations may have been registered as a slave from the
area where they originated from but more often were registered when sold as originating at
the slaver station. In the Cape those who were recorded as van Batavia and, van Goa or van
Saloor (Sri Lanka) in fact are likely to be from elsewhere as those places were simply human
markets. Those who carried the toponym van Bengal also did not necessarily come from the
area of Bangladesh as this referred to the Bay of Bengal which included Myanmar, Thailand
and Malaysia. Those from Arakan may have been from Rakhine in Myanmar but as Myanmar
was often at war with the neighbouring countries these may have been war captives. Arakan
was also noted as a favoured slave market for pirates slave booty. Understanding South and
Southeast Asian dynamics at this point in history is vital in coming to an understanding of the
origins of Cape Slaves. Many of the slaves that left Indonesia slaver ports were from coastline
India and included Gentoo people and Naier people. Another major contributor to enslavement
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were people fleeing natural disaster and famine.
Between 1666 and 1669 a war was fought between the forces of Sultan Husanuddin and, the
people of Boegies under the command of Arung Plakka. During this war 195 Macassar
women and children were captured and fifty were sent to Batavia as slaves while the rest
were sent off elsewhere to be sold as slaves. The Dutch used the Boegies as allies to
suppress the Goa kingdom. Part of the final peace treaty with Goa in 1667 was the demand of
supplying a further 1,000 slaves to the Dutch.
Moses and Sara van Macassar would have emerged as slaves from this upheaval and ended
up at the Cape of Good Hope where their daughter Rebekka van der Kaap Mosesz was born.
The toponym van der Kaap was given to all Creole or locally-born slaves. Rebekka’s married
name was van Graan and hence her children were all van Graan’s the progenitors of a
number of families including mine. Moses, Carel, Johannes, Jacobus and Aron were the sons
of Rebekka, and Sara, Johanna, Barendina, Maria and Helena were her daughters. (I am the
9th generation) Moses from Macasser was to later marry Jacomijntje van Madagascar in
1710.
Sara van Graan, my forebear, first had an extra-marital relationship with Jan Scholtz in 1729
of which a child Margaretha was born, and then she married a Norwegian sailor working for
the VOC. In the 20 years of their marriage, before Evert Janz Volschenk’s death in 1752, they
had six children; amongst these was Evert Janz junior whose daughter Sara married Johan
Christiaan Steyl. Sara Volschenk was the mother of Maria who married Willem van der Vyver.
My paternal great grandmother Susanna Steyn was Sara van Graan's descendent.
My great grandmother Susanna Catherina Francina Steyn Mellet was also an 8th generation
descendent of another slave, Maria Lozee van der Kaap. Through her father Hermanus
Jacobus Johannes Steyn who was born in 1840, she traces back as follows:
Hermanus JJ Steyn was the son of Hermanus Hendricus Jacobus Steyn born in 1816, son of
two Steyns – Hermanus Jacobus Steyn born in 1694 and Susanna Maria Steyn (parents were
another Hermanus Steyn who was married to Maragaretha Christiana du Preez). Hermanus
Jacobus was the son of Douwe Gerbrand Steyn born in 1759 and Maria Helena Malan.
Douwe Gerbrands parents were Jacobus Steyn jnr born in 1723 and Susanna Fourie.
Jacobus Steyn jnr was the son of Jacobus Steyn, son of the former slave Maria Lozee van der
Kaap.
Jacobus was adopted by Douwe Gerbrand Steyn who married Maria Lozee van der Kaap. His
father is unknown and may have been another slave or a European. Jacobus Steyn married
Maria Potgieter daughter of Hermanus Jansen Potgieter and Isabella Fredericks. We
unfortunately only know that Maria Lozee van der Kaap was a locally born Creole slave. She
was however a notable personality of her time. This is the first time that this rich and complex
history of my Mellet line is being recorded in this coherent manner.
My grandfather was named after his father and called Pieter Francois Mellet. I will here refer
to my grandfather as – Piet senior. He married Elsie Petronella le Cordier who was born in
1900 in Cape Town. They had four children. On the death of Elsie in 1939 he remarried to
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Martina (nee Early) van Eck. In this second marriage in 1942, Piet senior had three more
children, before he and Martina were divorced in 1964.
Piet senior had left Barrydale under a cloud in 1918 after an embarrassing arrest at
Lemoenshoek and a court case in Swellendam. Although he was found not guilty of the
charges brought against him because these were withdrawn, he decided to leave his home
town for the city. He may also have fathered a child in the Stemmet family.
In Cape Town my grandfather, Piet senior, worked as a telegraph linesman earning £2.11 per
week. He married Elsie Petronella le Cordier in 1920 and they lived at 6 Sterling Street in
District Six until after the birth of their daughter. All of their four children were born in District
Six; my father, the first born, Pieter Francois Mellet junior born 1922, Joseph Michiel (Giel)
Antonie Mellet born 1924, Izak Mellet born 1928, and Elizabeth Mellet born 1931.
From District Six the family then moved to Bokmakierrie in Athlone and from there to
Doornhoogte, which is now Thornhill and Rylands. After Elsie Mellet died in 1939, the family
moved to Lansdowne, where Piet senior remarried to Martina van Eck in 1942. Piet Francois
Mellet senior died in 1966 in Vereeniging. Piet senior and Martina had three sons, Jacobus
Johannes ‘Jack’ Mellet born 1943, Barend Johannes ‘Ben’ Mellet born 1944, and Francois
Mellet born 1952.
My uncle Giel carried the first names - Joseph Michiel Anthonie, a name combination which
first appeared with Josef Michiel Anthonie le Cordier born in 1827 who was married to Anna
Catharina Aletta la Grange. Josef Michiel Anthonie had six recorded children only one of
whom was a son by the name of Anthonie Louis born in 1864. Alice ‘Elsie’ le Cordier Mellet
was one of Anthonie Louis’ children.
My paternal grandmother, granny Alice’s line traces back to a Khoena woman who had two
daughters. These married two locally born French brothers. This lineage also incorporates the
lineage of Martha Vosloo who was married to Johannes Petrus la Grange. Martha was the
mother of Anna Catharina Aletta la Grange who married Josef Michiel Anthonie le Cordier in
1830.
Martha’s lineage traces back to Johannes Vosloo van der Kaap, son of Johannes Vosloo snr
and the Indian slave Helena van Malabar. It also traces back to Gerbrecht Herbst and her
mother Lijsbeth Sanders van der Kaap, daughter of the slave Lijsbeth Arabus owned by the
van Riebeeck family. The Khoena lineage goes back to granny Alice’s forebears. Locally born
of French parents, Jurgen le Cordier married Susanna Voortman van der Kaap, the daughter
of Johanna Catharina Maurits van der Kaap, who was married to Hendrik Voortman in the
Roodezand in Tulbagh. Johanna, recorded as a Khoena woman (probably Hessequa), and
three of her grown children (including Susanna) were baptised in 1747. On the record
Johanna is recorded as ‘Kaatje Hottentotin’. She had six more children with the German from
Hamburg by the name of Heinrich Voortmann, a farmhand on the farm of Johannes
Cruywagen on the Gouritz River.
Susanna’s sister Anna Maria Voortman, also one of my ancestors on another trajectory,
married Jurgen’s brother Johannes le Cordier. The two Cordier brothers were the sons of
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Phillipus le Cordier (1698 – 1783) who was married to Elizabeth Malherbe. They were
Huguenot refugees who fled to the Cape via the Netherlands. Philippus was the son of Louis
le Cordier born in 1672 in Orleanais in France, and Francois Martinet of Champagne, France.
Louis le Cordier was the son of Louis le Cordier senior and Jeanne Blessibois.
Phillipus le Cordier was born on 26 Oct 1698 in Paarl. He left Paarl and settled at Swellendam
and was an influential member of the early settler community, serving on the Landdros and
Heemraade. He farmed a large property which bordered on the Breede River. Phillipus
married Elizabeth Malherbe in 1715. She was born about 1697 in the Drakenstein in the Cape
Colony and died in March 1783 at Swellendam. The le Cordiers had a large family of nine
children. Successive generations used variants of the name - le Cordier, Cordier, Cortje and le
Cordeur.
It is interesting to note that the sons of such an influential family chose to marry the daughters
of a Khoena woman and her German husband. They had followed the tradition that Adam Tas
had once spoken out against using the words – ‘the black brood amongst us’ and warning that
the word of these should not be taken as the same as the word of pure white Europeans.
The le Cordiers were also noted for the fact that they had petitioned the governor to lift
restrictions on the French who wished to form a distinct French community congregation. The
plea was dismissed by the governor. Scrutiny of the history of the times shows many fissures
within the local settler community.
Phillipus, married again after his wife died and had two more children with Martha Maria
Cordier. The Cordier offspring scattered across the Drakenstein, Oudstshoorn, and Karoo and
Swellendam districts.
My great great grandmother’s mother, Martha Vosloo’s lineage, goes back to a group of
colourful slave personalities in the 17th century. Swarte Louis van Bengal arrived in the Cape
as a slave in 1662 on the ship Angelier. Commander Zacharias Wagenaer had brought five
slaves with him from the Southeast Asia, Louis amongst them. As a 14 year old, Louis was
sold by the Commander’s step-daughter to the Secunde Hendrik Lucas for 80 Rixdollars. In
1672 Louis bough his freedom by making instalments and also acquired some land for
planting crops in Table Bay within 3 years One of his neighbours was the Free Black Anthony
van Bengal. In September 1676 he acquired further property in Bergstraat in the vicinity of
today’s St Georges Street and later built a home on the plot. In 1692 he also acquired
ownership of a farm in Jonkershoek which became known as Leef-op-Hoop in the Drakenstein
winelands. Swarte Louis had a complex family life. His first wife was a Khoena woman by the
name of Zara. But then 13 years later he took on a slave who proved a handful. She was
Lijsbeth, daughter of Lijsbeth Arabus, who had been fostered by the freed slaves Ann and
Evert of Guinea. Swarte Louis ended up having a child with Lijsbeth jnr, freeing her, then
marrying her, and then finally divorcing her. This was running parallel to him having another
relationship from which another child was also born. Later he married a third wife Rebekka
van Makassar, a Christian woman from Batavia.
Lijsbeth Arabus (or Lijsbeth van Abyssinia) the mother of Lijsbeth jnr (known as Lijsbeth
Sanders van der Kaap) was brought to the Cape from Madagascar with her sister. The two
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were given as presents to the van Riebeeck family by a passing captain of a French ship.
Historian Mansell Upham in ‘Made or Marred by Time’ argues that their actual family roots
were royals who originated in the horn of Africa and came to Madagascar via Sulawesi in
Indonesia. The VOC however frowned on such ‘presents’ to company officials, particularly
with the swindling record held by Jan van Riebeeck in the company, so the two girls were
registered as company slaves.
In 1683 Swarte Louis van Bengal freed Lijsbeth jnr and her two daughters. One of the two
daughters was in fact Louis’ own daughter who was baptised as Elizabeth in 1680, with former
slave Armosyn van der Kaap as witness at the ceremony. In 1687 Swarte Louis and Lijsbeth
the mother of his daughter were married by the Landros.
In 1685 Swarte Louis also had a child by the name of Anna with another slave Maria van der
Kaap. Shortly after his wedding to Lijsbeth, she had an affair with an Englishman, Willem
Teerling, who was Swarte Louis’ farmhand (kneg) and fell pregnant after which she tried to
ditch Swarte Louis.
Swarte Louis ultimately had Willem Teerling in court, not only for cuckolding him but also
because of dereliction of duty resulting in huge losses of resources and personally helping
himself to his fowls, fruit and dairy products. It looked like old Willem was having sumptuous
orgies with Lijsbeth under the nose of Swarte Louis.
Lijsbeth admitted that her pregnancy was due to her affair with Teerling and he was found
guilty in court and sentenced to 2 months incarceration with hard labour, plus a fine to be paid
to Swarte Louis of Bengal for loss of goods and a second fine for having his wicked way with
Lijsbeth.
The court granted Swarte Louis a divorce but Lijsbeth and Louis’ children would remain in his
custody. Because the youngest was too young, Swarte Louis was asked to keep Lijsbeth with
the child for a further year and pay her a stipend.
Lijsbeth had a long and notorious life, remaining in trouble with the law. In 1696 she was
found guilty of theft of jewellery from freed slave Jacob Cornelissen van Bengal. As a result
she was branded and sentenced to work for three years in public works.
At the end of this time Lijsbeth was cohabiting with a German by the name of Johann Herbst
and she was now recorded as Lijsbeth Sanders van der Kaap. (Sanders was the name of her
probable father). Johann Herbst already had another daughter with a slave by the name of
Cecilia of Angola. That child’s name was Agnieta van der Kaap.
Lijsbeth had 3 children with Swarte Louis of Bengal. She had one other child with Teerling,
another child with another European father and she had two daughters with Johann Herbst –
Clara and Gerbrecht Herbst van der Kaap. The one sister Clara married Johannes Harmensz
Potgieter and the sister Gerbrecht (my ancestor) married Johannes Volsoo (junior) in 1718.
This scallywag character Lijsbeth Sanders van der Kaap, mother of Gerbrecht Herbst, is one
of my granny Elsie’s forbears who died in 1742 at over 80 years of age after leading an
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eventful life, recorded well, only because of her frequent brushes with the law.
The man that Gerbrecht married was also the son of a slave Helena van Malabar who had
married Johannes Vosloo senior. Thus granny Elsie had African, Indian and Southeast Asian
slave forebears in addition to her Khoena, French, German, Danish and Dutch forbears.
Slaves recorded as ‘van Bengal’ originated from places all along the Bay of Bengal coastline
from today’s Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand down to Singapore and Malaysia.
On both my father’s maternal and paternal lines there are a total of 24 direct slave ancestors
and four Khoena (Khoi) indigene ancestors in our family tree, as well as many more slaves
who were related to various ancestors. These are referred to by name earlier.l. While many of
my slave ancestors are locally born in the Cape the diversity of my slave ancestry includes
India, the bay of Bengal, the broader Southeast Asia including the Indonesian Archipelago,
West Africa, the Horn of Africa and Madagascar. My indigene ancestors are of the
Goringhaicona, Cochoqua, Hessequa, and amaXhosa. My European ancestors are French,
Dutch, German, Scandinavian and British.
The foundations of the city of Cape Town go back to the period before European settlement
when a few marooned Khoena from various clans formed a splinter group which broke away
from the migratory habits of the mainstream Khoena clans and chose to settle in the region of
Camissa where the Castle and District Six stands today on the Cape Peninsula //Hu !Caeb
(the place where the clouds gather). The actual settlement evolved around the mouth of the
Camissa River (//Gam i Ssa) flowing from Hoerikwaggo (Table Mountain) to the sea.
The people of this settlement were the Goringhaicona who established themselves as traders
with the passing ships. It was these people at Camissa that provided the foundations not only
for the building of the city of Cape Town but also for its people, as indigenes integrated with
Europeans and slaves from many countries and continents. A Camissa people with multiple
roots evolved from this settlement and my genealogical tree testifies to this evolution. As
much as the Camissa River still exists as it flows hidden beneath the city, so too today, the
Camissa people flourish, hidden under the Apartheid race label – ‘Coloured’. Perhaps in time
the shameful terminology of Apartheid will recede and we will proudly proclaim our Camissa
identity and roots as Camissa people. I will elaborate in more detail on this settlement in
another chapter.
The only other aspects of my paternal grandmother’s life that I came to learn of, was that Elsie
Petronella le Cordier of Sterling Street, District Six was said to be a traditional healer who was
highly regarded in her community. She had a short life, born around 1900, marrying my
grandfather at the age of 20, having four children and dying at the age of 39. She is said to
have been a diabetic who also lost her legs through amputation shortly before she passed
away. My father was just 17 years old when his mother passed away. Granny Elsie’s story
thus is a very short one.
My father Pieter Francois Mellet junior was the eldest son of Piet Mellet and Elsie le Cordier,
born at number 6 Sterling Street, District Six. My father and mother were never married and I
was the only son to be sired between him and my mother when they cohabited together on
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and off for some years during the period 1950 to 1957. He had six more children that we know
of, with three other women to each of whom he had been formally married at different times.
It is likely that my father may have had a number of other children given his personality, habits
and travels. Pieter Francois Mellet junior, whom his children called the ‘Sire’ was born in 1922
and first married Nancy Taylor. Then he married Ruby Bouwens, during which time he
cohabited with Annie Francis Gladys Huntley, my mother. Pieter Francois Mellet junior finally
married a woman by the name of Corrie in the 1960s.
My father, or ‘Sire’ as we called him, was a shoemaker at Pressman and Bally’s in Woodstock
when he first met my mother, Annie Huntley, who was a garment worker (sewing-machinist) at
Sweet Orr Overalls factory. Annie later became a shop attendant for Lawson & Kirk
Drycleaners and then for Nannucci Brothers drycleaners in Hanover Street, District Six in
Cape Town. Her last job was as a sewing machinist for an Irish linen factory in Harrington
Street District Six. Pieter later became a taxi-driver, mechanical fitter and turner, and even
later, a game farm manager. He died in 2003. Annie Huntley died in 2001. She had led a
singular life since 1957.
From my father’s first marriage he had a daughter, Kathleen Alice Mellet born 1946 (married
name Rose) who immigrated to Australia with her late husband. Kathy had two children
Steven Rose and Natalie Rose.
In Pieter Francois Mellet’s second marriage, between 1949 and 1954 he had four children Francois Mellet (unmarried); Lynette Mellet now living in Switzerland with two daughters
(Jennifer Inauen and Tracy Inauen); Yvette ‘Peggy’ Mellet who has three sons, (Sydney Lee,
Wayne Lee and Jason Lee); and Jimmy Mellet who has no children. I, Patric William Tariq
Mellet, was born out of marriage in 1956 and I have three sons, (Dylan Mtshali Mellet born
1977, Manuel ‘Lynx’ Bram Mellet born 1981, and Vuyo Beyers João Mellet born 1982). I also
have two Thai stepchildren Vassna Thanomputsa and Cheyttha Thanomputsa. Then I have at
this time, four grandsons, Caleb Felipe, Tyler, Arian, Celio Francois, and grand-daughter Ella.
From my stepson we have a grand-daughter Nongnaam.
In Pieter Francois Mellet’s final marriage to Corrie he had one son Andre Mellet, born in the
early 1960s. I only had a proper meeting with my father for the first and last occasion, when I
was 42 years old and then also came to meet my paternal siblings.
As already explained, for much of my life I did not carry my father’s name, nor my mother’s
name, but rather the name of a previous husband of my mother, from whom she had been
divorced in 1948. Thus when I set out to explore my paternal family roots I had extraordinary
difficulties in putting together the puzzle. I also met so many relations who have led vastly
different lives to mine. One’s identity is clearly not moulded by your relations, but if you do get
to know them your identity may also be open to change – such is life. The genealogical
journey was well worth the effort and it has been full of surprises.
My given name, de Goede, was formally changed back to my father’s surname, Mellet. This
was a tumultuous and adrenalin-filled period in my life. In my time of political exile I had a
nickname based on my old surname. It was the Nguni word ‘Zinto’, (in Afrikaans – ‘Dinges’ or
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‘daai Ding’) meaning ‘that thing’ or ‘the goods’. Somehow although it was affectionately used
by my comrades, it had emphasised my rootlessness and the rootlessness of exile. The
Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish summarised the exile experience well in one of his poems
when he said –“We travel like other people; but return to nowhere”. Finding my roots was a
wonderful, personally liberating experience. But these my genealogical roots can never be
equated with being my identity. It is but a part of what I call my identities (plural).
Having tracked my paternal line, I was challenged to find out more about my maternal lineage.
After all, my father featured very little in my upbringing. Although I saw very little of my mother,
as I had been in a number of foster families and institutions in growing up, I did at least have a
continuous though tenuous relationship with my mother, and at least enjoyed a strong sense
of belonging to one part of her family. It must also be noted that my experience in foster
homes and institutions, and the influences of my carers, have also left an indelible mark on
who I am – my identities.
The Maternal Line
My maternal line involves a very colourful rainbow of characters that emerged in the Transkei
in the Eastern Cape.
From 1808 when the British garrisoned the Cape with the infamous Dragoons as they
established the second and permanent occupation of the Cape Colony, they immediately
inherited what was to become known as the 100 years wars of the Eastern Cape. The Dutch
VOC militias and ever trekking Boer farmer commandos increasingly encroached on Khoe
and amaXhosa territory and livestock in carrying out land-grab after land-grab in the region. In
the process as they annexed new tracts of territory to become part of the Cape Colony, one
war of annexation and resistance succeeded the next. The 100 years’ war in fact followed
after 80 years of conflictual skirmishes since 1702 when the first colonial raiding commandos
set out from Stellenbosch to raid cattle from the Khoena and amaXhosa inland.
The British introduced a much more advanced and systematic approach to conquest which
not only involved land-grabs and ethnic cleansing of whole districts, but also involved the total
subjugation of the Khoena and amaXhosa people who had to fall in line with British customs,
practices, taxes and levis. This involved not only war and conquest but also bringing in
missionaries and thousands of new settlers - English, Irish, Scots and Germans, to settle the
conquered territories. British conquest was efficient and ruthless, yet the colonial historical
narrative given to us as schoolchildren painted a picture of benevolence and civilisation.
Whole districts were cleared of inhabitants and many Khoena and amaXhosa people were
slaughtered in the process. Indigenes were forced to become workers for white settlers and
up until 1856, slaves, freed slaves or prize slaves were also dispersed across the Eastern
Cape to work these lands. The history of the Eastern Cape is an ugly tale, with its greatest
ugliness occurring under British rule.
Prior to this, there had been almost 300 years of history involving Europeans and Asians who
had arrived amongst the amaXhosa and Khoena, either as shipwreck survivors or as runaway
slaves or non-conformist Boers who trekked away from VOC and later British rule to lead
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more independent lives. All of these had integrated with indigene communities and
intermarried to become part of the local population. One of the most famous of these was the
Boer Coenrad de Buys who had numerous Khoena, amaXhosa, Griqua and BaSotho wives.
Many inter-marriages occurred even amongst indigene royal families and marooned
Europeans and Asians. This is a lesser known history of the area. With the colonisation of the
Eastern Cape by the British Crown, this earlier era of relative peaceful coexistence and
assimilation became a casualty.
The 100 years wars lasted from the mid-1700s to the mid-1800s. Under British rule,
thousands of ordinary working class soldiers were shipped in from Britain to fight in what
became known as the Frontier Wars, sometimes called the ‘Kaffir Wars’. Many died, others
were repatriated, but some of these soldiers stayed on as settlers. A few, like earlier nonconformists, moved northwards and westwards to territories that were free amaXhosa and
Griqua controlled areas outside of British rule.
My maternal great grandfather William Haddon, born in 1808, was one of these soldiers who
had come to the Cape sometime between 1835 and 1845. He had originally come out as a
soldier-drummer in the 6th Foot of the Warwickshire regiment. After demobilization he became
one of the first settlers in the Xalanga district of the Transkei, sometime in the 1870s. My
grandmother, Mary Anne Haddon was born in 1878 in the Transkei and by 1884 the Haddon
family was settled as a farming family in Cala. William Haddon’s death notice notes him as an
agriculturalist (farmer) at Cala. He was born in England in 1808, of Scots lineage.
William Haddon married my maternal great grandmother Francina van der Kaap who was a
locally born creole Eastern Cape woman of mixed free slave and indigene ancestry which had
become known as ‘Coloured’ and I prefer to call Camissa. She was born around 1831 in the
last years of slavery at the Cape and was some years younger than William. My accounts of
my great grandmother have come to me by oral means as there were no available documents
accept for a tiny blurred photo and her mention in my great grandfather’s death notice. When
William Haddon died in 1908, according to his death notice he was 100 years and 3 months of
age. Francina died in around 1914. Francina and her mother had been manumitted from
slavery just before emancipation. I found that my great grandmother had passed down her
Sub-Saharan African DNA to me, and it locates back to West Africa in most recent history,
and East Africa in more ancient history.
Francina’s family like many other freed Cape creole slaves and farm hands moved to the
vicinity of an area which was called the Kat River Settlement north of Fort Beaufort and east of
Fort Armstrong on the Kat River in the Eastern Cape. Here Khoena, slave and amaXhosa
bloodlines mixed. Earlier in 1829, two years before Francina’s birth this area was established
in similar style to the Native American reserves. The government sold the idea to demobilised
Khoena soldiers who had served as conscripts in the government forces, as well as to the
growing free ‘Coloureds’ or Camissa, most of whom had formerly been slaves or servants.
The idea had the cloak of benevolence which stated that this was a chance for ‘Coloured’ or
Camissa people to have their own land at last. It was an idea that fell of fertile ground
amongst people who had been robbed of their land, liberty and dignity, and were desperate to
establish their own land and develop their culture.
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In the region too was the fiercely independent community of Hermanus Ngqukumeshe
Matroos, made up of escaped slaves, amaXhosa and Khoena who had intermarried. Of
course the story that the colonial government used to get people to go to the Kat River
Settlement was not their true motivation. The Kat River area had been amaXhosa land under
Chief Maqoma which after the 5th Frontier War was appropriated by the British, so that a
buffer zone could be established between the European settler farms and amaXhosa territory.
Missionaries were stationed in the area and the whole idea was to establish Khoena and
Coloured or Camissa people as a cordon community to separate the amaXhosa and
European settlers from direct access and contact.
It was a calculated move to also use ex-soldier conscripts from Khoena communities as these
were fighting men who were crack marksmen and horsemen. Unlike the Eastern Cape
Gonaqua and Iniqua Khoena, the demobilised Kat River Khoena settlers were hostile to the
amaXhosa after years of military clashes. A second objective was to then coerce the Khoena
and Coloured or Camissa community to become wage labourers for the settler farmers and
townspeople. The early group of 250 soon grew to over 4000 as they were joined by elements
of the Gonaqua and Iniqua Khoena of the Eastern Cape. They were also joined by other
displaced Khoena and Coloured or Camissa ex-slaves who made their way from farms and
mission stations to the free settlement where ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people could now own
land. This mix also brought in different ideas and people who were closer to the amaXhosa
than to the colonists.
It took some time for the true colonial motivation to sink into the minds of the community but
as the community became more conscious of how they had once more been used and
abused they became very angry. The tide was also turning on the mission stations as people
began to use Christian theology and ‘Old Testament’ analogies as metaphors for their own
condition of oppression. Eventually a significant number in the community arose in what
became called the Kat River Rebellion which spread to other mission communities of Khoena
and Coloured or Camissa people.
The mixed Iniqua-Gonaqua-amaXhosa and Coloured or Camissa sub-community at a place
called Blinkwater was led by the son of a former slave who had been given refuge by the
amaXhosa, Herman Matroos. It was he who led the way in defiance of the British. He was a
counsellor to the amaXhosa Chiefs who knew him as Ngqukumeshe. His lieutenants in the
rebellion were Willem Uithaalder and community leader Speelman Kiwiet. All hell broke loose
when the 8th Frontier War broke out in 1850 as 900 Khoena men loyal to Hermanus Matroos
took up arms alongside the amaXhosa. It was from these circumstances and communities that
my maternal great grandmother came and in this climate that she met my maternal great
grandfather, William Haddon. My maternal great-grandmother was around 17 years old when
my maternal great-grandfather, William Haddon, met her in the area of Fort Beaufort. It was
some time just after the 7th Frontier War and he was already almost 40 years old.
William Haddon worked and soldiered alongside Khoena, ‘Coloured’ or Camissa and
amaXhosa and also socialised with them and learnt their language and ways. He also became
familiar with the missions spread out all over the Eastern Cape. He was no longer interested
in returning to England and decided to make his life in Africa.
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My great-grandfather’s introduction to South Africa was one of war. Oral family history has it
that he was not a happy man. William, it seems, did not see the point in working people being
sent from England to fight against people defending their own land rights and culture against
the British Crown. Perhaps he also knew that this had happened to his forefathers in Scotland.
The same tactics of introducing tax laws to displace small black farmers from their lands was
being carried out in the Cape Colony, by the same Crown. He kept his head down and knew
that he only had a limited period of service left, as younger soldiers continued to pour into the
colony.
As it happened, the 7th Frontier War also known as the ‘War of the Axe’ (1846 – 1847) broke
out just before he was demobilized. The war had been started by the British on the
provocative pretext of demanding that the amaXhosa hand over the man responsible for killing
a government escort. A Khoena-soldier escort had an amaXhosa man manacled to his person
while transporting him to Grahamstown. This man had been charged with stealing an axe. An
amaXhosa raiding party freed the man after killing the escort. The amaXhosa refused the
British demands to hand over a culprit and the British retaliated. But a force of 8000
amaXhosa fighters under Chief Sandile stopped them in their tracks with force. The
premeditated objective of the British in seizing this opportunity to force a showdown was to
annex more amaXhosa territory, namely the Keiskamma to upper Kei region, which became
the British Kaffraria Colony at the end of 1847.
My great-grandfather had seen enough of war. He had met the young ‘Coloured’ or Camissa
woman, Francina, of similar humble roots as his own. Her situation had been even worse in
that she had been born into an era of slavery which had just recently ended. William Haddon
and Francina van der Kaap were married by Roman Catholic rites and began their lives
together. Their first years were unsettled but they had made a decision to get as far away from
the conflict zone as possible. William had nothing to go back to in England and neither of the
couple had the means to go to Cape Town or the Western Cape to make a home for
themselves. Both Francina and William were aware that the Khoena / ‘Coloured’ (Camissa)
communities were boiling over with anger towards the British Colonial government and that
big trouble was brewing. The next outbreak of war would see many switching allegiances and
the entire district would be engulfed in conflict in a manner not previously experienced. It
would not be a simple affair of amaXhosa against the British colonial government.
It was at this time demobilized soldiers were offered the choice of a passage back home or
some meagre assistance in helping them to become pioneering farmers. The colonial
government having established the British Kaffraria Colony after the War of the Axe
desperately needed settler farmers. The scheme was not popular with demobilized soldiers
but a few like William went along with it. It was a stepping stone for moving on further away.
William was now no longer officially called a soldier. His papers said he was an ‘agriculturalist’
– in common language, a farmer.
William and Francina did not put down firm roots in the British Kaffraria Colony. Unfortunately I
do not know all of the ins and outs of their lives in this area and where all they may have lived.
But one after the other they had six children over the years – three boys and three girls. They
seemed to trek from one abode to the next. They dreamed of a place of their own beyond the
area of conflict. From Griquas bringing produce and cattle for sale in Fort Beaufort, they had
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heard the story of free Khoena and ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities including Europeans
who had married across colour boundaries leading prosperous and peaceful lives around
missions in territories outside of direct colonial control in Griqualand. My assumption is that
their trail over the next fifteen years would have been as subsistence farmers somewhere
along the missionary route.
Ultimately however, they were attracted by a mission station and emergent village in a part of
Thembuland which became known as immigrant Thembuland. It was in the territory north of
the Kei River at a place called Cala on the Tsomo River. The name Cala means ‘alongside’,
as it is nestled alongside the foot of the mountains. The Haddon family arrived in Cala in the
late 1870s and settled there amongst the AbaThembu people. My great grandfather and great
grandmother, who lived long lives, lived there until the end of their days. My grandmother,
Mary Anne Haddon is registered as having been born in the district of Mthatha.
The AbaThembu people, amongst whom they settled, originated with the Nguni of present day
KwaZulu-Natal. The Nguni are the people who emerged in this part of South Africa from a mix
of peoples including local Khoena and San, BaKoni from the West, and Tsonga from the
Mozambique area. The AbaThembu were an offshoot of the southern Nguni. The whole of
Thembuland was annexed in 1876 and the whole of the Transkei was progressively annexed
from 1879 to 1894. In 1884 a village was laid out in Cala, divided into 600 plots. A colonial
magistrate was established in Cala in 1885, over 23 years before my great-grandfather died.
My grand-parents, subjects of the Thembu King were part of the formative history of Cala.
Francina and William Haddon had 6 children along their travels and at the farm at Cala. Their
children were James Haddon who died in 1898 and who married Anna, later a domestic
worker who died in 1919 in District Six Cape Town; Robert Haddon of whom I know very little;
George Haddon – a George Haddon died serving in the Cape Coloured Corps; Isabella ‘Bella’
Haddon who married a Mr Findley; Frances ‘Fanny’ Haddon who married a Mr Genau; and
Mary Anne Haddon my grandmother who married William Huntley in 1904 at Mthatha, a
British soldier who came out to serve in the Anglo-Boer war.
My maternal grandfather William Huntley came out from Kent, England at the age of 18, in
1900, as an enlisted soldier in the Cape Mounted Rifles. Trooper Private Huntley, number
3836 in A-Troop was posted to the Eastern Cape.
At one stage during the Boer War, trooper Willie Huntley was hospitalized at the CMR station
Hospital in Mthatha, Transkei, where he met Mary Anne Haddon, a nurse, and they were
married. Documentation shows that he left a very anxious Miss Lily Stapleton behind in
London, referred to as ‘family’ by the CMO of the Medical Corps when commanding William to
resume communication with the said Lily Stapelton. Perhaps they had been engaged to be
married and Willie had abandoned her? Like many other Englishmen who had come over in
military service, he was later to abandon my grandmother too.
In 1905 William was demobilized from the Cape Mounted Rifles and worked briefly at the
Haddon farm at Cala in the Transkei before going off to Kimberly on his own, where he joined
the Kimberley Urban Police for 3 years. Mary Anne and her children remained at Cala,
keeping house for her aged father and mother.
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After resigning from his job in 1908 William Huntley returned to Cala. Here, on the death of
William Haddon, there was a tussle over the land and the farm was said to have fallen into the
hands of the Findley’s. William and Mary Anne Huntley were left destitute and moved first to
Port Elizabeth and then Durban. The children were briefly placed in the Nazareth House
children’s home while their parents worked to improve their fortunes. The Huntleys then
moved to Cape Town where they settled in the poor predominantly ‘Coloured’ or Camissa
working class area of lower Wynberg where they lived in Kent Road. This was also an area
where Muslim and Christian, lived peacefully together.
William Huntley once more entered the Military - the South African Heavy Artillery. By 1920 as
happened with many Englishmen who had children with local women, he had abandoned his
family and returned to England. Mary Anne Huntley never remarried and raised her children
on her own. My maternal grandmother died at Groote Schuur Hospital in 1958.
The Huntley children were - Mary ‘Doll’ Doris Huntley born 1905 who married Christian Carl
van Rooy; William ‘Bill’ Huntley; Charles Huntley; Robert ‘Bob’ Huntley who married Anna du
Plessis; Mabel Huntley born in 1919 married to Mr Laurie; and Annie Frances Gladys Huntley
who was my mother. She was born in 1917.
Annie Frances Gladys Huntley was first married to Andrew ‘Alan’ de Goede and was divorced
in 1948. My mother had always said that she had got married just to get out of the house
where her older brother Bill ruled the roost with an iron fist. My mother had started working at
an early age as a 13 year old child worker in a sweatshop and all earnings were handed over
at home. My mother was closest to her sister Doll and her husband Chris van Rooy. The
grandparents of Chris were a first generation immigrant from the Netherlands and a local
Indian woman. The van Rooys had a fish and chip shop in Woodstock, called ‘The Little
Mermaid’. They had a brood of children who ranged in complexion from the darkest brown
with strong Indian features to pale tones with blonde hair and blue eyes. My mother also
moved from lower Wynberg to Woodstock where she worked, and to be near to her sister
Doll. From Woodstock she moved to Salt River which became the new centre for our family.
Aunty Doll was 12 years older than my mother and the two sisters were very close. Aunty
Doll’s eldest daughter, Joan, was tragically killed one day when out walking with my mother
who was still a young girl at the time. A drunken driver lost control of his car which ripped into
young Joan, pulling her from young Annie who had been holding her hand. This tragic incident
was to haunt my mother for all of her days and determined many family traditions of a
superstitious nature. The colour green for instance was forbidden in our décor and dress
because this was the colour associated with Joan’s dress and the vehicle. Green was thus
seen as bad luck and to be avoided.
When Apartheid was introduced in the 1950s after the neo-fascist National Party came to
power in 1948, our very mixed family was to suffer much anguish and pain as the colour-bar
laws invaded every corner of our lives.
When Annie Huntley got divorced from Alan de Goede, he remarried to a woman named
Frances. They had one daughter Laura who also married an Indian South African, Noel
Maslamoney.
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Annie was a garment worker at the time of their marriage and Alan was a tailor. Annie first
went out to work in the garment industry at the age of 13 at a wage of 1 shilling per day for a
seven day week. She would spend a lifetime working in the garment and laundry industries in
Cape Town. At the end of her working life she was earning R14 per week before going on to a
state pension. After her divorce in 1948, Annie was never to get married again.
Annie Huntley began her relationship with my father, Pieter Francois Mellet, around 1950 and
they cohabited on and off from around 1954 to 1957. Doll’s husband Chris van Rooy died in
1952 and old Ma Huntley – Mary Anne Haddon died at the age of 80 in 1958. Doll and most of
her children immigrated to the UK as a result of the introduction of Apartheid, but she and her
one daughter, Louisa, and her two grandchildren, Gunnie and Michael returned in 1967. Her
son Herbert was the only one of her brood to remain in Cape Town, in Grassy Park. But
Herbert or ‘Busy’ as we called him, lived the nomadic life of a travelling seaman, to dull the
pain that Apartheid visited on a mother and son with vastly contrasted skin-tones.
Doll Huntley’s children were Edgar van Rooy (bn 1930) who went to Liverpool; Louisa van
Rooy (bn 1932) - Gunval Store and Michael Store being her children; Herbert ‘Busy’ van Rooy
(bn 1935) who was married to Daisy Falken and settled in Grassy Park – their children being
Edgar van Rooy, Clint van Rooy, Russell van Rooy and Vanessa van Rooy; Cynthia van Rooy
(bn 1937) who went to London; and Shirley van Rooy (bn 1939) who went to London. William
‘Bill’ Huntley had one daughter - Juliana Huntley. In the case of Charles Huntley I do not know
of any children. Robert ‘Bob’ Huntley’s children were Michael Huntley, Dawn Huntley, Robert
Andrew Huntley, Janet Huntley, Carl Huntley, and Poppy Huntley; Mabel Huntley’s children
were Yvonne Laurie, Maureen Laurie, Terrance Laurie and Colleen Laurie.
My mother Annie Francis Gladys Huntley had five children including myself – her first was an
Infant death; the next, Andrew ‘Johnny’ de Goede (bn 1937) had a number of children whom I
really only met once, before he died; then followed daughter May Veronica de Goede (bn
1941) who had 5 children - Reggie du Plessis (bn 1961), Anton du Plessis (bn 1962), Sharon
du Plessis (bn 1964), Robin Elsegood (bn 1969) and Ian Elsegood (bn 1968). These nephews
and nieces have Afro-European (white Afrikaner), ‘Coloured’ or Camissa, Nama, and
amaXhosa spouses and their relationships have given birth to six children.
My mother’s other son was Henry de Goede (bn 1944) and he had no children. He led a very
difficult life, often sleeping rough on the streets of Cape Town as a wanderer. Then there was
me, Patric William Tariq Mellet born in 1956, son of Pieter Francois Mellet jnr. My children are
Dylan Mtshali Mellet born 1977, Manuel Bram Mellet born 1981, and Vuyo Beyers João Mellet
born 1982. I have been married to six wives but only had children with the first. These were
Maria Natalia Farelo, Celeste Nicolene Naidoo, Ursula Oliphant Evans, Zainunissa Misbach,
Cheryl Marlene Jacobs Osborn and Asirawan Leena Deeying. I now have five grandchildren –
Caleb Felipe Leandro Mellet, Tyler Hayden Mellet, Celio Mellet, Arian Mellet and Ella Mellet. I
have two Thai stepchildren Vassna Tanomphutsa and Chettya Tanomphutsa and Cheytta has
a daughter Nongnaam Tanomphutsa.
My sons were named to honour various people. My eldest was named after the poets Dylan
Thomas, Bob Dylan and Oswald Mtshali – Dylan means ‘son of the ocean’ and Mtshali means
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‘son of the soil’. My second son was named after his uncle Manuel and after the Afrikaner
national liberation movement patriot Bram Fischer who was sentenced to life imprisonment for
his role in Umkhonto we Sizwe, the ANC and SACP. He was also Nelson Mandela’s legal
defence counsel. My youngest son Vuyo was named after the ANC patriot and Trades
Unionist Vuyisile Mini, who was also a songwriter and singer and was executed in the 1960s.
His second name was after the anti-Apartheid cleric Beyers Naude and his third name was
after his uncle João.
This story represents my genealogical identity and within it there are hundreds of stories.
Parallel to my genealogical story runs the history of many communities and events that
involved my ancestors. Under Apartheid, people like me and families like mine were called
‘Halfnatjies’. In slave times there were a host of terms that were used – the most common
being ‘Quadroons’. All of this and the struggles born out of this type of family background, in
an intolerant and racist society, streamed into what can be called my Cape creole heritage
and Camissa identity.
We all have our own genealogical component to what can be called ‘identity’, but this is just
one facet of what makes us who we are today. We are handed down experiences, traditions,
cultures, traits and a spiritual connection by those who have gone before us – some of these
highly positive and some negative. We also are handed down a broader historical context that
helps to fashion our identity. What we do in our lifetime in utilising this heritage and
contributing toward it, for future generations, is probably the most important part of the identity
that we mould for ourselves in interaction with the world and those around us. These ‘identity’
experiences are in natural revolt to the constructed race and ethnic identities that tend to
dominate the discourse on this subject.
Another part of the heritage of our names is symbolic. In many South African societies the
symbolism of clan, family totems, family plants and the meaning of names, all play a
meaningful role in memory and ritual. In the Mellet line the totem is the honey bee and the bee
hive. The name Mellet in its original meaning derives from the wild medlar tree known locally
as the Katiepierang or UmVilo, or even more commonly the Loquat tree. The tree and its fruits
carry much symbolism in many societies around the world.
Here in Africa we also have a special relationship and revere our ancestors who have a
special place in our spiritual lives. In the faith traditions of slavery, traditional animist beliefs
mixed with Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim and Christian Catholic beliefs. For many years the
traditions of the Dukun as it was known in the East or Doekum as it was known locally in the
Cape has been kept alive in various forms. This has a strong shamanistic relationship to
traditional Khoena and San shamanism and the Sangoma (way of the drum) traditions of the
amaXhosa. Ngoma means ‘drum’ and in the Cape the term introduced by the Mazbieker
slaves soon became creolised and became ‘Ghoema’. In Sufi Islam there is also the special
intercession role of the Saints; likewise with the saints in Catholicism; and in the animist
tradition there is ancestral intercession. These common traditions fused in the syncretic faiths
practiced by slaves, such as Vodoun, Santeria and Dukun. Ancestral or genealogical heritage
in the traditions that came out of slavery, thus also has a very special place in our expressions
of faith or spirituality. Very few still celebrate this spiritual tradition of the slave era in modern
Cape Creole communities but in a number of our everyday practices this past still can be seen
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and felt.
Our identities thus further carry a strong dimension of the faith of slaves and indigenes, and
there are many hidden ties that bind us in this regard. In each of the faiths practiced in the
Cape there is a measure of other faiths that have been adopted, often due to the different
tributaries that came together in the Cape from different parts of the world. The two strong
proselytising faiths of Islam and Christianity had many converts, but these converts also
brought their own traditions into the mix and these have left a footprint.
My own belief systems have drawn on all of the elements of this mix, and are expressed as a
syncretic belief system. This is also part of the plurality of my creolised identity here at the
southern tip of Africa. Indeed ones faith is another of the lenses through which we can
examine identity. Identity is our most plural attribute as human beings.
My genealogy has many tributaries, incorporating so much syncretism and so many
dimensions to what I celebrate as identity. This pluralism incorporating being an African of
Camissa heritage in all its diverse components and my South or Southern Africaness is
informed by this and vice versa. It defies narrow notions of a singular, ethnic and racially
defined identity that is unfortunately so entrenched in the minds of many South Africans.
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4
A HISTORICAL LENS:
IDENTITY INFORMED BY LOSS OF LIFE, LAND, LIBERTY AND DIGNITY

The third of the six elements through which we can explore identity is history and in keeping
with my personal perspective, this part of the book focuses on the history which has had most
impact in my life – the history of loss of life, land, dignity and liberty.
It’s a narrative of colonisation, slavery, genocide, dispossession and a host of indignities
meted out by human upon human. It is also the story of resistance. Here I do not simply want
to rehash the well-known official and often skewed ideological historical narrative. would like
us to look at history with new eyes and expose some of the history lodged between the cracks
of the dominant narratives. It is furthermore a history of a long line of people who have risen
above adversity and come into their own as great achievers despite the challenges that
dogged their lives.
I have chosen none of the usual historical canvasses to illustrate this aspect of how history
contributes to the way we see our identity. Instead I will start off with a very different view of
the founding of Cape Town and establishment of what I call the Camissa footprint then use
the events, characters and proto-political thinking that created the Drakenstein district as a
microcosm of our identity formations in the Cape.
In keeping with my personal perspective, the Drakenstein was the first place where my
various forebears - slaves, Khoena, Free Blacks and European settlers, first came into
contact. I also believe that it was here that Apartheid was born and the die was cast for human
relations in the whole of South Africa.
How we identify ourselves today has its origins in a number of red-letter events that occurred
in the Drakenstein and environs and was exported elsewhere. In the 1630s and 1640s I get
the first glimpses of part of my family background in indigene social history and between 1652
and 1688 I get further cameos of my slave and early European heritage in the Cape. Between
1688 and 1731 various strands of my own family tree came together in the Drakenstein and
Roodezand areas before moving to places like Oudtshorn, Ladismith, Barrydale and
elsewhere such as in the Eastern Cape, and finally coming to live in District Six, Woodstock,
Salt River and lower Wynberg in Cape Town. It was a 300 year process of movement. In this
time, naturally emerging and constructed identities were created that would see kith and kin
lining up against each other in conflict.
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We all have a historical perspective which influences our identities. This is the historical
influence that has most affected me as I have grown to understand it over the years.
The Camissa Footprint – A different history of the Founding of Cape Town
I would often ask my colleagues in the Immigration border control services to name the 8
countries with whom South Africa shares borders and all would only be able to name 6. They
would be puzzled when I would say what about our borders with the UK and France. South
Africa shares such sea borders in the antartic where South African territories Marion Island
and the Prince Edward Islands share sea borders with French and British islands. I mention
this to simply illustrate that we have mental borders that have been established in our minds
and the history in our heads have filtered out many things and also rigidly adhere to
paradigms of thinking based on European supremacy touted my distorted historical
information.
I do not wish to now travel further down the road of looking at Africa from without as most
historical accounts so do, but I would like to just leave a bit of thought on the fact that the
modern Europeans were rather Johnny-come-lately’s in terms of global travel and mapping. It
is most probable according to Robin Knox-Johnston’s maritime history of the Cape of Good
Hope who quotes Greek Historian Herodotus at length, that Phoenesians visited the Cape of
Good Hope 2500 years ago. Again this maritime historian shows the probability of others who
could have rounded the Cape. Arab maps from 1154 suggest a familiarity with South African
topographic detail. The Buddhist temple at Borobudour in Indonesian has bass reliefs of the
African coastal voyages of Javanese from around 700 AD, but Knox-Johnston shows that
Javanese exploration of the South African coast could be as old as 600BC. Some years back I
went to see a replica of the Borobudour vessel which docked at Cape Town and then went on
to Ghana to prove that such a voyage from Indonesia was possible. The Chinese too have
records and maps of exploring the African coast going back to around 1000 AD and
continuing through to Admiral Zheng He’s epic voyage.
In 1421 the Chinese, under Admiral Zheng He, rounded the Cape with his fleet en-route to the
Americas. This epic naval circumnavigation of the world by the Chinese is airbrushed out of
history when the Europeans later claimed that they had first circumnavigated the world even
although in embarking on their journeys they already inexplicably had maps based on the
Chinese and Arab routes showing the straits later to be called the Magellan Straits.
What is important to note here is that local indigene people’s did not first look from their Africa
abode, at the outside world, when the Portuguese and later the Dutch and other Europeans
turned up. Engagement with peoples other than themselves and with cultures and civilisations
other than their own has a long history.
In 1488, some 67 years after the Chinese visit, the Portuguese rounded the Cape and from
that time for the next 186 years, Portuguese, French, English, Dutch and Danish ships
stopped over at the Cape most particularly in great numbers since 1591. Many vessels also
sank along the wild coast and numerous European and Asian survivors assimilated into the
amaXhosa and Khoena peoples settled on the east coast. This important interaction of
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Indigenes and Europeans is largely reduced to an unimportant subscript in official historical
narratives. My hypothesis is that the first beginnings of creole sub-cultures are rooted in this
period of our history, as are changes in the modes of living for some when trading started
between shipping and local communities. The impact of visitations of outsiders may have
been relatively small up until 1590, but increased in leaps and bounds every decade from that
point. The rigid assessment of shoreline indigene communities in an anthropological and
archaeological manner that reduces indigene social history to a stone-age and iron-age
paradigm and a hunter-gatherer and primitive pastrolaist paradigm against a European
civilisation paradigm follows a racist trajectory and must be challenged. Little work has been
done that gives any credit to indigenes assessing their changing world and meeting this
change with innovation.
An early story which deserves highlighting as it illustrates that the Khoena were not just a
push-over, involves a significant military victory of the Khoena over the Portuguese. Francisco
d’Almeida the Portuguese Viceroy in India had achieved fame as a conqueror of the Moors
and of the African coastal towns of Kilwa and Mombasa. He was known to have burned and
pillaged his way through Africa, India and Indonesia. On his way back to Portugal from Cochin
in 1510, d’Almeida’s fleet stopped off at the Cape of Good Hope, then known as Aguada de
Saldanha, to take on water and supplies.
They were given the usual helpful and hospitable reception by the Khoena, until Almeida
allowed his captains Pedro and Jorge Barreto to return to the village where they had traded, to
carry out a cattle raid.
In the raid on 1 March 1510 the Khoena put up fierce resistance and the Portuguese lost one
soldier. But the real battle awaited the Portuguese on Woodstock beach near the mouth of the
Salt River. Here the Khoena cut d’Almeida off from escape and launched a return attack in
which d’Almeida and 64 of his men were killed. This included 11 of his captains. The great
Portuguese conqueror who had wreaked havoc across the world was brought down by a small
clan of Khoena people whose kindness had been repaid by treachery.
For almost the entire 16th Century a conflictual incident with Antonio d’Saldanha in 1503 and
then the major setback with d’Almeida in 1510 resulted in the Europeans treating the Cape of
Good Hope and its people with much caution. Visits continued in dribs and drabs, but only
from 1590 this began to change dramatically as shipping and the necessary stop-overs
increased.
After 1602 through to the end of the 17th century the Dutch entered the old trading network
Nusantara in South East Asia between powerful Kingdoms and other external parties – Arab,
Chinese and Portuguese wherein everything from Javanese horses to silk, spice, Martaban
jars, wood and food products were traded. This linked Kingdoms in Siam (Thailand),
Myanmar, Tonkin (Vietnam), Cambodia, Laos, and Bengal, with Japan, Batavia, Sri Lanka,
Formosa, Taiwan and other Dutch stations known as factories.
The Dutch outpost factories at Ayatthuya (Siam), Tonkin (Vietnam), Zeelandia Castle in
Taiwan and Dejima in Japan were particularly connected by the Dutch trade in Silk for silver
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and the Dutch controlled shipping between these centres. But this trade and trading links were
dominated by crooked merchants who conducted insider-trading which undermined the Dutch
United East India Company (VOC), their employer. Frequently the VOC discovered that heads
of missions such as at the Tonkin Factory were corrupt and then they would dismiss and
replace the head only to find that the next head would also be corrupt.
This South East Asian scenario was to have a direct influence on the fortunes of the Cape of
Good Hope, because of the destiny of one of those corrupt officials – Jan van Riebeeck. Also
linked to our heritage is the fact that Southeast Asia including Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Malaysia and Singapore, the Indonesian Archipelago, and Formosa along with
India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka would become a major source of slaves that would be
brought to the Cape of Good Hope.
The heads of mission or Directors (Factors) of the Dutch factories were middle-ranking
personalities in the vast VOC commercial empire and the Tonkin factory was made up of one
director (chief merchant), one assistant-director, one bookkeeper, one surgeon (an official
largely charged with doing amputations), several assistants including merchants, and a
company of troops. The Dutch factories and large slaver stations and larger administrative
colonies stretched along the coast from Goa, along the Coromandel Coast, Malabar Coast,
the entire coast of the Bay of Bengal to Malaysia and up to Japan as well as inland and then
including Sri Lanka and the whole of the Indonesia Archipelago. This roll out in the 17th
century and to maintain supremacy over the English, French, Portuguese and Muslim
Sultanates required thousands of troops recruited in Europe and sent by sea passing through
the Cape of Good Hope. Between 1591 and 1700 the ships sent numbered 2 632 and before
van Riebeeck arrived in the Cape it numbered 1071. By 1652 around 3 ships a month were
dropping anchor and refreshing at Table Bay.
As the first director of the Tonkin factory Carel Hartsnick started off in 1637 and was
succeeded by Antonio van Brouckhorst who when he finished his service, recommended one
of the younger merchants, a certain Jan van Riebeeck as his successor, because he best
understood and conversed in the Vietnamese language. But it was then found by the VOC
that Jan van Riebeeck had been involved in a self-enrichment smuggling racket. He was guilty
of insider private dealing at the expense of the VOC. Van Riebeeck was thus dropped as
successor to the first Director, dismissed and sent back to the Netherlands in disgrace. The
Directorship was then given to Director Jan de Groot, who was later found to have also
developed a vast smuggling network of illicit trade between the Ayattuya, Tonkin, Dejima
routes, amassing considerable wealth for himself and undermining the VOC interests. He too
was removed, and the next director, Philip Schillemans, proved to be both incompetent and
unable to root out corruption.
Tonkinese silk was continuously smuggled to Nagasaki by VOC officials who made huge
fortunes. Van Riebeeck had also been based at Deshima in Japan and was part of this inner
Mafia. This chain of corruption ultimately led to the demise of the Tonkin factory in Vietnam.
The Dutch later fared equally badly in Thailand and in Japan.
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The successor interim director at Tonkin, Jacob Keijser was also found to be corrupt as was
his successor Baron and so was Verdonk who succeeded him. Epitaphs for van Riebeeck,
through to Verdonk all sang their praises as pious upstanding religious men of great virtue.
The record says different.
Jan van Riebeeck while still in Japan was also already scheming to get involved in an
entrepreneurial venture of acquiring animal hides from the Cape of Good Hope and exporting
these. But a simple twist of fate provided new opportunities.
On his voyage of disgrace from Tonkin back to Europe, in stopping off at the Cape of Good
Hope in 1648 his ship picked up some of the survivors of a shipwreck of the Nieuwe Haarlem
in 1647. These survivors had elected to extend their stay at the Cape. Jan van Riebeeck got
into discussions with a group of men that would lead to dramatic historical outcomes in South
Africa. Wreck survivors Captain Janszen, Proot and Hondius III had used the year of their
sojourn at the sand and wood fort that they built and named Sandenburg to do an intelligence
report for the VOC. They also mapped the area. According to Janszen the Khoena were fine
people who had posed no threat. They noted that no European power were based at Table
Bay and that the English had established relations with a small group of indigenes who
conducted the trading and that up to 3 ships per month were dropping anchor, the majority
being Dutch and a handful of French vessels followed by increasing numbers of English
vessels. The trade included assistance with fresh water, facilitation on acquiring an unending
supply of meat, salt that was mined, and animal hides. Suitable timber for repairs was also
plentiful.
Jan van Riebeeck seized upon this opportunity to redeem himself with the VOC and aligned
himself with this report and offered to lead the challenging start up expedition to establish a
Dutch controlled refreshment, repair and trading station at Table Bay. But was this really the
foundation of the town that grew into the City of Cape Town. Much smoke and mirrors
obscures the realities on the ground in Table Bay at that time. Some downright mistruths have
been served up as history and many have believed what clear is a cock ‘n bull story.
In consulting a maritime history work – “The Dutch East India Company’s Shipping 1602 –
1795 in a comparative perspective by FS Gaastra and JR Bruijn from Leiden University, some
very important facts emerge that challenges the historical narrative of the founding of Cape
Town by Jan van Riebeeck said to have landed on a desolate shore to be met by indigenes,
awe struck by meeting Europeans and who were just dirty scavengers and thieves led by a
good-for-nothing villain called Harry the Strandlooper. Its facts, when evaluated, challenges
the story that Jan van Riebeeck established the first trading and refreshment station.
This work considers all the variables at play for each decade of two centuries and provides the
statistics for six European power’s merchant fleets during the 1600s and 1700s between
Europe and South and Southeast Asia. It shows us that just over the period 1590 until 1700,
giving the figures for each decade, there were 2632 ships that had to call at the Cape and
before van Riebeeck arrived in 1652 the figure of ships that called at the Cape was 1071. This
represented a rise from around 8 ships a year in the last decade of the 1500s to around 30 in
a year with layovers of 2 days to 8 days by the time Van Riebeeck arrived.
The Dutch dominated the numbers but England followed with France, Portugal, Denmark also
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regularly coming to the Cape. Interestingly in the period 1610 to 1620 English ships increased
to ten times the number of the previous decade. This strongly indicates why they considered
colonisation at this point in time and then later opted to support local development of indigene
support infrastructure. Nothing is mentioned in popular histories or school books about either
this huge traffic coming to the Cape or about the colonisation attempt by the English nor the
fact that they then opted for proxy indigene trading assistance, or that indigenes were taken to
London and Jakarta for training and returned to the Cape and that the Dutch were conscious
of this and were beneficiaries of these proxies.
Indicators of the progression of the English approach is to study their actions of taking Chief
Xhore of the Goringhaiqua to London for training and orientation in 1613, the failure of their
Newgate convict settlement at the Cape in 1614 – 17, the taking of Chief Autshumao to
Jakarta (Batavia) in 1630, the subsequent establishment of an indigene refreshment station
on Robben Island in 1632, and the subsequent move of this project to the Camissa River on
the Table Bay Mainland by 1638.
In the case of Xhore (the English referred to him as Cary and others as Coree) he and a fellow
Khoena man were kidnapped after being lured on board the HMS Hector. The second man
died on the London bound voyage. The entire saga is well chronicled and by all accounts
Xhore did not enjoy his time in London where he was paraded for all and sundry. The aim of
Sir Thomas Smythe of the English East Company was to train and acculturate Xhore and then
establish him as an indigene point man at Table Bay to assist in establishing a penal colony
under Captains Peyton and Crosse. A year later Xhore was returned to the Cape and a year
after that the 20 strong freed Newgate Convicts arrived. No sooner had the ships that brought
them departed that trouble began. It was bound to happen when an all-male bunch of dodgy
characters were left to become a law unto themselves. They began abusing their Khoena
hosts and Xhore led the resistance and they were chased off to Robben Island on the
longboats left for them. Between the ravages of the sea and the in hospitable life on the
island, before they were rescued by return English ships, only three of the party survived. Sir
Thomas Smythe’s experiment was a failure. But the English continued to use Xhore who now
had the status of a leader, as a proxy trader. This is how trading began to be formalised at the
Cape. Xhore served all the shipping but had a special relationship with the English and taught
other Khoena the language too. He however had a difficult relationship with the Dutch and
later refused to help them because they had been abusive to his people. Around 1626 the
Dutch are said to have killed Xhore.
With Autshumao the English had learnt from their mistakes of the past. He was voluntarily
taken to Jakarta (Batavia) by the English to learn the language and the ways of the Europeans
and he must have learnt much both on the voyages and while there for a year. On his return
the English created an incubator scenario by setting him up on Robben Island together with
many of his followers and introduced livestock to the island. It had limited success and did not
work very well. Soon Xhore asked to be moved to the mainland and by 1638 he had
established himself next to the Camissa river with his 60 strong community. Various European
accounts describe how they were assisted by Autshumao – Harry.
This English sponsored relationship with Autshumao and his Goringhaicona permanently
settled alongside the Camissa (//Gam i Ssa) river and beach continued over the next 14 years
before the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck and represents the true foundation of the town which
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would become the City of Cape Town. Autshumao was dealing with 2 to 3 ships per month at
this stage and their stayovers would be anything between two days and more than a week.
Effectively it was an almost daily presence of European visitors. This represents a very
different picture to one of Jan van Riebeeck arriving to greet a desolate Cape and just a bunch
of beach scavenging ignorant indigenous people awestruck at seeing Europeans.
But let’s also look at some of the dynamics of the Dutch and other European shipping of the
magnitude described and frequency. Let’s also look at the probable impact on the Khoena and
then lets also keep in mind the improbability of the cock ‘n bull history that has been handed
down to us over the years, with the collaboration of our academic institutions.
When one looks at the comparative maritime records of that time one gets a good picture of
the competitiveness of the European/English powers, the dominance of the Dutch, the size
and shape of their vessels and changes over time to this technology due to the cargoes
carried. One also has to look at what was driving the increase in shipping to South and
Southeast Asia and the dynamics of that region. What were these ships carrying to that part of
the world and why so frequently? One also sees a dramatic and striking attrition rate of ships
by examining the return journeys. The attrition rate through wrecks and wear and tear on
vessels shows in that only around 50% of these vessels returned to Europe. The vessels
required lots of maintenance along their journeys and it spurred on the development of
shipbuilding technology.
It was also a driver for the need for sophisticated stop-over points starting with refreshment
posts and graduating to ship repair facilities. The records also show an almost studious
omission in our history books to mention that the main outward bound role of the shipping was
to take company officials and huge loads of troops to supply the wars in South and South East
Asia. There the Dutch were fighting the English and Portuguese and Muslim Sultanates and to
fortify their factories and huge bases in India, Sri Lanka and at Batavia. Factories stretched
across the long Indian and Bengal Coast and from Arakan (Rhakine) in Myanmar, to Thailand,
Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, through to Formosa, and Japan and then throughout
Indonesia.
There was a huge need for thousands of troops. The United Dutch East India Company had
all the powers of state ceded to them by the Dutch States General. Now here’s the thing –
these soldiers needed time ashore at strategic stops. The voyages were long and soldiers and
officials got sick and died but also grew grumpy and fights broke out. By 1615 already there
was a great need for soldiers and officials to be able to go ashore at the Cape of Good Hope.
The English took the lead in trying to find a solution. The English East India Company came
up with their elaborate plan first establish a small trading colony but they then followed plan B
– by using the services of Xhore as a proxy trader facilitator (who served theDutch,French,
Portuguese and Danes as well). When Xhore was killed there were many obstacles to trading
and using the Cape as a refreshment station. They took the proxy approach up a notch when
they recruited and train Autshumao. Once established at Table Bay Autshumao seems to
have played this role ably, was a proficient linguist, was shrewd and astute and also knew the
value of playing off English and their enemies the Dutch.
Now what is the impact of the big numbers of ships, the frequency of these ships visiting the
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Cape, the different nationalities involved, the need for repairs stop overs, the need for soldiers
and officials to go ashore to refresh in large numbers, the problems on the ships that led to
violence or abandoning a voyage, the need for supplies and so on? Just as an example of the
kind of sea traffic and length of stayovers, When Admiral GW de Jong’s fleet picked up
Captain Janszen of the Nieuwe Haarlem, there were 12 ships at anchor for 18 days. This kind
of traffic is large even for a port today.
The first thing that it should tell one is that Table Bay at the Cape was already a Port before
1652. Secondly it was already a trading and layover station and a hive of human activity. From
my own experience working in harbours with international shipping in a professional capacity
is that this kind of sea traffic creates stowaways and stay-behinds. Shore-leave by men leads
to sexual encounters and relations becoming a norm of a port. Ship repairs would have
needed the gathering of repair materials and therefore negotiation of terrain, cutting and
gathering timber and this would have led to job creation and further trade. This huge amount
of sea-transport and human traffic must have had a huge impact on the local population living
at the Camissa settlement. There were cases of shipwrecks too. The one in 1647 led to the
survivors staying for a year as neighbours to the Khoena. Notably their accounts of the life of
the Khoena is more positive and respectful than that of Jan van Riebeeck. Other accounts
note that the English, French all had regular indigene assistants.
All of the historical materials that I have read together with the size of the shipping stop-overs
at the Cape and the vast numbers on board those ships and the poor state of those vessels
when put alongside the information that we know of the social history of the Khoena between
1590 and 1652 suggest that we have all been taken for a ride by historians of the colonial and
Apartheid eras. Silence on these facts and events together with misrepresentation of the
conditions on arrival and of the people that they met has led to centuries of prejudicial and
concocted views of indigenes. The very story of the foundation of Cape Town is falsified.
Vigorous or robust engagement had already become a norm by 1652 and did not start on that
date and neither was Cape Town founded at this time.
History has been most unfair to Autshumao and the Goringhaicona trading mission at
Camissa and has there has never been a proper analysis of what happened in the 50 years
prior to van Riebeeck’s arrival or the 20 year old human trading settlement first at Robben
Island and then at Camissa and the impacts of the large scale visitations of ships, sailors,
officials and troops who were adequately catered for by locals. The social history is not told of
this port village with its sizable yet relatively small population which had changed their mode
of living, economic and social habits as happened in every other port across the African
coastline. This criminal negligence in academia which continues to this day has to be
challenged. Indigenes are treated as anthropological and archaeological subjects in the
paradigm of stone-age and iron age peoples, rather than as subjects of social history enquiry
who seek to revive the memory and understanding of our forebears. European historical
evaluation which is highly skewed, sets the edges of discourse today and all sorts of by our
museums and educational institutions. This has both robbed us of the ability to properly
assess our past but has also fed into a primitivistic paradigm, in terms of how many European
overlays from feudal monarchism to modern Nation concepts are placed on the indigene
forebears of our past and this then informs our present.
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The early foundational human endeavour of a Khoena settled trading community which
embraced visitors and whom no doubt some visitors embraced and remained and assimilated
into, but certainly which would have had offspring as occurs in all ports requires much, much
more research and evaluation attention. This Camissa footprint (//Gam i Ssa) where the
Castle and District Six stands today on the Cape Peninsula known to the Khoena as //Hui
!Gaeb can give us all a whole new take on our past. As much as the Camissa river still
vigorously runs through Cape Town today, but underground, covered up by layers and layers
of new superstructure, so to with those who are labelled ‘Coloured’. Layers and layers of
overlays have buried the real stories of the roots of the people who were born of the Camissa
footprint and heritage and identity as an African creole people stifled.
We certainly cannot ignore this overwhelming evidence that 1652 was not a magical date of
Khoena and European interaction, nor can we ignore the vast numbers of vessels and people
from abroad who came here and interacted with locals. Nor can we ignore that key notable
indigene figures had travelled abroad and returned and engaged with new technology and
trading and new ways of living and were not merely beach scavengers. With all of this
information at our fingertips we cannot accept uncritically the European writings that have
marginalised and robbed us of a fair view of our forebears. Many of the basic assumptions
that we make about the past are called into question.
We are the descendants of this Camissa footprint as much as we are of the older Khoena
modes of living and of the slavery era and all the interactions including resistance. There are
much more complexities in our past than many care to acknowledge, but also a wonderful
focal point arises for us to move away from racial terminology and exclusive terminology in
anchoring our local identities alongside our national, regional and pan African identities. MY
enquiry and studies make me proudly Camissa, and proudly African before anything else. I
live in a place called South Africa within borders made by imperialism and colonialism. I am
passionate about Southern Africa and Africa and I am driven in this by my local heritage
rooted in all that arises out of the Camissa footprint founded on the indigene experience and
enhanced by generations of indigenes, enslaved peoples and non-conformist Europeans who
embraced rather than rejected or oppressed indigenes and slaves.
This is meaningful and not the racial tag of ‘Coloured’. Indeed it is high time too that we stop
racializing our terminology. ‘Drop ‘Coloured’, White and Black. Camissa alongside Zulu,
Xhosa, Khoena, San, Sotho, Tswana, Afro-European, Afro-Asian etc, more accurately
describes sub-community identities in the African family of diversity. This will contribute to
lowering the barometer of hate. One cannot ably tackle racism if we still want to operate using
the pseudo-scientific paradigm of race and race classification. Such efforts are like putting
new wine into old wineskins.
At a personal level this different historical narrative sheds more light on my identity heritage in
that Autshumao was the uncle of my 9th great grandmother Krotoa who was born in 1642 in
that Camissa community of a Khoena mother and an unknown father. Possibly her father was
one of the men from the passing ships? The Goringhaicona maroons had emerged from other
clans and in Krotoa’s case they are likely from other kinship ties to have been associated with
the Cochouqua.
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In 1652 when Jan van Riebeeck came and started building his fort right next to the Camissa
settlement living during its construction cheek by jowl with Autshumao’s community, his family
also befriended Krotoa and his wife took the 10 year old into her service. Van Riebeeck
encroached on and abused Autshumao by taking his land, his business and his talented
young niece. He notes in his diary that after he had moved into the fort, he could still see the
forlorn figure of Autshumao sitting next to the river below.
Krotoa was schooled by Maria de la Quellerie, the commander’s wife and by 15 she was the
interpreter of note between van Riebeeck and the Khoena. Shortly thereafter she also became
a mother for the first time by some company official or passing European traveller. Krotoa’s
contributions in van Riebeeck’s records appear over 250 times. She provides much of the
information that we have today on the state of the indigene people, via van Riebeeck’s hand.
The commander initially heaps much praise on this teenaged asset to the VOC – a talented
linguist. But then the praise began to change and be replaced by bitterness.
He accused her of “drawing the longbow”. By this he meant that she was possibly feeding him
false information that was of assistance to her family in the Cochouqua. It implied
exaggeration, tall stories and split loyalties. He also spelt out that “she tells us what she thinks
we want to hear”. He also refers to other serious discoveries that he would not commit to
paper but were to be conveyed verbally to those that would succeed Commander van
Riebeeck.
All sorts of wild fiction has been written about Krotoa with some almost making assumptions
that she was fostered by the van Riebeecks. But his writings clearly state that she was a
servant, and she wore servants clothes. She was only baptised as the first Khoena Christian
at her own request when she was an adult, on the departure of van Riebeeck. She clearly did
this because her patron was leaving, hostility towards her from the VOC officials was growing
and she wanted to marry the official who was said to have fathered her second child, my
ancestor Pieternella. These actions taken by herself were clearly motivated to ensure her
survival in the settler community. Krotoa particularly between 1658 and 1661 blossomed and
found herself. She turned a situation of being used and manipulated into an advantage for
herself and the Cochoqua people.
It would seem that she made her unique position both work for her and contribute to her
people. Krotoa’s chief critic was her competitor, the fellow interpreter who later opened new
resistance to the Dutch, Nommoa (Doman). He criticized her and implied that she was a sellout. But was she? Some have only too readily jumped to a conclusion that Krotoa was a
collaborator and Nommoa was a radical revolutionary. This is too simplistic a paradigm in
which to view both of these characters. This is not to detract from Nommoa’s resistance
leadership efforts in the first Khoena war of resistance. But the war proved that bravery,
passion, anger and even being a skiled fighter is not enough. Nommoa’s people-skills,
listening and diplomacy skills made him divisive rather than a unifier when unity is most
required.Krotoa certainly gave excellent interpretation and diplomatic service to the Dutch, but
equally she provided the same for Oudasoa and the Cochoqua. In looking at the information
available, one is indeed sometimes left wondering whether Krotoa worked for Oudasoa rather
than Commander van Riebeeck. It also emerges from Van Riebeeck’s journal that she could
have been quietly providing intelligence to the Cochoqua in their more subtle struggles with
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the Dutch. Her information from Oudasoa conveyed to the Dutch during the Khoena-Dutch
war was nuanced in favour of the Cochoqua’s stance. She further showed great loyalty to her
uncle Autshumao when he increasingly became persona non grata to the Dutch. All of this
was noticed and commented upon by Commander van Riebeeck. All the giveaways are in the
commander’s text.
My own reading shows that she played van Riebeeck and provided intelligence to her own
people. It is for this reason that he instructed compny officials to keep her on a short leash.
She is the most amazing female character in that early historical scenario and she was only a
teen. The following ten years, the last decade of her life is a story of great tragedy. She was
abused and much maligned.
Contrary stories praising her and her abilities appear in historical texts by passing travellers
but the VOC official records describe her as a wretched alcoholic and whore after her Danish
husband Pieter (Havgart) van Meerhof was killed on an expedition to Madagascar. During this
time on Robben island, in 1673, a certain Willem ten Rhijne, a Dutch visitor to the Cape,
described Krotoa as:
“…. a masterpiece of nature. She had embraced Christianity, spoke fluent English,
Dutch, French and Portuguese and was conversant with the Holy Scriptures…. in
short, she was most commendable, being trained in all womanly crafts and married to
one of the surgeons serving the company.”
She was imprisoned on Robben Island and her children were taken away and first given into
the foster-care of a brothel-keeper, Barbara Geems, and later bundled off to Mauritius.
Pieternella later returned with her husband, Pieter Zaaiman, to the Cape. My paternal
grandmother’s line descends to Krotoa and Pieternella. Krotoa’s playmates at the fort included
two little slave sisters Lijsbeth and Cornelia Arabus from Madagascar, who were from a Royal
family going back via Sulawezi to Abyssinia. Lijsbeth too is one of my 9 th great grandmother’s.
I have already given an account earlier in this book about my 24 slave ancestors and I will
later in this chapter give a little more elaboration on slavery at the Cape as this is a major
component of our heritage identity in history.
The period 1631 when the first foundation of Cape Town was established until the end of the
van der Stel governance in the second decade of the 1700s was an amazing period of the
coming together of the diversity in my ancestral lineage. It is here at Camissa through slavery
that indigene Khoena, Ethiopian, Malagasy, Angolan, Indian, Bengali, South East Asian,
Danish, Dutch, German, French and English people’s engaged with each other and had
children together and a creole or locally born family line developed and spread with the arena
moving from Table Bay to the Drakenstein and beyond. Historical events in which my
forebears were players unfolded in a social history where much has been lost to the public
gaze through ideological manipulation of information.
Indigene Africans in Franchhoek and Environs
Archaeological evidence found at the Wemmershoek site in the heart of the Drakenstein
provides us with rock paintings and other artefacts which go back thousands of years showing
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first settlers in this district having migrated here from East Africa. Evidence of pastoral activity
in the area goes back 2000 years and evidence of hunting and gathering even further past
iron age to stone age humanity.
At the time of the first European incursion into the territory of Stellenbosch and the
Drakenstein, the main Khoena kraal of the Gorachouqua people was based at Klapmatsburg
and small groups of pastoralists had nomadic abodes stretching to the extremities of
Stellenbosch, Ladysmith in one direction, and Franschhoek, Wellington, Ceres and Tulbagh in
another direction. Both the Khoena pastoralists, and the San who lived a hunter-gather way of
life, also hunted the prolific game in the area. This was all to change quite dramatically from
1679 in Stellenbosch and 1687 in Paarl and in Franschhoek.
Three Dutch VOC (Dutch East India Company) expeditions had first entered the Drakenstein
territory in 1657 under Abraham Gabbema and then in 1658 under Jan van Harwaerden, and
in 1660 under Jan Danckaert. Even further inland across the Langeberg, beyond the
Drakenstein, there was the territory of the Kannaland, inhabited by the Attaqua who had their
main kraals at Xairu. Europeans, led by Isaac Schriver, first entered this valley on an
exploration mission across the ancient ‘Tarras Doas’, the footpath of the maidens. They were
commissioned by Governor Simon van der Stel who was responsible for extending the Cape
Colony far beyond the Table Bay refreshment station originally planned by the VOC. In this
beautiful valley beyond the ‘Tarras Doas’ (the Tradouw pass), more than a century later, the
town of Barrydale would emerge.
It was in these territories of the Drakenstein, the Kannaland and in the other direction, the
Roodezand (Tulbagh) that my European, slave and indigene forebears in my paternal line
were thrown together. The social history that I will elaborate on here will largely focus on the
Drakenstein. With hindsight and when placed under a microscope, one can clearly see that
the most dramatic paradigm shift in modern South African history occurred here and affected
everything else.
By focussing on the story of just this one microcosm of our history, I would like to use this as
an example of our obscured heritage, by placing a different emphasis that moves away from
the dominant colonial South African narrative. By looking at our history with different eyes we
are also able to look at heritage and identity in a new way. It is the story of this area, maybe
more so than any other focus that shows us the complexity and the multiple facets of the
historical component of identity. This was also the birthplace of racist ideology in South Africa
way back in the beginning of the 18th century. It is here too that racist theories and practices
merged with white Afrikaner nationalism and was refined into the ideology of Apartheid in the
latter 19th century.
In the late 17th century the Europeans were still weak and the Khoena and San had tenuous
control of the area largely because it had not yet been settled by European farmers. This was
to change dramatically and rapidly over four decades. It was in 1657 when the Dutch
authorities first started allowing settlers to establish farms in and around Table Bay and, by
1658 the first forced removals of Khoena pastoralists occurred in Table Bay.
The first settler farmers included a fair number of those referred to as Free Blacks (see the
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definition in chapter 2) and families born of settlers and slave unions. In the first 60 years of
settlement there was a fairly open society in the Cape settlement where race did not
determine station in life and intermarriage and relationships between people of different
groups were commonplace.
The move of establishing farmsteads in Table Bay lead to the first Khoena-Dutch war from
1659 – 1660 which initially favoured the Khoena with the upper-hand and put some
curtailment on Dutch expansion. But it was the second Khoe-Dutch war of 1673 – 1677 that
was decisive in the defeat of local indigene resistance and led to the extension of the colony
to the Drakenstein lands of the Khoena. The Dutch had brought in horses and with mobile
soldiers armed with guns – a cavalry, they gained the upper hand. Over the next forty years
the Khoena continued with sporadic resistance, but with the 1713 smallpox epidemic,
thousands of Khoena people died and this together with the terrible carnage of genocidal
ethnic cleansing against the San and the expulsion of Khoena to the northwest Gariep
changed the population dynamics. The southernmost Khoena are thought to have dwindled in
number from around a possible 50 000 to just 15 000 as a result of smallpox, a military drive
of ethnic cleansing and genocide. The Khoena survivors were forced into becoming
indentured apprentices on white farms or conscripted into the commando militias used to
attack the San and to raid cattle from Khoena-Xhosa groups further up the coast.
Social cohesion of identifiable and relatively well organised Khoena communities within
theimmediate areas of settlement disintegrated rapidly. Khoena increasingly inter-married with
slaves and many of the distinct identities of the southern Khoena got lost in the melting pot of
cultures. Some of the Gorachoqua, Goringhaiqua and Cochouqua Khoena trekked northwards
away from the Cape Colony and formed various groups that would merge with northern
Khoena (Nama) to become Korana, the Witboois, the Springboks, Orlam Basters, Orlam
Afrikaners and the Griqua. But all of these also absorbed maroons from the Europeans, the
BaTswana, BaSotho and AmaXhosa.
In the case of the San people, genocide attacks were carried out by Dutch led commandos
made up of the conscripted sons of indentured Khoena, throughout the 1700s. The Khoena
and Dutch treated the San as though they were vermin to be exterminated. Child survivors of
the San were apprenticed as servants and labourers on white farms after all adults were
executed. It was a bloody conquest of a people – a story of loss of life, land and liberty, was
justified by the European notion of being ‘won by the sword’ and, introducing ‘civilisation’. A
by-product of this upheaval was that for most of the 1700s the slave population were recorded
as being the largest population group in the census of the small Cape Colony, while the
Europeans trailed in number.
The Gorachoqua Khoena of the Drakenstein, were related to the Goringhaiqua and
answerable to the Chainoqua regional chieftainship. The Chainoqua were treated as a higher
authority over the affairs of all Cape Khoena in the territories settled by the Europeans in the
Cape at this time. They were outside of the reach of the early settlers and were allied with the
amaXhosa. The Chainoqua and the Hamcumqua shared camps and practiced inter-marriage
with the amaXhosa and shared bloodlines with them. Both groups accepted the Chobona or
Iniqua – a mixed Khoena-amaXhosa polity, as a higher respected authority over the southern
Khoena peoples. In this sense the amaXhosa have a long history of connectivity to the
Western Cape, contrary to those who suggest that they are aliens. They certainly were not in
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the same category of ‘outsiders’ as the recently arrived Europeans.
Other Bantu peoples arrived in the large shiploads of West African slaves from 1658 and later
from East Africa and thus the mythology of there having been no Bantu in the Western Cape
until the 20th century really needs to be put to bed. Likewise the mythology that there is no
Bantu blood in ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people is complete nonsense. DNA testing through the
Africa Genome Project has so far proven that there is as much Bantu lineage markers in
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people as there is DNA markers for the forebears of Khoena and San.
The full depth of the strong relationship between the Cape Khoena and the amaXhosa can be
tracked through the numerous military alliances between the two groupings, first against the
encroaching trek-Boers, and later against the British. However animosity toward the KhoeamaXhosa allies in the frontier areas developed amongst some sectors of the pacified Southwestern and Peninsula Khoena survivors now dispersed to farms and farming towns.
Increasing numbers of these farm-based Khoena were now collaborating with settler
Commandos or were being conscripted to fight their resister Khoena and amaXhosa kin in the
South-eastern Cape. It was through this collaborationist activity that animosity was inculcated
amongst some of the Khoena towards their amaXhosa cousins, but not all shared this view.
This would in later years become the foundations of a manufactured antagonism between
descendants of both groups. It was an antagonism which would continue to be cultivated into
the 20th century through what would become the Cape Coloured Corps in the SADF and this
legacy has done untold harm to community relations.
The forerunner Khoena military units organised by the European settlers were known as the
Korps der Vrijen, afterwards known as the Corps Bastaard Hottentotten, and also the Corps
Vrijen Hottentotten. In 1793 a new unit was formed called the Corps Pandoeren. This lay the
basis for the Cape Mounted Rifles and the Cape Coloured Corps. A number of my forebears,
across the colour-lines served in both.
The first displaced Khoena chief to be banished to Australia for his part in leading the
independent resister Khoena who opposed conscription and who maintained alliances with
the amaXhosa was Chief David Stuurman, brother of Klaas Stuurman. He was sent to New
South Wales in 1823 after two successful escapes from incarceration on Robben Island.
David was in a close alliance with the soldier-prophet Makhana who joined in his second
escape from Robben Island and drowned at Bloubergstrand. David Stuurman died in Australia
in 1830.
Here perhaps it is time to just pause a moment and look more in-depth at these events that I
have just described. The progression of forced removal of indigenes beyond the Cape
Peninsula, Drakensberg, Overberg and Roodezand needs elaboration as it is vital to
understanding our entire socio, economic and political framework that ultimately led to the
formation of South Africa as a country and later the adoption of the Apartheid ideological
framework. Please excuse the fact that this may indulge a bit of repetition.
The land theft and ethnic cleansing of the Western Cape
There are huge gaps in official history books. What happened to the more than 16 Capebased Khoena clans numbering around 50 000 and where have the four large concentrations
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of San gone?
To understand what happened to the Khoena clans and the San of the Western Cape we
have to go on a journey of persecution, war and resistance. It has been the covering over of
this tragic story and fabrication of myths that has both insulted the memory of these our
forebears and has denied us a proper understanding of this important element of our identity.
For some who are the surviving direct descendants of the Khoena and the San it has denied
them restitution and the opportunity to rebuild their social and clan identities. For those of us
who have a strong affinity based partially on descent and wish to revive a broad sense of
identity rooted in both our Khoena and San roots, the lack of clarity on the past is an
impediment of how we move forward. And for those of us who simply wish to celebrate our
Khoena and San ancestral roots as part of a tapestry of origins, likewise it is an impediment
for us in moving forward, not to have all of the pieces of this puzzle.
Four of my favourite characters in history were freedom fighter contemporaries in the closing
years of a 160 year series of wars of resistance by the Khoena, San and Slaves to Dutch and
subsequent British colonial land grabs and genocide. Khoena Chief David Stuurman, the
enslaved Louis of Mauritius, the rebellious priest Dr Johannes van der Kemp and the Itola
warrior prophet Makhana whose mother was Khoe and father was Xhosa. They all died
between 1807 and 1825 and each has an amazing story.
It is not their stories that I will relate here but rather the story of a 160 year conflict in which
they were just the closing players. As the 160 years of war came to an end it over lapped with
another 100 years war in the eastern regions of the Cape where Khoena, Slave Drosters and
amaXhosa often also stood together. That century of war is fairly well covered by historians,
albeit with terrible slants, while the 160 year war is not. In understanding this period we can
better understand a complex process from which our identity rises like a phoenix.
Our history books give a distorted impression as to what happened to the Khoena (Khoi) and
the San in the Cape Colony and writes out their resistance and survival strategies. Because of
these deficiencies, distortions continue to this day. But thanks to ground-breaking research by
people like Nigel Penn in his comprehensive work – ‘The Forgotten Frontier – Colonist &
Khoisan on the Cape’s Northern Frontier in the 18th Century’ we have a much better picture of
the facts. I draw heavily on this work in relating my understanding of the 160 year war of
resistance by Khoena and San.
The Khoena and San story is not just a matter of understanding two opening wars of
resistance ending in 1677 and then along came two devastating Smallpox epidemics in 1713
and 1755 and “poof” there were no more Khoena and San from that time onwards?
That story ranks as taking joint first-prize as an absurd untruthful account alongside that other
myth that Chief Autshumao the trader who had travelled to Jakarta and back and ran a
successful trading post at the Cape for over 20 years, was just an ignorant thieving beachbum called Harry the Strandlooper.
What actually happened and the scale of what happened is a really horrible story that cannot
be swept under the carpet.
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When the United Dutch East India Company (VOC) set up its fort right next Autshumao’s
settlement at the Camissa in Table Bay on the Cape Peninsula (//Hui !Gaeb) there were
around 16 Khoena clans in the Western and Central Cape reaching to the lower reaches of
the Eastern Cape. Likewise at least 4 large San communities were also living across the same
territory. The Khoena and San living within the boundaries of the then mapped Cape up to the
Piketberg in the West and to outskirts of Swellendam district in the East was estimated at
50,000 and with further later estimates of 40 – 50,000 more beyond and up to the Gariep
River on the North West and the Fish River in the Keiskamma in the East.
What then actually happened to result in the figure for Khoena and so-called BastardHottentots together being given as 14,883 in 1798 in the census of all within the Cape
Colony? WHERE HAD ALL THE CAPE KHOENA GONE?
The white population in 1658 was 166 and the slave population was 187 and then 146 years
later in 1798 the white population had grown to 21,300 while slaves were at 25,754. (In the
period 1653 to 1807 there were 63,000 slaves that were imported and between 1808 and
1856 another 8000 Prize Salves arrived and all their children and grandchildren also were
born slaves. Both the European and the Slave populations had grown dramatically but
Khoena together with people who were a mix of Khoena-Slave were drastically down to under
15,000 from 50,000. Many of these were by the 1790s now the offspring of mixed
relationships between male slaves and captured Khoena and San women after being taken by
commandos in raids where their male partners were slaughtered. It is this puzzle that remains
hidden in various histories.
The starting point of course for the resistance is the two anti-colonial wars of resistance by the
Khoena ending in 1660 and 1677 respectively. While the first war ended in a stalemate the
second war had grave consequences when the Cochoqua were defeated and faced
economic, political and social disintegration. Loss of life, restrictions on land and confiscation
of livestock (1765 cattle and 4930 sheep) was a huge blow.
By the time that Chiefs Gonnema and Oedosoa died in 1685 and 1689 respectively, the
Cochoqua were pushed back towards Roodezand (Tulbagh) and their fragmentation had
accelerated.
In 1686 when other groups of Khoena were also under pressure from the colonists the San
and the Grigariqua also clashed with the Cochouqua further weakening them. Other Peninsula
Khoena such as the Goringhaiqua, the Gorachouqua, the Cochoqua and the remnants of the
Goringhaicona migrated northwards, staying for a while with the Namaqua and eventually
making new formations at the Gariep such as the Korana, Witboois, Springboks, Orlam
Basters, Griquas and Orlam Afrikaners.
By the time of the expansion to Stellenbosch and the Drakenstein, the Khoena at Klapmats
were moved on while remaining Peninsula Khoena went into servitude alongside slaves on
white farms or in the case of the males many were forcibly conscripted into informal
commandos that rode out under white command to raid cattle from Khoena groups deep in
the interior.
The pressure mounted on the Khoena in the Tulbagh, Ceres, Waveren, Riebeeck Kasteel,
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Piketberg, Sandveld areas as well as to Cedarberg, Kouebokkeveld and Saldanha. The
colonists wanted their cattle and would do anything to rustle cattle from the Khoena. The two
Governors, van der Stel, at first tried their best to stop cattle rustling and murderous attacks
on the Khoena and San and introduced harsh punishments and even death sentences to put
an end to this state of affairs.
The errant colonists did their utmost to opposed particularly Willem Adrian van der Stel, and
the VOC in Europe decided that he was being too harsh on the colonists. The VOC gave their
blessing that the colonists should legally be able to trade with the Khoena. This was a de facto
license to go and do as they please. The company officials also now had to compete with the
colonists in the bartering and they were no saints either. The besieged Khoena and San faced
with ruin had no option but to retaliate and a 7 year period of war broke out from 1701 – 1708.
In the wake of the war came further expansion when grazing permits were introduced for
colonists to enter the Khoena areas of retreat. By 1714 this was followed by a loan farm
system that was introduced. This in fact ran rough shod over the peace treaty with the Khoena
signed in 1705. For the indigenes, from the treaty of 1677 none of the treaties were worth the
paper on which they were drawn up.
It was in the aftermath of the war and during the time of the granting of grazing rights to
trekboers, that in 1713 a visiting Danish ship that had arrived in Table Bay brought a
devastating epidemic of smallpox. By all accounts it killed off settlers, slaves, Free Blacks and
Khoena. The growing and increasingly powerful Free Black community was decimated and
this social group never really recovered as an economic force. The Khoena were hardest hit
with reports of hundreds lying at roadsides as far as Saldanha Bay and the Drakenstein and
beyond. While this tragic event, repeated again in 1755, does not on its own account for the
huge decline of Khoena and San by 1798, it can be acknowledged that it was a significant
contributing factor, along with cattle theft, war, land appropriation after forced removals and
genocide.
Between 1714 and 1717 more surviving Khoena now without leaders and clans became
‘contract’ or ‘indentured’ labourers alongside slaves and were really treat not too differently
than slaves.
The Khoena and San who bordered on Waveren, Piketberg and Roodezand (Tulbagh) at this
stage still maintained their strength and coherenance and a resistance war again flared up
from 1715 -1716. Hundreds of Khoena and San men were killed in battles and raids by
commandos. Women and children were then taken off deep into the colony and scattered
about farms as ‘indentured’ servants and labourers.
Young boys were brought up to serve in militia as conscripts. Nominally the Khoena labourers
and servants were not enslaved and formally they were ‘free people under contract’. As
children of slave men conceived by slave women, such children would also become slaves
that could be bought and sold, because slavery passes through the women. Slave men had
relationships with Khoena and San women, who were often widowed by war, knowing that
their children would be born free and were likely to grow up around them.
Khoena women also knew that the terrible things that inevitably awaited their Khoena and
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particularly male San male children were less likely to befall them if they were regarded as
Basters (Bastards). It was a survival tactic and it did work for them.
Khoena, San and slaves co-operated as oppressed people, under the same oppressor at a
range of levels and often innovatively. This included fighting alongside each other as
resistance fighters. Many slaves ran away to join the Khoena, Baster and Orlams resistance
groups in the north across the frontier and across the frontier in the east.
From 1717 – 1725 a combination of illness among livestock affecting both the indigene
communities and the colonists resulted in a retreat by Khoena inland, particularly after the
1716 war. This did not stop the Europeans pursuing the Khoena because they were after
livestock, due to their own perishing. The stolen livestock of the indigenes who were now also
in inhospitable territory, further disrupted communities, who in turn fled northwards.
Even the VOC could now see that the license given to colonists to trade was having a
devastating effect on those whom the VOC too, as a company, had to trade with. So in 1727
the VOC returned to the practice that they had condemned the van der Stels for implementing
and instituted a new ban on colonists from trading with the Khoena.
Of course the VOC was also short of meat and found that regardless of the new ban, the
Khoena stocks could no longer yield for anyone. The state of war however did subside for a
while. But by this time the colonial held territory under the VOC had literally been ethnically
cleansed of free organised Khoena through the brutality of war and the Khoena on the borders
of the Colony were facing impoverishment.
By 1732 colonists now had farms all along the entire Olifants River territory. From 1738 to
1740 a war of resistance again broke out as colonist trekboers moved beyond Piketberg to
Namaqualand and from the Westcoast to beyond the Bokkeveld. The defeat of the Khoena
and the San and the resultant peace treaty, which everyone knew was not worth anything,
opened up further expansion into the north east. But now the settlers were on their own as the
VOC was too weak to extend its support so far. The trekboers and farmers became a law to
themselves and their commandos had free reign.
From 1740 through to 1770 settlement continued but the settlers were few in number in
relation to the Khoena so far inland and things were relatively peaceful in the latter years and
the scene for conflict shifted to the Roggeveld in the 1750s and the nature of the conflict
changed.
The Khoena and trekboers now cut off from the VOC found common ground and created joint
commandos and attacked the San. The records show that these raids against the San were
vicious and genocidal in nature. Single attacks resulted in deaths of between 50 to 90 San.
But these, bad as they were, were just a precursor to what was to happen next.
In 1774 the VOC decided to formally adopt the commando system as part of its military
apparatus and thereby give it further reach. While all of this expansion through killing and
raiding had been going on in the west and central regions of the Colony, there had been
gradual encroachment and pushing of the Khoena eastwards as well. In the east the Khoena
had strong and friendly networks with the amaXhosa and there was strong familial
relationships and mixed clans too.
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The San too were also very strong in the mountainous areas such as the Sneeuberg and the
Bruintjieshoogte. The settler expansion was halted at the Fish River, the Sneeuberg and
Bruintjieshoogte. The most formidable resistance came from the San and the colonists were
not doing very well.
With the trouble in the Nieuweveld and Roggeveld intensifying too, the new formal
commandos were dispatched by the VOC. This was imperative for the VOC because it had
granted almost 200 new farms to settlers stretching from the west to the east so as to
consolidate the Cape Colony. The Commandos despatched against the San and the Khoena
Resisters were literally extermination machines.
These Commandos were under white command but were roughly made up of 50% whites and
50% Khoena conscripts, brought up on farms and trained while still young. The San were
referred to as vermin and the kill rate increased more than three-fold from 1773 to 1774 to
figures like 260 deaths in a single attack.
The San unlike the Khoena did not entertain peace treaties and fought to the bitter end.
Commandos killed all adults taking no prisoners but young women and children. These too
increased the labour pool alongside the slaves as ‘indentured’ labourers. The Sneeuberg
Camdeboo and Swart Ruggens saw the greatest indigene resistance of all time. It became the
killing fields of the Cape Colony that went beyond any definition of war. This carnage is what
gave birth to the Western Cape and its trauma has been passed on from generation to
generation.
The resisting Khoena faced the same fate in which civil war elements entered to fray. The
same genocide would later be adopted against the southern amaXhosa where all adults were
shot and all crops and livestock burnt in a scorched earth approach adopted by the British in
the early 1800s.
The eastern frontier and the north eastern mountain people saw a brave and defiant fight to
the last man and woman. In the 1780s a resistance history played out in the Cape like
nowhere else in South Africa, before or after. Those who say that the Khoena and the San
gave up the fight without resistance are just displaying their own ignorance.
The history books have remained silent on how the Western Cape was won by the colonists
and about the brave resistance. White settlement only occurred as a result of the wanton
murder of indigene inhabitants across the bloodstained Western Cape. The people and clans
that occupied this territory did not simply get wiped out by disease, or magically disappear in a
peaceful migration elsewhere. They were decimated by force in a colonial holocaust.
Though the smallpox epidemics played their part these paled against the slaughter. By 1798
the now mixed Khoena / Khoena-Baster population was 14,883 and no longer had land, cattle
or freedom. These survived with the assistance of their numerically larger enslaved comrades
and still fought and resisted in different ways.
New forms of resistance emerged. In the Roggeveld in December 1801 a combined force of
Khoena and Slaves involving 70 resisters rose up against their oppressive farmer. In 1808
over 340 slaves and Khoena under the leadership of Louis of Mauritius rose up in the biggest
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slave rebellion ever. The largest ever treason trial arose out of the slave rebellion. These
events are what built a very special resistance relationship between two groups of people who
by now shared familial ties of ancestry – slaves and Khoena. The Camissa footprint
deepened.
The slavery and Khoena interface gradually merged over the next 50 years when after the
proclamation of Ordinance 50 giving Khoena freedom of movement and land tenure and,
emancipation of slaves from slavery, together the survivors formed new communities
alongside every white town. Along the migration routes, Khoena and mixed Khoena heritage
survived on farms and in small towns.
But many exiles from the Colony also would become new resisters fighting other battles for
survival as they fled from the south, westward to the northern Gariep territory also joined by
those who fled from the east to join them. Migrants poured into the Gariep territory and after
years of struggle formed new communities with a solid Khoena base but also took in resisters
from other groups including slave drosters, a few non-conformist Europeans and maroons
from the BaTswana, BaSotho and AmaXhosa.
Just north of the main Namaqua groups along the Gariep river from Pella to Prieska a number
of San and Khoena groups lived side by side, sometimes peacefully and sometimes in
conflict. They had brought many traditions from different parts of the South with them.
The Gariep communities running from Pella eastwards were the Nanningai San, Naugaap
Khoena, various Eis San groups, Kaukoa Khoena, Gyzikou Khoena, Au Nameikoa San, Koow
Einas San, Naw Keis San, Hoekeikoa San, Noueikoa San, Moncoboo San, and Khoena
groups – Kouringeis Korana (or Gora), Husingais Korana (Gora), Kay Kora Korana (Gora).
They were joined by the Kok and Barends descendants of the Grigriqua and Bergenaar
Basters who also entered the Gariep territory, followed by the Witboois who had found refuge
with the Namaqua, and the Orlam Afrikaners. The Korana (Gora) largely are said to be from
the fragmented maroon Khoena from the South such as the Gorachouqua and Goringhaiqua
who also regrouped at the Gariep.
By 1800 the largest groups of Khoena now resided far away from the VOC rule and the Cape
colony frontier. At the Gariep, the Khoena were to thrive until the next major upheavals came.
British rule, missionaries, the Boers from the Great Trek and the discovery of diamonds as
well as Mfecane all would impact negatively and violently on these Khoena and San
communities which had found temporary sanctuary.
Many then migrated west into Nambia, north into the Free State, across the Drakensburg to
the East and elsewhere. A few of those from Griqualand East followed their leader de Kneg,
AAS le Fleur to the Western Cape and scattered to Mamre, Goodwood, Touws River and
Plettenberg Bay. A few gravitated over a long period back to the Western Cape in search of
work but had to compete with new indentured labourers from St Helena, Asia and other
African countries. This was because from 1856 the ‘Prize Slave’ indentured labour stream that
had continued after slavery came to an end. Mostly the Khoena exiled to the Gariep remained
frozen in small rural communities in the Northern Cape.
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Post liberation from Apartheid, the Khoena and San survivor communities often against great
odds in rural communities and a few in cities have struggled to reclaim their past. Some others
with less of a clear Khoena or San community lineage have created KhoiSan revivalist
movements to do the same. Yet others celebrate with pride their Khoena, San and Slave
Heritage and the heroic resistance of their forebears as a tapestry part of who they are today.
A call has been made for recognition of the historic injustice against San, Khoena and
enslaved forebears, land reparation and restitution of the memory of our forebears particularly
in the Western Cape which has been stripped of all acknowledgements of the Khoena and
San. Others look at this incredulously and say “What on earth are they talking about. They are
making up history.” In the face of hostility on the one hand and very confused and inaccurate
narratives on the other hand, there is an urgent need to develop a simple popular narrative on
this history so that even kids can articulate this free from ridicule.
Our children should be learning about these atrocities and about the amazing resistance in
schools. Our public places should have exhibits and names that speak to this heritage. South
Africa as a country should acknowledge this stolen past and put a stop to the stunted and
disguized histories from whatever quarter they emanate.
From the 1510 first victorious military engagement with the then world super-power military
force under Portuguese General d’Almeide, to the 160 years war and beyond. This should
connect through to such modern liberation heroes as Basil February, Ashely Kriel, Anton
Fransch, Coleen Williams and Dulcie September. The Camissa sons and daughters of the
Khoena, San and enslaved participated in the liberation struggle against Apartheid and thus
continued a long line of resistance. They like their forebears rose up above adversity.
In tracking back to our Drakenstein story it should be noted that the settlers riding out from
Stellenbosch in commandos, pay-rolled by the cattle-barons Henning Huysing and Adam Tas,
began to clash with the South-eastern Khoena and amaXhosa from the early 1700s. These
settlers in defiance of the Governor’s orders were doing a brisk trade illegally acquiring cattle
stolen from Khoena and amaXhosa groups outside of VOC controlled areas on the eastern
seaboard. It was this antagonism more than libertarian principles that would lead to the clash
between Adam Tas and the Governor Willem Adriaan van der Stel, whom Tas considered to
have ‘bad black blood’. Tas used the terminology of ‘black brood among us’.
It was at this time too that individual amaXhosa labourers were likely to have first beenbrought
into the Stellenbosch-Drakenstein territory as captives. The amaXhosa presence in the
Drakenstein increased from the 1770s as a result of captives taken during the following 100
years wars of resistance by the amaXhosa-Khoena allies to settler incursion into their
territories. Other Bantu Africans, from beyond the borders of present day South Africa, were
also brought to the territory first as slaves and later as indentured labourers from 1679 to the
1880s. All of these also were the forebears of present day ‘Coloured’ or Camissa and other
African cousin communities in the Western Cape today. Even although they may not wish to
recognise this heritage, many white South Africans also share these indigene African
ancestors too, through marriage and informal familial relationships. They have a choice to
embrace the ties that bind us and stop fixating on their pigmentation.
The European conquest of the Cape from the mid-17th century to the early years of the 18th
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century saw the coming together of many diverse peoples in a relative small territory. The
aggressive approach towards Africans unleashed by van Riebeeck and his successors left
much bitterness.
One needs to look at just one excerpt from the diaries of Jan van Riebeeck which sums up
the feelings of the Khoena at the time and set the edges of the relations for the next 160
years. This excerpt is just after the signing of the ‘peace treaty’ after the second KhoenaDutch war.
“They (the Khoena), strongly insisted that we had been appropriating more and more
of their land, which had been theirs all these centuries, and on which they had been
accustomed to let their cattle graze, etc. They asked if they would be allowed to do
such a thing supposing they went to Holland, and they added (in their own words): ‘It
would be of little consequence if you people stayed here at the fort, but you come right
into the interior and select the best land for yourselves, without even asking whether
we mind or whether it will cause us any inconvenience’.
They therefore strongly urged that they should again be given free access to this land
for that purpose. At first we argued against this, saying that there was not enough
grass for their cattle as well as ours, to which they replied (in their own words): ‘Have
we then no reason to prevent you from getting cattle, since, if you have a large
number, you will take up all our grazing grounds with them? As for your claim that the
land is not big enough for us both, who should rather in justice, give way, the rightful
owner or the foreign intruder?’
They thus remained adamant in their claim of old-established natural ownership. They
said that they should at least be allowed to go and gather bitter almonds, which grow
wild in abundance as winter food there, and to dig for roots. This likewise could not be
granted them…. when they persisted in their request, eventually they had to be told
that they now lost the land as a result of the war and had no alternative but to admit
that it was no longer theirs…… Their land had thus justly fallen to us in a defensive
war, won by the sword, as it were, and we intend to keep it.” (5 – 6 April 1660. Van
Riebeeck Diaries volume 3: 195-196)
The ‘Coloured’ Governor who founded the Drakenstein settlements
The world of the San and the Khoe was first to change two centuries earlier, after an array of
strangers began landing on the sea shore. Then it changed dramatically under Jan van
Riebeeck’s first VOC regime. But it changed much more irreparably after the impeachment of
Willem Adrian van der Stel when VOC control of the European settlement weakened and local
colonists asserted their own power.
A qualitative change from a settlement to a viable colony occurred after the Dutch VOC
appointed the first Governor of the Cape. Previously the Cape was governed by a series of
VOC commanders. The new governor was Simon van der Stel, arguably the first ‘Coloured’
governor of the Cape Colony.
Simon van der Stel, whether one loves him or hates him, was a revolutionary governor who
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took the Cape on a growth path that went way beyond the notion of a refreshment station. He
was a complex and highly competent man with very interesting roots.
He achieved what no Dutch commander had been able to previously accomplish.
Simon van der Stel’s father was a former Dutch official posted to Mauritius and his mother,
Maria Lievens was the ‘Coloured’ daughter of a former slave, Monica of the Coast of Malabar
also known as Monica of Goa and Monica da Costa. Her origins may have been from any
location in the bay of Bengal or eastern coast of India.
Simon was born en route from Batavia to Mauritius, in Mauritian waters, and grew up in
Mauritius until the age of seven and then in Batavia until he turned 20, when he first set foot in
the Netherlands. He had strong Southeast Asian influences in his life. Simon van der Stel,
never took to the Netherlands or to the European culture of his wife, and chose to leave the
Netherlands and his wife for the life in the Cape Colony which became his home until his
death.
It was under Simon van der Stel that settlement and development of Stellenbosch and the
Drakenstein occurred. With the defeat of the Khoe by his predecessors, van der Stel was able
to simply declare new towns and have settlers moved onto the land.
But he did not have enough Europeans to settle these new districts and he recognised that
they were also not very good farmers. His inclination was to settle the area with people from
Angola and the Bay of Bengal because his experience in Batavia and Mauritius had shown
that these people were much better at breaking the land and farming productively.
The VOC was not sympathetic to this request, so Simon van der Stel first used a mix of
German, Swiss, and Dutch adventurers and freed slaves known as Free Blacks, as his
pioneer farmers. Although all of these were not particularly productive as farmers they eased
the way for the later French Huguenot arrivals. By the time that the Huguenots had arrived,
the original pioneer farmers had already settled on around 63 farms and put in place a
reasonably sophisticated infrastructure for that time. Van der Stel was overjoyed at the VOC
decision to bring Huguenots to the Cape as he had not been impressed with the progress of
the small local settler farmer population.
In the new territories that opened up, the first town established was named Stellenbosch, after
van der Stel, and the broader district was named the Drakenstein, named after visiting VOC
Commissioner Hendrik van Rheede tot Drakenstein. When the VOC offered aided packages
to the French Huguenot refugees, Simon van der Stel’s dream of agricultural development in
the Drakenstein took off. Many of the Huguenots were from old farming stock, with much
agricultural and viticulture acumen. Van der Stel also engaged in some social engineering
around identity when the Huguenots arrived, in that he broke up the French families and
scattered them amongst the existing farms. He did not want a French enclave to develop and
steps were taken to ensure that this did not take root. Most of the Huguenots were originally
refugees who had made the Netherlands their first country of asylum and thus the VOC were
also assisting to relieve the pressure of the sudden population increase in the Netherlands.
Aided by Free Blacks, slaves and indentured Khoena labour, the economy of the Cape was
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boosted by Simon van der Stel’s tenure as Governor. There were those however, who saw
him as a ‘darkie’ and felt that he afforded Free Blacks, slaves and the Khoe, too liberal a
regime. His son Willem Andrian van der Stel was to reap the full venom of those rumbling
forces at the Cape, who agitated against what they called ‘the black brood among us’. Chief
amongst these agitators was a man by the name of Adam Tas, the pioneering father of what
two and a half centuries later would be called Apartheid.
The First Wave of Pioneer Black and White Settlers in the Drakenstein
Between 1679 and 1694, over a period of 15 years, basic infrastructure was established in the
Drakenstein territory. In the first nine years before the arrival of the French Huguenots, over
40 farms were established in Stellenbosch through to Klapmats and Jonkershoek. Another 3
farms were established in Franschhoek and 23 farms in Paarl.
These were established by the first wave of pioneer farmers, many Free Blacks amongst
them, which paved the way for the French Huguenot settlers who came in 1688. So the rather
romanticised version of history of the pioneering French Hugenot’s taming the wilds to turn it
into the farming quarter is just a bit embellished and covers up the earlier pioneering efforts
involving the Free Blacks.
The small settler population in Table Bay just did not have enough Europeans who were
willing and able, to answer Governor Simon van der Stel’s initial call to go out and tame the
interior. A world without comforts, teaming with wild animals and still the domain of the
Khoena and San was not a great proposition for a mixed bunch of European officials, soldiers,
mercenaries and burghers with little farming experience. After Stellenbosch was established
there was more enthusiasm and some of the Europeans in Table Bay and Stellenbosch
petitioned the Governor to now be allowed to go and farm further into the interior along the
Berg River. Thus Paarl opened up, with 23 farms and this was followed by Franschhoek with
three known farms.
Simon van der Stel’s new recruits were largely demobilised soldiers and officials, (Germans,
Dutch, English, Swiss) and manumitted slaves now recognised as Free Black burghers. The
Free Blacks were largely past the age of their most productive years.
Regardless of their poor abilities this mixed bunch of pioneers built the foundations of the new
towns, farms and roadways. In this endeavour the pioneering farmers were joined by a
number of Free Black craftsmen, many slaves and a few European labourers (knegts). A
number of the European pioneers were also married to Free Blacks. A militia and a
magisterial district was established and over 15 years a belt of farmsteads and rudimentary
service towns had created a basic infrastructure into which a steady stream of new settlers
made their way. Any even cursory glance at this early history shows that it was a very different
scenario that made up the early settlement than the ‘Europeans-only’ story of the brave white
pioneers that is often still sold as history.
Between 1679 and 1692 many of the farms and their owners were not properly recorded in
registries and therefore accuracy in many accounts of this time are compromised. Farms were
often surveyed, given borders, and deeds of ownership were documented only long after
occupation.
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In and after 1688 when the large groups of Huguenots began to enter the area as the next
wave of farmers, they were more often settled in-between the farms of the earlier pioneers.
Some Huguenots were also sold, or given, the farms of the earlier pioneers. The majority of
farm registrations in the Drakenstein are recorded after 1690 up to 1695. As the pop-ulation
demographics changed and Free Blacks passed away, their farms were given over to
European settlers and they were thus ‘airbrushed’ out of history.
In Franschhoek the first farmer was a Swiss settler from Basle, by the name of Heinrich
Muller. He farmed with his slaves at Keerweder which was sold to a Huguenot in 1701.
Another farm Bellingham was owned by Gerrit Janz van Vuuren and belatedly registered only
in 1695. This farm was later sold to the Huguenot, de Villiers. Hans Hendrik Hattingh also
established a farm in Franschhoek that was only belatedly registered in 1695. This farm La
Motte (to be distinguished from Bo la Motte) operated as a grazing farm for cattle, with
Hattingh not resident. He left this in the hands of his knegts and slaves.
Free Black farmers and craftsmen, and slaves mainly from Africa, India and Southeast Asia,
and some locally born, were a significant segment of the first pioneer farmers of the
Drakenstein. This period of history in the Drakenstein is poorly documented and the affairs of
Free Blacks and slaves, suffer the worst lack of coverage.
The Free Blacks and the Wine farms
Fourteen Free Blacks emerge in documents as being farmers across the Drakenstein. Not all
were owners of the land that they worked, and of the Free Black owners, none could bequeath
their land to family or friends. There was however probably more Free Black farmers than
documentation acknowledge. Those known are Jan and Marquart van Saloor (Sri Lanka),
Louis of Bengal, Anthonie of Angola, Manuel of Angola, Elizabeth van der Caab, Claaz
Cornelisz and Beatrix van Cochin, Matthys Coolder and Cecilia van der Caab, Jan van
Malabar, Janettje van Batavia and Jan van Macassar, and later Willem Stoltz van der Caab.
Here one is also not counting the many Free Black wives to white farmers such as Maria
Lozee van der Caab or her offspring such as Jacobus Steyn. Some of the farms with known
original land ownership by Free Blacks include Old Nectar (Weltevreden), Klein Gustrow (Leef
op Hoop), and Lanzerac (Schoogezicht). A number of these Free Blacks included or had
connections to the slave and Free Black personalities amongst my own ancestors.
Ten or more Free Blacks were also married to white settlers in the early period of settlement
in the area and many more entered into mixed relationships in later years. Up to the mid
1700s a significant percentage of European settlers were in formal or informal mixed
relationships including with slaves, Free Blacks and indigenes. Some of these are Armosyn
van der Caab and Guilliaume Frisnet, Anna Lak van der Caab and Barent Janz, Maria van der
Caab and Erntz Walter, Maria Lozee first with Douwe Steyn and then with Paul Heyns,
Jacobus Steyn with Maria Potgieter and Angela van der Caab and Hans Silverbach.
High society notable Margo de Savoyes was married to Christoffel Snyman, the son of Free
Blacks Anthonie van Bengal and Catharina van Palicatte. The Snyman’s ‘Coloured’ daughter
married Johannes Viljoen. Two sons of the Huguenot family Cordier, married the two
Voortman sisters, who were born of a Khoena mother from Tulbagh, Johanna Catharina
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Voortman van der Kaap. She is one of my 5th great grandmothers.
A 13 year old freed slave girl Catharina Bok was married to Jacob Estienne Gauch from
Switzerland. All of these are linked to well known wine farms in the Drakenstein. Some of
these are Berg en Dal, Klipheuvel, Solms Delta, Oude Molen, Lanzerac, Vredenlust,
Neetlingshof and others.
More than a dozen Free Blacks stand out in documentation as making a living from
craftsmanship in these early years in the district. Some of their names are Isaac van Ternate,
Rangton van Bali, Anthonie van Saloor, Jafta van der Caab, and Johannes Adriaanse, Abram
and Pladoor of Guinea. Slave ancestors in my family tree associated with this area are
Lijsbeth van der Kaap, Gerbreght Herbst, Johannes Vosloo, Helena van Malabar, Moses and
Sara van Macassar, Rebekka van der Kaap, Sara van Graan vdk, Maria Lozee van der Kaap,
Jacobus Steyn, Catharina van Malabar, Maria Cornelis van der Kaap, Gertruyda Willemse,
Maria Walters van der Kaap, and Anna-Maria Biljon vdk.
Between the 1670s and 1720 Free Blacks feature prominently at all social levels in the Cape.
Thereafter they vanish as a social formation with any significant economic power. Prominent
Free Blacks of notable economic standing included Zwarte Maria Evert first title deed owner of
Camps Bay, Armozyn van de Caab progenitor of a number of Liesbeeck farm owners, Anna
de Koningh, third owner of Groot Constantia, Adam Kok I – founder of the Griqua and
landowner in Piketberg, and Willem Stolts a highly successful winemaker.
The latter was the exception to the norm for Free Blacks in the mid 1700s. Born into slavery
and a slave for 30 years before being freed by his owner in Stellenbosch, he died a very
wealthy man in 1750. This former slave’s farms Wolwedans and Hoornbosch contained 10
000 vines and produced ten leaguers of wine. He had started his economic endeavours
together with two of his Free Black friends when he was freed in 1724. At that time the trio
only owned eight oxen and two fishing nets. Another descendent of Free Blacks of West
African descent was the well known ‘white’ winemaker of the 18th century Johannes Colyn.
Most of the pioneering Free Black farmers and craftsmen were divested of their land and
wealth on their death, because at the time, as former slaves, their former owners or
appointees automatically inherited by law what they left behind. There were five other reasons
why Free Blacks found it hard to succeed and leave a legacy that future generations could
recognise. These were:
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The fact that Free Blacks were mainly freed slaves who were in the last two
decades of their lives and, were worn out after years of slave labour.
Unlike European settlers they were not given aid packages and support systems
such as that afforded the French Huguenots.
The smallpox epidemic of 1713 had a devastating effect on the emergent Free
Black entrepreneurial class – it was a death blow.
Many of the most prominent Free Blacks integrated and assimilated into the white
settler population through marriage.
Race consciousness, discrimination and antagonism first whipped up by Adam Tas
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and Henning Huysing, the fathers of Apartheid, became entrenched, took on legal
forms and spread like a cancer.
The story of Free Black wine-maker Willem Stolts, the slave that rose above adversity, is even
more remarkable when one considers all of these factors. After 1730 most Free Blacks clung
to the safety of Table Bay and turned their hands to more subsistence endeavours like fishing.
Others made their way to the Garieb on the wild western frontier and beyond, assimilating into
the Orlams Afrikaners under the leadership of Jager Afrikaner, and the Basters who later
became the Griqua under Adam Kok II, Barend Barends, Andries Waterboer and Nicholas
Waterboer. A few like Hans Branders,
Hermanus Matroos and Uithaalder like the rebel Khoena under the leadership of Klaas and
David Stuurman, took up arms and joined the amaXhosa armies. They rose to become
generals in the wars against both the Boers and the British.
The original Free Blacks first arrived in the Cape with Jan van Riebeeck as a regiment of
soldiers from the island of Ambonya. They were a mix of Christians and a few Muslims from
the island of Ambon in the Indonesian archipelago which had first become a seat of
Portuguese power in the region that was later overthrown by the Dutch VOC. These Free
Black soldiers were known as Mardijkers. Other Free Blacks came in as seamen, adventurers,
company workers, exiles and convicts. But by far the largest component were manumitted
slaves. The story of the Free Blacks has been given scant attention by modern day historians
yet they played a significant role in social and economic development and identity formation at
the Cape.
Slavery, Indentured Labour and Indigene Labour in the Drakenstein
By 1688, the year that the Huguenots arrived, there were officially 71 slaves amongst the
pioneer farmers in the Drakenstein. This tripled by 1692 when there were 43 slaves in
Franschhoek alone. By 1827 the Stellenbosch district which then included the entire
Drakenstein had a total population of 16 325 of which 8 455 were slaves.
Studies show conclusively that there is an absolute correlation to the increase in use of slaves
in the Drakenstein and dramatic improvement of the agricultural economy of the Cape. Wine
production increased by eightfold. The farming of wheat, rye, barley and the rearing of
livestock all saw rapid growth because of the manpower provided by slavery. Most farms in
the area have histories linked to slavery. Some of those which are more well known slavery
marker sites, because of events that occurred there, are Boschendal, Vergelen, Meerlust,
Solms-Delta, Spier, Elsenburg, Nieuwendorp, Languedoc, and Eensaam. After emancipation
many freed slaves settled in houses in Pniel, Herte Street in Stellenbosch, Dirkie Uys and
other streets in Franschhoek, and in Berg, Ou Tuin and School streets in Paarl, and in the
heart of Wellington. Later under Apartheid their descendents would be forcibly removed in
ethnic cleansing exercises to ensure that the non-mission towns were for whites only.
Loss of liberty, dignity and loss of land is a common thread that impacted on the way our
forebears saw themselves and on the way we see ourselves today. A clear ‘black experience’
emerges from our history, as does ‘a racist paradigm’ in our broader society.
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This blight on our identity landscape cannot be wished away. It requires a high level of
consciousness for all South Africans to understand the roots of schism in our society and
engage in a lot of hard work to forge a way ahead that will allow us to break the paradigm and
accentuate the ‘Ties that Bind Us’. Above all, we need to employ greater honesty in evaluating
our past because without acknowledging the ‘ties’ we will not be able to build the united nation
that we desire.
This will mean that some in our society will have to stop romanticising the skewed history that
they hold dear. This understandably will be very painful, but without such a shift, reconciliation
will be impossible. Historical roots of identity require redefinition.
One cannot change history, but we can look at it with different eyes and draw different
conclusions and lessons. The loss of life, land, dignity and liberty for the indigenes is only
paralleled by the loss of land, dignity and liberty of the slaves. Slaves also lost their very
identities, cultures and faiths, when uprooted from their homelands. Soon they knew no other
home than the Cape and painfully built a Cape creole culture in which they found common
comfort. In years to come even this culture was stripped bare and descendants were simply
given a ‘race-tag’ as an identity – ‘Coloured’. The Camissa footprints were washed away.
While the first slaves trickled into the Cape from 1653, the first organised importation of slaves
had began in 1658. Large scale importation of slaves from Guinea and Angola, was followed
by a steady importation of slaves from India, Bay of Bengal, Sri Lanka, Mozambique and
Madagascar, as well as a steady trickle from across Southeast Asia, particularly Indonesia.
The first slave arrived in the Cape in 1653. His name was Abraham van Batavia. He was
actually a stowaway. Abraham was followed by Eva van Madagascar, Jan Bruyn a 3 yearold
and Anthony van Madagascar who arrived in 1654. Then Maria van Bengal arrived in 1655.
Maria was followed by Cornelia Arabus van Abyssinia aged 10, Lijsbeth Arabus van Abyssinia
aged 12 and Kleine Eva van Madagascar aged 5. Then in 1656 Myndert van Antongil,
Catharina van Bengal, and Espaniola van Madagascar arrived. Catharina van Paliacatte,
Angela van Bengal and Domingo van Bengal arrived in 1657, and another Maria van Bengal
arrived in 1658. These were the slave early founding mothers and fathers of the Cape. Their
founding role is hardly acknowledged and most South Africans do not know their names or of
their contribution. Many South Africans, across the so-called race boundaries have these
people in their family trees. The two Arabus girls are pat of my family tree.
In 1658 the Dutch ship Amersfoort on a return trip from the Netherlands, attacked a
Portuguese vessel and captured her slave ‘cargo’. They seized 250 slaves of the 500 and
then left the ship adrift. Eighty slaves died on the journey and were tossed overboard.
Thus 180 slaves mainly from Angola were the first large group of slaves to land at the Cape.
These West Africans were mainly children and these are an important part of our ancestry
trees across so-called race boundaries.
In the same year the Dutch ship the Hasseldt obtained 271 slaves from the Grande Popo in
Benin. Of these, 43 of the slaves died on the voyage due to the crowded, cruel and primitive
conditions on board. The remaining 228 slaves were landed at the Cape. These slaves would
have come from Guinea, Sao Tome and Benin. The two groups were the earliest and largest
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landings of slaves at the Cape after the small foundation group. They were also the last
intentional importation of groups of West African slaves to the Cape as the VOC switched their
attention to East Africa and the Indian Ocean. Amongst these was my slave forebear Maria
van Angola.
But this large scale introduction of West Africans in the Cape exposes the blatant lies
propagated by Apartheid era historians who promoted a notion of a Cape free of Africans of
Bantu origin. For ‘Coloured’ or Camissa South Africans, this and subsequent importation of
East African slaves accounts for the large sub-Saharan Africa component in DNA tests on our
origins. It also answers the question asked at many a dinner table in our homes – “We
constantly hear about Irish, English, German and Italian forebears, but where does our black
complexion and features come from?”
Many of these slaves that landed at the Cape were later sent on to Batavia, but the large
groups that remained at the Cape influenced the local Camissa slave gene pool significantly.
They also influenced the white settler gene pool to such an extent that a number of Afrikaner
whites show West African or Bantu roots in their DNA. Some of those family roots can be
tracked to the actual slaves brought to the Cape at this time.
The significance of this story of the landing of West Africans is that even although it equals the
van Riebeeck landing story, it has always been downplayed by historians in terms of
sinificance.
Amongst these slaves were the many that in later life became Free Black farmers in the
Drakenstein. These pioneering farmers had names like Anthony of Angola. Dedicated ships
from the Cape were regularly dispatched to bring in Malagasy slaves. Records from the slave
ship Leijdsman describe most of these Malagasy slaves as black Negroes. In the first five
decades of the 1700s around 163 slaves were also brought in from Southeast Asia including
the full range of Indonesian islands. Amongst these were my forebears Moses and Sara of
Macassar.
In the 1700s until 1770 many more Southeast Asians arrived. Thereafter their numbers were
no longer significant, with Africa now being the main source of slaves.
Among the early VOC slaver ships were the Leijdsman, Jambij, Brak, Voorhout, Meermin and
others. From the 1760s most slaves were from Madagascar, the Mascarenes, Zanzibar and
Mozambique. These slaves often originated from deep into east and central Africa including
Malawi, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Congo.
Up to 1808 some 63 000 slaves had been brought to the Cape from Africa Madagascar,
Mauritius and the Mascarenes (32 150); around 17 315 from India and Sri Lanka; and around
13 545 from Southeast Asia. Because the latter spoke a Portuguese-Melayu dialect, in later
years many at the Cape began to erroneously refer to these Portuguese-Melayu speakers as
Malays or Malaysians. Even later the term Malay became to be particularly associated with
those of Muslim faith. A Cape Malay identity was thus constructed, but rather than these being
ethnic Malays or even Indonesians, those embracing the Cape Malay sub-culture have the
same mixed ancestry as other ‘Coloured’ or Camissa descendants of African, Malagasy,
Indian and Southeast Asian slaves. Most of the slaves were converted to Islam at the Cape
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rather than having been brought to the Cape as Muslims. Pure lineages are negligible even
although some have been able to trace back to specific districts in modern day Indonesia and
other South East Asian areas.
From Africa slaves came from Benin/Guinea and Angola, Mozambique, Malawi,
Tanzania/Zanzibar, Congo, Kenya, Mascarene Islands, and Somalia. From Madagascar they
came from St Augustine Bay, Marondava, Radama Bay, Antongil Bay, Sante Marie,
Managjari, and Matitana. These 32,135 slaves were later joined by around 8000 ‘prize slaves’
and even later by around 5 000 indentured labourers mainly introduced to the Drakenstein
from various African countries. This makes the Bantu component of slaves brought to the
Cape the biggest geographical segment of new slaves at the Cape.
From India the 17,315 slaves came from Surat, Mumbai, Goa, Calicat, Cochin, Tuticorin,
Negapatam, Tranquebar, Pondicherry, Palicat, Masulipatam and all along the coasts of
Malabar, Coromandel, Bengal and Sri Lanka (Saloor). These were joined by two waves of
hundreds of ‘Passenger Indians’ in the latter part of the 1700s. Later after British rule was
established in the Cape after 1806 even more ‘passenger Indians’ would arrive in the Cape.
There are also records of Lascar survivors who were shipwrecked on the coast of the Eastern
Cape and integrated into the amaXhosa.
The 13,545 slaves that were brought to the Cape from across Southeast Asia particularly the
Indonesian archipelago, but also from across the bay of Bengal including Arakan in Myanmar,
Thailand (Siam), Cambodia, Vietnam and Formosa. Those from across the Indonesian
Archipelago of islands and Melanesia and the outskirts of Polynesia were from Malacca,
Borneo, Celebes (Sappeng, Menado & Macassar), Moluccas,
Ternate, Ambon, Boeton, Sattier, Roma, Banda, Timor, Solor, Alor, Endeh, Mangerai,
Soemba, Bima, Soembara, Bali, Soerabaya, Rembang, Semarang, Tegal, Cheribon, Batavia,
Madoera, Flores, Sumatra, Padang, Nias, Djambi, Soodana, Mannacabo, Atjeh, and Macao,
Philippines and New Guinea.
The great wealth of cultures that were brought to the Cape and the fact that the slaves and
their descendents collectively were the largest population group at the Cape for many years
was almost completely written out of the historical narrative of the Cape. To this day the
people of the Cape and our institutions do not celebrate the contribution of these cultures. We
labour under a strong and often distorted colonial historical narrative where British and
European virtues and cultures are presented as though these were the only influence and little
is done to promote an understanding of anything different.
Tourists are served up a concoction of colonial narratives that give the impression that
everything that exists in the Cape is as a result of the prowess of European colonial
civilisation. It is the ultimate assault on the creole Camissa identities that fused in a new
creation. The problem is so great that a significant section of the ‘Coloured’ or Camissa
people also believe that no special and distinct cultural contribution was made by their
ancestors from that of the Europeans and therefore they have the same culture as those of
European descent. There has been an internalisation of the colonial narrative because often
people do not know their own hidden history and heritage.
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The experience of loss of life, liberty, land and dignity alone creates a distinct cultural heritage
to that of most of the population of European descent even although there is much that is
shared. There are so many more cultural tributaries that contribute to the rich cultural life of
people who were classified ‘Coloured’ which have been suppressed.
Until museums, places of memory, schools, universities and all aspects of our public life today
can manifest a celebration of these roots we will continue to struggle with identity issues. The
average ‘Coloured’ or Camissa South African and our fellow South Africans of all communities
know little or nothing about Cape slavery or the listed societies from which slaves originated or
the circumstances that resulted in people being enslaved.
The transition from a slavery economy in the 1800s brought further enhancement to the
‘Coloured’ or Camissa cultural heritage. Between 1808 and 1856 approximately 8000 more
slaves, mainly Africans were brought to the Cape as ‘Prize Slaves’ captured by the Royal
Navy from Slaver ships. These again were largely West and East African slaves. The last of
these ‘Prize Slaves’ saw an end to their enslavement only in the 1890s.
During the period 1808 to 1834 numerous illegally imported slaves were also brought to the
Cape and these numbers are hidden from historical acknowledgement.
Way into the 1880s Boer Commandos on the frontiers also continued to capture local South
African slave labour. Too often, these local slaves are factored out of our slavery narratives.
The east and central African slaves which came to the Cape from around the 1780s were
often collectively called the ‘Mazbiekers’ and when the period of indentured labour began
many of these labourers continued to be called Mazbiekers. Thus the sub- Saharan African
roots of many slaves and indentured labourers are an important factor to note in our discourse
on what tributaries flow into today’s identity labelled ‘Coloured’.
DNA tests have thus far found there to be marginally stronger Sub-Saharan African roots
amongst ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people in comparison to Khoe and San roots, and twice as
strong as Asian and Eurasian roots. This counters claims that slavery roots are marginal to
Khoena and San roots among ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities. Of all of the DNA roots the
European roots of ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities, though significant, is very small and
thus challenges the dominance of the miscegenation theory, and the theory of a
predominantly European culture amongst those classified as ‘Coloured or Camissa’.
Slavery formally ended with the declaration of emancipation from slavery in 1834. But
effectively all slaves then had to remain as apprentices until 1838. Prize Slaves, who
continued to be brought into the Cape until 1856, had to undergo a 14 year indentureship
which resulted in the last of them seeing freedom only in 1870.
In fact the very last of the ‘Prize Slaves’ were the Oromo child slaves from Somalia who
arrived in the Cape in 1890 and were sent to the Lovedale mission. While we celebrate 1
December 1834 as Emancipation day – the end of slavery, this was but a date determined by
colonial and imperial legislation that impacted upon slaves. Even although we celebrate it as
Emancipation Day, as it represents the most visible dimension of freedom, our real focus
should be on what slaves did to free themselves and what slaves determined themselves. For
slaves the end of the experience came in dribs and drabs much later than 1834 or 1838.
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The most powerful memory date for slave descendents would be 25 October 1808 which saw
the largest slave uprising involving hundreds of slaves at the Cape, led by Louis of Mauritius
and known as the ‘Jij Rebellion’. It was an event determined by slaves.
The revolt was led by Louis of Mauritius and two other slaves Abraham van der Caab and
Adonis van der Caab. They were joined by two Irishmen, Michael Kelly and James Hooper.
Over 326 slaves from the Zwartland rose up in revolt and marched to Cape Town, attacking
more than 30 grain farms along the way. The slave rebels joined by Khoena labourers took
over the farms and captured their owners. Their intent was to declare a free state in Cape
Town after taking over the Castle where they intended to ‘hoist the bloody red flag of
freedom’.
The revolt leaders were inspired by the news that they had heard from seamen of
revolutionary actions in France, Ireland, the Caribbean and Americas, and particularly about
the successful slave uprising in Haiti. In 1806 the slaves had also witnessed the vulnerability
of the white settler’s forces which had been defeated in battle at Blouberg by the British
invaders. Slaves were among the forces lined up against the British invading soldiers at
Blaauwberg.
Louis of Mauritius came to believe that the time was ripe for a slave uprising and took on the
leadership role. Nigel Worden in an account of the revolt says:
‘Louis asserted control as a military leader in this age of warfare. He and his fellow
leaders dressed themselves in military uniforms, with swords, epaulettes and
feathered hats. During the course of the day he appointed subalterns to lead different
contingents of rebels by formally investing them with swords and riding on horseback.
He asserted strict command, punishing those who disobeyed his orders.
The 1808 revolt was not anarchical frenzy, as the authorities (and some later
commentators) believed. It was a carefully calculated movement which deliberately
sought to overthrow and reverse the social order by an elaborate appropriation of the
symbols of slave-owner power.’
The uprising was quickly put down by the Dragoons dispatched from the Castle of Good
Hope. When the march reached Salt River, the slaves were met by the Dragoon troops
dispatched by Lord Caledon and the revolt was crushed.
Escaping marchers were pursued, interned, interrogated and 42 were put on trial. Sixteen
were sentenced to death, but ten of these sentences were commuted. The bodies of the five
that were executed were publicly displayed along travel routes as a deterrent. One of the six
who were to be executed, Michael Kelly, may well have been a turncoat. His sentence was
commuted and he was set free and sent off to England. The others were all given heavy
sentences including imprisonment on Robben Island. Many of these were Mozambican
slaves, the worst off of slaves at the time. The majority of the slaves on the march were sent
back to their owners.
The events of October 1808 are important because it was an enactment by slaves themselves
to claim their own freedom. In a period where the revolutionary words liberty, equality and
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fraternity was frequently on the lips of many. Here in the Cape a group of slave rebels coined
their own version of this statement.
In the trial the court officials were incensed that one of the slave leaders, Abraham, had
incited his fellow slaves by making the statement, “tomorrow when the red flag of battle goes
up and the fight for freedom is complete, you will be able to address your owners as ‘Jij’ and
‘Sij”….” (you and she).
The alleged incitement that led to Abraham’s execution was that he encouraged a fight for
freedom and suggested that slaves could insolently use a term of familiarity and equality to
address their superior owners. Owners were entitled not to be addressed as ‘you` or
expressed as ‘she’. They were to be addressed as ‘madam’, ‘master` or ‘thou`. Thus one
refers to this central point in the trial as the motive of a fight for ‘equality` when characterising
this revolt as the ‘Jij` Rebellion. ‘Jij` (or ‘jy`) not only meant ‘you` but was our forebears
expression symbolising ‘equality and freedom`.
The Mazbieker slaves on the Swartland grain farms were by this time the majority and lowliest
grouping amongst slaves. When slavery ended it was the Mazbiekers who also became the
first indentured labourers to be imported into the Drakenstein. In the Drakenstein, imported
indentured workers continued to be brought in as farm labourers from Mozambique, Congo,
Malawi, Zimbabwe and Botswana in the 1880s. Some of the oldest black schools in the area
have their roots in indentured labour communities. ‘Coloured’ or Camissa identity throughout
the Drakenstein has a strong component in these Bantu African roots. It is a fact that is deeply
hidden.
The Kroomen Royal Navy sailors from West Africa (the Kroo) were based in Simonstown from
around 1850 to the 1930s. Other indentured dockworkers from West Africa – also Kroomen
continued coming to Cape Town until the 1930s and indentured servants from St Helena until
1910. Zanzibari Siddis were also brought to the Cape first as Royal Navy seamen, then as
dockworkers and later as general labourers. All of these together weave the tapestry of
Camissa identity in Cape Town and the Drakenstein in particular.
There has often been a distortion and romanticisation of slavery manifested in the
Malayisation of slavery represented by exotic images of beautiful eastern maidens working for
benevolent and lustful masters. Indonesian slaves, some of whom were craftsmen and also
worked in colonial homes do occupy a special part of local heritage, but the vast majority of
slaves were from elsewhere and did backbreaking work in the vineyards, orchards, fields and
rural towns. The lives of the house-slaves and craftsmen of Indonesian origins also certainly
were not the idyllic and romanticised lives projected by proponents of ‘benevolent slavery’ at
the Cape.
For example, in wine-making, slaves prepared the soil and planted the vine-stocks, they
pruned and cared for the vines, and they harvested the crops. It was the slaves that pressed
the grapes by foot, and who controlled the fermentation processes by sulphuring barrels and
continuously pouring over the wine. Slaves made the winebarrels, filled them, and transported
these for sale. Generation after generation became adept in all aspects of viticulture and winemaking. The black population of the winelands were indispensible to their masters, but given
little recognition for their role.
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An indicator of slave skills in this regard was the success of Willem Stoltz van der Caab who
after gaining his freedom from slavery and by the time of his death was producing 10 leaguers
of wine for sale per annum from 10 000 vines on his own farm.
Slaves were joined by indigene labour after a campaign by one of the leading settlers Adam
Tas at the beginning of the 1700s to curtail freedom of movement by the Khoe. While indigene
Khoe and San, unlike slaves were not bought and sold, their enforced apprenticeships were
as near to slavery as one can get. From the mid 1700s they were joined by their amaXhosa
cousins, often brought to the Cape as captured labour when Trek-Boers, followed by militias
and soldiers clashed in territory wars on the eastern interior.
As already shown, oral traditions attest to the strong linkages between Khoena and
amaXhosa that existed before European settlement and these grew as wars of resistance to
the European land-grabs took place. The first devastating European clashes in the south
eastern districts occurred after an illegal commando raid which set out from Stellenbosch with
45 commandos in 1702. From this time amaXhosa people trickled into the Cape and mixed in
the Drakenstein with all of these other roots. The authorities called them ‘Natives’.
While some of those called ‘Natives’ kept a separate identity, much of ‘Native’ identity
dovetailed with slave and indentured labour identities over time. This notion of an absolute
divide between ‘Coloured’ and ‘Black African’ identity is full of holes and there is much
negative and denialist discourse based on ignorance. Under Apartheid much brainwashing
took place even amongst ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people which has left many today with a
strong belief that amaXhosa are aliens in the Western Cape and that ‘Coloured’ or Camissa
people have a greater right to live here.
A skewed history that feeds into ones concept of identity can make this a very dangerous
component of how we see ourselves. There is a gross ignorance of historical ties that bind us
as South Africans. Official colonial and Apartheid era narratives have to be questioned if we
are truly going to make progress as to how we see ourselves as South Africans. The historical
framework that is so familiar to everyone is based on separating out peoples and constructing
solid walls between us. The real story to be found between the cracks of official historical
narratives shows us just how much the life of our forebears was interwoven, and how many
blood-ties exist between us. Slavery in many ways is the cement that binds diverse South
African communities to each other in history.
The slave experience remains as a deep generationally transmitted scar in Cape society. Its
pain has been visited on generation after generation and accounts for the roots of many of our
social ills today. The superiority behaviours of slave-owners has also visited successive
generations and results in a divide that exists to this day. Slaves were people who were
bought, sold and owned by their masters and may have been sold on numerous occasions
during their life. They were at the disposal of the masters and could not lead a family life –
partners had no right to be kept together.
Their children could be sold without parents being able to do anything. They had no freedom
of movement. Slaves worked in homes, on farm fields, in building roads and towns, and in
craftsmen’s workshops. They were the backbone of development and the economy. They
suffered severe punishments – lashings, torture, maiming and death for a range of offences
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linked specifically to slavery. They had little recourse to the law until the late 18th century and
revolt was likely to result in execution. The roots of what can be called a ‘black experience’
and a ‘white experience’ trace back to the slave era and its successor systems. Unless we
can all get our heads around this, our ability to understand what really constitutes racism will
be flawed and we will not be able to overcome this deep psychologically damaging force in
our midst. It was slavery as a system that also determined future colonial relations with the
indigene Africans.
Slaves were also not all servile. Slaves did resist and this resistance is also part of our
heritage. Slaves resisted in many different ways – the most popular ways were through
running away (Drosters) and through setting fire to buildings. There were also minirevolts and
two large scale revolts such as the 1808 ‘Jij Rebellion. These acts of resistance were
remarkable events in our history which was belittled by colonial historians who failed to grasp
their significance to slave descendent communities.
Official narratives also do not expose the barbaric systems of punishment in the Cape where
regular public crucifixions, burnings at the stake, garrotting, impalements, drowning and other
orgies of violent execution were part of life for over 180 years. These were accompanied by
maiming and mutilations of human bodies and all sorts of torture. Torture was part of the legal
system for securing executions. Many sentences included such brutalities as pulling off a
woman’s breasts with hot tongs, cutting off hands, noses and ears, brutal public floggings and
stretching people on racks. These acts are cleaned up in colonial history narratives, but
account for a brutalisation of our society - the effects of which still reverberate to this day.
Trauma has been generationally transmitted and can never be properly addressed unless we
acknowledge its place in our history.
Romanticising the past is not helpful. After the institution of legal reform and legal recourse for
slaves in the early 1800s, some slaves took legal action against masters. Some slaves also
found ways of making money and bought their freedom and some Free Blacks helped others
to buy their freedom.
Other slaves engaged in suicidal acts of revolt and disobedience. Slaves certainly fought back
against a system that was far from being the benevolent institution that some who record
history would have us believe. Slavery and indentureship made the most indelible imprint on
our identities in the Cape. It also impacted on social relations and the political infrastructure
which would develop in South Africa. It was the foundation on which the Apartheid ideology
and system was built.
The French Huguenots and the divide leading to militant racism in the Drakenstein
The way in which we look at white or European history at the Cape also requires a different
lens. There are so many layers of romanticism, legend and ideology that often obscure the
actual story. The first pioneer white farmers in Franche Hoek were Swiss,
German and Dutch and were accompanied by white labourers and black slaves. Most of their
farms were later sold to Huguenot families. While a few individual Huguenots had come to the
Cape before 1688, it was in that year that the large-scale aided programme for Huguenot
settlers began. The Huguenot settlers like the later 1820 British settlers created a qualitative
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change to the nature of the European presence in South Africa. These gave colonialism its
definition and resulted in increased militarisation and oppression of indigenes. They
entrenched land dispossession and became the frontline of subjugating the indigene
populations.
Historical narratives airbrush from memory all accounts of successive forced removals and
terrible acts of cruelty meted out to indigenes who originally occupied the lands that would
become the white farms and quaint countryside towns of today. Once proud black
communities have been relegated to the street corners and ghettos of these same areas
where they are now seen as a nuisance.
From 1694, nine farms in Franschhoek, then called Olifantshoek, were parcelled out
toHuguenots by Simon van der Stel. Similarly Huguenots were settled on parcels of land
across the Drakenstein between the 63 existing farms that had sprung up since 1679.
These new farms were spread out - 21 in Groot Drakenstein, 15 in Klein Drakenstein, 5 in
Paarl, 11 in Wagenmakersvallei, and others as far as Tulbagh and Piketberg. There were 51
Huguenot farms – slightly less than the existing farms, some of which were also later taken
over by Huguenots.
In Olifantshoek after 1777 more farms were allocated in the area and in 1805 the broader
Field Cornetsy was named Fransche Hoek. This was a broader farming area and not exactly
the town called Franschhoek today. The VOC attempted to integrate the Huguenots so that
they had support, and they also did not want the French Huguenots to form an alternative
community within the Cape settlement. What came to be Franche Hoek was probably the
largest concentration of Huguenots in one area.
The Huguenots that settled in Fransch Hoek and the Groot Drakenstein were amongst over
270 French refugee Protestants who fled from France after the revoking of the Edict of Nantes
in 1685 which had previously guaranteed their freedom to follow their beliefs in France. The
persecution of Huguenots which had been gaining momentum in the previous decades,
increased in intensity. A half million Protestants fled France at this time to destinations all over
the world. Amongst these were about 60 000 who fled to the Netherlands where half of the
population were Protestants.
The VOC were looking for a better class of settler, who upheld religious values and were
skilled. The VOC were looking for greater social cohesion amongst the settlers at the Cape.
The Huguenot refugees provided an opportunity, so the VOC offered aided immigration
packages to the Huguenots. The VOC would bear all costs on condition that the Huguenots
would commit to at least a 5 year stay. From 1688 the Huguenots began to arrive and soon
made up around one quarter of the Cape’s European population.
The Huguenots received food, wagons for their journey, farms, cattle and sheep for meat and
for breeding, and some money. This was a far better start than many of the other pioneering
farmers had been given, particularly the Free Blacks. Amongst the Huguenots were surgeons
and many educated people with important skills. They were required to pay ten percent of
their produce in taxes, and they had to plant oak trees as a civil service.
The VOC had made a profitable investment as the Huguenots brought an industrious and
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educated class of people to the colony who contributed greatly to social cohesion and to the
farming economy of the Cape. Amongst their skills were high-level agriculture, viticulture and
animal husbandry skills. But they had come from some of the best farmlands and towns of
Europe to face a harsh land, wild animals and pests that would make farmers cry. The
Huguenots were to rely heavily on the earlier pioneer farmers, the slaves and the indigene
Khoe people around them. Little tribute is given in historical narratives to the role of
indigenous knowledge, the sharing of skills and the workload of black participants in building
the wine-farms and the making of the ‘success story’ for the Huguenots. Much romanticism is
built around the Huguenot story while the early pioneers, black and white, are airbrushed out
of history as an ideological inconvenience.
Like earlier settlers before them, a fair number of the Huguenot children took spouses from
amongst Free Blacks and others had children with slave and Khoe women. Thus the
Huguenots must be counted as part of the black heritage in the winelands as well as the white
heritage. Their white descendants should also celebrate the black heritage which exists
amongst many of their families. Such accounts are usually downplayed in historical scripts.
Many documents also point to pockets of racial harmony and cooperation in the Drakenstein.
Some Huguenots had open minds and hearts, but many soon accustomed themselves to the
conservative and growing racist element amongst some of the slave-owning farmers.
Numerous stories and court records provide the evidence to show how race-hatred evolved
from around 1700 and assumed intellectual justification, which led to legal support, and to
atrocities being committed. Liberal and conservative traditions often conflicted amongst the
settlers and carried on down to the era of Apartheid. Many would say that they continue to this
day. It will be important to post-Apartheid nation building for historians to expose the stories of
integration and cooperation that existed in the past alongside the brutal history. There were
many nonconformists amongst the settlers who provide an alternative thread in history, to the
domination of black people by the mainstream.
Where history shows the European settlers as making a decisive turn to entrench white
domination of black people can be pin-pointed in early settler society. A man by the name of
Adam Tas came out to the Cape from the Netherlands to join his uncle, Henning Huysing,
who was one of the richest and most unscrupulous men amongst the Free Burghers, noted for
being a law unto himself. Henning Huysing was something of a cattle baron who sponsored
raids on indigene herdsman far beyond the frontier, even although this was against company
laws. Within a short while his nephew Adam Tas married a wealthy widow and became the
owner of the farm Libertas in Stellenbosch. Tas shot to prominence relatively quickly in the
colony as a leader of a small group of farmers calling for a harsher control regime over black
people and less controls by the VOC government over the lives of farmers and entrepreneurs.
They particularly resented the curtailment on their raiding parties sent out to steal cattle from
indigenes in the interior.
It is said that Tas’s own contribution to the work on his farm was little more than strolling
around and smoking his pipe. He became very wealthy and influential by exploiting his slaves
for all that he could extract from them and was a vociferous advocate for slaves to work on a
Sunday and on Christmas day. He became famous for his opposition to Governor Willem
Andriaan van der Stel, and for drafting petitions and leaving a diary record as a legacy. He
also left a legacy of racial intolerance and hatred, yet this man is celebrated contradictorily as
a ‘libertarian patriot’ and symbol of freedom. Tas did more than anyone in early Cape history
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to curtail black freedom and to increase exploitation. He was the earliest architect of what
would become known as Apartheid.
While Tas is noted for his petition to have Willem Andriaan van der Stel removed as Governor,
he was also author of another less publicised petition. In 1707 a new petition was drafted by
Tas and signed by 14 other white farmers (not all farmers were willing to sign) demanding
codes that entrenched distinctions and privileges between white farmers and any person of
colour; Free Black, slave, indigene Khoe, and even people of colour who were intermarried
with settlers. This among other things resulted in the first pass laws.
The petition by today’s standards was a ‘hate-speech’ diatribe of fear mixed with loathing of
the Khoena, regarded to have murderous intent. Of likewise character, the petition identifies
‘slaves, kaffers, mulattos, mestizos and all that black brood amongst us, and related to
European and Christians by marriage’. The document lashes out that these are allowed to
advance in Cape society and warns that ‘the blood of Ham is not to be trusted’. It sounds a bit
like the AWB leader Eugene Terreblanche in his prime. The document was a more explicit
continuation of racist tones made in Adam Tas’s earlier petition, regarding the mixed-race
origins of the Governors van der Stel. Tas also takes a swipe at the far more numerous
petitioners in support of Willem Adriaan van der Stel, on the basis that a large percentage of
those included Free Blacks and Europeans who had familial links to people of colour.
Prejudice runs throughout the diary of the eloquent Adam Tas who is not shy of promoting his
own virtues.
The events of this time marked the beginning of what was much later to become the white
Afrikaner ideology which spawned Apartheid. If one has any doubt about whether Adam Tas’s
antagonism to Willem Adriaan van der Stel was motivated in great part by racism, this extract
from Leo Fouche’s introduction to the 1914 printing of the Adam Tas Diary will remove that
doubt:
“…a character (Willem Adriaan) which still remains a mystery to many who have forgotten his
mixed descent. His grandmother had been a Coloured woman, Monica da Costa, known
amongst the Dutch as Monica of the Coast. Her son Simon was a man of remarkable
qualities, although far from that pattern of all the virtues which historians represent him as
having been. But as is frequently the case with persons of mixed blood, the throwback had
occurred in the third generation (Willem Adriaan). The impression that Willem Adriaan leaves
upon us is that of a half-Oriental….. He displayed all the characteristics of the Eastern
Potentate.”
Statements made by Tas can be seen as the foundation stone of Apartheid ideology and
white Afrikaner nationalism. It was this same sentiment that led to the ethnic forced removals
in Franschhoek, Paarl and other Drakenstein towns some 250 years later. This poisonous
attitude however, existed alongside more liberal attitudes, as not all farmers were willing to put
their signatures to Tas’s petition against people of colour. The two streams coexisted but
continued to do battle right through until the implementation of the Group Areas Acts in the
1950s. Tas effectively built on to Jan van Riebeeck’s introduction of the ‘Redoubt solution’,
though not sanctioned by the VOC, but it set in motion what became a fundamental to white
settlement – enforcement of ‘concentration camp’ or ‘group area’ settlements and forced
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removals. Van Riebeeck in private letters and backed by Rijkloff van Goens had proposed to
the VOc the forced removal of all Peninsula Khoena into five ‘redoubts’ in Hout Bay together
with their cattle in 1657, together with the digging of a canal to create an island out of the
Cape Peninsula to separate it from Africa. There is long history to the Apartheid ideology.
After the Second World War, this fissure among the white Drakenstein population could be
well illustrated in one Drakenstein family – the Malans. The Malans were Huguenot
descendents and after 1948 two very different Malan’s went head to head in ideological battle
– Danie F Malan who headed the Apartheid government was opposed by a liberal highly
decorated ex-serviceman of Spitfire Squadran fame in the ‘battle for Britain’ – Adolf ‘Sailor’
Malan.
Jacques Malan a Huguenot married the wife of a fellow traveller who had come over on the
ship Berg China, after her spouse had died. This was the widow Jordaan who came to own
the farm La Motte (subsequently Bo-La Motte) in 1713. Malan was a supporter of Henning
Huysing and Adam Tas. After Willem Adriaan van der Stel was successfully impeached and
deported, - surprise, surprise - Malan purchased a portion of Vergelegen - Willem Andriaan’s
estate. After acquiring this farm, called Morgenstêr, Malan joined the group of more wealthy
and conspiring farmers headed by Huysing and Tas as he purchased a number of farms
throughout the Colony. It was the corrupt ‘empowerment’ programme of its time. Jacques died
in 1742 and the Malan family proliferated and prospered.
In the 1950s two men, both Malans, but with opposing views, arose to fight out the liberal
versus conservative political battle in public:
Danie F Malan was the first Apartheid National Party Prime Minister, committed to changing
the constitution to remove the ‘Coloured’ vote and for implementing the Apartheid system. He
was a diehard segregationist proponent of the van Riebeeck ‘redoubt solution’ and Adam
Tas’s ‘black brood controls’. He was committed to forcing all people of colour out of towns
designated to be for ‘whites only’.
His opponent was Adolf ‘Sailor’ Malan, decorated World War 2 ace fighter pilot. Sailor Malan
headed the anti-fascist ex-servicemen’s organisation – ‘Torch Commando’, representing
125,000 soldiers who opposed DF Malan’s move to rob the franchise from the ‘Coloured’
electorate. The ‘Torch Commando’ brought together two very different streams of World War II
servicemen in cooperative protest action – the Liberal white soldiers organisations, and the
left-wing soldiers organisation known as the ‘Springbok Legion’ which was a mix of white and
black soldiers. The liberal Afrikaner pilot, Sailor Malan, a son of the Drakenstein, led
thousands of anti-fascist soldiers in protest marches against the other Malan and Apartheid.
Their night-time marches saw them carrying fiery torches – hence the name ‘Torch
Commando’.
Sailor Malan should be remembered and more greatly honoured for his historic stand. His role
in history is largely forgotten. Here is a white Afrikaner among others such as Bram Fischer
and Betty du Toit who young Afro-European people in the 21st century can emulate with
pride, as being among those who lay the foundation stones for a new non-racial national
order. This is but one of numerous historical examples of a different focus in white South
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African history that can inform identity today. Many black South Africans see these
descendents of the Huguenots as national heroes of all South Africans and as freedom
fighters of note.
The Story of the first Afrikaners of the Cape
When going over a historical account there is always just a little overlooked fact that will be
the dead give-away tell-tale fact that will suggest that behind what is being served up as a
historical “truth” is a much more interesting story. So is the case of an organisation
established in 1875 by Boer intellectuals in Paarl called “Die Genootskap van Regte
Afrikaners” (GRA -The Association of Real Afrikaners). So who were the ‘untrue Afrikaners’?
Their starting point was that they recognised that what was referred to as Cape Low Dutch
had emerged as the lingua franca of most Boers who could no longer speak pure Dutch and
they christened their observation of this language variant – Afrikaans. Shortly after, they
launched their newspaper “The Patriot” which made it clear that their mission was not just a
language claim but that they were also founded on a claim to a “God-given land”.
The Association and their newspaper was deeply rooted in three things – language, land and
people (language, country and nation) and thus became the early standard bearer of Afrikaner
Nationalism. In 1881 a Boer protest movement known as the Zuid Afrikaansche Boeren
Beschermings Vereeniging (South African Farmers’ Protection Association) of Jan Hendrik
Hofmeyr emerged as a proto political party and joined with the GRA and formed a political
party called the Afrikaner Bond which took its place in the Cape Parliament.
So why in seeking a more inclusive and respectful term as an aspirant and emergent national
group did they not just call themselves “The Association of Afrikaners”. The answer lies in the
tell-tale use of the term “regte” meaning “real” or “true”. In asking why they needed to do this,
the obvious answer is that there must have already been people that called themselves
“Afrikaners” and a language ‘Afrikaans’ that the new association wanted to both distinguish
themselves from and lay claim to the term and language for themselves. It is this political
usurping of the term “Afrikaner” or “African” and the language of “Afrikaans” that is the more
interesting story than what became the dominant narrative.
There were immediately opponents of the announcement of this “new language” and use of
the term “Afrikaander” later modified to “Afrikaner” and it came from within the Boer
constituency from those who wanted to maintain High Dutch as their language despite the fact
that youth were more and more taken by English or spoke the Cape Low Dutch. The reason
that they gave for their opposition spells out why they were so opposed. They said that the
adoption of this “Afrikaans patois” was nothing but an adoption of the “Hotnotstaaltjie”.
Afrikaans was regarded as the language of those regarded as Khoena and ‘Coloured’….. the
people derogatorily called “Hotnot-Basters” were those who called themselves Afrikaners and
everyone knew it.
A popular story was partially related by the Afrikaans language movement to try to track the
genesis of the term Afrikander to European settlers by referring to an utterance by a 16 year
old boy, Henrik Biebouw. Detlef Biebouw was a German labourer (knegt) who had a child with
a slave, Diana van Madagascar, belonging to Cornelis Linnes. Detlef then later bought Diana
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when their daughter Susanna was around 6 years old, but he married an orphan girl
Wilhelmina de Wit shipped from Rotterdam and they lived on the fringe with the mixed
Khoena, slave and knegt lower class of Stellenbosch.
In 1694 Wilhelmina bore Detlef a son, Hendrik who grew up in this mixed community shunned
by the settler mainstream. In 1710 the 16 year old Hendrik was brought to court after a drunk
and rowdy disturbance of the peace the night before. Hendrik basically told the magistrate
where to get off by implying that as a foreigner the magistrate had no right to be telling him
how to behave in public – “because I am an African (Afrikaander)”, in reference to the locally
born in his mixed community. The term was quite clear at that time and no respected
European settlers would allow themselves to be referred to us such. The fact of the matter is
also that by the time Hendrik was 20 he got on a ship and left the Cape for good.
Before 1710 the term was already well used by people of colour at the Cape. The term
“Afrikaner” goes back to the early use of toponyms to denote where slaves were taken from….
Eg: Anthonie van Angola, Angela van Bengal etc. First generation slaves born in the Cape
Colony were referred to as Eg…. Catherina van de Caab (Kaap). Persons born out of unions
of slaves and indigene Khoena were given the toponym Eg…. The name Klaas van Afrika
then simply became Klaas Afrika or Klaas Afrikaander. Others were given insulting or
facetious names like Dom Afrika.
Not all of the Free Blacks and slaves resigned themselves to discrimination and exploitation.
Many slaves demonstrated their resistance by becoming ‘drosters’ or ‘maroons’ – the names
given to run-away slaves. Many Free Blacks turned to taking the path of becoming the first
‘trekkers’ into the western and eastern interiors. They decided to take their chances in teaming
up with the northern Khoena and eastern Khoena-Xhosa groups.
Free Blacks, ‘drosters’ (drifters) and even non-conformist white outlaws merged to form new
national groups beyond the reach of the Cape Colony. Prowess with a horse, a gun and
driving cattle was the currency of these groups who maintained a fierce independence and
attacked anybody who got in their way. The later Boer ‘great trek’ was far from a pioneering
march into the wilderness. The new Boer trekkers used the tried and tested routes of the
earlier Free Black and non-conformist European pioneer trekkers and along the way in places
like Griqualand were given sustenance and hospitality. They subsequently abused their hosts
and took their land from them.
The first locally born slaves, and often those who were of mixed heritage including slave,
indigene and European were regarded as creole Africans. The word creole simply meant
locally born or local creation. When asked where they were from they simply said ‘van de
Caab’ or ‘van Afrika’ or simply said ‘I am an Afrikander’. White settlers often disdainfully
referred to ‘Afrikaner Hotnots’ and ‘Baster Afrikaners’, and to early Afrikaans as ‘Hotnotstaal’.
The term ‘Afrikaner’ was widely used to refer to creoles of mixed heritage – the children of
Camissa.
In 1692 one such Free Black man of mixed slave-Khoe heritage, was born in Tulbagh. His
name was Afrikaner and he acquired the prefix ‘Oude Ram’ in his old age. He became the
patriarch of the first black Afrikaners in South Africa – the Orlam Afrikaners. This was more
than 150 years before the term was formally used by white Afrikaner political movements.
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In this tradition, two of the first Coloured political organisations were named the Kimberley
Afrikaner League (1880) and the African Peoples Organisation (1902). The people, who are
today called ‘Coloured’, were the first people on the continent, like the slaves taken to other
parts of the world, to name themselves after the continent from which they drew their identity.
Oude Ram Afrikaner had two sons Klaas Afrikaner and Afrikaner Afrikaner. The family were to
become known for their nomadic, aggressive and pioneering lifestyle over the next century
and a half. Adam Kok I, another Free Black who had established himself as a farmer in
Piketberg took a wife from amongst the Chariagariqua Khoe, in the Piketberg district. The
Afrikaner clan also moved from Tulbagh to Pieketberg. Adam Kok I, was harassed by the
white farmers around him and then also attracted the unwanted attentions of the Afrikaner
clan. This led him to pack up and trek first to the Hantam and then on to the Garieb river. Later
his descendents formed the Griqua people and formed their own short-lived country.
The Afikaner family perceived as a threat to white Boer farmers were captured, and put on
trial. Oude Ram was ill at the time and died. Afrikaner Afrikaner was imprisoned on Robben
Island and this is where he died in 1761. Klaas Afrikaner managed to have the charges
against him dismissed. Together with his two sons, Jager Afrikaner and Titus Afrikaner, they
and their followers teamed up with the infamous white farmer Petrus Pienaar who ran a
protection racket using the Afrikaner clan’s firepower to both harass and protect the scattered
white farmers. Petrus Pienaar also with the help of the Afrikaners was a cattle rustler. In 1780
the two Afrikaner brothers, Jager and Titus, killed Pienaar and his entire family after finding
out that Pienaar had been having sexual relations with their wives, while they were out on
missions. The Afrikaner clan and their early roots have strong parallels with the Jesse and
Frank James gang of US Wild west infamy.
The Afrikaners thus became outlaws and trekked to the Garieb where their ever increasing
clan became known as the Orlams Afrikaners when they mixed with the Nama, Korana,
Witbooi and Baster groups. Jager Afrikaner emerged as the leader and his brigands caused
havoc wherever he went. He was warlord of the entire middleGarieb. To his west another
Creole group of mixed white and Khoe people known asthe Springbok’s were ruled by Jan
Bloem and to his east Cornelius Kok I, Adam Kok II and Barend Barends ruled. Barends was
the descendent of another Free Black rebel, Claas Barends. Under Kok and Barends the
Bergenaar Basters were renamed the Griqua.
Under Adam Kok III, Andries Waterboer and Nicholas Waterboer, the Griquas continued to
provide a home for Khoe and San, as well as disgruntled Free Blacks, Droster slaves, white
outlaws from the Drakenstein and the Cape, and white missionaries. The Griqua established
independent self-ruled territories where they flourished as cattle farmers until diamonds were
discovered and the Boer Voortrekkers turned up in their territory. Finally between the Boers
and the British their independence was destroyed and they were driven off their land. Adam
Kok III was succeeded by Andrew Abraham Stockenstrom le Fleur I, who was tried for
sedition and imprisoned at the Breakwater prison in Cape Town. After his release he was
banned from returning to East Griqualand.
Jager Afrikaner in his old age shrewdly converted to Christianity and became known as
Christian Afrikaner. He was granted a full pardon as an outlaw, by the British Governor at the
Cape. Jonker Afrikaner led the Orlams Afrikaners across the Garieb into Namibia and went on
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to found what became the city of Windhoek. There the original Afrikaners joined up with the
Witboois and proliferated.
These original derogatorily labelled ‘Hotnot Afrikaners’ were forgotten by those, their former
masters, who conveniently, forgot about the ‘hotnot’ appendage to the term ‘Afrikaner’ when
they re-constructed white ‘Regte Afrikaner’ identity and usurped the term.
The disgruntlement with slavery and the injustice against the Free Black farmers of the
Drakenstein, Pieketberg and Tulbagh districts had given birth to the black Afrikaners and the
first great trek that nobody remembers.
Two of the five categories of Coloured, under Apartheid race classification, were the Namas
and the Griquas. A number of Griquas of Andrew le Fleur, in Diaspora, once more live across
the Drakenstein today. Today they are recognised as one of the five vulnerable and
marginalised indigenous groups in South Africa. The Griquas are now also part of my family
tree in that one of my grandsons is of Griqua lineage and is baptised in the Independent
Griqua Church founded by le Fleur.
This story provides a twist to those who contest the use of the word ‘African’ to describe
themselves and shows us just how much identities are constructed and metamorphous over
time.
Birth of the Kerksdorp called Franchhoek – Setting the Scene for Segregation
Continuing to use the microcosm format in looking at the history component of identity I have
chosen to look more closely at one town in the Drakenstein to illustrate the pain of the black
experience and the schism created by racism. This town is Franschhoek, but it could have
been any other town in the Drakenstein or even other Western Cape towns like Barrydale,
Stellenbosch, Swellendam, or Paarl.
For the black people of Franschhoek the first battleground of the Apartheid ideological thrust
was in the realm of the affairs of the church. From the original farms situated at Olifantshoek,
a little dorp or village emerged. It was in its infancy at the time of the ferment of militant white
Afrikaner nationalist ideas in the mid 1800s.
Franschhoek, the town, first began to emerge as a little one-street dorp in the 1820s. It was
simply the ‘dorp’, without any name tag. Only in 1881 when the area became a municipality
did the village, then called Roubaix Dorp, change its name to Franschhoek and become a
small town. The village first took shape in 1832 with the establishment of a chapel. Notably
one of the chief arguments for establishing the chapel and later a church which was the
cornerstone of starting the ‘kerksdorp’ (church town), was that it was needed for the black
farm-workers who had no means to travel to church services in Paarl.
This ‘kerksdorp’ acquired the name Roubaix Dorp after a petition in 1859 by villagers led by
FCM Voight, a government teacher, to name their town after the MP for Paarl, Mr de Roubaix.
There was some division in the town over this move, but it would take 30 more years to
change the name to Franschhoek.
The ‘kerksdorp’ expanded in 1845 and then again with the completion of a church in 1860. In
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1845 the first residential plots were laid out north-west of the church grounds. The first plots
were part of La Cotte farm, then belonging to Gysbert Hugo. In 1860 parts of Cabriere farm
was also sub-divided into erven. In 1865 Roubaix Dorp was considered to be a full ‘kerksdorp’
and the town is recorded to have had a mixed population of 400. One of the oldest records of
the sale of an erf in the town to a ‘Coloured’ owner is dated in 1852. The owner, Martinus
Jacobus, sold this property in 1882 to another ‘Coloured’ owner Isaac Esau Fortuin. The
lovely little property still stands in Dirkie Uys Street and the people living there probably do not
know how its ‘Coloured’ owners were dispossessed of that property.
Free Black people had established their place in the town. But resentment was growing
amongst the white population. The creole Camissa descendents of the Khoena, San, early
amaXhosa, slaves, Free Blacks, African Indentures and non-conformist Europeans were now
called ‘Coloured’ people, and occupied a tenuous place in Franschhoek society. In the 1850s
debates began to rage in the Dutch Reform Church about segregating congregations, but in
1857 the Reverend GWA van der Lingen who took an anti-segregation stand at the time, won
the day. But by 1881 fired by the emerging white Afrikaner nationalist movement, the push for
segregation was won by the segregationists to establish a separate Dutch Reform Church as
a mission to people who were not white and who were no longer welcome in the ‘mother’
church.
In 1881 the town of Franschhoek established in terms of Ordinance 9 of 1836, had a
population of 320 whites and 327 people of colour. In 1904 the figure was 665 people of
colour to 642 white. By 1984 the joint population of the now segregated Franschhoek and
Groendal was 1750 ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people to 850 whites.
Over time as the town grew, parts of Roubaix Dorp became relatively integrated, with
‘Coloured’ or Camissa descendents of former slaves, Free Blacks, non-conformist Europeans
and indigenes, as well as new indentured labourer immigrants from Congo, Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Malawi and Mozambique living side by side and worshipping with whites. Most
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people in the town now worked as servants, handymen and craftsmen
for the white townspeople while farm workers resided on the farms. This continued for most of
the 19th century.
Already in 1842 the scene had been set for the promotion of ‘Coloured locations’ when
farmers expressed concern about wandering homeless and jobless former slaves in the area
and for the ‘spiritual welfare’ of farm workers who were former slaves. A lack of social order
and cohesion presented a threat to the farmers of the Groot Drakenstein area and from this a
convergence occurred between the interest of a genuine philanthropic spirit amongst more
liberal farmers and more conservative protectionists of white interests. Pieter de Villiers and
Paul Retief of the farm de Goede Hoop charitably made part of their farm available for the
establishment of the Pniel Mission Station consisting of a church and school. In 1843 the
adjoining farm, Papier Molen was bought by the Pniel Mission and divided into smallholding
erfs for ‘Coloured’ or Camissa tenants. This later became freehold title and a ‘Coloured’ or
Camissa kerksdorp was developed.
Effectively these missions while offering philanthropic relief to the dispossessed, also
inadvertently laid the basis of separate development, or segregated twin towns to every white
town. A feature of abolition of slavery was an orchestrated conversion of former slaves to
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Christianity and a sudden spate of mass baptisms as a new passive form of mental control
was enacted through the church missions.
The missing ingredient at this time was legislative coercion to force people classified
‘Coloured’ and ‘Black’ people out of the white towns. By the turn of the 20th century with the
population of Franschhoek ever increasing, a residential area, Le Roux Dorp, organically
began to take shape about a kilometre outside of the municipal boundaries of Franschhoek. In
1900 parts of the farms La Provence and La Terre du Luc, owned by the le Roux family, were
proclaimed a residential area acquiring the name Le Roux Dorp. The area became the home
of a mixed population classified as ‘Coloured’ and ‘White’ working class population, but most
were classified as ‘Coloured’, while Franschhoek was significantly mixed though
predominantly classified as ‘white’. Under the Apartheid Group Areas Act, Le Roux Dorp
would later be turned into a location for those classified as ‘Coloured’ and be renamed
Groendorp and later Groendal.
From the early years of representative government at the Cape in 1854 and responsible
government in 1872 a qualified franchised based on property ownership allowed all propertied
men of colour to vote in elections. Effectively however, candidates of colour did not stand a
chance of being elected, nor got elected. The votes of people of colour went to liberal white
candidates.
The Cape vote of people of colour played an important part in keeping right-wing race politics
at bay particularly in that there had been a mass exodus of many of the rightwing white
farmers who started trekking to territories outside of the control of the British in 1836. The
voters roll gave a good indication of black ownership of property in the Drakenstein.
For most of these years Franschhoek fell under the Paarl constituency. In 1909 there were
579 male voters of colour of which 2 were classified as ‘Natives’, 2 classified as ‘Indians’, 21
classified as ‘Malays’ and 554 classified as ‘Coloured’. The total voters roll was 2 393, making
the vote of propertied people of colour a significant proportion of voters. It also meant that
there were 579 people of colour who were property owners across the Drakenstein at the turn
of the 20th century. These people and many more, as there were five times as many property
owners, would lose their properties after the ‘Group Areas Act’ was introduced 50 years later.
In 1948 there were 2 873 registered voters classified as ‘Coloured’ out of the total of 11 094
voters in the Paarl/Franschhoek constituency. One of the first things that happened under
Apartheid rule was to remove voters classified as ‘Coloured’ from the voters roll in 1956. This
was vigorously opposed by ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people and also by many white exservicemen who had fought fascism in Europe. Amongst these was the local resident, the
famous fighter pilot Sailor Malan who headed the anti-fascist Torch Commando. Indigene
propertied Africans had already been removed from the common voters roll in the Cape in
1936 with devastating effects for the community.
After the separation from the general voters roll, Franschhoek’s ‘Coloured’ (or Camissa)
community had to vote in the segregated Pniel constituency first for white representatives in
the House of Assembly and then later for ‘Coloured’ representatives in the Coloured
Representative Council. The nullifying of the ‘Coloured’ vote was a freeway to full segregation
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and imposition of the Group Areas Act of 1951 in the Drakenstein. In a few short years the full
weight of Apartheid came to bear on the Coloured community in Franschhoek.
Disenfranchisement also led to the ethnic cleansing of Franschhoek and theft of ‘Coloured’ or
Camissa owned properties through forced removals. This action has been papered over in
many ways and projected as something that only affected a few ‘unfortunate’ people. The
story has really not been aired to do justice on what really took place.
The white population of Franschhoek today consider themselves to be amongst the most
liberal in the country. Because the whole truth has not been aired, restitution too, has also not
adequately addressed the legacy of painting black people and their heritage out of the
Drakenstein story and from sharing its economic benefits. Restitution in Franschhoek has
been more of a stage-managed sham than true restitution.
This entrenched dishonesty underpins what we call the deep seated racism in the Cape. It is
unfortunate that many see the issue of racism as simply being synonymous with unpleasant
behaviour patterns and being discriminatory. Some of the most decent, non-discriminatory
people who would never use crass terms and may even have a good track record in
championing civil rights, may still have their lives influenced by this legacy of theft, dishonesty
and the mental superiority that comes with their pedigree. This platform perpetuates the
interest of historical injustice and until we honestly deal with a past that invades our present
and future we will not get rid of this legacy and the group distrust that goes with it. There are
people who live in particular properties in
Franschhoek who are oblivious to the fact that others pass by those properties and still talk
sadly about the homes that once was theirs and were literally stolen from under their feet.
This repeats itself all over Cape Town and this ‘them and us’ will not disappear magically. We
need to talk to each other about this and find a place in public memory and tribute for these
terrible events. Restitution needs to be addressed more effectively and innovatively.
Most of all, the untruthful history and projected heritage of the Cape needs to shed itself of its
sterilised colonial overlay so that all may regain their rightful place in how the Western Cape
was built.
Seven years before the finalisation of the Group Areas Act, first proposed in Parliament in
1951, the council record in November of that year, shows that 27 erfs owned by people
classified ‘Coloured’ were identified and listed for ownership to be removed. In one case, that
of SC Balie, who was renting his property to a Mr Wiehahn, and wanted to re-occupy his
property in April 1952, the council blocked him from occupying his own property. This was the
first act of forced removal in the area even before the Group Areas Act was perfected and
finalised. An additional 60 families classified as ‘Coloured’ living in the dorp were also
earmarked for forced removal.
In the 1950s under apartheid, two Acts of Parliament were finally passed to enable ethnic
clearing of mixed areas and pave the way for social engineering of race-based Group Areas.
The Group Areas Development Act 69 of 1955 and the Group Areas Act 75 of 1957 were
created to engineer residential planning in accordance with new legislation entrenching race
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classification, prohibition on mixed marriages, separate amenities and a host of other
Apartheid laws. Adam Tas must have been dancing in delight on his grave. The rigid and
efficient implementation of these laws spread through the Drakenstein towns and was highly
disruptive in the town of Franschhoek in particular. Today the Afro-European people of
Drakenstein consider themselves to be liberal, but the dastardly deed has been done and they
are the beneficiaries who still get irritated when they just see the children of Camissa on their
streets.
The second incident of use of the Group Areas Act occurred in 1958 when one family
classified as ‘Coloured’ was stopped from building on their property. Le Roux Dorp was
formally designated a ‘Coloured’ Group Area in 1958, and in 1964 Paarl Town Council
appointed a Coloured Management Committee for the area while Franschhoek unsuccessfully
attempted to pass responsibility to Paarl in an endeavour to be an absolutely white town and
sidestep any responsibility for its black former residents. After it lost the dispute, Le Roux Dorp
became the designated ‘Coloured’ location for Franschhoek municipality in 1971. It later was
named Groendal and with the demise of Apartheid in the 1990s, people designated as
‘Coloured’ and ‘Black’ people shared Groendal as a residential area. Indigene Africans were
originally sent to Mbekweni location. White families were moved out of Le Roux Dorp and
were given attractive compensation packages by the state which bought up their properties.
The families that were evicted from Franschhoek had to rent houses when they were forced to
move to Le Roux Dorp, and the little money received as compensation for the loss of their
homes was soon depleted to pay for rented homes. Franschhoek finally became a whites-only
town. Then Le Roux Dorp was brought into the Franschhoek municipality in 1971.
After an initial wrangle about responsibility between Paarl and Franschhoek a separate
coloured municipality was created with a buffer zone of farms in between the ‘coloured group
area’ and the old residential areas of Franschhoek. Existing plots owned by coloured families
in Le Roux Dorp were sub-divided to make way for those evicted from Franschhoek. Due to
insufficient land in Le Roux Dorp several families decided to move away and settled in
faraway places such as Port Elizabeth, Kimberley, Worcester and Johannesburg. Others
settled in Kuils River and other parts of Cape Town.
The Franschhoek forced removals was the beginning of a wave of modern ethnic clearing
exercises all across South Africa – the two most well-known ‘forced removals’ being that of
District Six in Cape Town and Sophiatown in Johannesburg, renamed as the white town of
Triompf (Triumph).
The 160 year war of forced removals in the 17th and 18th century had been resurrected. The
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people of Franschhoek became the first victims of municipal roll out of
the Group Areas Act removals. Alongside the families classified ‘Coloured’ families, those
classified as ‘Black’, then called Natives, who were working and residing in the town of
Franschhoek, were moved to the large dormitory location, Mbekweni near Paarl. The
coloured-white labour preference area legislation and hated ‘pass laws’ resulted in those
labelled ‘Black’ being completely endorsed out of Franschhoek as so-called Natives. The term
‘Native’ was replaced by the term ‘Bantu’ and then even later the Apartheid regime seeking to
divide the Black Consciousness Movement decided to ethnicise the term ‘Black’ and only call
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those labelled ‘Bantu’ black. It was a shrewd and manipulative move that unfortunately many
bought into.
Forced removals, race classification, group areas, the immorality act, segregated education
and amenities and our resistance to these, all inform the sense of who we are as a people. It
informs identity and is an important lens to be used to better understand who we are. In trying
to establish a common South African identity it is important for all South Africans, regardless
of their roots, to embrace an understanding of this part of our history and to passionately
acknowledge this as an aberration. Restitution of dignity, land and liberty in Cape Town, and
restitution of our historical narrative has been a sorely missing component of reconciliation.
Those who fly the flag of a rather peverted version of liberalism have been so intransigent
about restitution that even the smallest of gestures have been opposed, such as that of
naming some streets after some of the people that are to be found in the different narrative of
our history. The denialism and refusal to acknowledge wrongdoing simply to keep up the
facade of the ‘liberal Cape’ is a festering sore on our society. This intransigence goes to the
heart of the identity debate. Can the people of the Cape really be able to celebrate who we
are while our history and heritage continues to be obliterated on the altar of white liberal
denial? The Western Cape is literally whitewashed with colonial history and it seems to be the
intention for powerful dominant forces to keep it that way.
The Dop System – Apartheid and Post-Apartheid Restitution & Transformation
One cannot conclude this historical perspective of the Drakenstein without considering the
devastating effect of the dop-system on the damaged identities of our communities today.
Organisations dedicated to organising labour, during the Apartheid era and even postApartheid, exposed the continuation of labour norms that remained akin to slavery. The Cape
farmlands had some of the worst labour practices and amongst these was the ‘dop system’
(tot system) where workers were paid or part-paid in alcohol rations. The ‘dop system’ was
used to control first the slaves, then the apprentices and indentured workers, and finally the
farm-workers and servants. Over the years this has created many grave problems and has
spilt over from the farmlands to the towns and cities.
Some farmers argued that the ‘dop’ was a fringe-benefit. This so-called benefit kept labourers
subservient, befuddled, poor, disorganised and immobile. The farm-workers and their families
were little more than slaves. They were completely dependent on the farmer for their home
and basic foodstuffs. Little of the huge profits of the wine industry were seen by the workers.
Weekly wages were often less than the commercial value of one bottle of wine.
Farm-labourers suffered from alcoholism, malnutrition, tuberculosis and all sorts of other
ailments. Children were born with the results of alcohol foetal syndrome and doomed from
birth to alcoholism. Workers were caught up in a vicious cycle. The ‘dop’ provided an escape
from the appalling labour conditions of farm work but had devastating effects on their lives and
that of their families. Over the years alcohol dependency blended with new drug dependences
and the hopelessness of living conditions, and unemployment.
A sense of being alien and rootless in your own land created a cocktail of despair. If all of
these things were not bad enough, a wave of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and diabetes began to
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grow in the 1990s.
In the early 1990s as the apartheid era came to an end, a housing backlog grew in Groendal,
and Franschhoek also experienced an influx of new labourers classified as ‘Black’. This arose
as a result of newly acquired freedom of movement, the availability of temporary job
opportunities and the need for workers to cut down on commuter travelling time and
expenses. New free migrations from other African countries also saw thousands of immigrants
joining the poor and unemployed in the area. Unscrupulous labour-brokers preyed on new
sources of cheaper labour and boosted the population of poor communities of colour who
were struggling in infrastructure that already could not provide for even basic services.
Seasonal non-residential farming labour and construction labour for new building
developments in the area changed the employment character of Franschhoek and other
Drakenstein towns dramatically, with little responsibility for the consequences being taken by
the wealthy of the area.
The tourist boom and soaring property prices led to the subdivision of farms as investors
bought into the new Franschhoek lifestyle. As the initial development boom receded, much
misery resulted for the ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people and those classified as ‘Black’.
Residential space, support service infrastructure and resourcing thereof were stretched to
breaking point, while affluent Franschhoek remained largely an exclusive enclave protected by
lack of affordability for the majority of black people. Alienation of the communities of people of
colour increased and this poses a challenge for Franschhoek’s leader roleplayers to tackle
with innovation and urgency.
The losses of permanent jobs resulted in a huge disruption to the local economy, as it shifted
from its traditional base of labour-intensive farming to a tourism and service-based economic
activity, from which those classified ‘Coloured’ and ‘Black’ were largely excluded. There are
many opportunities for partnership and cooperation, across the traditional divides, and tourism
offers a great vehicle for such activity. These activities go way beyond the narrow crafting
paradigm that has become vogue. The innovations required, must also transform the
residential and business areas of Franschhoek and its environs which are absolutely
segregated, if it is to be meaningful.
Community activists fought back against the continued marginalisation of local communities of
colour and new struggles fed into how people identify themselves. Communities also stood up
for restitution for the historical injustices and this has not been appropriately met by the
wealthy who remain the ‘white’ or Afro-European community. Transformation and restitution
has been very slow and certainly not commensurate with the economic boom experienced for
the affluent in the post-Apartheid era. The element of ‘Struggle’ has played a major part in
identity formation. Often it has been out of struggles that ‘them’ and ‘us’ emerges.
Struggle plays a major role in the plurality of our identity. Freedom struggles also creates
identities that cross ‘race’ and ‘ethnic’ boundaries. The liberation struggle has plenty of noble
examples of this.
Families affected by Apartheid evictions in the mid-1950s lodged land claims under the postApartheid restitution programme. A Franschhoek Land Claimants Association was formed to
overcome the huge obstacles encountered in their fight for justice. This process has had its
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own ups and downs, but now some scraps of land has been granted as restitution. Huge
bureaucratic blockages have hampered moving forward with the land that was granted. Lack
of finances has stood in the way of developing the restitution land to the advantage of the
aggrieved community, while other commercial developments have sped along. Some of the
restitution land also seemed to have been whittled away.
Many have asked – “Who are the real beneficiaries of restitution?” The story of restitution and
transformation has become loaded with ‘marketing spin’ and behind the reconciliation
headlines there is a story yet to be chronicled and a satisfactory conclusion remains elusive,
according the some of the land claimants and members of the Groendal community. Solutions
are being found whereby ‘black restitution’ deals have been done between local whites and
individuals and groups from among people of colour who make up the upwardly mobile
nuveau riche from far off outside of the local community and to the disadvantage of the local
community. This should also cause us to think more carefully about catch-all solutions simply
based on a relatively small segment of the same ‘empowered’ personalities from amongst the
formerly oppressed who make up an exclusive club of go-getters with the unwritten motto of
‘the working class can kiss my arse, I’ve got the job of Baas at last’. With such formulas,
abuse is continued whereby influential and wealthy personalities of colour can collaborate with
local wealthy whites to continue the dispossession of the ghettoised Franschhoek community
of colour. These are the post-Apartheid dynamics of a neo-colonial and neo-Apartheid new
order.
This different story of the heritage of people of colour in Franschhoek and the broader
Drakenstein, as detailed here, is an attempt to bring an alternative historical perspective to a
wider audience and to illustrate the relationship of history to identity. The experience of the
Camissa footprint in this area can equally be told for all the segregated towns throughout the
Western Cape and indeed South Africa. There is no claim to this also being a definitive
history. It is simply an alternative perspective aimed at provoking discussion and lifting the lid
on many aspects of our heritage that falls between the cracks.
The aim is to promote enquiry into the sad hidden history. Many of my ancestors, European,
slave and indigene came together in the Drakenstein, moved through to the Roodezand far
north to the Gariep, to the Kannaland and on to the Overberg and the Eastern Cape. It
replicated in the old Camissa stamping ground of District Six, and Woodstock and Salt River,
Mowbray, Claremont and elsewhere. I have been moulded by this history. It’s a strong part of
who I am and knowing more about the many facets of our ancestors rising up above adversity
through their many struggles, informs my perspectives and actions. The people of colour of
Franschhoek are the children of Camissa and I am Camissa. The lens of history informs
another of my identities.
This story has been made up of many layers. As each layer is peeled back, another appears.
A layer of history such as the ‘dop’ system that was used to control first the slaves, then the
apprentices and indentured workers, and finally the farm-workers and servants, has indelibly
affected identity and the condition of communities today. Over many decades, behind the
glossy photographs, movie advertisements and the neat and colourfully laid out farms of
tourism’s beautiful Wineland districts, there was a story of terrible misery. Progress has been
made in tackling some aspects of this misery. Many wine-farmers and companies have
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engaged in reforms and subscribed to decent labour practices and social responsibility
programmes after many years of struggle. But it is unfortunate that in the 21st century we still
have pockets where the old oppressive systems still thrive and certainly the legacy of these
systems including the ‘dop system’ remain a scourge to be addressed. The new scourge that
is inherited from the legacy of the ‘Dop’ system is Tik. Just when one may have felt that it
cannot get worse then a new phenomenon appears. Its shape is new but it is fundamentally a
repeat of the old.
Greater social consciousness in the winelands has driven reforms around conditions of farm
labour. These are beginning to kick in. On most farms children are now less likely to become
child-labourers and it is possible that some may have education and career opportunities
beyond being farm-workers like their parents. But the problems have not gone away and the
scale and sustainability is not there.
There are however dominant tendencies within the ranks of the powerful which deal with the
issues of transformation in a piecemeal and charitable manner. It is left up to individual
farmers and corporations to provide changes instead of working on a much broader
cooperative an sustainable approach. The core issues remain accommodation, security of
tenure, employment or entrepreneurship opportunity, healthcare and education. A large part of
my life was spent in the Trades Union movement and this has also informed my identity and
way of thinking. This part of who I am once more underlines the plurality of identity. Many
questions beg to be answered when we use the microcosm of the Drakenstein to understand
identity and how we can go forward in building an inclusive South African identity. Can we
resolve the issues of identity through verbiage or is it a fundamental to resolving identity
questions that we practically start looking at inclusivity. The age old class and its corelationship to colour beg to be addressed.
The present day Franschhoek and other Drakenstein towns shuts out people of colour and
perpetuates a ‘them’ and ‘us’ paradigm which broadly correlates to ‘white beneficiary’ and
‘black dispossessed’. The ersatz French character of Franschhoek needs to embrace its old
influences by people of colour too. In telling this story I have given some pointers to how black
history can be restored to the historical narrative of a district and town which had been
whitewashed by Apartheid and remained whitewashed for too many years after the fall of
Apartheid.
There is a challenge for innovators with imagination to use the black story to the advantage of
all communities and tourists. Museums and places of memory need to be created to highlight
the stories of the heritage of the Camissa story. The superstructure and infrastructure of
places like Franschhoek must pay attention to inclusivity if we are to achieve a common sense
of ownership. Its present exclusivity is dangerous to all of our futures. In meeting these
challenges we will better create a new South African identity, than simply by proclaiming it.
We will also be able to proudly celebrate our many sub-identities with substance.
We owe it to ourselves to tell this story and we owe it to those who visit our shores to also
show them the true story of the building of our nation. Dispossession is not a past tense, but a
present experience for those who feel alienated.
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The inhabitants of Groendal should be able to move about freely throughout Franschhoek and
the Drakenstein without having to be beggars or being shooed away. Ultimately the historical
segregation should give way to integration and mobility and then it might be possible that the
past layers of injustice may find healing. Healing is something we all hold dear. Franschhoek,
the Drakenstein and its European imagery and narrative can embrace the other story of this
region and reflect its suppressed cultural contributions in most imaginative ways.
What my perspective on history also tells me, when it comes to tackling identity in the postApartheid era, is that although Apartheid defined South Africans into four rigid ‘Race Silos’
called ‘Black, White, Coloured and Indian’ there has always been much integration and
creolisation across these pseudo-boundaries. We are called to celebrate with much more
passion the ‘ties that bind us’.
This story of the Drakenstein has a parallel with the story of the rape and destruction District
Six in my heritage. This story is a major part of how I define myself as Southern African,
African and Camissa. Only in this way do I believe we can give substance and meaning to the
term South African. I believe that it offers in microcosm a means for every South African to
evaluate the relationship of history and place, to where they have their roots and what the
hidden stories there will tell them in terms of their identity. Set aside the formal approach to
history and go on a voyage of discovery around yourself. Every district has a story and every
South African has forebears who are part of those stories.
Allow your life experience to interact with this history, and with your genealogy and the
kaleidoscope of tributaries that are part of the people around you. I guarantee you an exciting
and thought-provoking journey. It’s a roller-coaster ride.
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5
RACISM:
IDENTITY AND THE RACE AND RACISM DISCOURSE

When looking at colonialism and Apartheid there are those who would like the country to stop
talking about those times and put the past behind us. This kind of attitude is what impedes us
from going forward in promoting a uniting behind an inclusive South African identity.
The post Apartheid period and the ANC’s core mission have failed miserably to address the
scourge of racism. The government in particular has not risen to the occasion to act effectively
and innovatively to deal with the ‘national question and racism. The ANC has had the
custodianship of turning this country onto a new path and guiding us on this path away from
racism and has not done so.
As I write and review this book 8 years after I first published I am saddened to say that daily I
see the government and the ANC flirting with neo-colonial and neo-Apartheid themes. The
shadow of Bantustan and tribal approaches are being elevated under the Jacob Zuma
administration is of great concern. The entrenchment of the Apartheid four race silos with the
kind of social engineering entrenched in legislation has stymied the way forward. The notion of
‘Coloured’ along with discrimination towards Africans so labelled that took the Constitutional
Court to make a ruling against government in July 2016 was a sad day of shame.
The ANC 1919 constitution established clearly that any person who has at least one forebear
indigenous to Africa is an African. The modern ANC has trampled over that constitution and
those great sons of camissa like John Gomas and james la Guma who then served on the
ANC regional executive, by allowing itself to maintain the Apartheid definition of ‘Coloured’
and proclaim that ‘Coloured’ people are a non-African minority and exclude the children of
Camissa from the benefits of other Africans. The ANC has also given credibility to the
Apartheid regime’s ethnicising of the term ‘Black’.
It is sad to see that those given the task of leadership have compromised the ANC by taking it
down this path that can only lead to pain and division. The movement has also failed to give
hope and leadership to Afro-Europeans and Afro-Indians in South Africa that they can
participate and enjoy the fruits of a common united nation by racializing them for perpetuity
simply because of the past and their ethnicity now. Group identities and ethnic cultural
communities can be greatly enhancing in a diverse society but by entrenching these with
pseudo scientific race qualities will not take us forward and definitely will cause us all grief in
the future. This is not the legacy of the ANC and it is not the legacy we fought for under the
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banner of the National Liberation Movement and Anti-Apartheid struggle. I pray that the
African National congress will come to its senses and toss out the Apartheid paradigm loc,
stock and barrel.
We need to be united in looking at the aberrations of colonialism and Apartheid in the eye and
sharing a common outrage and passion about ensuring that this is not repeated. We need a
common visioning of our future based on an honest evaluation of the past. We need to talk
about those days which are very fresh in the memories of people rather than constantly being
asked to forget. We all need to be proudly and vociferously anti-racist and anti-Apartheid as
much as being proudly South African. The two should go hand in glove.
But this also needs a national discourse about what racism is and what our racist past was all
about. We use the terms race, racist and racism without applying our minds to the meanings
of the expressions and its history. It is amazing that given our past in South Africa, that the
post-Apartheid state has given such little attention to dealing with promoting an understanding
of racism in our society and giving substance to anti-racism.
A ‘tower of Babel’ exists around discourse on racism in South Africa. We are all talking past
each other and the use of the terms ‘racist’ and ‘racism’ becomes used opportunistically by all
and sundry. It has sometimes degenerated into a swearword. It requires great national
maturity to tackle the foundations of racism and to undo its legacy. In this process it is
important for us to develop some ground-rules for such a discourse. Our society is presently
much too polarised into two forms of hysteria. The one form is those who hurl around the term
‘racist’ as a kind of swearword or labelwhenever they have a disagreement with others who
are not of their group. This is done by both sides in this ‘racial divide’. All that then happens is
that nobody hears each other anymore.
The other side of this polarisation are the denialists who have created a mechanism to crush
any discourse on racism by using the phrase ‘playing the race-card’. These people shut down
any discussion about racism and get quite incensed at any suggestion that they may be racist.
Their feelings of being affronted, blinds them from honestly tackling the issues at hand. The
notion that they may be ‘bad people’ becomes a blockage. Racism is not the monopoly of ‘bad
people’. It affects us all.
The reality is that it would be a miracle if people in South Africa were not racist in our
behaviours and thinking after decades of race theories, polarisation, aberrations, genocide
and wars. Our conditioning has been that of a racist paradigm and nobody in this country has
been immune from this. It is thus quite possible to have honourable personal histories and to
engage in racist thinking and behaviours at the same time. This is not about being an
inherently ‘bad’ person. It is about a dominant paradigm, conditioning, learnt behaviours and
habits.
Thus for example, a person harassed and jailed under Apartheid for being a civil rights activist
can also at times be racist or think in racist terms. We should not be affronted or afraid to
address this in ourselves. At the same time there should be no abuse of the racism discourse
by people who simply wish to get an upper hand in a political or other argument. Too often we
hear people who try to make legitimate contestation of ideas disappear by hurling abusively
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that the opposing argument or person is racist. When racist thinking is apparent in an
argument we need to carefully unpack the argument and its premise to prove that it repeats a
pattern rooted in our terrible history of inequality and loss.
Our understanding of history and the ‘experience of people of colour’ has to break out of the
erroneous notion that we are referencing only the 40 year history of Apartheid. We have to
look at the entire colonial period. We also have to look at the different types of experiences of
communities of colour in our history and practice of ‘race’ and ethnic hierarchies of power.
While there is a common experiential thread, there are also variations and not all people of
colour understand the nature of different experiences of pain by different communities and
that pain is pain and nobody has a monopoly of angst.
Racism and ethnicism in our society have been closely bound. We can’t deal with one and not
the other. At the same time here too there are sensitivities to consider. I often hear people
who say that why can’t we just stop talking about Xhosa, Zulu, Indian, ‘Coloured’ etc, as
though the existence of national group identities are a problem. What colonialism did to Zulu,
Khoe, San, Xhosa, the Camissa people and other cultures, were aberrations too, and it could
be as terrible as Apartheid, to now want to crush the expressions of these cultures. Those
concerned with ethnic chauvinism should be clear in distinguishing this from the national
groups themselves, as this conflation itself is rooted in racism.
Strongly entwined in many arguments are the old colonial notions of ‘civilised’ and
‘uncivilised’. Indigene national groups were collectively seen as primitive and ‘uncivilised’. So
the so-called ‘solution’ of simply expressing ourselves as South Africans and dropping
otheridentities, could also be a new form of oppression. One is left wondering how such
proponents would enforce getting rid of the group identities that they find so objectionable.
We forget that the notion of a South Africa, with the borders that we know today, is just overy
100 years old. It’s a product of two factions of colonists which we have come to accept over
time and through numerous negotiations. South African by decree is simplistic and extreme as
a solution to the deep issues of national identity. Solutions to the national question are not
simple nor should they be tackled in a fickle manner.
People of all national groups in South Africa, often expouse a chauvinistic attitude - ‘I AM
SOUTH AFRICAN’ and ‘who are these foreigners coming to my country’ - against people from
Angola, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swaziland, Malawi, Zambia and
Mozambique. Yet all of these helped to build the South African economy. Many people born in
South Africa share bloodlines, family lines and cultural lines including linguistic lines as well as
political histories with these Southern Africans. After centuries of slavery indentured labour
and migrant labour from these countries to South Africa only created 104 years ago by two
warring colonial factions a chauvinist South African (by luck within these borders) wants to
abuse, kill and chase away people who have every right to continue to want to engage in the
economy and social life of South Africa. We need to stop a moment and say “what are we
doing”. The original ANC for instance included people from across Southern Africa. Thus
claiming that South Africaness is the answer to the problem of race and ethnic divides can
indeed also be a big part of the proble. We have to approach solution in a ‘Pan-Southern
Africa’ framework and a ‘Pan-Africa’ framework if we are going to succeed with the steps
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toward resolution.
South Africa and being South African is a modern construct which in many ways artificially
brought together many national and cultural groups which have a 500 year history, as well as
a few with much older histories. During the past 500 years every group in South Africa has
gone through some group identity transformation and the tribal and clan groupings and even
names are very different from the precolonial period. The Zulu for instance is a very modern
formation which abdorbed much older clan and tribal identity formations.
Our diversity is a fact of life that cannot be wished away as we get on with the business of
creating a united identity as South Africans. We have importantly broken the entrenchment of
separate and divided group identities and embraced a cooperative future. We still need to
build a common pride in all of us embracing each other’s diversity as our own national pride.
South Africans are much too ignorant of each other. A person from outside of the Zulu
community should be able to talk about Zulu culture as part of OUR CULTURE. Camissa or
‘Coloured’ people should be able to explain our own heritage and other South Africans should
be able to talk about this as part of OUR HERITAGE. This is the antitheses of Apartheid rather
than sticking ones head in the sand or wanting to get rid of diverse cultures in favour of some
sort of ideologically correct imposed uniformity and manufactured postcolonial culture. That
would be social engineering and social engineering was the basis of Apartheid.
The promotion of an enforced uniform common South African identity would be as bad as the
enforcement of Apartheid’s separate identities. Our constitution thankfully did not go that way
but rather chose to emphasise the plurality of identity by stating that we are united as South
Africans in our Diversity.
The Apartheid system classified people in four race silos – White, Coloured, Asian and Black and 19 ethnic categories. There were 5 categories of ‘Coloured’, 3 categories of Asian,10
categories of ‘Blacks’ and just one category of whites. After herding people into group areas
and separating all institutions into ethnic facilities, lives were marshalled in every aspect
conceivable. Political organisation was outlawed, information controlled and a police state was
developed to maintain the status quo.
For over 40 years people of colour were controlled by a reign of terror and white South Africa
prospered. Leaders were jailed, banned, exiled or eliminated by covert death squads. This
experience produced an identity too, which now also cannot be wished away. We need to give
attention to this identity of victimisation which also gave birth to a resistance identity, so that
our national life shows due respect and turns this era of adversity into a future strength. South
Africans from all of our population groups, including whites, joined in this resistance and many
paid the ultimate price. Herein exists the foundation stone of a united modern South African
identity.
It should be abundantly clear to all of us that rather than burying the race and racism
discourse, we should all unite in tackling these issues and come up with innovations that will
take us out of the grips of past legacies.
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Now one of the first things that the ANC government began to do in 1994 was to repeal a
whole string of Apartheid legislation that impacted heavily on our lives including the two pieces
of legislation that defined racial categories. But de facto the ANC legislature nonetheless used
the race classification definitions to create new legislation and acted upon those same race
silos in the Apartheid era. The only definitions of those silos was the legislation that had been
repealed. In the light of the fact that no new legislated definitions of who made up each of
these ‘RACES’ was de facto left up to subjection decisions by government bureaucrats. This
very dangerous scenario was then enshrined in new laws which purported to entrench in
legislation measures to ensure that decisions regarding economic activity and employment
were taken in accordance with race-quotas for beneficiaries. Race-based reservation
pioneered under Apartheid in a modified form with different beneficiaries became part of the
‘new’ South Africa. Old wine was poured into new wineskins.
Ostensibly this was done for ‘affirmative action’ measures that would redress the imbalances
of the past and empower all people of colour who were victims of job-reservation and
excluded from economic activity under Apartheid. Very quickly this race-based system began
to be abused and applied in a racist manner.
Firstly it went wrong when it simply became a means to make just a few strategically based
black individuals to amass finance, resources and power. The instrument did not address the
vast majority of poor disadvantage people of colour in South Africa. By simply having a
gateway to empowerment and wealth labelled by an ethinicized version of ‘Black’ (meaning
only people who were from Bantu tribes and excluding Khoena, and San tribes as well as
other Camissa or ‘Coloured’ people), and by not having any empowerment limit on individuals,
the same characters and their families went back to be empowered time and again from
deals, tenders, board positions and high powered jobs. Most often these were people in
political positions and government senior positions and their families.
Secondly it robbed poor people of colour from being beneficiaries except in a tokenistic
manner and did not empower the disadvantaged nor transform the economic position of the
majority poor. Poor people and disadvantaged communities were locked in the poorhouse for
good. If affirmative action in a society where the majority of the people and poor are black one
cannot just implement a carbon copy of affirmative programs in societies like the USA and
Europe where the majority are white. That is just a cruel trick on the poor by fat-cats.
Affirmation has to be targeted to all poor and disadvantage people based on class and this in
South Africa would naturally address people of colour by sheer numerics to redress the past.
Targetted programs can be measured and beneficiaries impacts can be measured and there
would be a means to stop people who have amassed fortunes by habitual and multiple visits
to the empowerment process.
Thirdly for ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people there was pure discrimination based on tribalism and
the abuse of the term ’Black’, as it was ethnically appropriated under Apartheid. The state
entrenched this definition by excluding and marginalising Cape Khoena, San, Griqua, Korana,
Nama, and Camissa or ‘Coloured’ people as a so-called non-Black or non-African sector to be
treated differently to Bantu tribal affiliation. Only by using the old Apartheid definition of
‘Coloured’ which had cause us so much pain in the past could the government ensure
adherence to its race orientated Affirmative Action policy. Now don’t get my argument wrong. I
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support a policy of redress and affirirmation but the only just and incorruptible and non-racist
way to do so would be for such a policy to be class-based.
Perhaps we should continue to remind ourselves about the absurdity of how people with a
mixed heritage were manipulated by the Apartheid regime to become a new created ‘race’.
Today many people forget the actual wording of the Act of Parliament that defined who was
‘Coloured’. The definition was as clear as mud. The Population Registration Act No 30 and the
Group Areas act of 1950 required people to be identified and registered from birth as one of
initially three distinct racial groups: White, Coloured, Native (later changed to Bantu and then
to Black). It was one of the ‘pillars’ of Apartheid. Race was reflected in the individual’s identity
number. Coloured and Bantu were further divided into 8 Coloured and 10 Bantu subcategories. Later Indian and other Asiatic were separated from Coloured as a fourth Asian
racial group.
The sub-groups of Coloured were then Cape Coloured, Cape Malay, Griqua, Nama, Bushmen
and Other Coloured.
The Act was typified by humiliating tests and subjective bureaucrats which determined race
through perceived linguistic and/or physical characteristics and by association. The wording of
the Act was imprecise, contradictory and something of a tongue-twister, but was applied with
great enthusiasm. This, believe it or not, is what the two Acts said:
POPULATION REGISTRATION ACT - 1950
A white person is one who in appearance is, or who is generally accepted as, a white
person, but does not include a person who although in appearance obviously a white
person, is generally accepted as a coloured person. A native is a person who is in
fact or is generally accepted as a member of any aboriginal race or tribe of Africa. A
Coloured person is a person who is not a white person nor a native. Every
coloured person or every native whose name is so included shall be classified by the
Director according to the ethnic or other group to which he belongs.
GROUP AREAS ACT – 1950
2) (1) For the purpose of the Act, there shall be the following groups:
a) a white group, in which shall be included any person who in appearance, obviously
is, or who is generally accepted as a white person, other than a person who although
in appearance obviously a white person, is generally accepted as a coloured person,
or who is in terms of sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) or the sub-paragraphs read with
paragraph (d) or this sub-section and paragraph (a) of sub-section (2), a member of
any other group;
b) a native group in which shall be included [i] any person who in fact is, or is
generally accepted as a member of an aboriginal race or tribe of Africa, other than a
person who is, in terms of sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (c), a member of the
coloured group; and [ii] any woman to whichever race, tribe or class she may belong,
between whom and a person who is, in terms of sub-paragraph (i), a member of a
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native group, there exists a marriage or who cohabits with such a person;
c) a coloured group in which shall be included (i) any person who is not a member of
the white group or of the native group; and (ii) any woman, to whichever race, tribe or
class she may belong, between whom and a person who is, in terms of sub-paragraph
(i), a member of the coloured group, there exists a marriage, or who cohabits with such
a person; and
d) any group of persons which is under sub-section (2) declared to be a group.
2) (2) The Governor General may by proclamation in the Gazette – a) define any
ethnical, linguistic, cultural or other group of persons who are members either of the
native group or of the coloured group;
If you just look at one of the collection of oddly phrased clauses – ‘(a white person) does not
include a person who although in appearance obviously a white person, is generally accepted
as a coloured person’ - see how broad and all-encompassing was the “coloured group” and
what powers the State had, to create races, groups and ethnicities…. And almost every year
they amended this Act, first by creating a fourth group – Asiatics for Indians, Chinese and
Other Asiatics….. then later expanding the definition of Coloured to encompass some tribally
organised – Cape Coloured, Cape Malay, Griqua, Nama, San and Other Coloured. Look at
the special clauses required to turn ‘white’ women into ‘native’ and ‘coloured’ women if she
broke the taboo. And look at the enshrined ability to bow to social pressure in determining
whether someone ‘obviously’ seen as part of one group could be declared part of another
group. Social engineering was fundamental to who was declared “coloured”. This prejudice
and social engineering exists in state departments to this day in deciding who is “coloured”.
What this effectively meant in practice was that Natives, Whites, Indians, Chinese and the
offspring of any inter-relationship between each group could all be classified as Coloured if
particular circumstances prevailed as and when determined by government officials.
Thus a ‘white person’ or a ‘native person’ could be a ‘coloured person’ by decree. It was then
left up to Eben Donges to perfect a social engineering programme which was as near to a
Nazi style national social engineering programme that you can get.
Dr Dönges was a senior party official of the National Party who along with Dr Verwoerd was
the chief architects of Apartheid. He was elected State president in 1967 but died before he
could take office. According to Dr Wilmot James, prominent academic who headed the African
Genome Project, and who studied Donges career, he produced reams and reams of
definitions peppered with diatribes of pet racial theories about various national social-cultural
groups. His side-kick was the paternalistic National Party ideologue ID du Plessis who
promoted his pet anthropological theories of the romanticised so-called Cape Malay race, to
whom he gave special patronage and privileges under Apartheid. Dr James elaborates that
Donges also had a particular antagonism towards South Africans who originated in the Indian
sub-continent. At times in Donges documentation there were quite crude and perverted
references about Indians and in other cases reference was made to Asians or Asiatics.
Coupled with this there was much attention given to those who shared creole or indigene
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roots – labelled as ‘Other’. By far however, Donges preoccupation was with ring-fencing
‘Coloured’ people and constructing a racial identity, but first removing what could be called
‘white Coloureds’ to boost the white population and to remove ideologically challenging
anomalies.
In appearance a ‘Coloured’ person could be white and have European features, or could be
black and have indigene African features, or could have the features of any of the Indian or
Asian groups, or indeed have a combination of attributes drawn from all of these.
Contradictorily while Cape Khoe, Nama, Griqua, Korana and San, who have very strong
‘native’ roots, when being defined as ‘Coloured’ were said to be ‘non-native’ in terms of the
Act. This was later changed when the term ‘native’ was entirely dropped in favour of the term
‘Bantu’. Later the term ‘Bantu’ was dropped in favour of the term ‘Black’, but effectively it
meant persons of colour ONLY who fitted into the so-called pure bantu race type as represent
only by the following tribal/language groups: Zulu, Xhosa, Sotho, Tswana. Ndebele,
Shangaan, Pedi, Tsonga, Venda, Swazi and sub-groups associated with these eg: Lembe.
Ludicrously the oldest of indigene tribes were considered as non-black or non-native because
of the element of mixed blood. The reality in South Africa is that there is not one pure group
and most of the so-called ‘black’ formations are relatively modern constructs where older
entities were collapsed under new umbrella groups over the last 200 to 400 years. Most of
those regarded as ‘black’ in this peculiar ethnic sense have Khoena and San bloodlines too,
and many have European ancestors among their lineages too. Purism and narrow concepts of
nativism are highly flawed race-based concepts and in that sense – racist.
It was all ideological nonsense and unfortunately some of this ideological nonsense has been
allowed to creep into our post-liberation discourse and practice. Apartheid race classification
was a ridiculous and illogical ideology that brought much pain into our world. As a child I had
so many other problems to deal with in a dysfunctional poor family. Apartheid and its affects
on my family and environment made it all the more awful.
The Apartheid system created a very difficult climate for the celebration of the plurality of our
identities. Identity was ideologically dictated and promoted as something singular. People
were pigeon-holed into neatly defined ‘races’ and the constructed identity ‘Coloured’ was even
to be seen as a so-called ‘race’ even although the great variances under this umbrella term
exposed the ridiculousness of the ‘race’ construct. As shown, there were five categories of
‘Coloured’, one of which was ‘Other Coloured’, established as a catch-all category for the
‘Halfnatjie’ cases which were difficult to pigeon-hole. If one found oneself in a no-mans-land
between the wire and the wall you could apply for this categorisation or alternatively one could
be ‘outed’ by someone and be reclassified into this position. In popular parlance ‘other
coloureds’ were referred to by a host of names depending on how one was seen in your
community. ‘Other Coloureds’ in appearance may have been very light skinned with European
features or alternatively very dark with Bantu African features because the wording of the
Population Registration Act and Group Areas Act meant that anybody could be so-classified
depending on argument and a bureaucrat’s inclination and whether one was accepted in a
community. But of course the world that we lived in was marshalled around appearance so the
names abounded – ‘halfnatjie’ at the one end and ‘kaffertjie’ at the other end with all sorts of
inbetween names. This was all part of the racism experience as much as the pass laws, job
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reservation etc. Many who found themselves in the position of ‘halfnatjie’ could not get on the
bus reserved for whites nor on the bus reserved for non-whites as in both cases they may
experience problems. Their ID’s had to be close at hand – the ‘no-bus’ people.
So in this new South Africa where government first outrageously flirts with elements of
Apartheid and race-based social engineering we all need to be aware – highly aware – that
our past was Apartheid South Africa and it is very difficult to shed that past if we still use
Apartheid methodologies and don’t address a conscious and active move away from the race
paradigm.
The place to start involves agreeing about what constitutes racism. There are fundamentally
different ways of seeing racism, amongst South Africans. To be able to move forward we need
a definition that is broader than racism being the bedrock of Apartheid.
If one studies the literature on worldwide racism one is hard pressed to find a single definition.
Some who have tried to impose watertight definitions in the name of anti-racism campaigning
have often done the cause much disservice. One needs to be very broad in having a
framework of understanding for discourse on racism and anti-racism redress rather than
having rigid definitions.
Racism is not exactly the same as prejudice, unfavourable and unfriendly views of people
considered by others as alien, outsiders or strangers, unacceptable as this may be. It is also
not just abhorrent actions towards others not considered part of one’s group.
Ali Rattansi in his work ‘Racism - A very short introduction’ poses that racism involves specific
beliefs about the existence of races and the possibility of them being classified hierarchically
as superior and inferior on a number of physiological and cultural criteria, amongst other
things, and then acting out on these beliefs or conditioning.
Racism is a term used to describe attitudes, beliefs and systems that imply, justify, assert and
entrench the superiority of one social group over another, using appearance, culture,
geographic origins, notions of intelligence, civilisations and other characteristics to categorise
‘human types’.
Its bedrock is the social construct of ‘RACE’ whereby people are categorised into ‘racegroups’ based on physical, social and cultural characteristics. Values placed on these notions
of races, maintain differences in human character or ability. A particular ‘race’ is thus deemed
superior or more civilised than others. Part of the racism framework is a belief that there is a
hierarchy of ‘races’ where races are ranked inherently superior - physically, intellectually, or
culturally - to others and therefore each ranked social group has a right to dominate the other.
Rooted in this belief, discrimination, prejudice, abuse and atrocity flourish and are justified;
and social contribution to development and intellectual discourse is also inflated or deflated
according to the ‘race’ invention which has a traceable history. This gives rise to conquering
and expansionist groups of people holding superiority beliefs, and using the term ‘civilised’
and the ‘un-civilised’ to divide humankind, and to champion ‘civilisation’ missions.
‘Civilisation’ here essentially means that the ways of the superior group is the only and correct
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way to conduct social, economic and intellectual business. In the world epoch of the last 500
years the main champions of racial domination with a worldwide civilising mission have been
the Europeans, while in some global regions the Chinese and the Arabs as other examples
have also pursued such missions.
In South Africa, European racism reached its zenith with the adoption of Apartheid. But this
has an older history which involves the championing of the ‘Christian civilising mission’ in
Africa as part of colonisation and imperialism.
This was the foundation of racism in South Africa and many of its tenets are deeply
entrenched to this day. Indigene practices were systematically persecuted and eradicated as
‘evils’ in favour of European Christian values and practices. In this epoch the system of
slavery which dehumanised humans of darker hues and used race theories to justify this, fed
into determining how colonial settlers would treat the indigenes of colonised territories. In
South Africa the tern Christian was synomous with being a Free Burgher or Citizen so old
official documention talks of Christians and slaves.
European Christians and Arab Muslims engaged in labelling those that they conquered.
People were branded as infidels, kaffirs and godless savages, and then enslaved and they
traded in those humans. It was a dehumanisation process which was also applied to the
colonised.
It is useful to note that the word ‘race’ is often used interchangeably in a metaphorical sense,
as a synonym for ‘nation’ and ‘people’. This is a result of racism being adapted to modern
politics. So the term ‘race’ though now recognised as pseudo-scientific nonsence is continued
in use as part of language referring to appearances.
Racism it is important to note is not always accompanied by overt crass behaviours, vile
language, abuse, discrimination or in-your-face prejudice. It can simply be a paradigm of quiet
hegemony of the dominant group and its manner of dealing with social, economic, intellectual
and cultural business. The dominant group may even embrace and champion, antidiscrimination codes while entrenching what is regarded as the ‘civilised’ or ‘excellence’
approach which correlates to ‘Caucasion’ norms and values. This can be presented as being
non-racial in essence. Dominant groups are not necessarily majorities in society. In South
Africa a minority group was the dominant group.
In our society in South Africa, our inability to tackle racism with honesty and in unity, has
much to do with this less overt racism and the fear that people have of being made to look
‘bad’ because they acknowledge racism.
Racism is the most important stumbling block for us in South Africa on our road to developing
that part of our aspirant collective identity that we call South African. Only just a little while ago
most South Africans classified as ‘Black’ were excluded from a South African identity through
the Bantustan system. Now that all South Africans are included in all facets of social, political
and economic life after a liberation struggle and wish to mould this identity, there is constantly
an almighty clash with those who believe they are the custodians of an already adequately
defined South African identity.
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It’s a case of ‘Nation in the making’ versus a notion which has it that a ‘South African Nation’
already exists. It is for these reasons that we cannot talk about identities in this book, without
giving consideration to what constitutes racism. This book focuses on identities and the
discourse around identity while this chapter focuses on racism and identity. Here I just wish to
emphasise that dealing with racism comprehensively is also a debate about what constitutes
power, ownership or stakeholdership, and the role of economic and social empowerment in
rolling back racism.
Although these elements are not the central focus of this chapter, it is important to underline
the fact that any effective effort to deal with racism in South Africa will have to engage with
power-relations and economic empowerment of the poor and alienated majority of South
Africans. This poverty and disadvantage does relate to colour. But people of colour should not
be panelbeated into races as under Apartheid and race-silos then used as a barometer to
address what is essentially disempowerment by poverty. The race-silo approach is only
suitable for manipulation purposes and to bolster a greedy few at the top. You can easily use
‘race’ to bamboozle people wearas it is much more difficult when you use a proper criteria
around poverty to ensure upliftment.
In simply terms a multi-millionaire ‘of colour’ year on year amasses a fortune based on
unending reparation according to ‘race’ and the poor be damned. But if someone who was
poor and disadvantaged is assisted by a reparation program, and the individual’s fortunes
change, then society can measure the success and their new status would bring the old status
to an end. Success for the program would ultimately be the end of the program.
Returning to the focus of this chapter we need to acknowledge that we are a diverse people
with many wonderful national group sub-cultures which have unfortunately been manipulated,
and continue to be manipulated by racist and ethnicist interests. Our constitution and national
Coat of Arms urges us to celebrate our UNITY IN DIVERSITY. This has nothing to do with
‘RACE’. There are so many elements or ties that bind our diverse peoples after over 400
years of interactions at many levels living side by side.
It is high time that we move away from seeing each other as races and rather put the
emphasis on the ties that bind us as South Africans and Africans. Our diversity is not ‘race
diversity’ but rather a diversity of cultural heritage and there are plenty of bonds between our
diverse socio-cultural groups that afford us the opportunity to celebrate our unity. We are
therefore also challenged to find a new terminology in this context.
Every South African should be able to say I am proudly African, proudly South African, and
proudly Xhosa, Camissa, Zulu, Afro-European etc. And at the same time an Afro-European
should be able to say I am proud of OUR Zulu, Xhosa, Pedi, Camissa culture and so on.
When we can do this we will have true reconciliation and the beginnings of a South African
nation. When we can all say that we will live and die for each other, we will truly be on the
road to building a nation. When we can stop our national past time of denigrating each other
by ascribing or inferring all sorts of negative qualities to people by race-labelling or applying
negative qualitative attributes to ethnic groups, we will be well on the road to building a nation.
It has be worrying that from amongst the former oppressed people there has emerged in the
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post-Apartheid era an number of high profile public proponents who promote concepts of race
consciousness which are not dissimilar from Apartheid and represent a ‘black’ version of socalled ‘Race-pride’ or ‘Native-nationalism’. This is an embracing of the race paradigm and a
racist political approach if we proceed from the broad framework on racism, earlier identified.
It is notable that this push comes from the traditionalist power base in former Bantustan rural
areas which have made many advances using mutual patronage with key politicians. Allied to
these advances are many with a ‘prospertity’ evangelical church base too. This has become
breeding grounds for reactionary trends. There are old rightwing forces amongst people of
coloure that were nurtured by the racist Apartheid regime. They further stand together on an
anti-intellectual platform and claim that their positions are ordained by God. Unfortunately
under the Jacob Zuma leadership this rightward march has grown strong not only in the ANC
but also in other formations and is both contradictory to ANC liberation era legacy and policy.
A number of leaders talk ‘left’, often in a bellicous manner and use left symbolism but walk
‘right’. Shades of neo-fascism, neo-Apartheid and neo-colonialism shine through.
Here we hear about distinguishing between ‘Africans of the blood’ referring to those with
supposedly pure native roots and reference to ‘Africans of the soil’ being those with roots that
go back to elsewhere. The contradiction in this type of thinking is an ignoring of the many (if
not majority) that have both indigene roots and roots from elsewhere. Essentially proponents
of these ideas are touting a racist approach in another guise. Here one uses the term ‘racist’
in its true meaning rooted in theories of human physiological and cultural attributes,
hierarchies of worth and belonging.
In exploring how we could move away from the ‘Race Silos’ I have come to believe that our
common endearment to being African offers us a way forward. It is quite possible, with the
right will to overcome the legacy of the past, for us to move away from the racial terminology
and framework of ‘Black, White, Coloured and Indian’ to see that there are three broad African
cultural tributaries rather than race-silos in our diverse make-up.
Instead of race categorisation we should be able to freely associate ourselves as Africans;
Afro-Europeans; and Afro-Indian or Afro-Asian; and abolish the race paradigm in all aspects of
our lives including public life and state practices. Alongside our African and Southern African
affiliation we should be able to express ourselves without fear or favour as South Africans who
have affinity identies with either one of these three sets of sub-identities.
Africans incorporating Khoena, San, Griqua, Nama, Korana, Camissa together with all the
many other social and ethnic group manifestations Zulu, Shangaan, Xhosa, Sotho, Tswana,
Pedi, Venda, Ndebele, and Swazi. In South Africa it should also include others from across
Africa in our midst and anyone who feels that they have grounds to express such an affinity.
The present narrow approach to who expresses their indigene heritage, and how, needs to be
jettisoned. The notion of purity should also be jettisoned. The Camissa or ‘Coloured’ people
celebrate their African, Slave and other infusions to their identity without contradiction. Self
identification is the vital issue.
Afro-Europeans incorporating Afrikaners (rooted in original settlers of mixed Dutch, German,
French, Scandinavian, Portuguese, slave and indigene origins), Anglo-South Africans (rooted
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in mass migrations of settlers in the 1800s mainly into the Eastern Cape, but also elsewhere
of English, Irish, Scottish, German origins), Pan-European South Africans (later European and
East European migrants which arrived in different waves from the late 1800s to the present).
These are people who celebrate their European roots but also express their affinity to and
birth in Africa with pride. Again it should be of free choice whether people wish to celebrate
this or have an affinity with such heritage and it should not be determined on pigmentation.
Some Camissa people would prefer to identify as Afro-Europeans and some Afro-Europeans
may prefer to focus on their tapestry ancestry which includes indigene roots. It is not up to the
state or anyone other than individuals to self-identify. What important is that labels such as
Black, White and Coloured are stopped in official useage.
Afro-Indian or Afro-Asian incorporating anyone who wishes to celebrate their Indian or other
Asian heritage but also celebrate that they and their were born in Africa and have pride in this
heritage. These may be persons whose ancestors came in any one of the waves of migrantsslave, indenture or passenger merchants from India, Bengal, Sri Lanka, Japan or China or
elsewhere in Asia.Like other national heritage streams, celebration of this heritage and affinity
should be up to individual choice and not based on notions of race or ethnicity. Some may
chose affinity under this term or may prefer identifying as Camissa because of other elements
to their heritage.
All South Africans should be able to express themselves as having affinity with more than one
of these heritages, and all South Africans should respect and celebrate all of these as part of
the heritage commonwealth of South Africa without any being of superior worth or having
more rights than others. There should be no discrimination against any one of these against
another for whatever purpose. Any form of affirmation or economic redress programme should
focus on class upliftment. It is clear in South Africa that the vast majority of disadvantaged are
people of colour and that if affirmation or reparation strategies are followed this must focus on
criteria rooted in disadvantage rather than on Race and Ethnicity.
This framework is an acknowledgement of different broad cultural groups of Africans in South
Africa and can assist us to leave race categorisation behind, change the way we talk to each
aother and about each other and break the spell of Adam Tas’s racist legacy. The government
must consciousness move away from borrowing Aparheid era frameworks if we want to move
forward. We cannot keep pouring new wine into old wineskins.
If we do not move beyond race to a common nation-building framework we will allow
ourselves to be collectively oppressed by past legacies and our liberation will be elusive.
Identies must move away from the race-paradigm and diversity must both be celebrated but
also be made to work for us in a positive manner. The Drakenstein story of loss of life, land,
liberty and dignity must be concluded with hope for the future. For a new South African nation
to truly emerge from the huge step that we took in 1994, South Africans need to move forward
away from a ‘them and us’ past.
How our identities are informed by our past history will be key to moving forward. There is no
alternative to an open and honest national discourse on race and racism. To bury this
discourse would be extremely foolish and to continue to use the race frameworks of the
Apartheid era, as we are presently doing, can only be called – madness.
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6
LIFE EXPERIENCE:
THE EXPERIENCE LENS — FROM CLEANER’S BOY TO FREEDOM FIGHTER
A great part of who I am - my identity, is drawn from my own life experience. While genealogy,
history, genetic ancestry, community culture and national group cultures play very important
roles in moulding our identities, the most powerful element of identity is each of our own life
experiences. We create and re-create identities throughout our life. For much of my childhood
and my teens I had to be my own father and mother. On the one hand this was very difficult
but on the other hand it helped me become a free thinker and to chose the role-models that I
wanted from an array of adults that I met in childhood – something other kids in stable nuclear
families are denied.
I started down the path of life with the first of many labels, or markers, that I was to acquire.
Two labels stand out. During my first six years having been fostered out to three families I was
the child that people referred to as the ‘foster kid’. In Hanover Street in District Six where my
mother worked as a drycleaners shop attendant, she was known as ‘Cleaners’. The many
customers who looked out for me when I was with her, simply called me ‘the Cleaners’ Boy’.
Labels followed me around for all of my life. Another childhood label was ‘halfnatjie’ a local
reference for ‘quadroon mestizos’, also in street parlance known as ‘having the touch of the
tar’. We were the ‘Other Coloureds’ seen as white by some,’Coloured’ by others and ‘trash’ by
all.
Much later in life, serving in the liberation movement in the frontline states, we were proud to
be called the South African ‘Freedom Fighters’ by the local populations. My story fits between
the two book-ends of ‘Cleaners’ Boy’ and ‘Freedom Fighter’.
There was no particular ‘Damascus Road’ moment of deciding that I would engage in the
struggle and follow the resistance road. It just emerged as a natural path to take from a
childhood hallmarked by poverty, pain, dislocation and nomadity and the Apartheid system
that dominated our country and reinforced hopelessness. I grew up in a no-mans-land
between the wire and the wall, always the outsider looking in.
Through facing a decision to play a role in the liberation movement, a path of hope beckoned
in my teenage years. In taking this path – the resistance road, I experienced a profound
transformation of my own life – I embraced what I call an offering of a liberated life. There was
no glamour in taking thispath in the early seventies, when as a result of such a decision; one
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was branded as a fool and a radical terrorist by the establishment.
I was born in 1956 to a single-mother and grew up in the poor working class areas of
Woodstock, Salt River and District Six in Cape Town. My mother, born in Kent Road, in the
poor integrated community of lower Wynberg in 1917, was already almost 40 years old when I
was born. My mum carried a huge amount of painful baggage in life and I observed how it
took a toll on her and drove into reclusiveness in the latter part of her life. For her through
many a long night I would weep. To borrow from Langston Hughes – For mum ‘life wer’nt no
crystal stair’.
Her father was an English soldier, William Huntley, who had arrived in the Cape in 1900 as
one of many thousands of Anglo troops to fight in the Boer War. He had six children with my
grandma Mary Anne Haddon before disappearing back to England.
My maternal grandmother, Mary Anne Haddon, was born in Cala in Thembuland in the
Transkei in the Eastern Cape. Her parents were a Wiltshire soldier (drummer) who came over
in the late 1830s and a woman who had been born to a freed slave in the latter years of
slavery just before abolition. They were William Haddon and Francina NN (van der Kaap). Our
family always referred to my maternal great grandmother as a Cape Creole but officialdom
would in time call her ‘Coloured’.
My mother initially earned her living as a sewing machinist, having first gone into the
workplace at the age of 13, waged at seven shillings for a seven day week at a small
seatshop running by a Jewish family. In the late 1950s she left her job, then at Sweet-Orr
Overalls to become a laundry and dry-cleaners shop attendant in District Six, for a company
called Lawson & Kirk. From that time she was widely known on the streets of the district as
‘Cleaners’, and I, the little boy who held onto her skirts, was just the ‘Cleaners Boy’ – my
earliest identity.
My mother had four other children from a marriage which ended in 1949. In the early to mid
1950s my parents cohabited but my mother was never married to my father, and he was still
married to his second wife.
My father was born and grew up in District Six until the age of 11 when my paternal
grandparents and their children moved to Bokmakierrie in Athlone. My father Pieter Francois
Mellet, son of Pieter Francois Mellet senior, from Lemoenshoek near Barrydale in the
Kannaland and my grandmother Elsie Petronella le Cordier, was born in 1922 at number 6
Sterling Street, District Six.
My paternal grandfather was a descendent of French, Dutch, German and Norwegian settlers,
as a well as of two Khoens women and ten slaves from India, Southeast Asia and West Africa
My paternal grandmother was a descendent of a marriage between an early French settler
and the daughter of a Khoena woman and German man. She was also a descendent of 13
slaves from Africa, India, Southeast and locally born.
My father was one of seven children. He was a shoemaker at a factory called Pressman and
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Bally’s in Woodstock, at the time of my birth. He later became an artisan mechanical fitter and
had eight children that we know of by four different women. Thus I am one of twelve halfsiblings even although I grew up on my own outside of any real family life and only really
having some kind of relationship with two of my mother’s grown children.
My mother raised me to believe that my father had died tragically in a car accident. She
established an elaborate false story around the accident and would often point out the spot of
the ‘fatal crash’ at Salt River circle near the Locomotive Hotel. She told people that she was a
widow and even filled out this legend on official forms. My mother also changed my surname
to that of her former husband, the father of her other grown up children that she had long ago
divorced.
For the greater part of my life I thus carried the surname, ‘de Goede’. It was as a result of this
surname that I acquired the Nguni nickname ‘Zinto’, another label given to me by my fellow
cadres. It is based on the Nguni interpretation of ‘goetes’ or ‘daai ding’ (‘things’). My comrades
thought it a rather strange and funny name.
.
The real story of my ‘father’s death’ was that my mother was a single parent who had never
had my father’s surname as they were never married. My father and mother fell out and he
had left our lives in my infancy, drifting off forever.
My mother’s first-born had died as an infant and her other children were all already grown up
and working when I was a toddler. Thus I was brought up as an only child and was only to
become aware that my father was not dead, when I was 16 and already started working. My
father appeared out of the blue one day for an encounter that lasted all of three minutes.
In my forties, after an elaborate bit of tracing, I met my father and my other siblings for our first
real meeting. It was to be the last meeting with my father and the one and only time of any
meaningful communication.
The fostered kid
Childhood was a harsh and difficult time, marked by poverty and a nomadic existence all over
the poor working-class districts of District Six, Woodstock, Salt River and, the borders of
Observatory, the oldest districts of Cape Town. This was also what people called the grey
areas meaning that the people living there ranged to include the underclass of those classified
‘white’, people called ‘halfnatjies’, people classified ‘Coloured’, some classified ‘Black’ and
some classified ‘Indian’. Far from being grey it was a really colourful set of areas that defied
Apartheid. It was called ‘grey areas’ because it defied white or coloured ‘Group Areas’ under
the Group Areas Act. Through the entire Apartheid era from 1966 to 1986 the Apartheid
regime had a street by streetmammoth and impossible job on its hands to disentangle the
people of these areas and grey areas did not ever entirely go away. Parts of Woodstock and
Observatory were cleared and District Six was only cleared successfully up to Walmer Estate
by bulldozing it down and loading family by family onto trucks with the remnants of their
household goods and forcibly taking them away. These ethnic cleansing exercises were
carried out across the Cape Peninsula in Sea Point, Mowbray, Claremont, Bishops Court,
Constantia through to Simonstown.
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Initially, most of the time my mother lived as a boarder with other people, moving from abode
to abode, and often she could not have a child living with her. Her income was also a pittance.
Therefore I found myself frequently in the foster care of other people, most often complete
strangers. I was my mother’s sometimes child – the ‘Cleaners Boy’. By the time I reached my
teens and went out to work, I got the first opportunity to live with my mother full-time, but this
did not work very well because we were much too different as people.I had acquired so many
influences in my life.
Whenever I was able to be with my mother there was never much money, food or clothes in
my childhood existence. Cooking and boiling water was always done on a primus stove and
bathing was done in a basin on the floor of a shared room wherever my mother boarded. A
covered bucket served as our toilet.
At the age of 18 months I was severely burnt when a primus stove with a pot of hot milk
toppled over onto me. I was hospitalised with third degree burns and underwent skin-grafting
where flesh from my thighs was grated onto my chest and throat. My upper torso, neck and
arms bear the scars to this day.
It was around this time that my father had disappeared. I remember the accident in flashes,
and the hospital and just one time when my father carried me on his shoulders when he went
to look at some cars at a used car lot. He danced with me on his shoulders. It kinda makes me
get the shivers when I listen to that R&B number on the wireless – ‘Dance with my father
again’.
As a child I was often sent door to door selling things like doilies, toilet roll covers and other
things that my mother had made at home, to bring in extra money. Sometimes we collected
factory off-cuts, cardboard, newspapers and wine bottles that were then sold. But I was taught
never to beg on the streets or ever to ask people for money regardless of how little we had at
home.
My mother was strict about behaviour norms and politeness and only accepted assistance
from the church. According to my mother the Catholic Saint Vincent de Paul Society was often
our benefactor.
Two years after my accident I was placed in the first of three foster homes that I was to live in
for a year. Gracie and Alex Buzzard were a childless couple. Aunty Gracie had once worked
at the factory with my mother but uncle Alex had a good job and she longed to have a child.
She was very good to me and so was uncle Alex. For a year I was spoilt. I remember it like it
was heaven. To this day I can close my eyes and feel that house and smell its smells and
remember Gracie’s kindness and daily activities. It all came to an end coinciding with uncle
Alex getting ill and dying shortly thereafter. But my mother also had a falling out with Gracie
and Alex over religion. They were atheists and my mother was very religious.
During the next four years of being fostered I was to see my mother for only a few days in
each year and a two week holiday stint with my closest aunts, uncles and cousins My second
foster home was with an uncle, aunt and cousins but again disagreements between my mum
and them brought my stay to a close. The third foster home where I was placed was as a
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result of a smalls-column advertisement that my mother was forced to place in a church
newspaper – The Southern Cross, out of desperation. Through a newspaper advert she
sought a family that would take me in and bring me up as one of their own. As a result I lived
for almost two years with the Catholic family that answered the advert.
I remember the whole traumatic episode so well. It was just before Xmas in 1959. My sister
May was working for the City Council at Electricity House in Strand Street and the staff had a
childrens party and my sister took me with her to work. Father Xmas gave me a little fireengine and I was so happy. Normally kids of our class just got a 25 cent Lucky Dip box for
Xmas. Literally - a Xmas box.
We did not return home as my mother came to fetch me and told me that we were going some
friends of hers and there would be lots of kids to play with. We took a long journey from Cape
Town to Belleville and then a long tiring walk from Belleville towards Durbanville and carried
on until there were no more houses and just bush and vleis and in the distance there were
four houses at the end of a long gravel road. Today that entire area and the old quarry behind
it is a huge city of businesses and suburb after suburb of residences, schools and so on. At
that time there was bush as far as one could see, just a clump of houses and a path from
those houses up to a Bhabi Shop which sold everything after being weighed and put in little
paper bags. One would bring your own bottles for cooking oil, or paraffin which was pumped
from large drums.
My mother kept looking at a little piece of paper on which she had scribbled directions. When
we were three quarter way down the gravel road some kids came running to meet us and
guided us to the house. I still did not know what was going on. He was a smiling man with an
aura of benevolent patriarch about him, together with his wife were outside waiting and ready
to usher us in. I was introduced to Uncle Jimmy and Aunty Gilda and smilingly told to go and
meet all the kids – all eight of them. They were a large family.
I got so absorbed with the children that for a little while I forgot about my mother. I suddenly
realised that down the passage in the house my mother and uncle Jimmy and aunty Gilda
were talking in hushed tones at the door. I ran up to my mother and saw that she was crying
and had her coat and bag and that uncle Jimmy was saying goodbye and that she must go. I
grabbed my mum as it dawned on me what was happening and I let out a piercing scream. I
can actually hear myself as I write. Aunty Gilda and one of the older girls were holding me and
pulling me from my crying mum whom I was holding onto for dear life. They broke me free and
the door shut and I wept and sobbed for a long time before falling asleep sharing a bunk bed
with one of the older girls who pacified me. Meeting new circumstances and taking leave – a
nomadic existence became a pattern in my life.
After living with this large family for two years and starting school I returned to my mother and
neighbourhood for a few months but the lady who rented out a room to my mother was not
happy to have a child about the house. I then spent 18 months with the Holy Cross sisters. I
was cared for by one particular nun, Sister Mary Martin. She and her natural sister and fellow
nun, Sister Gertrude, were based at Holy Cross convent in Nile Street in District Six. My
mother was working down the road from them and sought their help.Mary Martin agreed that
for two weekends in a month I could stay with her. So my mother at this time had won some
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money on the Gigis placing a small bet on a horse. One of my uncles, my mother’s cousin
uncle Macky worked for a horse racing bookmaker and gave her some tips for a jackpot and
she made enough money to get a hefty downpayment on a modest place of her own to call
home. To further pay the way rented a room to an old lady and another room to a herbalist
doctor. At the same time she still held down her 6 days per week job in Hanover Street,
District Six. But although I stayed with the nuns to go to school and every second weekend, I
now had a stretch where I could see my mother more frequently as well as my cousins aunts
and uncles.
I also developed a particular passion at this time which would remain with me all of my life. I
discovered ancestors, saints and slaves. Sr Mary Martin had a particular devotion to the saint
of slaves and Mulattos, San Martino de Porres of Lima in Peru.
I was fascinated as a seven year old to watch this old German lady kneel before the statue of
a black man, the son of an African slave, asking for his advice on a daily basis. Through this
observation I developed a passionate interest in slavery and in time more specifically slavery
in the Cape. A 16th century deceased slave became my muse and a spiritual mentor over the
years as part of a quiet syncretic faith, a mix of animist, Catholic, Muslim, Buddhist and other
spiritual beliefs that I was to develop over years of enquiry alongside my developing political
awakening and consciousness.
In many ways the study of the slave era became my lifelong magnificent obsession and this
first opened the door to understanding an important part of our hidden heritage and indeed it
helped me find myself and nurture myself. The theme of rising up above adversity became a
powerful constantly reoccurring theme and my syncretic faith and ancestral continuum kept
my head above the water many times when I thought I would drown.
The halfnatjie experience
In our district, families such as ours were referred to as ‘halfnatjies’ – a colloquial variant of the
race terms ‘quadroon mestizo’. The roots of the people in our district was the 183 year period
of slavery in the Cape, formally ending in 1834, but in various ways kept alive till after 1856.
Most families here, before the advent of Apartheid and during its early years, quite visibly had
family members who ranged in appearance from the afrohaired and darkest hues to blondehaired kids with blue eyes. Some members of families would by the stroke of an administrative
pen become ‘Coloured’ and others ‘White’ under Apartheid.
During the period 1653 until 1808, slaves had been brought from other African countries and
Madagascar (32 150), India (17 315) and Southeast Asia (13 545), to be bought and sold in
Cape Town. From 1808 to 1856 a further 8 000 mainly African slaves were brought in as
‘prize slaves’ by the Royal Navy after their capture from slaver ships.
Slavery was the mainstay of the Cape economy and without slavery the Dutch settlement
would more than likely have failed in the same manner as had other Dutch projects in Africa,
and Madagascar. The very last ‘prize slaves’ to be brought to the Cape were the Oromo from
Somalia, as late as 1890.
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Slaves entered into relationships with indigenous Khoena, San and amaXhosa, and they also
entered into relationships with Europeans. From these relationships children were born and a
creole people with multiple ancestral roots emerged. While there were many love relationships
and formal unions across the colour line, many slave women were also abused by their
European masters. During most of the 1700s after the decimation of thousands of Khoena
and San in ethnic cleansing wars and genocide attacks carried out by commandos, the slave
population was the largest of all population groups in the colony.
Later after the abolition of slavery there was a labour crisis in the Cape and a downswing in
the economy. As a result, many indentured labourers from other African countries and St
Helena also came to the Cape. People from the territories of what became Lesotho,
Botswana, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Mozambica were brought over in large numbers to
the Drakenstein. Zanzibari Siddis and the Kroo from West Africa first arrived in the Cape as
Royal Navy seamen to chase and seize slaver ships but soon joined the broader workforce.
The mix of people in the Cape had grown and grown over the years. The African slaves and
indentured workers largely integrated into what the British were to label the ‘Coloured’
population.
During the slavery period part of this mix also included Indonesian and Arab Muslim leaders
forcibly exiled to the Cape from the East, exiled Paranakan Chinese sent to the Cape after the
massacre of Chinese by the Dutch in Batavia, passenger Indians, and the Manillas who were
refugees from the Philippines revolution.
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people of today and many other Africans labelled ‘Black and even
many labelled ‘White’ are bound together by these historic ties. Marriages, informal
relationships and births across ethnic lines were commonplace. My own family tradition from
the 1680s to the present, as evidenced by my genealogy, social class and residential
community continued to see mixed marriages re-occurring right to the present.
This was the norm in what was called the ‘grey areas’ of Cape Town where I grew up. The
majority of families in our area involved people who had criss-crossed the so-called colourline, and were all shades in appearance, even throughout the Apartheid years. My Camissa
identity is informed by an array of roots in my family – African Khoena, West African
European, Indian and Southeast Asian.
My cultural make-up has streams from all of these tributaries and in my own lifetime it has
been strongly influenced by the many years that I later spent being raised as one of OR
Tambo’s boys. Today my being does not know any other way than that which leads me to say,
“I am an African, Camissa or ‘Coloured’ and a South African, with no contradiction between
this trinity of identities”. Hopefully the term ‘Coloured’ will go as much as nowdays nobody
talks about the ‘halfnatjie’ term that was thrown at us in my youth.
My growing up years was an experience of flitting in and out of various worlds, but was largely
an integrated ‘halfnatjie’ world of ‘Coloured’ and ‘poor-White’ in what was called the ‘grey’
neighbourhoods of the City of Cape Town’s immediate working class districts. In time those of
my generation who were pale in colour and and had features that were associated as ‘White’
under Apartheid race classification had to choose whether we would stand with ‘White’ or
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When Apartheid race-classification and group areas was enforced in the 1950s, members of
my family were adversely affected with some moving abroad and others divorcing themselves
from some in the family, in the process of being identified as either ‘White’ or ‘Coloured’.
Some would as a result never communicate with each other anymore. This estrangement and
divide in families as a result of the Popoulation Registration Act and Group Areas Act race
classifications is hardly the subject of any studies or discourse. It was the great taboo, not to
be talked about. In terms of recognition of the effects of Apartheid and previous disadvantage
that we talk about today, this is a silent story. For those affected it still causes deep
embarrassment and shame. They were the ‘in-between people’ wherever they found
themselves. We were a shadow people always dodging the spotlight of separate areas,
separate amenities, separate schools, separate everything. Those that opted out into the
‘White’ category as long as they looked the part were okay and could have a great life but
those who did not look the part walked many minefields. In the same way those that opted for
‘Coloured’ but looked either ‘White’ or ‘Black’ faced many minefields for life. A key factor in
this dodging world was your belonging to a ‘family’ and this family being split in two or three
differently classified parts. This social phenomenon brought about by race classification was
very similar in effect to the carving up of Africa and drawing borders cutting through tribal, clan
and family boundaries by European colonial map-makers.
My mother’s people were the major factor in my life, as I was estranged from my father’s
family in my upbringing. The legacy of the 1950 Population Registration Act and Apartheid
race classification resulted in many opting for the so-called ‘chameleon dance’, a euphemism
for reclassification. Many passed for white, but a few opted to reject classification as whites.
Our family were classified into the ‘White’, ‘Coloured’ and ‘Other Coloured’ categories.
My own registration of birth was out of my control as a child but when I was old enough during
my first year of employment I registered my preference to be seen as ‘Coloured’ in applying
for my ID with the Department of Home Affairs. At first they were silent on the matter and I
followed up on the matter to say that I want an answer on my status and am awaiting and
outcome for application of ID documentation denoting my status and this kept me in limbo. I
also made it clear that I was opposed to Apartheid race classification. At that time I was a
stroppy youngster. I was in and out of the ‘White’ and ‘Coloured’ worlds all the time but highly
conscious of where I belonged and the huge injustices that my family and people had
endured, even although my being straddled between two increasingly polarised worlds of
‘White’ and ‘Coloured’ was an unenviable position to be in.
My world was both a ‘Poor White’ world and a ‘Coloured’ world simultaneously and the
pressures of the Apartheid system was forcing me because of my light complexion and
features to be part of a world into which I did not want to fit. The pull of family, community,
district and culture was stronger than the machinations of Apartheid. I chose to swim as hard
as I could against this tide and for this I would pay a great price.
In my teens right through to early adulthood I struggled with the contradictions that existed
within the peculiar mixed ‘Poor-White’ and ‘Coloured’ community in which I had been reared.
Marshalled by the Apartheid system, I was under severe pressure to live a ‘White’ existence.
In my childhood and early teenage years but as I became more conscious about my tapestry
heritage and slavery in my heritage I developed a pride in my ‘Coloured’ ancestry which I
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came to see as African of the Camissa footprint and from this, my own sense of identity was
developed. My early introduction to the subject of slavery via religious influences played a
strong part in cultivating this inner consciousness.
I talk of this pride with a degree of discomfort with the term ‘Coloured’, which was introduced
by the British administration, entrenched after the declaration of Union, and later peculiarly
defined and imposed under Apartheid. It was a term which emphasised more about what
those so classified ‘were not’, rather than who ‘Coloured’ people are. It also carried huge
stereotype baggage. My strongest consciousness was a class consciousness which also
drove me to continuously wrestle with those few in my family who saw themselves as ‘White’
but were dirt poor and in fact their life experience was more that of the rest of my family who
were people of colour.
When I use the term ‘Coloured’ I use it solely because it would stymie our discourse and
present-day reality if we in purist manner did not use it, so as to be ‘politically correct’, and
because there has also been a very real historic ‘Coloured experience’, rather than because
of any endearment to the term or endorsement thereof. In rejecting the term, at the same time
I reject the arguments of those who say that there are no ‘Coloured’ identities. I see this as a
form of intellectual denialism and a burying of the head in the sand about a very real, painful
and specific ‘Coloured’ experience. Generally I prefer to use the community heritage term
Camissa than the race label ‘Coloured’ when speaking of this part of my identity.
At one time I too had a very purist view on rejecting the term ‘Coloured’ and the Apartheid
identity construct that went with it but had been given a sharp lesson by the late liberation
movement stalwart and ANC chief representative in Cuba, Alex la Guma, who basically said
that only idiots living in the clouds would deny ‘Coloured’ identities exist. As far as he was
concerned he would never accept the terminology of being referred to as a ‘so-called
Coloured’. Writing in the journal Sechaba he said he was proud to call himself a ‘Coloured’
and felt that those who used the prefix ‘so-called’ or put the term in inverted commas were not
articulating a progressive viewpoint, but were as insulting as the Apartheid regime.
Alex brushed off those arguing this point of view as juvenile middle class students or a remote
intellegensia far removed from working class realities in the community. Clearly, through the
statements made by Alex, I saw that there were many different views on this question and no
formal political position had ever emerged to deal with the question. While not agreeing fully
with Alex la Guma, and I sparred with him using the pages of Sechaba to do so, I eventually
came around to a more nuanced approach on the subject, which was somewhere between
these polarised positions.
In time, for myself, I found the solution in talking of myself as Camissa and being born of a
heritage of people who rose above adversity rooted in the Khoena, slave and non-conformist
European experience of coming together at a place called Camissa. This was a complete
move away from the racist term ‘Coloured’ but a fully embracing of the distinct Camissa
African experience. Alex and I had found synthesis at last about a long ago argument.
There are a number of identities that can emerge from the classification of ‘Coloured’ and
Camissa is but one of these – so are Cape Khoena, Nama, Griqua, San, Korana and other
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African identities too, that were pigeon-holed as ‘Coloured’ under Apartheid race classification.
There are also some groups who make wild claims regarding identity that can at times be
quite insulting to the existing authentic Khoena and San community claims. I would thus urge
people to be cautious in how they navigate these identities and the plurality of their own
identities. Khoena and San ancestral heritage is also shared by many South Africans across
the artificial race categorisation of Black, White, Coloured and Indian, but this does not negate
the fact that there are also identifiable Khoena and San communities that have survived over
the ages against a tide of vicious oppression. We can commonly celebrate our ancestral
heritage, but great care needs to be taken around respecting cultural protocols too.
Each grouping has every right to express these sub-cultural identities and each individual has
the right to chose how they celebrate these elements of heritage alongside their broader
African and South African identities, and in this there is no contradiction.
The Apartheid system created a very difficult climate for the celebration of the plurality of our
identities. Identity was ideologically dictated and promoted as something singular. People
were pigeon-holed into neatly defined ‘races’ and even ‘Coloured’ was to be seen as a socalled ‘race’ even although the great variances under this umbrella term exposed the
ridiculousness of the ‘race’ construct. There were five categories of ‘Coloured’, one of which
was ‘Other Coloured’, established as a catch-all category for the ‘Halfnatjie’ cases like mine
which were difficult to pigeon-hole. I further elaborated on the obnoxiouness of the racist
Apartheid legislation in the previous chapter.
For over three centuries my family had represented the living contradiction of Apartheid
ideology. Post 1950 our family was in the firing line of this neo-fascist ascendency in South
African politics as our family straddled three different race classification silos – ‘Coloured’,
Indian and ‘White’. The harshest example can be illustrated by what happened to my Aunty
Doll and her children. These things had a profound effect on my thinking as a kid.
In the early 1960s my favourite aunt, Doll, my mother’s eldest sister, took most of her children
and grandchildren and left the country as Apartheid wreaked havoc. My uncle, Chris van
Rooy, who was classified as an Indian (of mixed Indian-Dutch descent), had a fish and chip
shop in Woodstock called ‘The Little Mermaid’. This had become the symbolic centre of family
life. My mother and her older sister Doll were like two peas in a pod and we were very much a
tight extended family rather than a nuclear family. Doll became the matriarch when my ouma
died.
When my uncle Christian died in the late 1950s the tenets of Apartheid were steadily being
implemented and there was nothing but pain that waited aunty Doll’s children who ranged
from pale blonde with blue eyes to the darkest brown hues and Indo features. Some had
strong Indian features and others strong Euro features. The boys, Edgar and Herbie became
seamen and took to the high seas, while the girls, Cynthia, Shirley and Louisa gathered their
children and with my aunty Doll, left for England in the first years of the 1960s. Suddenly my
cousins and aunty were gone.
My wise old grandmother, the strongest link with our past lineage, also had passed away and
my mother, who relied heavily on aunty Doll as new matriarch for emotional support, went
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through a very unstable and lonely period. Being a single mother in her forties at that time with
little or no family support was hugely challenging. She suffered a nervous breakdown.
The few memories I have of my grandmother Ma-Huntley, Mary-Anne Haddon, daughter of
Francina and William Haddon the Tembuland farmers, are beautiful but vague. She was born
in Cala in Tembuland and her early working life was as a nurse at Station Hospital in Mthatha.
In her 80s she still walked a lot, window-shopping, and always carried an ‘oukappie’ pocket
knife which was used for many things. She smoked ‘roll-up’ cigarettes and she would always
have us kiddies collect ‘toppas’ – discarded cigarette butts, from which I would extract tobacco
for her. She was a streetwise woman who got on with everyone.
My aunty Doll was very much like my grandmother and had similar habits. After Ma Huntley’s
death, aunty Doll was like our new grandmother. Doll was also a woman who had shamanistic
spiritual gifts and communicated with the deceased. She could foretell futures. Some people
called her the ‘Spook Lady’.
These little bits of memory and these ancestral fugures in my early childhood had a profound
effect on me and the cherishing of their memory carried me through many dark times in my
childhood and teens. My familial world just went out like a light bulb in my first years of
schooling and as I faced a lonely and disjointed childhood moving from pillar to post as my
mother’s mainstay disappeared abroad. My aunty Doll and one of my cousins, Louisa, with
her two sons, returned some years later in 1967 as life abroad proved too difficult. By then I
was in a cruel Dickensian children’s home and orphanage.
Aunty Doll’s one son Herbie (‘Busy’), married Daisy Falken and although he travelled as a
seaman, he was the only one of the cousins, other than Louisa who returned, who did not
remain away permanently, and he raised his family in Grassy Park in Cape Town and gave
my mother some comfort of connectivity. His children were Edgar van Rooy, Vanessa van
Rooy, Clint van Rooy and Russell van Rooy.
The Children’s Home
After the period of foster care I lived with my mother briefly when she boarded with my halfsister May, before I was sent off to a cruel Children’s Home for four years.
My mother after a brief period of independence running the house that she acquired (by
means of the deposit through the bet on the horse races) could not keep up the balancing act
of managing a house where she rented out rooms and was also working a six day week at the
laundry and drycleaners in District Six. After giving this up she partnered with my sister May to
stand sureity for renting a house in the poor neighbourhood on the border of Salt River and
Observatory below the lower main road, in lower Cole Street. After a short while my mother
and sister were having differences and I was sent to a children’s home.
The years at the Children’s Home were four years of beatings, all kinds of abuse, degradation
and punishing manual child-labour in a Dickensian institution. Rather than offering a place of
care, the institution had the air of a prison. Here another part of my identity was built over four
years. Who I am today is also partly moulded by this terrible and painful experience. Those
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years would haunt me all of my life but over time I turned the adversity around to become a
driving force of positivity in my life. It helped to mould the social changefor which I fought.
Many of the children from this Children’s Home went on into adulthood crippled by the effect
of the Children’s Home on their lives and ended up as jail inmates, destitute street people or
meeting an early death. A few, like I did, also rose above this adversity and made a success
of their lives despite what they had gone through.
Until reforms that were introduced to the institution in the mid 1970s, most of the children who
often entered the children’s home already in a traumatised state would leave as human
wreckage. We were from an array of difficult circumstances and poor dysfunctional families.
Two young boys that I knew from Woodstock, for instance had experienced their mother being
murdered in front of them, had received no counselling were taken by the Child Welfare
officials and were dumped into this Catholic Home run by religious nuns. One was to commit
suicide in later life and the other was living the life of a street beggar when I returned from
exile. He too has now passed on. These were younger boys than me.
I remember meeting Philip on the streets one day in the 1990s. He did not recognise me and
approached me for some loose change. I saw before me, someone who looked very different
but something in the eyes, the voice and his appearance pulled at my memory and I knew it
was him. I addressed him by his name and he was taken aback. I identified myself and a little
sigh and smile of recognition crossed his face and he said, “I heard that you became a
‘somebody’. Good for you my brother”. We started talking and the tears in my eyes welled up.
He told me about his brother’s death and how he had been living for decades on the street
since he left school and could not hold down a job and went for Psychiatric treatments. There
was nothing that I could do but help him out with some money. Philip would later die on the
streets.
I remembered how as children we would talk about the future and what we wanted to be and
he had wanted to be an airman navigator or pilot. He only ever got to navigate the streets and
day to day survival. He was so meticulous about how he dressed and looked. He use to swirl
his hair with a swirlcose and was a handsome young fella. Now he looked much older than me
and worn out but one of the recognisable things was even in this state he tried to make
himself presentable – dearest Philip.
As children we lived in an institution where any form of love was alien. The home doubled up
as a home for the aged and a hospice for the dying. While our carers often beat us until we
were bruised and bleeding, the aged old men sexually abused the children. There was little
time for play or just being children. When we were not locked up in the dimly lit basement or
herded on a field where bullies marshalled us at the behest of our carers, we were set to work
with manual chores.
My main job with one other boy, for three years, was to scrub a long hospital style passage
running through the complex. Included in the job were stone stairs leading to a tarred
roadway. Other children cleared rocks, washed windows or worked in a Dickensian laundry
that serviced the entire establishment. Every Saturday, come summer or winter, I scrubbed on
hands and knees with a scrubbing brush and soap, using enamel basins filled with water. The
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task would take from 7am to 3pm. When I started I was about 8 years old. During the task we
were constantly beaten with a hard plastic rod, and often kicked, punched, and had our ears
pinched until the skin came off and bled – all for missing dirty spots.
I remember many an occasion when I was kicked flying into the basin of dirty water on the
passage floor with the rod raining blows on my head and back leaving purple welts. The motto
of our carers was ‘spare the rod and you spoil the child.’
We had open door showers and toilets. When taking a shower we had to wear a thin green
cloth, called a ‘slip’, stripped around our waists, as nudity was not allowed and even in the
dead of winter we had to shower in icy cold water. Our carers, the nuns, believed that warm
water would sexually stimulate males. If we were sick, we went without food because it was
believed that if you’re sick you should lose your appetite. Anybody with an appetite could not
be sick.
The cruelty and backward thinking of this institution was unbelievably unbearable and robbed
us of our childhood. Rich benefactors to the institution came to use the chapel and grounds of
the institution for weddings and other occasions, where either the children were expected to
render service or be locked away so that we were not an embarrassment. We were referred to
as the ‘poor unfortunates’ – another label. There were times that rich farmers sent fruit for the
children or we were given charitable hand-outs. Sometimes they would call us together and
throw a few coins in the air to see us scramble to retrieve a coin. We were dressed in khaki
and were known by a number and a surname only and had no personal possessions. When
not doing schooling we would not wear shoes and socks.
Welfare officials who came to inspect the institution would have the wool pulled over their
eyes with elaborate tricks and showmanship by our carers. We children were coached on
what to say and threatened in advance with violence if we gave the game away to the welfare
inspectors. The carers would stand behind the welfare officers on inspection and would show
us their fists or bare their teeth if we were thought to be creating a problem and not smiling.
Welfare department financial grants were at stake.
A favourite form of punishment took the form of interrogation sessions over ridiculous
infringements, where we would be collectively beaten on our knuckles with the hard plastic
rod, on the hour, while having to stand still on one spot and in rows for hours on end and days
in succession. Flesh would be pulled of our ears and we would be pulled up off the ground by
our hair and often beaten with a fist in the face. Being bloodied and bruised
was a regular occurrence.
I once lost a tooth when beaten in the face with a fist. I also once witnessed a little boy have
his head bashed repeatedly, drawing blood, by a nun using the metal handle of a knife in her
fist. Being deprived of food, locked away, deprived of visitors or outings, enforced days of
silence, extra work details and all sorts of other inventive punishments accompanied the
beatings.
As one female ex-inmate of the home, now living in Australia, once pondered in a letter to me;
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“Should we petition for restitution? Nah! I don’t think that I’ll ever be paid
for all the floors that I polished, the laundry that I did, the ironing, the
feeding of the aged and cleaning of their rooms, the kitchen duties and
the stock-taking exercises, the entertainment which I participated in and
the heavenly choir that brought in all the donations on a Sunday, or the
constant beatings and emotional abuse”.
This same person, now a fifty-eight year old woman, related to me how she was once tied
hands and feet, with her hands behind her back, wet socks stuffed into her mouth and left in a
bath with the water running. Imagine the terror of a nine year old girl thinking she was going to
die and having nobody to turn to.
Our lives were governed by terror for the full duration of our existence in the institution. I can
remember every name and detail of those years. Hardly a day goes past, even now, decades
later, when I do not vividly relive those years and find myself weeping over the memories. All
sorts of things like sights, movies, stories that I hear or music, triggers the memories and it
feels like a veil of sadness envelopes me. It’s like I’m living back in that time. I once read a
book about a boy who went through this kind of hell in America. The book was called – “A Boy
Called It”. And there was a book and a movie called “The Magdalene Sisters”. It was the same
for us kids at this home in Cape Town.
Over the years I’ve learnt to be in more control of these flashbacks but the experience will
never leave me. All of the children in the institution came from poor and dysfunctional homes.
We were from the underside of life in a society where there were no safety nets.
Today the nuns seem to be different, after waves of reform that began some years after I left
the Children’s Home. They now seem more humane. They are in service to today’s throwaway children – those who are HIV positive and are dying of AIDS. While one part of me
admires this work, another part of me remains distrustful of nuns. That is what the legacy of
denial of abuse by the Catholic Church, has left with me.
There should be a truth and reconciliation process in the Catholic Church around this legacy
of abuse. They had a process of this type in Ireland, with over 11 years of hearings involving
30 000 complainants. The Irish government’s Ryan Commission ultimately found in favour of
the victims and the religious orders who were the perpetrators were formally condemned for
crimes that were likened to the concentration camps of Nazi Germany. Five volumes of
testimonies of the cruel and sadistic acts of human brutality backed up this conclusion and a
reparations process was set in motion. Unfortunately, these crimes in South Africa, which falls
under the Catholic region known as the Irish-see, went un-addressed and un-punished. The
Irish Times and other news media however did cover our story after I exposed it.
District Six
Throughout this time in foster homes, brief periods with my mother and my time in the
children’s home, the only kindness I ever encountered was on those intermittent occasions
when I came home on measured ‘outings’ to my mother. These were always for a few days or
a few weeks at a time and then I would accompany her to work in District Six.
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Our family attachment to the District was strong and it played a soothing role in my life and in
its own way gave me the only sense of belonging in my mind. My father and his siblings had
been born in District Six and my mother’s eldest sister aunty Doll, after returning to Cape
Town in 1967, was the well-known toilet attendant at Castle Bridge where she kept her public
toilet ‘Chalet’ in immaculate condition. The official title of a toilet attendant on the City Council
inventory was ‘Chalet Keeper’. Here on a street called Hanover I experienced life, love and
hope, and a sense of identity and belonging that nobody could ever take away from me.
In the heart of District Six stood seven stone steps which became one of those symbols of
District Six that lives in the hearts of all who lived, loved, played and worked in the ‘District’.
The seven steps became representative of memory; memory that gives comfort to many to
this day. For me in later life the seven steps came to symbolise the seven tributaries that
came to make up ‘Coloured’ or Camissa identity; the roots of indigenes, slaves, Europeans,
Free Blacks, Drosters or Maroons, the black exiles and refugees, and indentures and
economic migrants.
Whiling away the hours at play amongst the laundry bags I would listen to the conversations
of customers in the laundry and drycleaning shop while my mother worked. At other times I
watched the theatre of life playing itself out on the sidewalks outside, from my vantage point at
the large windows of the Lawson & Kirk dry-cleaners shop. Etched in the faces, dress and
behaviours of the passers by, were elements of all of the wonderful roots of peoples, faiths
and cultures of the world. Thus began my political education and what was to become another
part of that which makes up my identity.
It was in District Six as a child that I came to understand the violation of Apartheid. And it was
here that I first heard the names of those who stood up for the poor and against colonialism
and racial oppression - names such as Abdurahman, Kadalie, Mangena, Plaatjie, Gool,
Kotane, Gomas, la Guma, Mandela, Kahn, Alexander, Snitcher and many more. They were a
mix of liberals, socialists, communists, trades unionists and African nationalists. The stories of
these great people together with the daily reminders of the poverty around me, the affects of
Apartheid on my family, and the declaration of District Six as a ‘whites only’ area followed by
its physical destruction, lit a fire within me to struggle against the aberration of Apartheid. I
came to understand as a child already that Apartheid had hurt my family and was the
underlying cause of a lot of the misery that I saw around me. I learnt that a socialist outlook
could both explain poverty and depravation and could offer an alternative way of living and
doing business that gave dignity to working people.
District Six was a place that made people think and it was creative and had a great culture,
and character and fun. So much different to the place I would go back to behind walls and
barbed wire cut off from the world.
The haunting shadow of the children’s home hung over me at the same time, constantly
reminding me that I was a so-called ‘poor unfortunate’ beneficiary of the charity of the well off,
always subject to the whims of the dark side of that charity. It reminded me of the cruelty that
was often hidden behind the faces of benevolence. What you see is not always what you get. I
had to know my place and be thankful. It was a humiliating mental space for a child to be in.
My favourite story was Dickens’ Oliver Twist which was so much like our own lives. The
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children’s home, which we called Naz (Nazareth House) also exposed the contradictions of
benevolent welfare institutions and institutions of faith. My personal life experience and the
experience of my mother as a single mum, a working woman in menial employment, mixed
with my awakening understanding of Apartheid and what its effect on my family fortunes had
been.
My mother was a member of a trades union and on occasions she would take me with her to
union meetings. I hardly understood all of its dimensions and I thought that my mother mainly
went for the socialising, tea and cakes. But here the first tiny elements of class consciousness
filtered into my thinking. The union for us was the same as going to church. It was part of our
culture and somehow set us apart. There were no rich people at union meetings – only
working people. It was a level ground. As a child it made an impression on me. My mother’s
union was the Laundry Workers, Cleaners and Dyers Union, a constituent of the leftwing
South African Congress of Trades Unions which had a formal alliance with the African
National Congress and Communist Party. She had previously been a member of the Garment
Workers Union. Later the first union that I joined, Jewellers and Goldsmiths Union was also a
constituent of SACTU, but by this time SACTU had been forced underground and most of its
leadership were in prison, exile or under banning orders. Little did I know at that time that I
would work to promote the underground work of SACTU and its international campaigns later
in exile.
Up until shortly after my birth, my mother had worked as a machinist in the clothing industry.
Later in 1968 she would return to that work again at an Irish Linen Factory in Harrington
Street, District Six, before being pensioned off a couple of years later on the miserably small
state pension. However, at this stage of my childhood she was still working at the dry-cleaners
as a shop attendant. She remained in the dry-cleaning shops from about 1957 - 1968, earning
low wages of around R12 per week for a six-day week by the end of her time as ‘Cleaners’.
At an impressionable age, District Six offered this nomad child, who had already gone through
the mill, a broad identity with enough colour and character to blot out the painful Greyness of
institutional life. The district was my only window to the world while I was fostered, or
institutionalised. This was the meeting ground where I would experience my mother, the
‘Cleaners’, when I came home to her for ‘outings’. It also took me to the different localities of
cleaners shops to which the company would send her.
My mother first worked at the dry-cleaners shop that was near the fish market but that was
soon closed down because Lawson and Kirk were having difficulties. Mom wanted to stay in
District Six because this is where she had made friendships and it was easy to travel home,
so she was transferred to the other Hanover Street shop. I remember that shop very well. It
was next to a groceries general dealer shop. The shop-keepers family home was adjacent to
the shop. Their house was directly opposite a steep road going up in the direction of Caledon
and Stone Streets. I cannot remember so well. One thing that I do remember well was an
occasion when a Bedford lorry had a brakes failure and hurtled down the steep street, crossed
Hanover Street and crashed through the family home next door to the groceries shop and drycleaners shop. It was scary and resulted in loss of life.
Shortly after this event, Lawson & Kirk was taken over by Nannucci Brothers and my mother
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had a new employer. Her conditions of employment remained the same.
District Six was full of life. There were so many characters that remain fixed in my mind; the
music, smells, gambling, religion, politics blended into a unique creole culture which could be
called the Harlem of South Africa. Every few weeks my mom sent me down the road to the
barbershop in Tyne or Sydney Street. I can’t always recall exactly now. Even then it was not
so easy to find my way. ‘I was a laaitie mos’. I just knew where to go and if I got lost, the
hawkers all knew that I was the ‘Cleaner’s Boy’ and would help me.
It cost a ‘bob’ which was a shilling, for a haircut, if my memory serves me well. The barber
was a kindly and knowledgeable Muslim man with a special flare about his persona. He used
to make square cut edges to your hair with a cut-throat blade. You would just say, “my
mommy say I must ask for a crew-cut” and he would know what to do. If there were any loose
ends of hair left dangling, he would singe them with a zippo-type cigarette lighter. He was a
real craftsman. I sometimes use to sit there for long periods just watching him. For a little boy
like me he would pull out a special plank which he placed across the arm-rests of the barber’s
chair. I would sit on this plank rather than the seat, so that I was at the right height for him to
cut my hair.
While I had my hair cut there was an old Hadji who would talk to me about the holy Prophet
Mohammed and the friends of the Prophet such as Bilal the slave who was given the
privileged and coveted position of singing the Athaan; the call to prayer. Even to my young
mind it became abundantly clear that the Catholic faith, in which I had been brought up, and
this kindly old man’s faith were one and the same Abrahamic faith.
When old Mrs. Margolis came and rested in the dry-cleaners shop after her long walk up
Hanover Street and spoke to my mother, I also noted that this old Jewish woman’s sage-like
beliefs and my own were one and the same. It did not make sense to my child’s mind that we
thought of each other as different.
My religious beliefs altered as I took in different messages. I learnt from Muslims, old Jewish
people, Christians and Communists that I encountered. My mother like many other working
class people that needed help went to Mr Harry Snitcher for advice. Snitcher was a
Communist lawyer who gave advice to the poor. Many of the trades union people were also
communists, so that when the Apartheid regime talked about the communist danger, it just did
not make sense to people like us. These were the people who were doing good amongst us,
with no financial reward and at the receiving end of much ridicule.
As a child my solitary existence gave me much time to think about such things and one form
of escape at the Children’s Home was to retreat into the chapel to just sit and think under the
guise of praying. The chapel became my fantasy place – my labyrinth of life. The important
District Six lessons were digested in this manner and served me well for the rest of my life. I
was a child that did much brooding. Contemplativeness became very important to me from
childhood. I love temples and mosques and churches.
My mother was always telling people that I wanted to be a priest. There was a tailor who was
a Hadji who said that I should come to him one day in the future to have my first priest’s habit
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made. One day he surprised my mother and showed her a Klopse suitjie for me. He asked if I
could join in the Klopse troupe with them at the new-year minstrel festival, but my mother said
no, because the skollies got out of hand sometimes and who would look after me.
He gave my mother all sorts of assurances but she still said no, so no it was! So I never had
my only opportunity to join the Klopse (minstrel troupes). When I came home to my mother I
would have to go to work with her. She was very much my “sometimes mother”. I would see
her for a maximum of about thirty-five days in a year throughout my childhood. She took me
with her to work, regardless of the regulations not allowing children to accompany workers.
Everyone co-operated in pulling the wool over the eyes of the company inspectors. This was
how I came to know the many situations in District Six that remain to this day in my head. The
general dealer used to take me into their shop sometimes when the stock-takers or inspectors
came to the dry-cleaner’s shop. At other times it would be the record shop, the barber or the
fishmongers. Sometimes it could be an aunty so-and-so from Aspeling Street or Pontac
Street. Then I would sit all day watching food being prepared and listening to ‘skinder’ while I
waited for my mother to come and fetch me. This is how I learnt to cook. We would also
sometimes have supper with the people who cared for me, before going home.
When the company inspector came my mother would have been tipped off by the laundry van
drivers. She would ask uncle Isak, the kindly Muslim man who was the Nannucci driver, if I
could accompany him in the van. On occasions I would join him in the delivery van for the
whole day, travelling through District Six and the Bokaap where he had friends. We also went
to other areas of the city, including white neighbourhoods. In that case, I sat in the back of the
van amongst the bags of clothes so I would not be seen. Uncle Isak felt it would not be
appropriate for a little pale-faced boy to be driving up-front in the cab. People may think he
was abducting a little white boy.
Uncle Isak always helped me choose and buy presents for my mother on her birthday or on
Mothers’ Day. She used to give me two shillings, for her own present, but he would
occasionally add to this so that I could afford to make the best purchase, usually a plastic
ornament or something similar. The memory of Uncle Isak struck a chord some years later
when Steve Biko spoke to our generation of youth.
In 1976 Steve Biko, founder of SASO and honorary president of the Black People’s
Convention, who had been banned three years earlier, appeared at the trial of Saths Cooper
and eight others in Pretoria to give critical testimony for the defence. On the stand, Biko
articulated for so many of us the misery and pain of Apartheid, and our hopes and dreams. He
spelt out the awakening consciousness and it sent ripples through South Africa. It was a
testament of our generation. In particular when he told the story of the Indian man who worked
as a dry-cleaners delivery van driver, it was like he was talking to me personally and talking
for me personally.
I remembered uncle Isak working for Nannucci driving me around and all the things that made
up my childhood experiences. Steve Biko’s concluding words from the dock gave us direction.
He said: “Through togetherness - by availing ourselves to work together we can sufficiently
exert pressure. Through belief in the dignity of our own humanity by readjusting our own
internal thinking about ourselves, to not regard ourselves as slaves anymore or as
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unimportant - through this consciousness we will lead our struggle to a successful outcome”.
Bob Marley, reggae artist put it another way. He sang, “None but ourselves can free our
minds”.
Today you often hear people talk about District Six, either in romantic terms or in very
disparaging terms. There are as many images of the place as there were people who lived
and worked there. For me it was the place of my first political awakenings and a place of
happiness. Simply put, District Six had spirit. It had salt! It was a place of passion! What the
Spanish poet Frederico Garcia Lorca called the ‘Duende’. It gave me a little something which I
had not found elsewhere - just a little bit, that added flavour to my life and a sense of
belonging. At the time it contrasted with the painful dark world of the children’s home. District
Six offered identity.
You also hear people talk about the gangsters of District Six. It’s true that there were lots of
gangsters and they could be nasty, even to children. I had a few scrapes of my own. On the
other hand, when I walked up Hanover Street on my own to find my mother, there were
gangsters who would often walk me all the way up to the dry-cleaners shop. I was the
‘Cleaner’s Boy’ and found this to be peculiarly special.
On many occasions our local skollies helped my mother out. On one occasion, a skollie from
another area came into the cleaners shop with a knife in his hands and demanded the till
money which she handed over. A local skollie saw what was happening and crept carefully
into the shop, pulled out his flick-knife and plunged it into the man’s side and dragged him
outside to the gutter. He just waved to my mother, gave her a toothless smile and said, “Don’t
worry, Cleaners. I know this moegoe. You moss our cleaners. He should know better. Any
time Cleaners. Any time - at your service.” In those days the company made the workers pay
in from their wages any money that was lost. The local guys knew this fact.
In those mid-sixties years I remember how people talked in worried tones about the creeping
destruction that threatened the whole district. The talk was of the imminent ethnic cleansing
under the Group Areas Act and the building of the new freeway, the Eastern Boulevard. The
spectre of destruction and forced removals loomed over District Six and like a thief in the
night, it bagged that happy spirit and slowly the music died.
My mother’s home - a Collage of Experiences
My memories of the various places that my mother called home, is a collage of experiences.
Home was more of a retreat from work. The earlier years were ones where her abode was
one of lodging with other people. I was always an intruder.
At one boarding house I once had to live with my mother for six weeks as I recovered from a
bout of illness. My carers could not cope with my illness and asked my mother to care for me
until I was recovered. Conditions imposed by the landlady required that no children were
allowed to stay in the rooms. My mother had to beg to have me with her. The landlady
eventually agreed on condition that I never left the room and maintained strict silence for the
duration of my stay. So for six weeks I was as quite as a mouse, remaining in bed while my
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mother went off to work each day. I did not see a soul. Not even the landlady. I learnt to cope
with solitude.
By my early teens my mother had eventually settled into her own place. All of these
experiences were the nearest thing that I could call my own home. While my mother worked in
District Six we lived at various times in Woodstock, Salt River and the Salt River side of
Observatory. These were known as ‘grey districts’. One of our areas of abode is a good
illustration of what I could call home.
The area where Salt River and Observatory came together between lower Scott road and
lower Rochester road right down to the factories alongside the railway line was a neglected
slum made up of dilapidated rent-controlled houses. People categorised as White, Indian,
‘Coloured’ and even a few people classified as ‘Black’ people lived side by side. Outsiders,
even the police and government officials did not come here.
Families were mixed and all of the children played together. Even the gangs were mixed. All
were poor, regardless of their classification. Here the Apartheid racial divide meant nothing.
Poverty defined our identity. Probably about 90% of the roofs leaked terribly. Every house had
rotten and missing floorboards. Most houses had at least one window boarded up. Some
houses had holes in the walls so that you could see inside from the street. Others had sealed
these gaps with corrugated iron. The landlords were just biding their time until it would be
most profitable to have the places demolished to build more factories. Rentals were controlled
by something called the Rent Control Board.
The Group Areas Act wanted these areas to disappear as it was a challenge to Apartheid
ideology that people of different races could mix in this way. In addition, the City Council
barely met its responsibilities in the area and the lanes between and behind the houses was
piled high with rubbish. Drains in the streets were always blocked and the roads were potholed and littered. There were no parks, so the road served as the cricket pitch or soccer
ground. Across the road from our place was a carpentry factory, where we use to queue for
wood off-cuts to fire the hot water geyser, so that we could have a bath. There was always a
constant whining of band-saws and other factory sounds echoing through the streets.
Throughout the day one could also hear the buzz of the commuter trains or the slow chughugging of the shunting steam locomotive trains in the goods yards. Throughout the night too,
the sound of the steam engine and its whistle would pierce the air. Before you reached the
railway line at the bottom of the road there was an assortment of light industry factories.
There were larger factories in the area as well, such as the flourmill across the railway line;
the Lever Brothers factory; the United South African Brush Company and the Lion Match
factory around the corner on Lower Main Road towards the better areas of Observatory
proper. Early in the morning and late in the afternoon hundreds of workers streamed past our
homes to work.
My mother and her best friend Margeret Castle lodged at a number of houses in this area.
One of the houses stood on the corner of Nansen and Cole Street. It was unlike the long row
of attached houses going up the street in that it was completely separate with a dirty lane
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running along the back and side of it. Once it may have been a very good looking house, but
now the whitewash was fading and yellowed with rust stains from the old corrugated roof.
The guttering was broken and the plaster on the walls was falling off. Some of the windows
were boarded up after they had been smashed many times by the kids playing football in the
street. Inside, the house was pretty dark. My mother was boarding with my halfsister.
My half-sister, May, her second husband and her children occupied most of the house and my
mother and I had one lock-up room which contained a three-quarter bed, which we shared, a
chest-of-drawers, a bucket for a toilet and a zinc-bath for washing. There was also a table and
a Primus stove for cooking in the room. My sister cooked separately from my mother as they
quarrelled and this was exacerbated by my mother’s extreme and somewhat anti-social
assertion of her independence. She also always conflicted with my sister’s husband.
Winter in Cole Street was always a time of sickness. The roof leaked badly and all of the
children were constantly sick with croup, asthma and influenza. Basins, bowls and buckets
were spread around on the floor to catch the rainwater. When it was cold, paraffin heaters
warmed the house while my sister burned a kerosene lamp to fill the house with medicinal
fumes to help the younger children over the croup and flu. We never had enough blankets so
we would use clothing and jackets on top of the blankets for warmth. The blankets were all old
and broken too. We had five dogs in the house so each bed also had a dog for warmth.
As my memories fade or falter the one thing that remains vivid is the smell of paraffin and
vapour lamps mixed with food smells and warm dog smells on cold winter’s days.
From Salt River my mother began to move to better premises in Woodstock and then later to
Observatory. Somehow in the years that I was separated from my mother at the Children’s
Home, she again managed to buy a modest house apparently from the proceeds of the sale of
the house she had got from the horse-racing bet, which she had invested. My mother never
wasted money but like much of our family loved an occasional game of chance, another
tradition handed down from the Southeast Asian slave culture in the Cape. Slaves loved
betting on rooster fights and indulging in the Chinese game of chance - ‘fahfee’.
It was only after I left school and started working before my mother had such things as an
electric stove and fridge. Our lives in my childhood were very basic. People in our
neighbourhoods knew little of the world beyond our streets. Few people ventured outside of
the neighbourhoods, even to town. In many ways my being fostered out and moving around
resulted in giving me an education of life beyond the ghetto.
The Trades School and political conscientisation
At age 12 as was custom with all male inmates at the children’s home, I was sent off to a
Trades School also known as an Industrial School to learn a trade and prepare myself for
factory life as a working man. It was while at this Trades School in 1971 that I first got involved
in political activity. Our teachers, who were priests, were enlightened and caring people who
taught us about Apartheid’s crimes against humanity and prepared us to take up our
responsibility when we were able to join a trades union.
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At school I followed a course of studies in printing and mechanical engineering – fitting and
turning. The school operated on an ‘education in production’ basis where we produced goods
to raise funds and where the welfare department subsidised the poor students. Destined to
become artisans, we were taught that it was our duty to join a trades union and to speak up
for those denied a union voice by Apartheid. Only those classified as ‘Coloured’ or ‘white’
were allowed to join unions in those days. The priests taught us that we must firstly fight for
those classified ‘Black’ to also belong to Trades Unions and to build workers unity.
By this time my mother was a pensioner and my contact with her was less frequent as I
boarded at the trades school. Here my political identity grew stronger. My first political action
was when I organised a protest fast at school in solidarity with Father Bernard Wrankmore’s
marathon fast on Signal Hill in protest at the killing of Imam Haron while he was in detention
two years earlier. I did not know that when fasting non-stop you could go without food for long
but you needed to drink water. On the third day without taking water I got sick and passed out
and woke up having been put to bed and was made to drink water and explained how to
conduct a fast properly.
My short few years of high school were good days and saw my growth as a rounded thinking
human being. For this I have carried a life-long torch of pride in my school, which within a
couple of years after I left, became defunct. The unwillingness of the school to fully comply
with the Apartheid segregation systems and adopt a ‘whites only’ status led to such Catholic
welfare institutions having their welfare subsidies taken away by the state. It became
impossible for such institutions to remain financially viable and poor kids not prepared to go
into race-exclusive schools or often who could not afford such then just went out to work. I
was one of those who had to leave schooling early and go out to work. My mother on a state
pension could not support me.
One thing that always stands out vividly for me as if it happened yesterday was my first day in
standard six class. In walked our teacher, a quietly radical Irish priest who had a disability with
his one leg which he dragged slightly. The teacher, Father Sean O’ Gormon had a desk on a
slightly raised platform in the corner of the classroom and he made straight for this platform.
For a minute he stood there in a kind of dramatic silence and the room hushed. In his hand he
had an official history book which he held by one corner and he was slowly flipping this book
up and down, just standing there in silence and looking over all of our young faces. He then
dramatically came to life and violently hurled the history book accurately into the dustbin,
loudly proclaiming, “Rubbish! This is utter rubbish! Propaganda!” “Be seated”, he said, “Over
the year I will teach you history and before you do your exams at the end of the year I will tell
you what they want you to say in the exam papers. But until then we will explore history.”
My rudimentary schooling prepared me intellectually for life-long learning. On a spiritual level it
was here that I also began the second stage of my journey which had started with being
introduced so many years earlier to San Martino de Porres and later the Muslim Sufi culture
which placed its emphasis on the spirit rather than the letter of the laws of faith, that I had
experienced in District Six. Here I graduated through further experimentation along a spiritual
path of creolised beliefs that would merge Catholic, Muslim, Buddhist and African and Asian
traditional beliefs with a large dosage of liberation theology that had a strong Latin American
bent. A kind of liberationist neo-Santeria belief system emerged in me and has remained the
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faith that carries me through life.
On the last Friday of every month the priests had a half-day of contemplation, talks and
discussion which was called ‘Preparation for a happy death’. I really enjoyed these spiritual
sessions which helped the mind focus on leading a purposeful and fulfilled life, despite the
term ‘death’. But it did also help me embrace the reality that the one thing that we can be
absolutely sure of in life is that we ultimately will embrace Sante Muerte – lady death. We also
know the Saint Death is the patron of non-discrimination and non-racism. She embraces all
without exception. And so too, we were introduced at school to the annual remembrance of
the day of the dead. I made good use of these lessons to focus my life and develop my own
personal vision and mission in life.
I came under the intellectual influence of Catholic socialist thinkers and began to be exposed
to the worldwide Catholic socialist and Jocist movement – the Catholic Worker Movement of
Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin born out of the great depression in the USA, the Young
Christian Workers Movement of Joseph Cardijn formed in Belgium with its ‘see, judge and act
methodology, and the more radical Catholic liberationists of Latin America, such as Nestor
Paz, Camillo Torrez, Gustavo Guitierrez, Jose Bonino and others. The lives of such people as
Castro, Guevarra, Nueruda, Allende, Viktor Jara, Ernesto Cardenal, Archbishop Romero and
other Latin American socialist resistance figures were followed keenly in my youth. I also
learnt much from the international slave diaspora and the black resistance figures in the USA
such as Martin Luther King, Langston Hughes, Malcolm X and Angie Davis. At school I was
exposed to these histories and teachings and we were shown old monotone newsreals and
we had discussions.
This would become the beginning of my resistance road and the fundamentals of my own
political thinking were laid at this time. My beliefs developed from these roots which I cherish
to this day. They are not doctrinaire belief systems but are firmly located in the left social
democratic labour and anti-racism traditions which proceed from a quest to build working
class communitarian hegemony in society.
Early working life as a teen
I was forced to leave school just before I was 15 years old, when the Apartheid system
withdrew subsidies from church welfare schools for the poor, such as ours, because the
church was increasingly flouting instructions on segregating facilities. The state demanded
that segregation be absolutely upheld or they would withdraw their welfare subsidies. At
standard 8 my school was forced to terminate offering standard 9 and 10 because of the cuts
that they faced. I was out on my ear without another school to attend. The school run by
Salesian priests had the trade school for poorer welfare case kids in town and then a school in
Lansdown called Savio College for more well off mainly white kids. The welfare case kids
were a mixed bunch of periphery kids including ‘halfnatjies’, as well as Chinese who could not
go to other schools, Portuguese, Congo, Italian, Greek, white working class and kids from
rural areas who could not easily fit into other environments along with other lower class
children from mixed neighbourhoods. We were small in numbers. When the Trade school and
a string of other Catholic Welfare schools closed down because of the separate education
requirements and withdrawal of welfare subsidies the Catholic Church focussed on its private
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fee paying schools within separate race group areas.
My mother said she could not afford my board and keep, bus fares and fees required for going
to a new school when my school announced that standard nine and ten would have to close.
Thus I was forced to join the labour force and go in search of work. I remember my
unemployed work-seeking days very well. I once walked from Salt River to Vasco, some 12
kilometres or more and back, just for an interview to become an apprentice welder. I had no
shoes and only had a pair of old slip-on sandals. The prospective employer told me that he
would have taken me on but for the fact that he could not see me walking to work every day
and there was inadequate public transport to that area.
My first job in 1972 was as an apprentice precious-metal worker in a jewellery manufacturer,
M Obler and Son, at the grand wage of ten Rand per 60 hour week under harsh conditions. I
was just a young boy; an angry child who ended up running away from this workplace. It was
here that I joined my first trade union, the SA Congress of Trades Unions affiliated Jewellers
and Goldsmiths Union. Our foreman was also our union shop steward who would march us
down to union meetings above the Red Monkey Café in town near the City hall. He had also
attended the same school that I had, some two decades previously, and learnt the same
trades’ union lessons.
After six months I was asked to sign a five year apprenticeship, which I refused to do and I
ended up running away. The contract had offered an annual increment of one Rand. I then
went on to work as a hospital warehouseman at the Regional Hospital Stores for the Cape
Province at Chiappini Street. My time at the hospital stores is a long story in itself as I worked
there for four years in the surgical and pharmaceutical stores. I won’t dwell on the many
stories associated with this workplace but it was there that I grew politically, stood up and took
workplace action, and read avidly during any free moment.
It was also there too that the security police began keeping tabs on my every move and
utterance. While working there I also began producing an underground newspaper, Young
Voice – New Voice which was banned in 1977.
After leaving Regional Hospital Stores, I trained as a mechanical engineering artisan working
for a cardboard carton-making and printing works, Herzburg and Mulne, in Epping Industria. It
was during this time that I got even more involved in trades’ union and political activity, joining
the then outlawed ANC and the SA Congress of Trades Unions. My formal union membership
at this time was with the conservative and segregated South African Typographical Union. It
was no place for an activist. I had cut my political teeth in the Trades’ Union movement
through the space created by the Catholic Young Christian Workers Movement. I also joined
the left-leaning Christian Institute which was later banned by the Apartheid regime as a
proscribed organisation.
I was just in my teens and finding my way in life while recovering from institutional life and a
nomadic childhood. At this time I came to live at my mother’s house for the first time on a full
time basis and felt like an alien. Right into my teenage years and adulthood my mother kept
up the false story that she was a widow and that my father had died in a motorcar accident.
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Suddenly out of the blue, my ‘dead’ father turned up one morning to demand that my mother
cancel his child-maintenance order for five rands per month and the truth briefly came out. It
was literally a three minute incident alongside the road when he spoke to me. When a car
sidled up to me as I was walking down to the railway station to go to work I thought it was just
a fella asking for directions when the driver called to me. When the driver said “I am your
father”, I immediately retorted “but my father is dead”. He angrily replied pointing his finger,
“Don’t you be funny with me. You’ve been stealing my money”. I then said, “I don’t know who
you are or what you are talking about. Good bye, I am going to be late for work,” and I walked
off.
When I got home that evening my mother was crying, wailing and hollering incoherently at first
and then said, “why were you rude to your father”. I looked at her incredulously and replied,
“but you said that he was dead - I have no father.” My mother angrily replied pointing her
finger and shouted, “don’t you be funny with me.” My parents had both used exactly the same
physical stance and words as each other.
My parents like many parents, male and female, go to absolute war with each other, each
believing that the other is wrong and they are right, and will go to great lengths in such a war
and use their children as weapons against each other with little regard for the best interest of
the child. I came to realise that this is what happened to me. It happens to many children. One
parent will brainwash the children against the other simply based on their own need to purge
all feeling, memory and recognition of the other from their children. Children then grow up
prejudiced and hateful towards the absent parent and in my case brought up to believe that
parent was dead. I would later in life learn that my mother sent threatening legal letters to her
grown children warning them never to talk about or answer questions about my father, Other
family like cousins were told the same.
After I had pacified my mother and answered her burning question as to whether I would now
go off with my father or not and, I had assured her that I was now a grown up man (at 16) who
never needed a father and was use to such and was going nowhere with any stranger, my
mother returned to her story that my father was dead and refused to talk about it again for the
next twenty five years. I felt sorry for her and the obvious state of pain and sadness that she
carried so deeply. It did not necessarily make her version of what may have happened, to be
the true version, but for her it was her truth. The legend that she wove around whatever
happened, namely being a widow and so on was clearly an untruth. But it is an untruth that
she had been comfortable living with. I however was now free of that untruth, but at that point
did not know what to do with that freedom.
So on top of all the things that I was dealing with – newly found freedom from institutions,
working life as a teenager, no real money, a halt in my education, the pressures of Apartheid
on family and community and so on, I now had to contend with carrying the name of a
stranger who had been divorced from my mother for over 25 years, and not either my
mother’s maiden name nor that of my father. I asked myself – “Who the hell am I?” Perhaps
this was my earliest challenge to question themost core element of identity?
My mother, who I loved dearly, and I had a kind of mother-son relationship but at the same
time it was a stunted relationship and we were strangers because of my nomadic existence
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and the incident I have just related and all that goes with it. I had by this time been influenced
by so many people and growing up scenarios and had also become this thinking young
person dealing with a really ‘fucked-up’ society. But another big and perhaps the biggest
challenge was still waiting to happen.
My mother was use to living on her own and seemed to resent the intrusion at times. She also
had a passionate antagonism to men and had taken to frequently using the phrase “you’re just
like your father” when we had differences. My mother had become quite reclusive, religious
and conservative over the years since she left District Six and was not well disposed to the
company that I kept or the ideas that I held. She kept telling me to stop thinking that I was
more clever than the government. She use to say – “Boetie, they gonna put a rope around
your neck and you will swing. Mark my words ‘mastermind’ – you will see your chips”. This
was not the woman who I had known as a child who taught me so much respect for others
and how to question. I did my best to understand her and my love for her remained
unconditional.
My mother believed that my friends were ‘skollies’ (gangsters) and I was out of control and
expressed that she felt I needed the firm hand of a man to put me right.
She complained to the Child Welfare Department asking that they send me to a reformatory
because I was ‘out of hand’. The Welfare Department summoned me for an interview. After
much cross-questioning the welfare officer declared me to be a thoughtful and well-balanced
young man, having considered my difficult upbringing. They noted that I was a working teen
and not a layabout and the official said that he certainly did not think that I was a delinquent in
need of further institutionalisation. He suggested that I find a place to live away from my
mother and perhaps things would improve. I duly did just that, believing that this would give
me a better chance to develop. My mother then saw this as rejection and reacted punitively.
Failing to have me committed to a reformatory, as she had done with one of my half brothers
before me, my mother was not going to be out-done by a welfare officer. She then took the
drastic step of writing to the army to conscript me and put me on the right path with some
discipline. I was extremely angry about this after the parental estrangement in my upbringing
and because of what the Apartheid government had done to our family. I believed that I had
done a good job in raising myself and through various mentors of my own choosing had
developed deep and sound values. I felt betrayed as I had done a good job of keeping below
the state radar and was still awaiting an ID response from my appeal on classification status
from government.
Because of the in-between world of the “halfnatjie” results of my pending application for an ID
showing classification in terms of community rootedness as ‘Coloured’ this would spare me
from going into a head to head clash with the military in terms of the conscription that those
classified as white had to undergo. Many of the other ‘halfnatjie’ boys had managed to make
their choice for either ‘white’ or ‘coloured’ on request for arbitration. Most applicants of course
wanted to be upwardly mobile in terms of the clarification of classification that they wanted
whereas I was not looking for upward mobility. But now due to my mother’s negative
intervention in the aftermath of my father turning up ‘from the dead’ and the tensions this
brought about, the military now had me in their sights, and hounded me. It also gave the
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classification authorities a problem.
It was this scenario more than anything else that brought to a head the battleground of where
my identity in terms of Apartheid classification lay. The gauntlet had been thrown down and
the nomans-land between ‘white’ and ‘coloured’ or Camissa identity would be firmly dealt with
from this point on through a very overt struggle. I now had to walk the talk and there was no
turning back. My future in the struggle for liberation was hereby sealed by the choices that I
made as I approached 18 years of age – the age of consent. Identity issues were no simple
intellectual exercise. It was a painful reality in a society that practiced identity engineering. I
was a kid wrestling with a dragon.
The Military and Civil Disobedience
In 1974 as a result of my mother’s intervention, I was conscripted into the army by the SADF
and immediately declared myself as a conscientious objector who wanted nothing to do with
the military. In so taking this stand I spelt out my beliefs about rejection of Apartheid and race
classification and my conviction that I was from a family that accepted no race-based
boundaries but under the circumstances my identity was aligned with the classification of
‘Coloured’ and not ‘White’. I further also spelled out my political and religious beliefs that
conflicted with what the SADF military had to defend and as such I would be the enemy within
and therefore I refused to be part of the military and refused to take up arms. I was AntiApartheid and could not serve the injustice of an Apartheid state in any way, most especially
be taking up arms in its defence.
I made representations in writing and in person at the military headquarters at the Castle in
Cape Town on receipt of call-up papers. They refused to listen to me and forced me under
escort to respond in person on the day of call up. In front of everbody I publically made my
stand to the military officers and NCOs on parade before we were bundled onto a train for
Upington.I was told that my rank and number was rifleman 72572118 and that I can state my
case on arrival at the Upington training base. I felt like a prisoner and I felt scared and alone. I
was in alien company surrounded by people who showered me with hate.
They took away my civilian clothes and forced me into uniform but I refused to accept arms,
salute or take orders. When initially I was forced into a line to be issued with a rifle, I refused
to take it and let it fall to the ground. That was the moment of truth. I was hit against the head,
shaken and roughed up before officers intervened and went into a huddle to decide how to
handle this weird situation further.
The authorities just took me for a ‘malletjie’ (a mad kid). I faced abuse, constant threats and
assault as a result of taking this course of action. I was told that ‘nothing was stopping me
from being a hotnot or kaffir if that was what I wanted’ and that ‘if I wanted to die, that could
also be arranged’. Their first attempts were to apply peer-pressure and to beat the ‘shit’ out of
me. I was put into a platoon and the entire platoon was constantly penalised because one of
their number – me, was not following orders, and had no rifle for rifle inspection. Daily I would
state that I was an objector and only there under duress and could not be loyal to their white
army which oppressed my people. The first thing I was asked every morning was “Communist,
have you thought about your nonsense and changed your mind”. I would the repeat my
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mantra of objection and the staff sergeant would bark, “Vandag Kommunis gan jy kak”. And to
the others in the platoon they shouted, “Jou maatjie het julle alweer in die kak beland. Wanner
gaan julle hom regmaak?” (“Today I am going to make you shit you communist……. Your
little mate here has dropped all of you in the shit. When are you guys going to make him come
right?) What did you think the response was of a bunch of tough Boer farmers sons around
me?
It was an extremely lonely and dangerous time in my life and having to deal with death threats
and violent reactions every moment. There were no anti-conscription campaigns or support
structures during those days, nor had a broad-based anti-apartheid mass democratic
movement developed. This was a whole decade before the formation of the ‘End Conscription
Campaign’ by middle-class white youngsters with their excellent network of support structures.
I had no real family support case and nobody to miss me. A decade after my experience, the
white draft-resisters of that time thought that they were the first to take such action, yet there
were numerous cases of resistance of various sorts, ever since the draft began. History is
always moulded by the more well off classes.
Prior to taking my stand I approached the Catholic Church for support and I approached the
evangelical Assemblies of God Church for support. These were the two churches associated
with my family. In both cases the churches pointedly said that they could not and would not
support my stand. I was effectively told that it was God’s will that I should serve and that
I should not be influenced by the Godless communists and the devil. These churches had
Military Chaplains and were supportive of the SADF. It was only in later years, when it was
politically expedient, that the Catholic church offered support to those who became known as
war resisters, basing its argument on the “just war” doctrine. Hell most people would have
been confused by what I articulated and the stand that I took. It was a different era.
This refusal of the church to stand up and support a young boy over an issue of right and
wrong and to stand up against the Apartheid state finally made me turn my back on organised
religion. As it happened, in the records produced for parliament that year, my stand was
recorded in the most anonymous manner. Under Section 67(3) of the Defence Act, I was
recorded as a peculiar numeric: ‘Of 28 people who were said to have applied to render
noncombatant status, 27 were granted such status. One of the 28 was registered as from the
‘Assemblies of God Church.’ I was the odd numeric. I was never given the status formally like
the others because of the church refusal to support me. Only persons from recognised
pacificist churches were recognised as objectors and given the option of Medical Corps
service or imprisonment. My case was completely different. Instead I was de facto tolerated to
a degree while pressure was poured on to change my mind or until my ‘race’ classification
status deleted me from service obligation. The latter being in the hands of the authorities
rather than in my control.
The strategy was to beat the resistance out of me, use peer pressure, move me around and
continuously from camp to camp, pressure me in all sorts of ways, including periodically
arresting me for questioning, accusing me of being a terrorist and making death threats and
suggesting deportation. I was even taken to the police museum and shown exhibits on
terrorists and a black policemen brought in to lecture me on the reality of ‘terrorism’. This
Seargeant X was supposedly an ex-combatant of the ANC. But I’m proud to say, they never
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ever got me to submit and change their mind.. I was given many opportunities to re-consider
my position for a more comfortable existence. I paid a huge price to be who I wanted to be
and the believe what I wanted to believe.
The only moral support that I got was from a small underground movement of simple working
class activists and from the exiled liberation movement which were far away from this young
lad protesting in the heart of the beast. I listened to Radio Freedom and answered the call
made by Oliver Tambo for the youth to join the ANC and MK and rise up against our
oppressors. Regardless of what was thrown at me I stuck to my beliefs and refused to take up
arms or show respect for the military authorities even when threatened that I would “be sent
home in the newspapers” – a euphemism for being killed and saying that I was killed by
terrorists. This was the ultimate threat.
On one occasion I was lifted by the throat off the floor, trussed up against some maizemeal
sacks by a ruddy faced Boer sergeant by the name of Rabie and had a gun put to my head.
‘Ophou met jou kak kommunissie, jy gaan hell toe’, he spat at me. (“You had better stop your
shit, you little communist. I’m going to help you on your way to hell”.) Peculiarly I was rescued
on that occasion by another Boer staff sergeant who then said something interesting. He said,
“you know Communist, I admire your pluck and you are probably right that Apartheid is wrong
and will fall one day, but I am an Afrikaner and we must stand together and fight for what we
believe, whether right or wrong. Just try to shut up and stop antagonising people otherwise
you are going to die. I wont always be around to save your arse. Keep your head down and
you will get back home again.” The man’s name was Wiese and apparently he coached rugby
in Italy and had some world experience.
It was already in 1974 that I consciously decided to join the ANC while facing this difficult
period in my life.
Even after the ‘gun at the head’ incident I continued to make it known that I considered myself
to be in a form of detention as a political captive in the SADF and was not there of my free will.
I expressed that the SADF was the arm of the oppressor and was not representative of my
people or the country to which I owed allegiance. At this time my political articulation was not
as developed as it is today. I was an unpolished youngster who expressed himself through a
mix of religious-political utterances and a whole lot of swearwords and slang. But I clearly
knew what I would or would not do.
As a result, on two occasions, I was arrested briefly on suspicion of being a left subversive
and interrogated by the Military Police. On another occasion I was arrested for assaulting an
NCO who had been picking on me so persistently that I flew into a rage and decked him. At no
time was the military able to make me fall in line and this only strengthened my resolve to
carry on down the path of struggle. They took note of my rejection of their imposed ‘White’
identity and the Apartheid state, my preference to be seen as ‘Coloured’ and my support for
the Freedom Charter. In response during interrogation they suggested that I leave the country
as I did not fit into the order of things in South Africa and I made it known that I had no
intention of giving them the pleasure.
I was full of the blind bravado of youth and did not always realise the great danger that I was
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in. We had a tense stand-off and I paid the price for this on a daily basis. It was a peculiar time
where a rather pale young ‘halfnatjie’ followed a path of black consciousness and the
liberation politics of the ANC and SACP, declaring pride and loyalty in a ‘Coloured’ or Camissa
identity and my broader family and refusing to be pigeon-holed on the basis of pigmentation
alone. All this defiance took place in a military controlled environment while surrounded by
aggressive armed Racists and where I could just mysteriously disappear at anyone’s whim.
In the course of this experience I was also sent to the Namibia-Angola border during the
South African invasion of Angola and at one point was accused of spying for the ‘enemy’ and
jamming radio communications from the Rundu SADF camp. I was interrogated roughly to try
and make me confess and show where my equipment was hidden in the camp. I don’t know if
there had been a real incident or whether they just concocted a story to have some fun with
me. They were always obsessed with getting me to shit or piss in my pants with fright and it
never happened.
When I was sent to Rundu under protest I was told that it was their intention that I would only
be returning as a story in the newspapers. I was taunted and told “How do you think its going
to look when your hotnot family at home and Terr buddies reads how your terrorist mates in
the bush killed you. Nobody is going to know anything different.” I was frightened out of my
wits and cut off and all alone, except for the ancestors who kept me company in a spiritual
sense.
In the operational area I was turned into a servant, known as a ‘batman’, to a particular white
sergeant, a rightwing English South African, where I had to fetch and carry his kit, and wash
his underpants and socks and serve his every need as his personal servant. I was forced to
be his slave and I felt what it was like for my ancestors. I was humiliated and bullied at every
turn, but I never wavered in my stand. This guy had apparently been demoted from staff
sergeant to sergeant for previously assaulting and killing a prisoner and turfed from the
Recces. Crowds of soldiers would gather around and laugh and jeer at me as he would
humiliate me. I was always addressed as ‘Kommunis’ or ‘Rooi Rus’ (Communist or Red
Russian). On a daily basis I received death threats and was told that if I survived in getting
back to Cape Town, the security police would be waiting for me. It was a surreal and
frightening time. All of this was during my years 18 to 20.
The Home Affairs office at this stage was ominously quiet about my ID application and request
for clarification of my classification in terms of my ‘coloured’ heritage. This was a period of my
life that was hard to explain and talk about. It still is. It was most surreal as I straddled two
very different worlds. Nobody was interested in my experience as it was too difficult for people
to get their heads around, and in years to come it receded into the background. I seldom talk
about it today. But this was the opening salvos of my resistance road. It was a traumatic and
difficult experience and I had not even turned 21 yet. More than anything else it really helped
me to know who I was as a person. My identity had been tempered like steel by the fire of my
resistance experience. These were no longer theories or ideas in my head. It was a horrific
reality. I paid a huge price to be the person I wanted to be and not what the state wanted me
to be. The department finally relented and affirmed my request.
Pertinent to the context of the central theme of this book, one particular experience at this time
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is worth relating. One day it came to my attention at a military camp that there was what
looked to be a European man amongst the amaXhosa labourers, and he was doing the menial
tasks just like the other labourers. I enquired as to who he was. “Oh he’s one of your type
Kommunis - a Halfnatjie”. That’s Pullen”, was the reply. “Poor bugger. He is said to have been
a white child abandoned amongst the Xhosa in the Transkei and brought up by them. He only
speaks Xhosa and behaves just like one of them. He knows no different and is married to a
Xhosa women with whom he has kids. We took a collection when his child died in an
accident.”
I observed that Pullen, who looked just like a 1950s miner from the Welsh valleys, with
his cloth cap, and as he addressed the whites he called them baas and madam after every
sentence, and lowered his eyes to the ground, clasping his cloth cap in both hands. The
whites were most embarrassed at this and would give him handouts while muttering to each
other, “Poor bugger. Poor damn bugger”.
When it comes to identity I thought I would like to ask those who think narrowly of
identity, “was Pullen ‘white’ or was he ‘black’ and was he not a fully fledged member
of the amaXhosa national group?” To me it was clear that regardless of appearance
this was a man with the experience of a person of colour who was as much of the amaXhosa
as his fellow labourers that I witnessed that day. Pigmentation or features meant nothing in his
circumstance and the classification law of ‘Other Coloured’ provided the pigeon-holing for
Pullen.
It was a stark lesson, written all over the white faces around me that day, proving that
Apartheid notions of identity were absolute ideological nonsense. These were the same
people who constantly taunted me for my stand.
But there are none as blind as those that do not wish to see. As I looked at Pullen it reminded
me of the story of young Sandra Laing which had first impacted on me some years before and
which I would follow for the rest of my life. This was the story of a black child born to two white
Afrikaner parents and the devastating impact of this experience on Sandra and family as they
faced Apartheid and all the contradictions that it threw up. Variants of the stories of Pullen and
Sandra were more common than people thought to be the case. In my neighbourhood every
next person had such stories attached to their lives. I felt a strong affinity with these stories.
During this period of harassment by the military I was at one time posted down to Cape Town
and got to know the layout of the Wynberg Military Camp, 11 supply and transport depot, and
this became part of an elaborate sabotage plan that I put to the ANC in later years. In 1976 it
was also the year that I got married to a fellow activist, Maria Farelo, who gave me support
and wrote to me during that time of duress, while she was also pregnant wih our son. A year
later we had our first child, Dylan Mtshali and a whole lot of new responsibilities entered my
life but my political resolve never diminished.
During one of my interrogations I was told that the authorities considered classifying me as
‘other Coloured’ and in due course I would get my ID. I was told that I had been a pain in the
neck and embarrassment to government and the army and I would be a good riddance. I
would be demobilised and sent home with a caution to watch my step. I was asked to just
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please shut up because nobody would be able to stop anyone who may decide to just take me
out because they found me to be outrageous.
When I eventually got my ID, I hardly raised an eyebrow about its contents as it no longer
even meant anything. Eventually the SADF let me go just before the national youth uprising
unfolded and a traumatic period of my life came to an end. I just wanted to forget about it. I felt
defiled and did not want to talk about the many violations. They were glad to see the back of
me but gave me no assurances that they would not be after me again. In the main sense they
had not broken me but in another sense I felt broken… it’s difficult to explain. And to the
outside world this was totally anonymous. It was almost like it did not happen and nobody
would be interested anyway. The SADF officers told me to passop and that the security police
will be watching me and I can go and be a hotnot as far as they are concerned but I better
leave the country or my next home would be in jail.
I found that civil disobedience works….. but at a pretty hefty cost. I just became another
anonymous South African story. Almost a decade later while in exile I published the story in a
war resistance journal called RESISTER. People found it amusing and it really did not mean
much to anyone. By that time young white South Africans had started a conscientious
objection movement of protest called the End Conscription Campaign.
The 1976 Youth Uprising and emergence as a Political Activist
Having built up my resolve as a result of my military resistance experience as a conscientious
objector, I emerged as an activist in Cape Town during the 1976 youth rebellion. Cape Town’s
‘Red September’ 1976 marked the beginning of a new type of struggle. The day that
everything changed in Cape Town was first on the 11th of August 1976 in Langa and
Gugulethu when the schools erupted in a big way. Over August and September there constant
little rebellions and protest at “Coloured” and “Black” schools across Cape Town and there
was a loss of life of 92 mainly young people. We entered a new era of struggle. My big day of
awakening was on 3rd September when I took off early from work to go and meet Maria in the
city centre of Cape Town and got caught up in protesting and a street fight with police. Riot
police were brought in from Johannesburg to confront the school children who had marched to
town. Two groups of schoolkids numbering up to 1000 altogether had protested in town the
previous day and were dispersed by police with teargas and shotguns.
On 3rd September I started to where I was supposed to meet Maria but as all hell started
breaking out before I got anywhere near to her and knew that she would have moved away, I
joined some workers at a construction site and we tried to distract the police and riot police
who were moving towards the schoolkids between the station and the golden acre
construction site.
One of the workers threw a brick which banged hard against the police vehicle making the two
policemen some distance from the others jump in fright. All of us laughed and jeered at the
police. Those of us trying to distract the police focus on the kids were largely people of colour,
many on work lunch break or from the large construction sites in the city centre. The police
first fired teargas at us from a distance and still kept their focus.
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This caused some pandemonium with construction workers scaling a fence and joining the
fleeing crowd trying to get away from the tear gas fumes. The riot police then split up chasing
the children and some turned and raced towards us. I was running past OK bazaars pursued
by police towards the flower sellers when I saw a little four year old child floundering on his
own eyes almost shut and crying overcome by teargas and right in the path of the onwardly
moving riot police. A teargas canister shot towards us and I managed to pick it up as it
ricochet against a pole, stoped it with my boot and I threw it defiantly towards the riot police as
I at the same time yanked the kid off his feet, bundling him my arms and ran.
I turned the corner at the flower seller stall and started banging on the closed OK Bazaar
doors and the people let me in. I babbled to the people that this was a lost child and that one
of the women should look after the kid. By this time the riot police had passed. I let myself out
again and moved to the Standard Bank which had been where I was supposed to meet Maria,
but they would not let me in when I banged on the door.
I could hear another riot police van cruising up Addreley street so I quikly made off to find a
crowd to blend with. Teargas was in the air and shots could be heard being fired. This was the
first time that many in Cape Town had seen armed men in camaflague uniforms turning the
city into a war zone.
The previous day kids had been shot in the street and some girls even molested by these
paramilitary riot squad police. Since August every day on the Cape Flats had been like this
and over the past few days the kids at Trafalgar High School and Harold Cressy were also in
the thick of protest, searches and assaults by police. It was an intense revolutionary period
and young workers in town were now also caught up in anti government action. This was a
national youth uprising even although people in the future would just call it the SOWETO
uprising and it was moulding a generation that would go off to war against the Apartheid
regime like never before. It changed us. The events in Cape Town were by far more
widespread, intense and over a longer period than up north but was never given to same
media or analytical attention.
The next two years were ones of many meetings, producing underground pamphlets on
Roneo machines and organising young workers. This was a time where there were no open
political structures and civic movements. During those days I joined with a small group of
others in what was then just generally called the Comrades Movement. The trades’ union
movement was still weak and the ANC was still deeply underground and was not spoken of,
let alone seen in popular terms. I left the Young Christian Worker movement and started a
small cell of young working-class politicos calling ourselves the ‘All African Southern Socialist
Working Youth and Students – AASSY – 68’ and saw ourselves as part of the loosely
organised Comrades Movement taking our lead from the ‘What are we to do?’ statement of
Oliver Tambo (made in 1968) which I first heard on Radio Freedom.
A few friends and I opened up an AASSY – 68’ office next door to the Peninsular Literacy
Programme on the upper floor of a building on the corner of Station Road and Lower Main
Road Observatory. Here we exposed ordinary uneducated young workers to talks given by an
array of activists who would give us their time. A young David Russell who later became a
bishop was one of these. While in the military as time went on I had moved on to accept the
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position that armed struggle was the only path of resistance open to us.
Led by the anger of my heart and a new commitment to ‘armed struggle’ as the only means to
topple Apartheid, I developed an idea which I would later present to the ANC in exile. I had an
elaborate plan involving a single co-ordinated sabotage bombing campaign which would bring
Cape Town to a standstill. The plan had two pillars that included military and civil
infrastructure targets and aimed to have a psychological, military, and economic and media
impact.
The main road and rail bridges at Mowbray, Salt River and Foreshore would be blasted in the
early hours before commuter traffic built up, thus bringing Settlers Way, Main Road,
Voortrekker Road and the N1 and N2 commuter arteries to a close. All rail links to the city
would also be disrupted as two of the main bridges over the roads at mowbray were railway
bridges too. The chaos would last for days.
Coordinated with these blasts would be the second pillar of the plan involving symbolic blasts
at the Castle, Youngsfield, Wynberg Military Base and Silvermine Military Communications
base. I had some inside knowledge of all of these bases as I had been sent to a Supply &
Transport unit in Cape Town as part of the process of mentally wearing me down in soft-man,
hardman fashion during my disobedience struggle in the military. The S&T Unit serviced all of
these bases and I kept layout notes. The plan would have needed 8 MK units, each having
three members.
With youthful enthusiasm I discussed this with some of my comrades and decided that the
only way to proceed with the plan was to take it directly to the ANC across the border in
Botswana. Our messenger Vuyani dropped out before reaching the border and returned to
Cape Town in disgrace. Later in exile when I put this plan to the ANC it was deemed to be too
radical and may have resulted in a great loss of life regardless of the precautions suggested
that may be taken to avoid civilian loss of life.
The movement was cautious and reluctant to take any route that could be deemed to be
reckless. Years later in the grounds of the new democratic Parliament, one of our most senior
leaders, Mac Maharaj, pointed at me and said to those he was addressing, that had they
endorsed the angry path of ‘these chaps’ there would be no Cape Town left for the tourists
today. With the hindsight of maturity and the years of advice and training of the ANC, we can
be proud of the wisdom and guidance of our leaders in those heady days. They groomed and
developed us as responsible, thinking cadres.
Having already earned the wrath of the military police for my conscientious objection stand, I
was briefly questioned by the police in Cape Town. This progressed to become a constant
subtle harassment by security police. My family and I moved onto a communal farm being run
by Derek Hanekom in Kuils River, while I continued to work as a maintenance fitter in Epping
Industria. Derek later became a cabinet minister in the ANC government after liberation. He
was also imprisoned years later for having a chache of arms at his farm in the Magaliesberg.
I continued to work amongst fellow young workers and propagated the message of organising
ourselves for national liberation. At this time I collaborated with a friend, Heather Garner,
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working for an organisation called the Churches Urban Training Programme and Build a
Better Society. We were running some workshops on socialism for youth participants at the
Dora Valke training Centre. Heather was detained by the security police shortly after this. At
this stage my activism clashed head-on with the security police, who had infiltrated our small
circle of activists, forcing me to flee in the early hours of a 1978 winter morning to exile in
Botswana, where my family and I received political asylum. Heather and I have remained
friends for life.
The refugee experience became yet another of my collection of many identities.
Refugee and Exile – Botswana
Initially we lived the lives of refugees living on a meagre UN allowance, collected after
standing in long refugee queues in the burning sun every month. The ANC put us up in safehouses and also provided some extra food. This went on for eighteen months and this is when
I shared my revolutionary sabotage plan, earlier elaborated upon in this book. The ANC
rejected the plan for good reason. But the liberation movement had other plans for me.
Refugee life, moving eight times with an 18 month old toddler to care for in rural conditions,
without running water, electricity or ablution facilities and reliant on charity was not pleasant to
say the least. The constant threat of enemy attack also created great anxiety. My early
married life became a continuation of the previous two difficult and nomadic decades of my
childhood and teens.
I was known as Patric de Goede at this time, also called comrade Pat, comrade Oscar, or by
the nickname Zinto (things – daai ding, goetes). As a member of the ANC, SACP and SACTU,
I retrained as a lithographic printer and a communications operative while undergoing political
training in the liberation movement, initially based in Botswana. My training in lithographic
printing took place in the rural town of Serowe, under Danish and Surinamese instruction, at
the Serowe Brigades Printing Press, Mmegi wa Dikgang. I gained yet another identity as a
‘Printer’ in my fast increasing collection of identities.
The 18 months in Botswana were rough. We, like thousands of other young people, first faced
the typical refugee experience of months of long queues, waiting for handouts and, filling in
countless forms. The UNHCR provided the equivalent of R50 per month for a family of three.
Without the additional support of the ANC we would have found it difficult to survive. To help
make ends meet, I also managed to get a gardening job with an expatriate family twice a
week to earn another five Rands. The Quaker and Mennonite missionaries also provided us
with shoes, clothes and blankets. We moved to 8 different safe houses in five different areas.
Our longest stay was in the rural town of Serowe.
Henry ‘Squire’ Makgothi, Pete Richer, Lauren Vlotman, Marius and Jeanette Schoon, provided
my first formal political education outside of South Africa, with Bernard Molewa, Uncle Dan
Thloome and Ray Alexander Simons following up from the SACP. My direct handlers were
Pete Richer and Laren Vlotman who reported to Mac Maharaj. Isaac Makopo was our ANC
chief representative in the region. It was these comrades collectively and others later such as
Wolfie Kodesh who helped me sort out my confused young mind around coming to terms
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politically with the two strands within my family – poor ‘White’ and ‘Coloured’ whom I defended
passionately based on a class understanding. I had taken dramatic and difficult stands in my
23 years of life based on what I believed to be right and wrong but these comrades gave me
the intellectual tools to continue what was a journey of understanding within the framework of
a very twisted Apartheid society. It was through this intellectual foundation that I was later able
to apply a coherent approach to the thorny questions of identity in our society manifested in
this book. Another amazing influence on my life was a comrade and commisar by the name of
Jabulani ‘Mzala’ Nxumalo.
Later I was sent to Serowe to join 12 other ANC cadres and 4 ZANU cadres on a 9 month
training course. Thus began my first steep learning curve in the ANC. Most of the other ANC
cadres were veterans of the Wankie campaign. They were called the Mgwenyas and we were
called the Young Lions. Our existence in the frontline states was precarious.
Each of us were streamed into different training programmes. Maria and I underwent one year
of training in lithographic printing at Mmgei wa Dikgang printing press of the Serowe Brigrades
in preparation for deployment. We shared this experience with two ZANLA cadres from ZANU,
by the names Ndofeni Mucheni and Fantomas Chikaponya. The day after my birthday in
March 1979, our premier camp in Angola, Nova Katenga was destroyed by an SAAF air
attack. We had been set up in an isolated spot on the side of a hill just outside of Serowe and
were quite jittery in the aftermath of the Nova Katenga attack. We also had no water and were
rather unrealistically initially required to dig trenches to lay a pipe to bring in water from a
standpipe almost a kilometre downhill. Having initially had high hopes about this training
course, our group’s morale quickly nose-dived.
Our group was united in asking to be dispersed amongst the local population so that we may
not become easily targetted. Our life on the run in South Africa had been swapped for a life on
the run in the frontline states.
From July 1978 to June 1979, almost 17 000 people were convicted in terms of the various
Internal Security Acts. Telephone tapping, stalking, assassinations and crossborder raids
became the order of the day. The entire region was gripped by low intensity war. In 1980
Zimbabwe threw off colonialism and the refugee camps vacated by ZANU and ZAPU were
proposed as the new enforced homes for ANC cadres in Botswana.
Pressurised by the South African government, ANC cadres were being picked up by the
Botswana authorities and forcibly sent to Dukwe. At this stage Maria, Dylan and I were airlifted
to Zambia to go and work at the ANC HQ.
Prior to this move, various options had been discussed with my handlers who had taken us
through our basic training in Botswana. I was given the option to go for further MK training to
Angola with the possibility of redeployment in action in South Africa, but my wife Maria and
child would be deployed elsewhere. The second option was to be relocated with study
bursaries in Europe. The third option was to remain together as a family and be deployed to
Mozambique to set up a frontline printing press for the SACP,SACTU and and MK. This latter
option was the most attractive one which we accepted, but somehow it fizzled out as an option
due to differences among internal ANC structures and we were deployed instead to ANC HQ
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in Lusaka to set up a press at Makeni. Refugee life metamorphosed into fulltime cadreship in
the liberation movement.
I had learnt much in Botswana and found the BaTswana to be an amazing and hospitable
people who imparted to us a much deeper understanding of our Africanness. Rural village
culture, protocols, spirituality and sharing made the Spartan life that we led so much more
bearable. The people and place helped me grow up and also learn that I had a lot of growing
up to do. There are many cameo stories that relate to the Botswana experience which I wont
relate now but I must emphasise that Botswana left an indelible mark on me that enhanced
my identity and all that I would do with my life. There is more than just a little bit of Botswana
in me. The experiences peculiar only to refugees is also part of that experience and it certainly
affected me positively later in life when as part of my work, I was required to render service to
refugees. Many of my colleagues were not able to see anything from the perspective of those
seeking asylum whereas those of us who had gone through this experience ourselves had a
deep understanding of he mental state and physical hardships that asylum applicants were
going through.
Exile – Zambia
In 1980 my family and I were sent to the ANC headquarters in Lusaka, Zambia. We flew out of
Botswana on a bouncy little plane sitting next to the Russian ambassador’s wife who was
chatting away. I related to her my story of the first visit that I pid to the Russian Embassy in
Gabarone. I had been sent to collect some books from Novosti Press.
In South Africa the propaganda had always presented caricatures of Russians as Boris and
Tanya who were big weighty people who spoke with deep voices.
When I had arrived at the embassy which had tight security I came to the main door for the
public a tried opening the door but it was locked. I then pressed the bell. Suddenly I heard a
deep voice telling me to come in. At this time I had never experienced an auto-door opening
system and answerphone before. So it was like I heard the voice of God. So I looked around
and loudly said “But the door is locked”. The voice just repeated, “Come in”, and I said “I tried
to open the door but it is locked”. The deep voice repeated “Come in. Push the door”.
The Russian ambassador’s wife laughed as I related the story. So hen I pushed the door
opened. At that time it was a bit like magic to me. Today these things are as common as
bread. Then I got a shock to find that all the propaganda about Russians was true. Behind the
desk sat the archetypal Tanya – a very large, weighty Russian woman and she was knitting a
jumper using those thick wooden knitting needles. The deep voice also belonged to her. So I
realised that sometimes - not everything in propaganda may not be true. Mrs Ambassador on
that flight to Zambia was tickled by the story and conclusion.
In Zambia I was asked to set up a liberation printing press. For the first three years of exile we
moved a total of 12 times to different parts of Botswana and Lusaka. In Zambia I went to work
setting up the ANC printing press at a place called Makeni about eight kilometres outside of
Lusaka.
At the same time we were provided with an MK training instructor and commissar, Comrade
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Ace, who provided me with training in use of small arms and defensive grenades and further
political education. There were two guys named Ace, a short Ace and a tall Ace and then
another fella who went by the name of Shoes who was better known by the assortment of hats
that he wore. I was taken through swearing of the MK oath and issued with an AKM rifle,
ammunition and grenades for the defence of our home.
My first training experience with short Ace in dismantling and cleaning the weapon was nearly
disasterous as there was a live round in the chamber. Luckily the barrel of the weapon was
facing upwards and between both of us as Ace did the right thing by pulling the trigger to
finally check for certain that no live round remained, and blam the shot went off. I then noticed
that Ace had a missing thumb. Apparently he had nodded off during guard duty one night in
Angola. His one hand had finger on trigger and with his other hand his thumb was perched on
the top of the barrel and thus he had dispatched his thumb by accident to another dimension.
He also alarmed his comrades into action, thinking that they were under attack. He related the
tail with a mixture of humour and embarrassment. That was all part of his learning curve.
Some years later in the mid-1980s the Makeni centre was jet-straffed by the SADF airforce.
But at this time all of us at Makeni were given guard duty detail per roster and we were on
constant alert of pending attacks. Because we had an inquisitive child in the house I would
have to remove the charges from the grenades and keep the two parts in separate places. We
also had to keep ensuring that there were no rounds in the rifle and that the magazine was
kept hidden in a separate place. Our ability to protect ourselves in a hurry had to be weighed
against the potential for a child to get hurt. It was an awkward existence contextual to the
unconventional war conditions under which we lived.
There were about sixteen of us who worked at the centre and about twelve who lived there
permanently. President OR Tambo also had a private office, away from HQ, at this centre.
The senior ANC officer of the centre at Makeni was Sizakele Sigxashe and we fell under the
overall direction of Thabo Mbeki. We were constituted as the Department of Publicity and
Information (DIP) in the President’s Office. To this day President Tambo remains my hero as
the greatest South African to have lived. I had my closest interactions with President Tambo
during those days. I cherish a couple of photos that we took at that time one day when
President OR Tambo addressed us under the mango trees.
On arrival in the middle of the rainy season at Makeni, I excitedly asked to be shown the
press. I was taken to a partly renovated garage with no roof, windows or electricity and told
that this is what I would be expected to build into a press. There also was no printing
equipment, paper or supplies. It was a real shock in terms of expectations. The modest rural
press in Serowe was advanced in comparison.
We received weekly supplies of meat and pap – sometimes with a few vegetables from the
ANC farm. Each of us had a day-turn to cook for everyone. Once a month, we each received
seven Kwacha (at that time roughly four Rands) as an allowance, and the women were given
an additional sanitary-supplies allowance. We called this our ‘arbeit’. Our lives were orientated
around liberation movement work, cooking and guard duty. Building the printing press and
doing the layout and design of ANC pamphlets and journals such as Mayibuye and Vow was
my main preoccupation. I also did some broadcasting for Radio Freedom. An old eccentric
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lady exiled from South Africa, a former trades unionist who lived in town by the name of Isabel
Jordan, who ran the Zambian Consumer Proection Society and produced a monthly consumer
magazine. I did some layout and design for her magazine and she gave me ten Kwacha per
issue for my work.
We lived a Spartan life and there was little by way of distraction. As the days went on, life
became more difficult with a combination of food shortages and the need to vacate the centre
at night due to warnings of impending attacks. Warnings of attacks, underlined by actual
attacks such as that on Matola in Maputo, made us all very jumpy. Night time was often
punctuated by gunfire.
Bringing up a child in these circumstances was also extremely trying. One was never able to
give your child anything as you too were entirely dependent on the fortunes of the movement.
It was the environment of war and austerity. Moving around at night after vacating premises
with a child on your arm at a moment’s notice and some form of weapon in your hand was not
easy. On one occasion my family and I were attacked under these circumstances on a dark
road at night while fleeing and managed to fend off the attack.
Equipment and supplies for the printing press were also not forthcoming. These were days
where ones morale took a huge dive. The Apartheid regime seemed all powerful and our
resistance did not seem to be making much headway. But we carried on regardless and in
time the pendulum swung the other way.
Among my comrades at Makeni under Sizakele Sigxashe were Joel Netzhitenze known as
Peter Mayibuye and Sankie Manyele then known as Rebecca Matlou. Both were later to serve
one in a senior communications capacity and one in President Thabo Mbeki’s cabinet. Other
comrades included Max Molweni, Victor Matlou, Victor Moche, Patrick Makapatuna, Mavivi
Manzini, Manala Manzini, Mavis Nlapo, Ace Megwe, David Nkadimeng and on the property
next door, Reg September. It was trying for all of us and we each supported the other.
My family and I later were moved from Makeni first into the house of a comrade and then into
the RPC house nearer the city.
At one of my lowest moments OR Tambo saw me sitting on the stoep loking deep in thought.
He must have been watching me for awhile and called me into his office and spoke to me as a
father would to a son. “How are you doing son? What problems are you having? How can I
help?” This was the type of man that was our leader. South Africa has given birth to many
great leaders which we celebrate - Nelson Mandela being the most renowned. But up there
with Madiba, Oliver Tambo will always be the greatest for me. OR Tambo led the movement
through many trials and tribulations and did so with a skill that few could have managed. In the
process he took a battered movement onto the world stage and brought us through to go
down in history as the most successful liberation movement of the twentieth century.
Wolfie Kodesh - my mentor
While in Lusaka, Oliver Tambo gave me the greatest gift in my life, when he asked Wolfie
Kodesh to get our accommodation ready before we left Botswana and to help us settle in at
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Makeni and provide guidance and mentorship. Wolfie carried out this role for the next 22
years until his death. He became a dear friend and father figure. The father I never had.
There were others like Jack Simons, Uriah Mokeba, Captain Lerule and Ray Alexander, who
were all very good to us in giving political education, material and emotional support but only
one dear old Wolfie. A true resistance man, who had grown up in my neck of the woods and
understood District Six, Woodstock, Salt River and the Bokaap. He was a through and through
socialist and anti-fascist who cut his political teeth during the second world war as a
serviceman activist in the left-wing ‘Springbok Legion’.
The Springbok Legion was the non-racial left-wing orientated servicemen’s association of the
Second World War which was led by a number of the men who would eventually participate in
the founding of Umkhonto we Sizwe, the military wing of the ANC.
Many men and women in the South African armed forces that fought in both the first and
second world wars served under the emblem of the Springbok including those of the SS
Mendi. In recent times some who are ignorant of this history suggested that the Springbok
symbol is a fascist and rightwing symbol. It couldn’t be further from the truth. Besides all that I
have already mentioned, one of the mixed Khoena Orlam groups in the Gariep territory were
the Springboks. The springbok further plays a spiritual role in San and Khoena culture. Thus
people of colour were the first to use the term describing themselves and not ‘white’ rugby as
some erroneously believe.
The broad progressive protest movement of ex-servicemen who opposed the Apartheid laws
of the National Party government in the 1950s, known as the Torch Commando, also proudly
paraded under the symbol of the Springbok emblem.
Wolfie was one of that small band of really special Jewish socialist activists that played a
larger than life role in the liberation movement over his entire life. A founding member of
Umkhonto we Sizwe, he had been Nelson Mandela’s get-away driver and safe-house man
when Madiba was underground.
I cannot find a better way to introduce Wolfie, than the way Ronnie Kasrils introduces him in
his book. “Armed and Dangerous.” Ronnie says:
'The movement’s leadership had gone to ground....I encouraged Rowley
to don a disguise...and Rowley shaved his beard.... At a shop specialising
in Persian carpets, we received instructions to wait on a street comer near
the library gardens. At the appointed time a car stopped, the driver looked
towards us, nodded and we climbed in. The driver wore a hat pulled
down over his face and wore a coat with the collar turned up. I thought
I was living through an Alfred Hitchcock movie. The driver managed a few
nervous looks at Rowley and began to giggle uncontrollably. “My Gawd
Rowley” he managed to say, ”I thought I'd picked up a couple of tramps
by mistake. Hell man, I would never have recognised you”. We learnt later
that our driver was Wolfie Kodesh, a veteran of the Liberation Movement
who had painted the Communist Party slogan on a wall in Yeoville when
I was a boy.’
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Nelson Mandela also gives some insight on Wolfie and pays tribute to him in his book ‘Long
Walk to Freedom’. Referring to the time that Wolfie put him up in a safe flat, Mandela says:
“His knowledge of warfare and his first hand battle experience were
extremely helpful to me. ....I fear that I took over his life, infringing on both
his work and pleasure. But he was such an amiable, modest fellow that
he never complained.”
Wolfie was our logistics man in Lusaka and the ANC camps. He was a real mensch with
whom I spent some of the most important moments of our history. He passed away at the age
of 84 in 2002 having been decorated with three service medals, bronze, silver and gold, for
over 50 years of service to the liberation movement. He was a patriot, a soldier, journalist,
comrade, teacher, pal and dad to many of us. He loved sport and everyone had to shut up
and concentrate if there was soccer, rugby or cricket on TV. We also shared a love of the TV
soapie, Isidingo. Life was simple and ‘cut and dried’. For Wolfie it was “Our guys” or “Our
people”, and the “enemy”. No black, white, coloured, and Indian – just ‘our guys’.
Wolfie helped me wrestle with the issues of identity expressed in a mental tug-o-war between
those concerns born out of issues faced by my ‘Coloured’ or Camissa family and roots and my
care for the class issues that also burdened those poor-white members of my family.
Class and colour was a recurring theme in my thoughts in those days and it meshed with
identity issues. The message that he brought home to me was that we were a product of our
experiences and not subject to some kind of predestination. We needed to feel comfortable
with what those experiences had made us. Identity was not related to pigmentation, labels or
terms. Individuals could, in fact, construct their own identities regardless of attempts by
society to create an identity paradigm based on pigmentation, caste, class or lineage.
In our discussions we explored the fact that identities that we create for ourselves can be
drawn from nationality, ethnicity, religion, ideology, social class, economic wealth, community,
gender, sexuality, mobility and a host of other things. Thus identity is something plural. At
different times we make use of different identities by placing accent on one over the other. It
was during this time under these influences that the ideas expressed in this book first began
to take shape. Jack Simons was a playful mischievous teacher who ften creatively stimulated
debate and discourse in our political training by playing devil’s advocate to the point that one
would actually believe he was expressing his own beliefs.
Wolfie Kodesh and Jack Simons explained how the Apartheid construct defied this plurality by
focussing on race and ethnicity on the basis of which national characteristics were artificially
created, forcing people into rigidly boxed identities. The tragedy is that many are now wedded
to those imposed identities. It is also tragic that the ANC more and more seems captured by
conservative elements today who also play games by exploiting identity issues and Apartheid
labels for short term temporal political gains and often simply to serve greedy individuals
aspirations. The ANC needs to halt this slide as playing with this thing is like playing with fire
in fields of dry grass.
Amongst ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people especially, even after over two decades after the
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demise of Apartheid, there is an accentuated emphasis on colour and race in everyday
discourse. Amongst some people of colour, particularly those labelled with the ethno race
term ‘Black’ there have been concepts of purity and chauvinistic “ethnic-pride” that has also
crept in to replace non-racial consciousness. Wolfie and Jack’s lessons ring loud for today. It’s
an evergreen message.
Wolfie was an unorthodox teacher who taught me to keep things simple while avoiding the
simplistic and to reject jargon, blind anger, intolerance, grand-standing radicalism and other
behaviour that brings the power of ones words into disrepute. He walked the talk and taught
by way of example. He was not well disposed to sloganeering, banner waving, toyi-toying,
radical branding, taunting our opponents with crass slogans, making long boring speeches or
projecting simplistic solutions to complexity. These left him feeling uncomfortable. He was a
modest and humble person who embodied being a proud African and a proud socialist without
shouting it loudly. In this there lay a true kind of nobility.
Both Wolfie and Jack cautioned that the vast majority of underclass people of colour in South
Africa, even although poor, were not simply because of their poverty, well disposed to radical
left ideas and were not revolutionary orientated but actually quite conservative. This put a
special onus on the left to educate and to win the heads, hearts and minds of the people
rather than to present overly radical and self-indulgent gospelarian socialist ideas and so
called ‘solutions’. Building socialist consciousness was a long term project that was far harder
than sloganizing and presenting cock-sure nirvana politics. It is all a process of what Bercht
called the steady weaving of the political net.
There were occasions however where old Wolfie could also dig his heals in and he had his
flaws. But he was a human being – a mensch and it made him more real as a role-model. In
those early days of our meeting I was a raw, hot-headed, angry young man who Wolfie
patiently moulded over the years and I became a more whole person because of his
intervention.
Within the ANC there were also many pathologies playing out, inter-personal rivalries, selfserving elements, backward forces and such like to contend with, and a complex
organisational climate and pecking order to navigate, lest one fell fowl of ever changing
circumstances of any moment in time. The liberation movement was not an easy terrain.
The movement had many great qualities, but with its ‘yang’ was its ‘yin’, - a light and dark
side. The ANC always had an ability to implode on itself as much as it had the ability to offer a
great future for South Africa. The ANC was also a broad church of political tendencies which
did not always sit comfortably with each other. Some elements had pretty right wing
tendencies and not just conservatism. Some were downright criminal. The ANC brand was
always under threat in a tug-o-war between right and left tendencies, and between idealists
and opportunists. This internal balance of forces was kept in balance by a number of astute
veteran leaders, led by OR Tambo and a well-crafted style of political management. OR
Tambo held the centre and always ensured that the centre was strengthened. To a large
degree the centre was an African Social Democratic Communitatrian ground. Wolfie carried
this same mantle, though was a committed left socialist and taught me how to navigate my
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way through the minefield of the ANC’s internal politics.
There were many egos that one also had to be careful not to bruise. It was my path of coming
to understand these undercurrents that was my true learning curve in the ANC. These lessons
have served me well over the rest of my life.
My time in Lusaka was a dangerous and trying time. There was always a coexistence with a
range of pathologies that would dog the movement for many years to come, and would
ultimately play itself out when the ANC became the government in South Africa. The
movement’s ‘Achilles heel’ was its ability to turn in on itself and undo its own greatness. OR
Tambo was remarkable in his ability to keep this blight at bay and hold the ‘broad church’
together.
In some ways my time in Lusaka had the characteristics of Arthur Miller’s ‘Crucible’ story. It
was also a dangerous time because the Apartheid regime was cultivating much instability in
the country and had launched a covert war against the ANC in Zambia.
On one of the many occasions where we were told to disperse in the middle of the night,
because of an imminent attack by SADF Special Force Recces, I almost lost my life. It was
around midnight when we melted into the night after evacuating the Revolutionary Council
property where we resided. Maria, carrying Dylan, and I, only armed with a knife, made our
way through the bush lined back streets of Lusaka to seek a place to sleep amongst
Zambians of South African descent in a nearby settlement. I was attacked, being grabbed
around the neck from behind and pulled down. Maria let out a yell and I shouted and thrust my
knife at the attacker. Dogs started barking and the lights of the house we were making for
came on. I managed to fight off and free myself and my attacker made off into the bush. It was
a lucky escape on my part. Our lives were being lived under conditions of war.
I often listen to firebrand hotheads who romanticise wartalk and revolution talk. They know
nothing of the actual reality of war. There is nothing starry eyed and wonderful about war.
These are empty headed and stupid people who think that wearing berets, dressing up in
revolution chic apparel, listening to musical strains of love and war, and shouting slogans to
mass cheers is what makes war and revolution. That’s so far from the truth.
War is about dirt, hunger, fear, the unknown, assault on the mind, destruction, tears,
heatache, broken dreams, broken hearts, messed up ideas, broken promises, disloyalty, pain,
death, blood and guts. And if you survive it, you look at yourself and you’ve aged and changed
- innocence is lost and ideals tainted. Nothing irritates me more that ersatz radicalism and
self-proclaimed revolutionaries with wide eyed purist ideological claptrap. Philosphers interpret
the world – the point however is to change it and to change it for the better, one damn difficult
step at a time. The kind of ultra-left political one-upmanship is a load of bollocks. Please don’t
misunderstand what I am saying. Sometimes sane quiet and reasoned plural voices that
stretch the bounds of the overly cautious or compromising are a very necessary component of
discourse. My problem is with people plugging a radical gospel or religious left doctrine that
then denigrates all other efforts and stragies and is unrealistically impractical even with
impositionon an unwilling populace.
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At this time Lusaka was a wild place. The Zambians had disarmed all of us after they had
experienced an attempted coup, which the ANC had in fact helped to avert. It was a peculiar
reaction. But it coincided with some misbehaviour on the part of a few of our undisciplined
cadres. OR Tambo was furious and sternly lectured a full gathering of the ANC in Lusaka that
certain behaviours were compromising the movement. He gathered us all for an open air
meeting under the trees at Makeni and gave us all a dressing down. There is no leader in the
ANC with that type of guts and gravitas and such a good head on their shoulders. OR Tambo
was not hesitant in coming forward to deal with bad behaviour in the ANC.If I cast my mind
back it was a great gathering of comrades amongst whom in fact the least developed of the
disciplined cadres at that gathering addressed by OR Tambo were probably more advanced
than most of the ANC executive today.
As a result of the collection of our arms by the Zambians, we were issued with Zambian
Defence Force Cards which gave us access to Zambian military camps if we were faced with
an attack, where we would be issued with arms on production of our cards. It was an absurd
arrangement but it was out of our hands.
At the height of this destabilised period in Zambia, there was also a series of murders carried
out by the notorious ‘Lusaka Strangler’. He turned out to be a ZDF soldier and I witnessed him
taking his own life after escaping to the roof of the police headquarters after arrest and diving
off to his death.
In the midst of all of this the ANC’s strategic vehicle pool and intelligence services was
infiltrated by the enemy. The danger stakes grew more intense as paranoia broke out with
people accusing each other of being spies. One of the places of interrogation was at the
Revolutionary Council property where we resided. These were particularly unpleasant times in
Lusaka and my wife was pregnant with our second son, Manuel. Trying to establish the
printing press under these circumstances was extremely difficult.
One’s idealism and naivety quickly gave way to cold reality during those times. Our working
routine in the propaganda unit was to do the research, writing, layout and design of a range of
publications such as pamphlets, and the journals “Mayibuye”, “Forward” and VOW. We also
produced radio scripts and took turns as announcers on Radio Freedom, which was broadcast
from the external service of Radio Zambia. I was further responsible for getting the layout
copy to the commercial press that was doing our production. My main task, however, was to
develop our own production facility by building and equipping a printing press at Makeni and
then implementing its function.
Over the next months I went through a daily ritual of waiting, begging and physically
constructing the press building. At that time Bennie ‘Natho’ de Bruin headed the building team
and he was in hot demand at all of the ANC residences and settlements. Patiently, with a
permanent smile on his face, Bennie tried his best to meet all our needs with the minimum of
materials at his disposal. Try as he may, we always were unsatisfied and he was constantly
under pressure. Bennie later became a very successful ANC Chief Representative in Italy. His
wife was the Women’s League stalwart Sophie Williams who had marched on Pretoria to
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confront Hans Strydom in 1955. I have always loved and respected aunty Sophie, a true and
proud daughter of Camissa.
As the press building emerged, I went through a parallel exercise of trying to obtain the
necessary equipment and supplies from abroad to get the press running. This proved an
almost impossible task. These were not the days of desktop computing and five essential
pieces of equipment were needed for printing. These included a golf ball typesetting machine
or typewriter, a process camera, a plate maker, a printing machine and a guillotine.
In addition, we required a range of basic sundries as well as essential supplies of materials
such as chemicals, inks and paper. At that time the cost of the basic equipment plus a year’s
supply of essentials amounted to about R150 000. It was a substantial sum at that time and
had all been costed out, presented and approved. The proposal was now in the hands of the
Treasurer General who passed it on to the London Office who we relied on for logistical
support, including the purchasing and delivery of equipment and supplies.
There was no direct communication possible between us and London. All communication
went through the Treasurer General who, in turn, passed everything on to Ismail Coovadia in
London. He was advised by those who ran the small duplicating facility at the Penton Street
office. Messages typed by third party secretaries at HQ would result in garbled requests
landing up in London, where those comrades in turn queried the necessity of various pieces of
equipment or materials. The question of whether the main ANC press should be in London or
in Lusaka also seemed to be a key issue and unnecessary competitive stakes entered the
equation. Control of a facility like a press was a strategic point of power within the movement.
Different forces in the movement seemed to vie for control of such a facility.
London had its own ANC dynamics and seemed to some of us in Lusaka at that time to
operate as a shadow ANC HQ that could aye or nay projects, regardless of decisions in
Africa. The egos there were very big and it was also an arena of those considered by
themselves as the advanced revolutionary elite. Many comrades in Lusaka were frustrated by
these dynamics. We just wanted to get on with the job. These were the early days of the
learning curve in the ANC’s modernisation process and the treasury itself had its own
perceptions about the value of what we were doing.
My experience in the frontline operation in Botswana was a very different dynamic to both
London and Lusaka. There were very different political and work cultures in operation.
Coordination of ideas and operational thrust was weak at this stage. It later emerged that
serious differences and personality traits amongst middle leadership figures also played its
part in these frustrations. Different centres of power competed around the direction to be
taken. I was just an ordinary cadre in the ranks, blown around by the winds of much larger
forces in the organisation. These forces exist to his day and some of this has fed into the
breakdown within the ANC from around 2005 to the present.
Equipment and supplies for printing was actually available in Lusaka and Botswana and did
not need to come from London, but we had no cash-flow to go down this route. It was
frustrating to work at an operational coal face while being reliant on so many intermediary
cooks with overblown egos and absolute ideas putting their spoons in the pot. There were
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clearly structural blockages, but there was also a major shortage of cash that resulted in the
failure of getting the printing press up to a quick start. We certainly were short of cash in the
ANC in Lusaka at that time, which also impacted on our basic survival requirements such as
food shortages, but as I have indicated it was not the only reason to explain the predicament.
After purchasing and delivering one single piece of equipment, namely the printing machine,
our Treasurer General, Comrade Thomas Nkobi said that he did not want to hear of any more
requests from us until he saw what that machine was producing. A printing machine without
support equipment or supplies was useless. The Treasurer General may not have technically
appreciated this fact, and he did not need to. There were people all along the line who did
have a good understanding of what was required in totatality to make a productive press, so
this approach was inexplicable.
The process was frustrating and dragged on for nine months because of bottlenecks that
primarily seemed to be in London. Over the years greater coordination occurred between
London and Lusaka, as Lusaka became more organised and assertive and the centre of ANC
control shifted from London to HQ in Lusaka. Also by ultimately settling the issue of location of
the press to be based in London the focus on increase efficient production and dissemination
lines cleared the way to success in this field. Management in the organisation matured over
time. Communications improved, new technology was adopted and better organisational
development created a much more efficient liberation movement.
The year 1980 was indeed the turning point. The computer revolution also made a huge
impact on the course of the struggle and organisational development.
The main ANC press now in London and the printed materials coming from the press were
regularly sent down south. By this time I was stationed at the London press. The Lusaka press
never did flourish as it could have and in my opinion it was all about subjectivity and individual
wrestling matches at its root between 1978 and 1981. The ANC’s financial situation also
improved greatly and this created a climate for greater efficiency.
Much of this changed as the centre of the struggle shifted from narrow exile personal politics,
to focus on the achievements of the internal ANC structures on the ground at home and the
less tight control by the ANC over the emergeant Mass Democratic Movement and its tactics
on the ground. The strengthened state of the ANC in the frontline areas and HQ, and the
emergence of a strong trades’ union and mass democratic movement in South Africa changed
the climate from paralysis to expression of People Power and a push to make Apartheid South
Africa ungovernable.
This of course created new challenges.The balances of power in a political movement, military
resistance organisation, the trades union movement, a strong underground network, and the
mass civil society protest movement, brought a qualitative change to a resistance movement
and strategy which was sorely in need of rejuvenation.
Oliver Tambo’s leadership has to be credited as being exceptional. He moulded a much more
focussed and vibrant ANC to meet the groundswell of support for the organisation that had
emerged on the ground at home. He modernised the organisation and management thereof
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so that it was able to be efficient at many levels. He also galvanised international support to
such a degree that the organisation had developed relationships that would sustain its
infrastructure. He was a man for all seasons. Later back in South Africa when Thabo Mbeki
was faced by the need to do the same that was achieved by OR Tambo he unfortunately was
not able to rise to the occasion and the next phase of moderninsation required did not get off
the ground. When Jacob Zuma came along he just exacerbated the situation and took the
ANC back to the doldrums of pre- Tambo and pre-Luthuli days.
Oliver Tambo organised the right calibre of people around him and steered the ANC through
its doldrums, through cold war politics and cultivated friends and supporters across this divide.
OR Tambo ensured that the ANC did not go down a slippery path to become a fringe political
organisation, rift with divisions, and overly aligned to any one international centre of power. It
very nearly could have gone down that direction. He built an ANC with global appeal. The
ANC had everything in it which could have taken it in an opposite direction. OR Tambo and a
cohort of exceptional leaders kept us all in check and gave strategic direction.
He reigned in the hotheads, revolutionary chic adventurers and such like at the one extreme
and put the breaks onconservative ultranationalist and right leaning types on the other
extreme. At the same time he opened space in the organisation for sharing ideas and debate
by promoting intelligent discourse and learning. He also oponed and encourage discourse
between forces on the ground at home and those forced abroad. He also further engaed the
world to participate in our struggle. He ensured that the ANC did not pin its fortunes on either
West nor East. He nurtured a unique theory of struggle involving a concept of ‘People Power’,
creating ‘Ungovernability’, and ’Unity in Action’ which had four strategic pillars or fronts of
struggle. Coherence like none other was created at home and abroad and it totally turned
around the fortunes of the ANC. The helmsman and his team were exceptional in the face of
critics of all types.
During my Lusaka days we were hardly able to eat as the movement faced one financial crisis
after another. Thomas Nkobi faced his own real problems as Treasurer General, and putting
together a R150 000 printing press project was just a small element of the much bigger task
before him. Parallel to this he needed vehicles, food for about 1 500 people in Lusaka alone,
medical supplies, support of all types for 8 000 cadres in Angola and another 3 000 in
Tanzania, and then around another 1500 scattered over Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland,
Zimbabwe and Mozambique as well as the upkeep of twenty other missions abroad and so
on. My little logistical problem with the printing press project was only one of many others. My
understanding of the magnitude of his job and the conditions governing acquiring funds for the
movement was poor at that time.
I sometimes look back at that time and marvel at my ignorance and naivety at times. But I
learnt some of my greatest lessons in life at this time. For a frustrated young printer the only
thing that I could think of at the time, was my own predicament in setting up this press. These
were the early days of becoming the ANC printer. My baptism of fire!
For almost 14 years I was to be dominated by this new identity of being the liberation
movement’s printer. Much of this played out in our underground press based in London.
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Exile – London
From Zambia the movement sent me to improve my education at printing college in the UK.
My entry into the UK with an invalid passport and applying for leave to stay in a third country
of asylum was also not an easy process and I almost faced deportation.
The ANC lawyers took up my case and that of my family and a long process ensued. We were
given temporary refugee status with many restrictions and only three years later were we
eventually given leave to stay and issued with United Nations travel documents. Life under
those circumstances living in temporary hovels with three young children was at times
overwhelming. Luckily through the Africa Education Trust I got a modest bursary for my family
and I to live on while I attended printing college. In time things improved a bit and some
normality entered our lives. I continued working part-time for the ANC throughout.
Thus yet another identity was embraced on my life’s journey. For a short time I experienced
for the first time what it was like to be an adult full-time student in London.
During the course of my time in London I also travelled in the service of the ANC and the
SACTU to Tanzania, Zambia, Spain, Greece, Cyprus, France, Netherlands and USSR. After
my period at the London College of Printing where I attained a Diploma in Lithographic
Printing and Publishing I worked for a brief period, first for a Labour Party aligned commercial
press, and then for the International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa.
Thereafter I was recalled to the full-time service of the ANC. The years of upheaval had taken
its toll on our personal lives. At this time Maria and I were divorced. Maria and our three sons
Dylan, Manuel and Vuyo left the UK for three years at this time for our ANC – SOMAFCO
settlement at Morogoro in Tanzania. I visited Tanzania in 1985 and found that my son Dylan
was in a very poor state of mental and physical health. Fifteen months after he had first gone
to Tanzania and after some bad bouts of malaria, Dylan returned to the UK to live with me and
from this time I took care of his upbringing while my other two sons stayed with their mum.
The intervention probably saved his life.
South African agents had planted a bomb which blew up our small ANC printing press located
in the Penton Street ANC office in London. Remarkably the actual printing machine, although
thrown through a wall, was repairable and was soon set to work again at new premises. A
year later a new printing press was established at yet another secret premise. Here I was to
work for the next five years building up a well-equipped press as part of a small team led by
Gill Marcus, churning out millions of sheets of both our underground printed material and
material for our increasing international campaign. At the same time we were training new
printing and publishing personnel who had already done their basic training in MK. They were
sent like me to the London College of Printing and then spent their after hours doing their
practical work with me at the press. Instead of destroying the press, the regime had spurred
us on by the bombing, to develop what was by far the most valuable and vital resistance tool
in the ANC arsenal at the time.
It was here that the ANC logo was created. A call for designs was made to comrades across
the ANC camps and settlements, and the best of these was sent to us to process. None of the
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final few designs were usable on their own but each had elements of merit. A team made up
of Gill Marcus, Patti MacDonald, Sello Moeti and I, deliberated on merging designs. The
basics of Thami Mneyele’s original ANC logo design was to remain ingrained in the new
design. With this brief, the final design was produced with Patti MacDonald our talented
designer playing a key role of designer in its final presentation. The logo has withstood the
test of time as the symbolic face of the ANC brand. Later as the ANC was unbanned that
element that unfortunately was enshrined in the logo - the four race silos, namely the four
spoked wheel of the Congress of the People, was changed to project the industrial wheel of a
mineshaft head, representing labour. It was a welcome change.
Amongst some of my closest colleagues during this time were Mandla Maseko, Mafa Ngaleza,
Jabulani ‘Mzala’ Nuxmalo and Celeste Naidoo who I married. Part time volunteers drawn from
the veterans also played a vital role in the press. Amongst these were Rika Hodgson, Ray
Harmel, Nancy Dick, Sara Carneson, Mollie Marcus, Sara Naicker, Winnie Dadoo and
Dorothy Shanley. I had a huge respect for these veterans who had given a lifetime to our
struggle. Three of the personalities for whom I had the most respect were Wolfie Kodesh,
Fred and Sara Carneson. These guys always had time for ordinary rank and file cadres and
never lost touch with their own modest roots.
While there were a small group of economically self-sufficient exile-émigrés who led very
comfortable lives and enjoyed all that was the best of living in an international capital city,
most exiled cadres lived very Spartan lives in humble shared accommodation with little
pleasures, barely having the ability to keep their heads above water.
Though there were no tensions between the two groups, there was little social interaction
between the more affluent exiles and émigrés and those cadres in survivalist mode, accept at
branch meetings or in the hurly burly of dedicated liberation work. One did however have a
strong feeling that some of the former saw themselves as the ‘Brains Trust’ of the ANC and
saw the rest of us as mere ‘followers’ to be directed. When the accompanying attitudes of this
culture were brought back home to South Africa it would result in much friction.
Full-time cadres who did not have family members in other employment had no other source
of sustenance than a very modest monthly allowance that barely covered food and rental. Our
children got £100 per month as an allowance for food, clothes and so on. The life of an exiled
cadre working for the ANC was no picnic. When we eventually returned to South Africa we
had nothing but the clothes on our backs and had lost a large part of our lives where we had
no pensions and so on.
The better off exile émigrés were able to buy homes, return with pensions from abroad and
had many comforts. This made a huge difference in the re-integration process. Later a large
percentage of these became parliamentarians and held good posts in government with
handsome rewards. They had a very distorted picture of life below them, let alone the lives of
the underclasses and, their politics became an extension of their own cut off world.
In exile the 1976 generation in particular were the hardest hit in terms of being able to make
new lives. The earlier generation that was based outside of Arica had initially gone through
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rough times of their own but by the mid 1970s had etched an economic life that afforded them
to not be working in survivalist mode like the rest of us and have more opportunity for leading
political engagement.
On the few occasions that one visited their homes the contrast of how the rest of us lived was
quite shocking. There was a strong class divide and class and colour had a co-relationship.
One of the manifestations was how the term “comrades” was used. When these guys used
the expression “the comrades this or the comrades that”, the label often referred to the young
black 1976 and 1980s generations. We were South Africa in microcosm abroad wrestling with
the same issues of class and colour. The difference was that on a bigger scale when one
looked at the ANC family across all its regions abroad and not just London it represented a
different South Africa in the making and fundamental change in class and colour dynamics,
perhaps even better than has ever even been achieved post 1994 in South Africa.
Many of the 1976 generation outside of the few big names at the top, today live sad and
destitute lives.
The role that the printing press played in the liberation struggle should not be underestimated.
The press was daily working in the dark of early morning into the late dark of night. It was a
real operations centre. The ANC’s success as a liberation movement, and its diplomatic and
solidarity work relied to a large degree on logistical support capacity within the movement
such as that offered by the press. It was through our press that the ANC’s visibility within
South Africa increased as well as its profile on the world stage. We were constantly producing
pamphlets, stickers, posters, periodicals, international conference support literature and back
up for international media campaigns. We also produced the material for its fundraising
campaign. In the postliberation era the ANC has never been able to match the efficiency of its
past media and communications apparatus.
Statements of our leaders were in print within hours and when they travelled or addressed
conferences, they were able to distribute our materials which provided support for lobbying
and raised much needed support fund revenue. At home in South Africa, our printed work was
in every township, factory, university and school. Visibility, communication and presence are
nine-tenths of any battle. Our little collective, working flat out, was one of the best fighting
units that the ANC had at its disposal.
Over 14 years every piece of printed material whether used in the underground or abroad
originated in one of the printing presses which I played a key part in developing. While my
principle role was as a communications operative, I also served in the diplomatic and solidarity
fields throughout the UK and Mediterranean countries in particular. At the same time I worked
for the South African Congress of Trade Unions representing it to the trades’ union movement
throughout Europe as well as holding debriefing meetings with South African trade’s unionists
brought out by European unions.
The press also served as a social and political meeting place where people could engage at a
different level in the exchange of ideas and develop friendships and so on.
While attending ANC branch meetings, working in the printing press and carrying out work for
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SACTU, I also regularly attended my SACP cell meetings where I learnt the strategic thinking
skills which serve me well to this day. Some of the leading figures of the post-Apartheid
cabinet and government were fellow members of this cell; Aziz Pahad, Manny Brown, Mzala
Jabulani Nxumalo, Stephanie Kemp, Norman Kaplan, Johnny Sacks, Norman Levy. My
earlier cell in Lusaka included Jack Simons, Uriah Mokeba, Captain Lerule and Aunt Doreen.
The humble work in the liberation movement’s printing press was one cog in a much bigger
picture. This picture is often distorted today by analysts and politicians when looking back at
the struggle for liberation. In a desire to denigrate the role of the ANC there is much
falsification of facts to try to diminish the central role played by the organisation. Of course this
does not mean that the ANC is beyond criticism or that it too sometimes underplays the role of
other forces that engaged in the liberation struggle. The struggle certainly was not all about
the ANC but it certainly played a vitol role.
But there is no justification for those who deliberately try to downplay the ANC’s key role in
liberating South Africa from Apartheid rule. At the heart of much of the historical distortion
there is often a conflation between what can be called the ‘human rights campaign’ and the
‘liberation struggle’ in South Africa.
Another area where distortion occurs is where commentators’ proceed from a latter day point
in the flow of events. For example, one flawed analyst once projected that two particular
clergymen in Cape Town and the UDF spearheaded the international campaign for the
isolation of the Apartheid regime and not the ANC. This was because the commentator, a
youthful participant in the events of his time, had little knowledge of how this campaign had
been launched two decades previously by Oliver Tambo and Archbishop Trevor Huddleston
and sustained by the International Anti-Apartheid movement, IDAF, the ANC and such
personalities as the late Mike Terry. With all due respect to those leading Cape Town based
clergymen they were relative late-comers to the campaign in the sense that much had
happened in decades before they became politically prominent. This is not to detract from
their major and sterling role. There was a political life before the mid 1980s.
I remember how we of the 1976 generation also in that decade thought that we had invented
everything in the struggle, simply because we were ignorant of what had happened in the
1960s, 1950s, 1940s and beyond. It is really unnecessary for people to engage in puerile oneupmanship exercises trying to pit one facet of the struggle against the other.
One of the ANC faults however is to project that it was the founding organisation of the
concept of the National Liberation Movement when it clearly was not. When that momentous
event occurred the ANC was a pretyy conservative and trailing force in politics.
The work of the ANC was characterised by four pillars of struggle. Each was as important as
the other and in its overall coming together, delivered us to the point where a negotiated
settlement was possible. The ANC lead this process and certainly further developed this
theory of liberation struggle that drew many forces, some of its creation and other quite
independent forces, into this framework. No amount of historical distortion, whatever critique
one may have of the ANC, should undermine this fact that is backed by much meticulously
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archived documentation. This is and always will be a major part of our national heritage and
should not be tainted by the ever changing face of politics in the post-liberation era, including
the changing face of the ANC itself which less and less looks like the ANC of yesterday at this
point in time.
The ANC of course was not the only force participatingin the liberation struggle and certainly
was only one force of a broad array of forces and individuals engaged in the civil rights
component of the struggle. This amazing history and the plurality of forces that engaged in
struggles is a national heritage that shold never be reduced down to party partisanship
decades after these events. When we look back in time we also need to understand the ANC
as an evolving institution that did and can go backwards as well as forwards. There was a
time that it became a very conservative and lifeless organisation and even nutured
retrogressive stances.
As stated the ANC also did not pioneer National Liberation politics but was won over to adopt
a National Liberation position first developed, launched and promoted by the National
Liberation League in 1935 by a group of leftists – James la Guma, John Gomas, Cissy gool,
Ray Alexander, Moses Kotane, Dr Gool and others. We must be balanced in our approach to
assessing and remembering the past. We also cannot airbrush out of history the roles of
Lembede, Sobukwe, Biko and Neville Alexander for instance. We were not of one mind in the
struggle for liberation and often bitterly opposed one another but we all were part of history
and each of our perspectives played a role and tempered each other and contributed in its
own way to liberations successes and failures – and we all had our failures too.
The four pillar strategy was the international isolation of the Apartheid regime and sanctions
campaign; the building of an underground resistance movement aimed at infiltration and
weakening of the state; the building of open mass democratic organs of protest including a
strong united labour movement; and the development of armed struggle through Umkhonto
we Sizwe. Although many detractors suggest that the ANC over-emphasised one of these
over the other, this was never the really the case. At one moment or the other hype however
may have been stronger one over the other. Integral to the strategy was a coordinated
approach to all of these efforts; the building of what was called ‘people power’ and a
conscious opposition to the Apartheid regimes ‘total strategy’. It was this strategy and its
practical advancement by the ANC and its ability to play a coordination and facilitation role at
crucial times that brought us to democracy in1994. Within this strategy there were numerous
role-player organisations each of which has their own proud histories and motive forces.
These had different faces in the 1960s, the 1970s and the 1980s. The United Democratic
Front in the 1980s was one of the greatest manifestations of this strategy and was part of a
historical progression of events that can easily be tracked. It was however a broad front rather
than an organisation with most of the leading role-players having multiple membership of
other organisations, most particularly the ANC. This was even broadened out further to
become referred to as the MDM (Mass democratic Movement) which was a phenomenon
rather than an organisation. Without appreciation of this which strictly speaking was not the
ANC even although the ANC certainly was a major underlying driving force amongst other
drivers, we will not have a proper understanding of the perfect storm that ousted Apartheid.
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In going back and looking at the content of what we produced through the printing press over
14 years one can see the evidence of how this strategy played out, knot by knot in what
Bertoldt Brecht called the weaving of the net of struggle. Mine is but a view from below. I find it
particularly painful when some half-baked analysts like to tell the world that the many cadres
who worked so tirelessly and selflessly in making our contributions to history did not do what
we said we have done. History is too often distorted by headline snatchers and touts of
revisionism while the acts of simple cadres of struggle remain anonymous. This revisionism
can be found both outside and inside of the ANC.
There were many red-letter days and events over the course of these years; too many to
mention. Perhaps one of the most significant at a personal level was the assassination of
Jeanette and Katryn Schoon on 28 July 1984. It hit deep and hard. Jeneatte had been one of
my early political tutors and Katryn and my son Dylan often played together as toddlers.
Another was the tragic death of Sello Moeti, one of my colleagues at the press. There was
hardly a week that went by without some tragic news, but work went on like clockwork. Of
around 20 cadres whom I was closely associated with in my work, 14 had died before we saw
liberation.
In addition to my technical duties I served on the editorial boards of Sechaba, Phakamani,
Rixaka, Workers Unity and Mayibuye at different times. My identity over these years was very
much that of ‘the ANC printer’. I carried this identity with much pride and still do so today.
After the Apartheid regime’s bankrupt attempt to establish a tri-cameral system of government
based on race, the oppressed people rallied in defiance as at no time before. The United
Democratic Front was established in August 1983 opening up yet another new phase in our
struggle. Umkhonto we Sizwe attacks became more frequent.
The trade union movement grew in leaps and bounds and mass demonstrations became the
order of the day. The movement that built up the international isolation of the Apartheid regime
and the sanctions movement started in the early 1960s grew stronger and stronger. Exiled
and internal structures met regularly and all of us were involved in debriefings with internal
cadres. No one of these strategies on its own can be said to have achieved our ultimate
success, but rather all of these interacting with each other. This was not an accidental
strategy, but one which was ably put in place by the tireless leadership of Oliver Tambo.
By the late 1980s the frontline war in Angola had turned against the SADF. With their backs
against the wall the regime became more and more vicious. But at the same time the ‘white
power’ monolith began to fall apart. White South Africans who had previously either supported
the regime or who had remained mute were now making pilgrimages to meet the ANC in exile
for talks. White youth leaders, church leaders, business people, academics and politicians
vied with each other to be seen as the most enlightened. Only a few years earlier the word
‘terrorists’ rolled easily of the tongues of many of these people when referring to the ANC. The
original small band of outstanding white liberals and human rights campaigners not part of any
political organisation suddenly had a swelling of their ranks by people with very different
credentials and ways of thinking. This would ultimately negatively influence the progressive
culture within the liberal movement and it would lurch rightward. These people came out of the
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conservative libertarian traditions that evolved from the ‘verligte’ wing of the old white political
establishment in the NP and DP. This ultimately became the Democratic Alliance.
Today we have a relatively conservative party in the DA which would comfortly be similar to
other conservative and cenre-right libertarian parties globally. However in South Africa it gives
the impression that it represents the Liberal tradition. This is far from the truth. There was
once a genuine Liberal Party and it existed for a long time at the same time as the
predecessors that make up today’s Democratic Alliance and the certainly did not see eye to
eye.
The DA is the successor of the ‘verligte’ or so-called enlightened wing of the National Party
movement that split just before the Second World War to become the ‘National Party’ and the
‘United National Party’.
The latter simply later dropped the word ‘National’ from its title and later a splinter group broke
away and called itself the ‘Progressive Party’ resurrecting the old party name of Cecil Rhodes
in the 19th century which in the 20th century had merged with the South African Party - the
power at the time of Union in 1910.
The first National Party together in alliance with the South African Labour Party developed a
pact and initially ousted the South African Party from power. Later all merged to form the
United National Party which split again at the time of the Second World War giving birth to the
NP. The rump of the United National Party did not change its name but later took to calling
itself the United Party, dropping the word national. But these two parties were simply
verkrampte and verligte wings of white racial nationalism.
When the Democratic Party rebels split from the United National Party (UP), only one
managed to keep her seat – Helen Suzman. She was not a liberal but rather a progressive
verligte UP product. The real Liberal Party was established around the time that Suzman first
stood as a United National Party (UP) candidate in 1953 and the Liberal Party continued until
it principally dissolved itself under the pressure of the Apartheid regime in 1967. Various
further splits in the United Party, produced other UP factions. Likewise various factions
emerged in theNP as black political unrest pushed the various white nationalists to do some
rethinking. The new UP and NP factions then joined Helen Suzman and her Progressive Party
to finally emerge as the Democratic Party over time.
By the time that the ANC was unbanned, the few liberal democrats that were in the DP walked
over and immediately joined the ANC. The DP with its dismal support and the post-Apartheid
New National Party formally wnt into an alliance and created the Democratic Alliance. Later
the New National Party within the Democratic Alliance split with a minority going over to the
ANC and disbanding the NNP and the majority remaining in the Democratic Alliance which
essentially was the old United National Party resurrected. The political wheel in white politics
had come full circle but now desparately need the support of people of colour. They first set
about ensuring support from people classified as “coloured” and in the process used much
race-based scare-mongering against people classified as ‘black’. Tony Leaon’s aggressive
white Fight-Back campaign that assured the DP of white nationalist support gave way to
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Helen Zille and Patricia de Lille’s ‘Aunty Cookie and Aunty Patsy’ campaign to draw in more
coloured voters, and in particular to shore up the support of the short-lived Independent
Democrats. This then proceeded to try and garner a sympathy vote from a sector of African
women and then on to emergent middle class students of colour with Helen Zille and Lindiwe
Mazibuko but the latter combo was not good enough to break into the arena of the broader
youth and young professional person of colour. There was also a need to go after the
important rising influence in the prosperity evangelical churches and thus was born the Vusi
Maimane approach. Young professional of colour, a pastor, married across the colour line,
handsome, energetic and with the gift of oratory and multi-lingual.
Make-over after make-over only matched by distortions of the historical narrative and even a
grab of some of the ANC’s legacy in an ‘anything-goes’ strategy was used to break a ceiling
that the DA had reached by 2014.
When one takes an overview and views things over a longer timespan a truer picture of
events always emerge. Like with personal identities political identities are often constructed
over a lifetime….possibly a few lifetimes. Cut away all of the spin doctoring and a true picture
can be seen of a murky and zig-zagging past. What you see is not always what you get.
Liberalism died a long time ago and conservative parties developed in two trajectories. The
DA is more accurately a Conservative Libertarian Party with libertarian policies. But neoliberalism is alive and well in almost all of the parties today in South Africa including the ANC
and the DA as neo-colonialism becomes the new game in town. But that is another story.
The contrast of political activity across the board that developed in the late 1980s compared
with attitudes in the same constituencies in the 1970s was like night and day. At the same
time as events unfolded in South Africa, change was dramatically unfolding in Europe.
Glastnost and perestroika had broken out in Eastern Europe and the cold war was thawing.
It had its own positive and negative influences on the ANC and on the Apartheid regime and
its junior DP partners. It also highly influenced South African civil society, institutions and
movements – left, right and centre. Everybody suddenly started talking to each other. The
effects were dramatic and fast moving. Suddenly on 2 February 1990 the ANC, SACP and
PAC were unbanned and on 11 February Nelson Mandela was released from prison. The path
was prepared for our return from exile and the release of political prisoners. The countdown
for democracy had begun and at last we could also think about rebuilding our personal lives
after all of these years of having a struggle focus.
Return to South Africa
I returned to South Africa in October 1990, to face unemployment and the charity of various
close comrades for food and shelter.
While some of the leadership had returned to South Africa, many of us felt stuck and
abandoned in exile. We were working in posts as full-time ANC cadres and were seeing the
very jobs that we were performing advertised in the Mail and Guardian with new people taken
on. The jobs that we were holding were unceremoniously dissolved and were now being
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advertised in newspapers as being situated at the new ANC HQ in Johannesburg and we
could not even apply as we were still in exile. This is where new loyalties were forged as those
who returned early shored up a support base and designed a new machinery to ensure that
they were the dominate figures in the new order. Likewise people from the UDF and broad
MDM and even the various forces from the conservative establishment that had engaged in
talks about talks emulated the same clawing upward mobility and joined in receiving, giving
and buying patronage. The bulk of those who made the ANC what it was, including MK initially
were abandoned abroad in exile until the new show was on the road. This new alliance of
forces who raced ahead also drew in the Bantustan forces and an array of church forces –
some extremely conservative. New alliances and buy overs were made as leading ANC
figures supped with the devil. This was the beginning of a negative change in the ANC and the
unceremonious jettisoning of revolutionary forces while keeping the trappings of revolutionary
chic and the ‘brand’.
At this point it became clear that everything that we knew as the ANC was changing forever.
The small network of well-placed role-players within the movement was quickly moved to
South Africa to take advantage of the ‘de Klerk thaw’. These raced ahead of other sections of
the movement including the movement’s exiled constituency of revolutionaries under arms,
and in the process the seeds of inner organisation alienation began to take root. Loyalty to
particular figures became more important than service record and loyalty to the movement or
more importantly the ethos of the ANC, its policies and ideological make-up.
Similarly a gap emerged between that sector of the internal MDM structures and constituents
on the ground. More common ground was being found between former protagonists at the
negotiation table. A culture of a ‘political estate’ with some distance from constituents occurred
at a crucial time. This would haunt the movement in the future. It was an unhealthy gap which
translated into a gap between political negotiators and the very constituency that had created
the conditions for change. The elite amongst ANC leaders erred in treating many of its loyal
and productive cadres in the underground and in exile with indifference in the process of reestablishing itself, post the unbanning. Many raced in the direction of self-enrichment and sold
out the struggle for personal gain. It was a feeding frenzy.
Nonetheless as we returned to South Africa and others emerged from the underground and
MDM activities, we all carried on as loyal and disciplined cadres of the movement. The full
goal of national and social liberation began to diminish in favour of simply establishing a
negotiated liberal democratic state with a human rights culture. It was a negotiated settlement
after all, where the struggle was brought to a conclusion with no clear winners and losers. At
best the conditions were favourable for us to establish the foundations for a social democratic
order but even that was quickly abandoned. The ANC quickly was becoming neither fish nor
fowl but at the same time becoming more authoritarian, suffocating plurality of though,
discourse and debate – and demanding tight discipline and blind loyalty from its followers.
I applied for my family and I to return to South Africa and we were cleared by the ANC and
were given a letter of introduction and told to report to the ANC office in Cape Town. When we
did report to the ANC office we were received with blank stares,total disinterest in what the
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letter said, and a simple welcome back said in 20 seconds before people just carried on with
what they were doing. It was as if we were less than new recruits. Our personal ANC record
was meaningless and unknown by the new kids on the block.
The new ANC office in Cape Town had an unwelcoming, suspicious and competitive
approach to returnees. It seemed that everyone was scrambling to secure a niche for
themselves in the emerging new hierarchy and feeding frenzy. Our first preoccupation was
survival – finding shelter, food and a job.
The past twenty years of service in the ANC seemed to have counte for nothing. There
was no one to introduce us and integrate us and our skills. We had to find our own way into an
ANC branch and into the ranks of a very different organisation. If it were not for the wonderful
support and assistance of my then brother-in-law Kevin Patel and his wife Marcella Naidoo, I
do not know how we would have survived.
The politics of the new ANC in the Western Cape was also quite far removed from that of the
organisation that I had known. It had drawn in a bit of a mish-mash of ideologies ranging from
far-left ideas at the one end, to neo-liberalism on the other end and abroad array of other
tendencies as the filling in the middle. Huge doses of romanticism and adventurism smothered
rational thinking and opportunism abounded. The thinking and articulation of a hodgepodge of
ideas were argued as though it was ANC positions but bore little resemblance to traditional
ANC policies that I had known. A free-for-all period had taken over. There was little of the
coherence that I had been brought up with in the ranks of the movement.
The ANC central structures had little control of this organisation that was emerging under its
brand in the Western Cape. The same political words of the ANC were used but with very
different meanings. It was a kind of immature adventurist university student type of doctrinaire
politics. There was scant understanding of ANC history, traditions and national
liberation theory and practice.
There were also very few seasoned ANC comrades who had returned from exile to Cape
Town as most centred in Johannesburg and travelled from there. It seemed as though a small
network of MDM activists jealously guarded their ownership of the emerging organisation in
the Western Cape, to the exclusion of others.
I found the culture in the Western Cape ANC quite weird and disturbing and certainly
alienating. The hard and serious work of building a strong political base took a back seat to a
notion that political work could be reduced to organising continuous rallies, celebrations and
events – an immature jol mentality. This erroneous approach would later be taken into
governance with disastrous implications that impacted on service delivery. The ANC in the
Western Cape would remain dogged by these early mistakes right through the next two
decades. A general poverty of leadership would prevail while a closed door existed to the pool
of broader leadership potential of which there was plenty in the Western Cape. This resulted
in alienating people and a switching off from the ANC in the Western Cape. The switch off
grew stronger as the Western Cape electorate saw how ANC comrades were treating each
other. A sensitive electorate were switched off by the culture of vilification and the immature
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language that was often used to address the forces to which we were opposed and even used
against each other. There was a lowering of the bar of what people saw as common courtesy
in debate and discourse, and this frightened off potential supporters.
It seemed that in the Western Cape there was also a culture of almost cabal-like networks of
cronies operated as gate-keepers. The end result was that branch-building and a productive
membership recruitment drive did not occur as it should have. Political education did not occur
and proper integration of MDM, MK, exiles and underground operatives was well and truly
botched. Many good and longstanding cadres were alienated and left standing by the
wayside. The ANC lost its highly talented and productive base to a less mature and less
politically astute group of leaders who oversaw the steady erosion of branches and members.
Some of these people are no longer with the movement today while others have relocated or
took the path of business and the ANC has literally needed to be built again from the starting
blocks. Luckily there are still a core of excellent comrades to do this work, who have always
been loyal to the principles of the ANC and seek no personal gain.
The fortunes of the ANC in the Western Cape suffered as a result of juvenile and purile infighting which became the main characteristic by which the organisation became known in the
province. This was deeply saddening and alienating to such a degree that it created a crisis of
identity for many of us and it took a huge amount of coping efforts for many to continue on a
path of support for the ANC. Many dropped out. Excluded from being able to make meaningful
contributions was not just personally disconcerting. The organisation in which we had made
much investment of our lives was suffering and haemorrhaging.
It would only be in 2010 that the ANC motherbody would eventually even acknowledge the
tragedy of the state of the movement in the Western Cape. The branch system in the ANC is
the incubator of its future and it is here that everything was going wrong. Effort was needed to
ensure that branches did not reflect group identities based on Apartheid group areas.
Branches also should not have become power bases for cliques or any of the formations
within the organisation or Alliance holding more narrow agendas. The branches were the
gateway into the organisation and had to reflect our broad membership and any member with
talent and passion to offer the movement should be able to come to the fore as a leader in this
forum. The branch needed to be a mentoring and debating ground and the leadership in the
movement had to be able to hear branch voices and not just instruct branches.
Until this was righted the organisation’s future in the province and indeed elsewhere in the
country was bleak. The ANC had now rightly identified renewal of branches in the fullest
sense of its meaning, as a means to rebuild trust in the ANC by the people of the Western
Cape. This was a good first step, but the first of a number of important steps required for
renewal. The big problem was that this branch renewal step lacked substance. It just became
a slogan that wen knowhere because the conceptual framework of a branch was not there
and the necessary modernisation of the ANC as a part with a formal organisational life was
not there. The leadership approach to the branch was that it was a congregation in a parish
just like a church and was there for key red-letter days in each five-year political calender.
Branches or congragations like these were then set up to support political warlards who
dispenced patronage in what effectively became a huge pyramid scheme. Branches and votes
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were kept purposely weak and plyable where votes could be bought. Unless the ANC is totally
reformed and purge of a useless and inappropriate structure and also jettisons the so-called
democratic-centralism approach and institutes tight accountability of leaders to members and
branches and also ups the criteria for membership in a modernised and less populist mode
open to abuse, it will never be able to right-track and change positively. Unless it also
encourages free intellectual expression, discourse and debate within the party and allow it to
flow out to the general public arena it will not have the dynamic that a successful party
requires with the bigger mass of potential supporters in the general public.
I believe that ANC veterans have a special mentoring and guiding role to play in this regard. It
is also important for youth coming into this great movement to improve their listening skills,
tone down shooting from the lip and open themselves to guidance. There is plenty of time to
become leaders. They need to exercise patience and embrace learning so that the movement
and our people always come first before ego. The aggressive, violent, vilification and insult
culture has to be jettisoned. It is counter productive and frightening to ordinary decent people
on the ground.
At the time of our return there was also little in place to effectively assist returnees with
repatriation. I was sent with my son to enrol in an unrealistic model-C fee-paying school which
we could not afford and had to take him out after a month. Trafalgar High School in District Six
then took my son Dylan and over the next six years did wonders with very little resources to
equip him to get an education despite the handicaps of his exile experience. I will be ever
grateful to those wonderful dedicated teachers. Dylan entered standard six without having
basic literacy, writing and numeracy skills, and came out with a matric qualification six years
later. Thankyou Trafs and all who taught there.
Six months after my return I managed to find a job in the NGO sector where I spent the next 5
years working in communications and public affairs. At this time my wife Celeste Naidoo and I
went our separate ways, yet remained good friends and comrades. I am much indebted to her
for walking a very difficult path with me over some very important years in my life. She was
much younger than me and we were too different in our characters to share the same space
and path ahead but respected each other enough to move on in our different paths.
I got a job and worked for Grassroots Educare and Adult Education and Training Trust and
ented a house in the Bokaap. My two other sons returned to South Africa two years after my
return. This presented its own special challenges too as new family dynamics needed to be
negotiated and navigated.
Here based at Grassroots Educare Trust I started life from the beginning again to make my
political contribution at ANC branch level. The paradigm had shifted and we had all gone back
to zero. I earned a modest salary and began to build a new life. It was a bit like living in a
dream after the hurly burly of my previous life. Much of what my life experience had made me
– my identity, had to be put on hold.
My work in Grassroots Adult Education and Training Trust was amongst the poorest of the
poor in Cape Town’s informal settlement districts. We worked with communities living in
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shacks who were trying to educate their children in shack preschool structures, and educate
their carer-teachers.
This work was a continuation of the struggle in a different form. It kept me focussed on the
goals which I had set myself so many years before. Grassroots Educare Trust also afforded
me the opportunity to build a new friendship circle and to rebuild my life.
Alongside this, having had to claw back my identity as an ANC cadre in the political
environment in the Western Cape, I continued to be able to contribute to the struggle through
my ANC branch, even although it was now a very depersonalise construct like going to church
on Sunday and no real political meat could be tackled in that environment. Importantly during
this time I was actively involved in the broad resistance activities that lead up to the 1994
elections. This again involved protest, arrest, sitting in prison cells and being paraded in court,
as we marched on for freedom. De Klerk’s South Africa still dealt out what his predecessors
did to us and we clearly saw the realignment of South African politics of the ‘right’ developing
new patterns.
I began a process of learning new skills and improving my formal education in preparation for
the democracy which we now knew would be ushered in as a culmination of our years of
struggle. I became acutely aware that regardless of my life acumen, without a formal
education I was going to be left behind in the new order coming about. One of my colleagues
at Grassroots who was most inspiring was a fella by the name of Daniel Platjies and I saw
how this guy was studying towards a masters degree. His mum had been a humble low paid
worker and they were very poor. Daniel would later go on to do his doctorate. It inspired me
and a started preparing myself to get ligned up to get university entrance acceptance on a part
time basis. I thus took some time out to attend night classes and worked on a Diploma
inHuman Resource Management. To make ends meet I took on a second job serving as a
consultant to the Levi-Strauss Foundation social responsibility program for two years in
collaboration with one of my old comrades, Philip Balie. Having readied myself for further
studies I later got university entrance despite having left school without a matric and having
followed a technical artisanship education trajectory, and was accepted on a MSc programme
based on work experience. It would change my life. It makes me very angry when I hear the
anti-intellectual nonsense spouted by idiots in the political arena. People like Daniel and I and
so many others scraped and clawed and worked our butts of to get an education, against all
the odds so that we may serve our people and improve our intellectual contribution to problem
solving. It is an insult to people like us when crass statements are made attacking intellectuals
like its something dirty. Daniel and I did not embrace intellectual debate and discourse when
began studying through institutions nor when we go our degrees. We were born from working
people who read, debated and learnt regardless of our handicaps. Many of the greatest
intellectuals that I have known did not become so through an institution or by having a piece of
paper…. but were intellectuals no less. An attack on intellectuals is an insult to working people
and the underclasses by crass political opportunists.
While still in the heady final days of resistance which included being arrested by police during
protest action, occupations of buildings, and marches, our minds were engaged with the new
way of living that would come with the transition and beyond. The old order desperately tried
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to maintain some kind of control but South Africa and indeed, the world, was hurtling down the
tracks of change. What everyone had told us so many years before was now coming true. My
identity of ‘the Liberation Movement Printer’ had dramatically come to an end. My identity of
‘the anti-Apartheid activist’ was dramatically ending too. We had to mould our lives to new
circumstances of a democratic South African dispensation. Life experience was continuously
effecting change in my life.
My personal life also went through dramatic changes as I tried to build some normality after so
many years of upheaval. Like most of us in the liberation movement there was little stability in
our relationships. I had two more unsuccessful marriages, first to Ursula Oliphant Evans and
then to Zainunissa Misbach. Both were wonderful people but the turmoil-filled reintegration
years were as unstable as our exile years and hardly conducive to settling down.
Creating a normal life after years of upheaval was not easy. Trial and error dominated. At the
heart of many of my most personal struggles were also the unresolved family questions that
haunted me from my childhood days. I promised myself that these would be settled as soon
as we had the democracy for which we had fought. Later as I was able to dedicate time to my
personal rehabilitation to normal civil life, these were sorted out, and my life and relationships
stabilised at least for awhile.
The First Democratic Elections and working at Parliament
In the run up to the first democratic elections I was seconded from GAETT to the independent
Electoral Commission as Regional Director for Voter Education. This gave me a grandstand
seat to view the culmination of a life of struggle. I felt elated and fulfilled to have played my
part in the realisation of the overthrow of Apartheid and the establishment of democracy.
When the results of the election were announced, even although there was great
disappointment about the ANC’s predictable fortunes in the Western Cape, we raced down
main road in cars with flags flying high celebrating our national victory and freedom. We had
done it! Apartheid was no more. Colonial rule had ended. People of colour could breathe the
free air and participate in whatever we wanted, go where we wanted and associate with
whoever we wanted.
A year after the first democratic elections I took up the post of Director of Public Relations and
Protocol at Parliament for five years. Reporting to the Speaker of Parliament and the
Chairperson of the NCOP, I earned the nickname amongst the media as the ‘Phantom of
Parliament’s Opera’ as I scurried about the corridors of Parliament at all hours ensuring that
every event was well managed and troubleshooting around the many problems that
continuously arose in this unique institution. More importantly I did my best to ensure that
Parliament was a public-friendly institution and promoted participatory democracy underlined
by public involvement in contributing to the legislation writing process through public hearings
by portfolio committees.This was yet another part of my identity. The position also gave me a
‘spider on the wall’ viewing position of how our post-Apartheid fortunes were proceeding in the
aftermath of the first elections. I was particularly priviledged to work with Dr Frene Ginwala,
the first and most able Speaker of Parliament.
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From this position I was a participant in a range of wonderful milestones involving the
dismantling of Apartheid legislation.
In this post I was, amongst other things, responsible for co-ordinating all ceremonials at
Parliament and handling the protocols of official visits of Heads of State. Providing hospitality
to Prime Ministers like Tony Blair, to presidents from Clinton to Castro, to royalty and to UN
dignitaries such as Koffi Anan which was all part of my charge at Parliament. I was an
observer-participant at the crossroads of the world’s interaction with our new state at the
highest of levels.
But the post was also about recreating the image of Parliament and educating the public on
how they can make Parliament work for them. It was about opening the doors of Parliament to
the people and promoting an understanding of how the new democratic institutions worked.
Initially I was on a daily high. I often had to pinch myself and ask “have we really achieved the
overthrow of Apartheid which once seemed so impossible?”
I spent five years in this post and saw it as a celebration of everything that I had done with my
life. It had taken seven years from my time of returning to South Africa, to get back to take my
place alongside many former comrades and be able to make a meaningful contribution under
new circumstances. It was a privilege to be able to serve in this way.
While working at Parliament I married Cheryl Osborn also originally from District Six and
daughter of one of the artisans at my first job in the jewellery manufacturers and we remained
married for the next 20 years. I also studied at night over three years doing an MSc degree,
and accomplished a distinction for my dissertation. My degree was a business mastersdegree in tourism development and management, and my dissertation looked at stumbling
blocks faced by emerging black tourism entrepreneurs in Cape Town while also examining
Cape Town’s slavery and indigene heritage as a basis for a new cultural tourism niche
product.
I had come a long way from the standard-eight certificate attained at the trade school and the
work in the sweatshop factory remunerated at ten rands per week back in the early 1970s. It
provided a wonderful sense of achievement. It also launched me on a path of developing a
niche as a historian and heritage activist covering Cape Slavery and Indigene history and
heritage.
The long resistance road had certainly delivered a transformation in my life. As I looked
around me I also saw that by taking up challenges along with many others who had done this,
we had indeed effected change, even though not as much as our country needed. We had
laid a foundation and made history and determined a new course away from the legacy of loss
of life, land, liberty and dignity.
I say this without suggesting that there was not much more work required to bring about many
more changes to improve the quality of life for all. There is just too much poverty and
hopelessness all around me. We have changed South Africa dramatically in many ways but
the social reality of the vast majority still cries out for deeper and fundamental transformation. I
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always maintained that without this, political change will be superficial and as much of a
luxurious commodity as any other manufactured commodity. “A bear in drag is a bear no
less.”
Alongside the sense of achievement I also experienced many concerns. Political in-fighting
over the spoils of public office that began to emerge at the turn of the 21st century was
something our people just did not need and it tainted the memory of our great heroes of the
struggle. I spoke out at the time and expressed the hope that our ability as a people to
produce quality leadership would once more come to the fore. I recognised ten years ago that
at the heart of our problems was a dearth of good leadership. I recognised the fundamental
that the movement would always need constant renewal to take us forward to liberate our
people from poverty, homelessness, joblessness and to build hope. In a half page article in
the Cape Argus just days before the Polokwane conference I argued that in electing the new
top officials and indeed the NEC it would be a big mistake to go into voting based on lists
which will result in a purge and a victor and vanquished scenario. I predicted that this would
lead to disaster for the ANC and for the people of South Africa. I read that article over and
over again because the worst pssible scenario did take place. The leaderhip that emerged in
the ANC from 2008 was extremely poorly equipped, deficient and bellicose. Also a huge part
of the ANC was purged at all levels and its intelligentsia was silenced. Effectively what the
Apartheid regime could not accomplish, we accomplished by our own hand. Underpinning all
of this was the shadowy hand of greedy mafia’s which were now handed the ANC on a platter.
The greed, infatuation with building personal wealth and bling status, and in-fighting that had
become the hallmark of politics in the first decade of the 21st century is distressing and sad. It
was an insult to the memory of the many valiant men and women who struggled against
Apartheid and for a better life for all of our people.
There were a number of great positive features of the leadership of Thabo Mbeki, which
hallmarked the first 15 years of the post-liberation period, but he will also unfortunately be
remembered as the man who presided over a fracturing ANC as an organisation, a culture of
emerging greed and corruption and he failed to take non-partisan action to stem the tide of the
rising factionalism. He together with his successor Jacob Zuma must take much of the
responsibility for the meltdown. While Thabo Mbeki made some grievious mistakes he will
nonetheless go down as a man who made great contributions to South Arica both as deputy
President and as President. This can hardly be said of his successor Jacob Zuma who was an
unmitigated disaster for both the ANC and South Africa. Thabo Mbeki largely, other than the
his disasterous and inhuman approach to HIV AIDS, does leave a political legacy of some
note. Jacob Zuma however has left little or nothing of substantial personal contribution and will
always be remembered for the cloud of personal criminality and the criminality of associates
which hovered over his entire presidency.
Under Mbkei the ANC and particularly the ANC as a historical national liberation movement
legacy needed to be separated from the new era and enshrined as a heritage for all time. It
was important that the legacy would not be tainted by future actions and that it remain as a
national treasure from which future generations could learn. Mbeki failed to protect by failing
to form a political party structure alongside that protected legacy. The present ANC over which
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he was custodian needed to be reformed into a tight political party and modernised as a
parliamentary party. He also failed to do that and it would have great negative repercussions.
He furthermore needed to strengthen and entrench an intellectual culture and intellectual
development in such a reformed party. He failed in this respect too because he was more
preoccupied with leaving his own personal legacy. All of these things would lead to an erosion
of the ANC legacy and this would taint the ANC Brand and its fortunes once it started down
the slippery slope of criminal entryism.
I originally thought that Mbeki had the capacity to be a Kemal Attaturk – a man that he
admired, who would roll up his sleaves and rise above the fray with clarity of thinking and
really engage, engineer, pioneer and lead. I believed that he really had that ability. That level
of visionary leadership just did not emerge. Instead a kinda dreamy, wax-lyrical and fuzzy
dabbling came forth with huge doses of intellectual meanderings and a bit of arrogance. The
full potential from a clearly talented man was not unleashed. He played with the small stuff
while the big picture left him behind. He was a man of brilliance who did not unleash what he
had bottled up inside and did not empower others around himself with potential, to do the
same. Regardless of his failings I still have much respect for the man. Nobody is perfect and I
do believe that his heart was in the right place and that he was never preoccupied with riches
and extravagance.
Many came to see Mbeki as a man living in his own world who failed to lead and build the
ANC at a crucial point in history. He just did not manage in terms of being able to lead both
the ANC and the country and he engaged in the beginnings of turning different viewpoints - a
healthy thing, into the negative crystalisation of these into factions. A poor performance and
weakness of the Secretary General – Montlanthe - another man of talent and great intellect,
also failed to protect and modernise the ANC and ensure its positive development. This is the
core responsibility of the Secretary General. Once again Montlanthe will be remembered as a
great thinker and a decent man who cared for his organisation and the people of South Africa,
but he did not carry out his responsibility as SG ably. In contrast Gwede Mantashe will go
down in history as the most disasterous SG ever and many questions do arise as to whether
he ever put the ANC and South Africa before himself. The intellectual bar certainly was
lowered to lows never seen in the organisation before. Under Montashe criminal behaviour
thrived, anti-intellectualism and division because synonymous with the brand. Widespread
belief lays the demise of the ANC squarely at the feet of Mantashe, Zuma and the others in
the top leadership, as well as twith the really poor quality of the broader NEC. Popular opinion
or perception firmly believes that the bulk of the NEC was made up of corrupt entryists who
did not care about the ANC or South Africa and its people but largely looked after their own
pockets and networks.
As the President of the country Thabo Mbeki was seen not to be even-handed to the different
facets of the work required by a President nor even handed when dealing with inner contested
ANC issues. Most importantly a critical mass of South Africans felt let down and believed that
he had become remote from them as the citizens of the country. A president does not belong
to his party, nor even to government, but to the people as a whole. Government too, is not
simply the government that belongs to a political party but it must have a unifying embrace of
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the people as a whole. Thabo Mbeki never rose to that role of being all the people of South
Africa’s number one man nor aroused the people’s affection or emotions.
When Zuma came onto the scene and throughout his Presidency he pranced, danced, joked
and sang like a pop idol and this was assumed to be being close to the people. It was soon
unmasked as a farce. He then turned nasty disparaging and blaming all around him for his
problems. Soon he and the mob of beneficiaries of patronage that surrounded him turned their
venom on veterans and stalwarts of the ANC who tried to show the ANC and the country what
was happening. Criminal types, neo-colonialists, conservative evanglicals and tribalists by this
time had captured strategic areas of government and the ANC itself. From a sceanario where
simply strategic mistakes were being made the ANC quickly drifted towards control by
reactionary elements and the mass alienation of members, supporters and voters of the ANC.
During the Mbeki period already the ANC was so busy factionalising itself and alienating itself
from huge sections of the population and engaging in inappropriate war talk against fellow
South Africans. In so doing we started to lose the high ground. The President failed to be an
agent of national unity and social cohesion. It was believed that he promoted schism rather
than combated it as a President should have. A fundamental task of all ANC Presidents have
been that of unifying father of the natural different tendencies in what has been characterised
as a ‘Broad Church’ organisation. His preoccupations were increasingly seen as rather
intellectually self-indulgent and uninspiring in the latter years of his presidency. It was further
felt that he had become a champion of narrow middle class interest and was indifferent to the
poor. It did not matter if this was a wrong perception or not, what was important was that the
perception gained currency and traction. All of these things made Mbeki vulnerable to a
populist attack.
Thabo Mbeki nationally and internationally took a self-indulgent and highly controversial
position regarded as being an HIV-Aids denialist. His remarks and actions considered to be
pseudo-scientific, uncaring and arrogant as head of state in a country reeling from the huge
impact of HIV-Aids on its population resulting in hundreds of thousands premature deaths was
Mbeki’s greatest undoing.
In the latter years of Mbeki’s tenure the ANC membership became alienated and schisms
developed in the organisation with these being fanned by inappropriate leadership decisions,
empowerment of cliques with the blurring of control of state assets and private corporate
interest, and the emergence of a culture of corrupt behaviours. The downward slide unfolded
rapidly and led to a popular crisis of confidence in leadership. Public perception saw the
leadership becoming remote and out of touch with realities faced by ordinary South Africans.
Many in the movement were beguiled to revolt against Mbeki believing that a new oder which
spoke a more left language would turn around the creeping rot.
Significantly the active membership in the ANC itself began to be openly hostile to the entire
layer of Mbeki leadership like had never happened before. There was clearly an orchestrated
factional fanning of this discontent by crafty organised elements within and without the ANC.
Some would go as far as saying that it looked like a coup. An emergent alliance of what
people were against, rather than what they were for was exploited to the full. Jacob Zuma and
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those who believed that he was the best and most popular figure to mobilise the ANC to return
to championing the poor took the gap and the negative Zuma phenomenon was unleashed.
The devil came disguised as an angel and soon after Mbeki’s defeat the true colours of those
who simply were coveting the access to enrichment resources came out openly and
consolidated their takeover. It was just like a hostile company takeover in the business world.
The trade union left and the SACP and the ANC Youth League were all manipulated towards
an end of getting corrupt networks of tender- entrepreneurs in place. Many instant millionairs
were created overnight. The figure of Jacob Zuma whose name was embroiled in many
questionable and unlawful accusations was projected to centre-stage and played a major role
in taking the ANC down a reactionary path. The jury is still out as to whether this state of
affairs can ever be turned around.
The genuine critique of Mbeki and weaknesses in his administration on the one hand and a
crass struggle over personal access to enriching opportunities came full circle, turned into a
destructive leadership contest which then left a freewayway open to looting of state resources,
selling the state to external interests and destroying the liberation movement from within..
Mbeki and some of his supporters at a crucial moment tipped the scales by making a cardinal
mistake of suggesting that Thabo Mbeki run for a third term as President in defiance of the
two-term policy. It was also a major error to play the man in his contest against Jacob Zuma.
The organisation which needed to be united and focussed on post-liberation service delivery
and partnership with the people, got side-tracked first into a prolonged series of inner
organisational struggles, focussed on personalities and then in the confusion fell fowl of those
who had sought to gut the movement of its pro-poor liberationist substance.
The great and proud culture of the ANC took a hard knock during the Mbeki era and after this
era came to a dramatic end, the negativity metamorphosed and continued to flourish even
more in the post-Polokwane turbulence. The traditional middle ground of reason and
sensibility within the movement seemed to erode and initially become muted in this climate. A
wave of anti-intellectualism orchestrated and fanned by Zuma and his supporters stepped into
this gap. Post-Polokwane Mbeki ministers and top supporters went to ground and found
positions in business or abroad in world bodies where they had already made networks and
nests for themselves. Others moved off and formed the disasterous COPE political party also
overpowered by individualism and ego. This together with the replacement of what was seen
as Mbeki list by a Zuma list purged the party of some of its best cadres and intelligentsia. All
of these things assaulted the ANC to such an extent that it fast became unrecogniseable to
many of its supporters.
By the time that the battered centre-ground within the ANC once more rallied on the road
toward the ANC Centenary celebrations, the recognisable traditions of ANC hardly featured
anymore. Small steps forward were followed by small steps backward and so it went on and
on. Many of us cadres tried our best to build the ANC and maintain its legacy in the face of a
both a rightward lurch accompanied by what can only be called inner party thuggery of Zuma’s
loyalists and their overwhelming culture of corruption and self aggrandisement. One by one
we either became casualties or walked off to fight the take-over from outside of the
organisation. Many of these were veterans and stalwarts of the struggle.
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In having a critique of Thabo Mbeki’s leadership I must stress that political critique in the
movement could and should have been done without vilification and in a dignified manner
intelligent manner. Notwithstanding Thabo Mbeki’s failures, I believe that it brought great
shame to us all that many treated this highly talented leadership figure in the movement who
had given his whole life to our struggle, in an appalling manner. Whatever the failures of
Mbeki, and it is inevitable that all leaders will have failings, he was our sitting constitutionally
elected State President and he made some of the most valuable and significant contributions
to the ANC, to South Africa and to the world. His coerced removal if properly analysed was
actually unlawful and was a coup of a sort. Mbeki had an exceptional track record on many
fronts and this should not be forgotten in our critique. Time would show us that he certainly
was streets ahead of anything that Jacob Zuma had to bring in terms of leadership.
Leaders are human beings with failures and cannot all be superstars. We cannot expect them
to be perfect but there are basics that they must offer and then some. Thabo Mbeki regardless
of failings brought much more than basics.
I expressed at that time that others did not deal with Jacob Zuma in a balanced manner and
with intellectual critique that could guide the members of the movement to make proper
assessments and decisions. A crass game of Jacob the villain versus Thabo the political icon
was played out by Thabo’s supporters. This played right into the hands of those who took an
‘anyone by Mbeki’ line and turned Zuma into a martyr saint. By dealing with Zuma in a
humiliating manner and personally disparaging manner at that time it boosted his profile and
chances dramatically. He became a working class hero – the underdog. Humiliation became
the name of the only game in town and humiliation was used to fight humiliation. A crass blind
support of Zuma with accompanying undignified and unacceptable aggressively rude
behaviours by supporters was to take the ANC down a slippery slope.
Already the writing was on the wall that a time would come when as a leader and President
Jacob Zuma too would come under a critical microscope and have to shoulder much
responsibility for the condition that he brought about in the ANC and the country.
By the time of the post-Polokwane national elections , Jacob Zuma had sullied the name of
the ANC and the country, but a weakened and factionalised ANC was a house that could not
heal itself. Shaken by all that occurred, we as members rallied to ensure an ANC victory at the
polls. At all costs, even at the possible cost of deeply harming the ANC it turned out, we would
support a Zuma victory. Bouyed by that victory the greedy culture of self-enrichment went wild
in government and purged of the ANC’s best minds and most committed cadres, a new wave
of less competent and unfocused politicians took the reins. It took a long time for many of us
to wake up to the reality of what had happened.
At that time in the first edition of this book of 2009 I wrote that
“Jacob Zuma and his legacy will also be judged by the movement, its supporters and the people of
South Africa as a whole, during his term as President and when his era comes to an end. Like Thabo
Mbeki he comes across as having some good qualities and also some great weaknesses. Leadership is
a demanding role which will at times heap praise on an individual and at other times assault the
individual with great and harsh criticism. In time, history will evaluate Jacob Zuma too. Clearly there will
be elements of Jacob Zuma’s performance both prior to and after he became President of the ANC and
South Africa that will speak of failure and serious flaws of judgement. Failings in leadership show us is
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that in a political movement we have to guard against waves of ‘cult of leadership’ and rather build
strong collective forums with dynamic links to a participatory party membership. Leadership without the
necessary checks and balances can result in disaster”.

I amongst others while criticising the excesses of his supporters said that we should
nonetheless give Jacob Zuma a respectful and fair chance - a chance for a more left leaning,
people empowering, set of policies to be implemented so that we can effectively tackle the
burden on the poor, roll back poverty and empower the poorest with political and economic
tools to achieve real liberation. It turned out that very quickly that given this chance Jacob
Zuma became an unmitigated disaster for the ANC and for the country and people of South
Africa. Jacob Zuma ultimately betrayed us and sold out the people of South Africa for personal
gain and to avoid criminal prosecution. I am saddened to say that I was deeply wrong in my
judgement. All of us need to acknowledge that a huge political mistake was made in the ANC.
Jacob Zuma and his fellow travellers it has now been demonstrated simply used their
expressions of allegiance to this dream to engage in personal self-enrichment and has
effectively rolled back much of our political gains since 1994 to leave us in a worse neocolonial condition and on the brink of a resurgent draconian an intolerant right leaning era.
The ANC’s style of dealing with its business in the last days of the Mbeki era and in the early
days of the post-Polokwane era set the edges for the coming years. The ANC had lost touch
with its ethos and its leadership collective was greatly lacking in leadership substance. An
executive came into being which was unbalanced and sorely lacking in vision, skills, talent
and real rootedness with the people of South Africa. The great hope of renewal prePolokwane quickly degenerated and behaviours that were totally alien to ANC tradition began
to spread like a wildfire. Multiple centres of power began to emerge and the concept of
leadership itself began to be undermined. Sober voices within the organisation began to cry
out for organisational introspection and renewal. These voices largely came from veterans as
a wake-up call emphasising that until the nature and stature of leadership is once more
discovered, and is vested with binding decisiveness, we will remain on shaky ground.
Between 2009 and the present – the Zuma era, the culture within the ANC degenerated
dramatically rendering the ANC to become unrecogniseable to many of us. It seems to have
embraced a lot of the culture and excesses of the old National Party. Continuing to talk left it
walked right and it fanned disunity in its ranks and in the country. The ANC and the country
has been turned into the fiefdom of one man and his defender-supporters – Jacob Zuma.
In the last decade the ANC has seen the emergeance of four break-away parties – UDM,
COPE, EFF, UF and post formation of these a drift away of both members and voters. Race
polarisation has spread and a resurgeance of ethnic politics and tribal bantustanism has risen.
Bellicose and crass behaviours and utterances has become the norm of the President, top
ANC leaders, Cabinet members, parliamentarians and those holding provincial and local
government posts. Top civil servants too have started walking paths that see the most
rightwing fascistic manifestations and threat. Securocrats make unlawful, unconstitutional
utterances. Chapter 9 institutions of our Constitution are disrespected. The coffers of the state
are abused for personal finanicial gain with many high profiled individuals starting with
President Zuma, having to be taken to Court to ensure constitutionalism.
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The Constitutional Court came to a stinging judgement against Jacob Zuma and the ANC in
Parliament and the ANC just brushed it off. In most other countries the President would have
been stood down and a major shake up would have occurred in parliament and in the party.
Instead the entire unlawful and unconstitutional behaviour was defended. The government
was also found guilty of practicing racism by the Constitutional Court in the case of
discrimination against ‘Coloured’ officals in the Western Cape. Again the ANC and
government just brushed it off. After ICASA and the Courts found that the SABC COO and
Board had acted unconstitutionally and unlawfully in introducing censorship into the public
broadcaster and unfairly dismissed journalist staff in the process the ANC, the government
and the President took no corrective action. During the enture scenario the President’s office
made a statement of defending the SABC COO and Board and after the judgements the
Minister of Communications stated that it was all “Lies, lies, lies” and that the COO Hlaudi
Motsoeneng did nothing wrong and indeed should be seen as a hero.
Under Zuma corrupton has thrived, and fear has returned to the political arena. Villification,
bullying and aggression towards critical ANC veterans, crass anti-intellectualism, politically
motivated killings, deals with shadowy foreign businesses in which government and the state
has been put up for sale, alignment with foreign imperial powers without circumspection and
so on and on has become the order of the day. The ANC has defended everything of concern
and just continues with one new infringement after the other day by day. The President’s
behaviour is totally unacceptable and throughout his presidency criminal charges have hung
above his head. South Africa deserves so much more and it has been nothing short of
criminal that the ANC has not changed course or even taken these matters seriously.
Our veterans and stalwarts and most senior former commanders of MK have all impressed on
the ANC to change course and the pleas have been on deaf ears. Instead insult and
vilification has been thrown back. It is a very sorry and sad state of affairs that the ANC has
been so mismanaged and has compromised itself with a rightward drift that walks over our
mission to overcome racism, unite our people, and build a better life for all by rolling back
poverty. Corruption, greed, racism, neo-colonialism, anti-constitutionalism, neo-fascism,
tribalism, sowing fear, draconian government and contempt for the law are the new hallmarks.
What on earth are we becoming?
The legacy of the Mbeki and Zuma era has unfortunately be seen by some as the catalyst for
the loss of the high ground and the decay. Dispassionate analysis will show that the issues
that needed to be addressed was not simply the personalities of Thabo Mbeki or Jacob Zuma,
nor is it just policy matters, but deep issues of organisational development, ethos, culture, the
nature of leadership and a problem around the conflation of the ANC as an organisation and
South Africa and its people. The issue of the tendency of leadership to become an entity and
force on its own, not accountableto the members of the ANC as a kind of overlord group on
the one hand and on the other a membership simply being masses that make up
congregations rather than active participant-thinkers requiring criteria for belonging also needs
to be addressed if the ANC is to remain a relevant force for the 21st century that can offer
progress and improvement of life for South Africans. To his credit in a lecture at Fort Hare in
2012 Mbeki said
"I must accept that during the years when I served in the leadership of the ANC, we failed to achieve
the objective of sustaining the calibre of a membership made up of politically mature and committed
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cadres. This would have made it, as much as it is possible, to insulate our movement from the
‘staffriders’ who came on board the ANC train, intent to use their membership as a step=ladder to
access state power and abuse this power for self-enrichment. The real and hard truth is that, in this
regard, the current leadership of the ANC and the broad democratic movement, at all levels, have
inherited this failure, which lies at the base of much that is going wrong in our country.”

Of course the failure was more than this because the Mbeki cabinet by bad example ensured
that they walked away with handsome pfinancial and travel packages for life, as well as using
their business and international contacts to ensure new lucrative lives for themselves. They
just left a political vacuum for the rest of us to stew in. This, as much as everything else, left
the fortunes of South Africa to the new predators on the block.
Addressing these elements remain a collective responsibility that we must all shoulder and
address with solutions or face disaster. The ANC brand is nothing without a legacy, an ethos,
ethical behaviour, good policy and practice. It is also nothing if we do not set aside and rise
above the race and ethnocentric legacy of Apartheid. At the time of Polokwane and in its
aftermath in the first edition of this book I argued
“Decorum always needs to be kept in terms of the conduct of debate and it is a leadership’s duty to maintain such
decorum. A culture of intimidation and vilification of members holding different opinions must be nipped in the bud
because the very character of the ANC as the broad home of diverse opinion and consensus is at threat. Leaders
once elected, should not show fear or favour in the form of patronage to electoral supporters and unfairness to
those who did not cast their votes favourably. Patronage can be tantamount to sabotaging the organisation. This is
universal to all organisations. If we do not get back to understanding these organisational principles we will have
traded in our organisation’s greatness. We are sorely challenged to engage in introspection and renewal, and
struggle veterans have a special role to fulfil in not taking sides when groupings arise nor embracing schism but
being prepared to stand up and express ourselves critically on matters important to organisational integrity.”

This expression of a critical voice is another facet of who I am – of identity. It is a powerful part
of what any of us have as identity. It also shows that organisations too have identities and that
individual identities get blurred by organisational identies. The ANC as a political movement
has to understand that as an organisation, even although it does very well at the polls; it is
only a small minority of the population that actually engages within the ANC as an
organisation. Even the supportive electorate too are just a sector of a much bigger population.
There is an erroneous assumption that the ANC is the electorate’s identity and that there is no
identity but that of the ANC. Politicians are called upon to be sensitive to broader
constituencies of people who must be treated with respect. Notions of a singular ANC identity
are dangerous at at heart a fascist trait. Party support should never be taken for granted. No
party has a license to behave as it pleases – respect must be earned. There is an onus on all
always to ensure that the the broader population is positively engaged and to build public
relations. The manner, in which opposition is engaged while robust and firm, must also be
done in a manner which is beyond reproach. The notion that in a democracy, any opposition is
‘the enemy’ as in war, is a very dangerous notion. Fascist style othering and war cries is the
antithesis of what the liberation struggle was all about.
The ANC has been under great assault post liberation, by forces bent on insuring that it
departs from its traditional policies and practices rooted in the interests of the black poor of
South Africa. These forces buy leaders and potential leaders just like impimpis were bought in
the past. One of the organic lessons that I learnt early in the struggle which was reinforced
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over and over again throughout the long years of struggle is still pertinent today. Often it was
the case that those most noisy, shouting the most radical slogans, using the crudest language
were the ones most likely to have been impimpis working with the enemy for self-gain.
Today it is those who inappropriately do the same that are the ones cutting deals with those
exploitative and unscrupulous characters who continue to exploit the mass of black poor in our
country. We need to be aware that just because people shout radical slogans about what they
are against, it will not mean that they follow this in practice. They simply want to control and
deliver the people for the most lucrative price. They trade the dreams of the people for
personal gain. The constituency electorate within our organisations must develop its capacity
to discern who deserves their support. Track record must count more than grandstanding.
The ANC is challenged to always be rediscovering its organisational ethos and heritage. As I
have emphasised, organisations like people also have identities. The greatness of the ANC
was elucidated by poet Obed Mooki in 1945 in the words:
Congress, Congress precious name!..... When none for Africa did stand
In the days of long ago when powers did take the land…. thou didst rise to say No! No!
Thou wert small but thou art great….. all men to thee do flow
Thou didst strive to end all hate, so that tribes, all each should know

The ANC encapsulated an identity where wisdom, the national philosophy and national vision
informed the primary focus which was the well-being of our people. This identity should
always have guided strategy and tactics – and dignity, sobriety and decorum should have
governed deliberation. If we lost this identity we will have lost all. It has come to pass as I write
that indeed we have lost all at this point. Can the ANC recover and transform? I really don’t
know. We needed to discover anew, the meanings, traditions and themes of the ‘African’,
‘National’ and ‘Congress’ in the ANC. People who have wondered what it is that has kept
good diligent South Africa loving people still loyal to the ANC regardless of its failings, have
really not understood how much more this formation meant to people than simply being a
common political party. But soul-searching ANC members, veterans and stalwarts have been
more and more now waking up to the fact that the ANC has lost its core identity and become
just a common home for opportunists. These people are struggling with this sense of loss and
the criminals that use the ANC shout out the refrain – “Its cold on the outside”. At heart it has
a lot to do with IDENTITY.
Our generation of 1976 embarked on a path of radical steps to change the legacy of pain
eloquently expressed by Herbert Dhlomo in his poem ‘renunciation’ penned in the 1940s. I’m
still driven to follow this path that has always moulded my identity:
Everywhere I turn I’m haunted; By the wailings of the wounded
By the groans of the frustrated; By the people daily hounded
By fear and hunger; By man-made danger
Of the lack of house and peace and pasture
Of the poor children’s life and future
Whose very laughter
Tells of their slaughter
By vested interests of the powerful class
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I dearly hope that the ANC will once again find and cherish its mojo and refocus on delivering
a better life for our people and lead the way in uniting the diverse people of South Africa. If
this does not happen I hope and pray that a new generation and, new innovative formations if
necessary, will go back a find and enhance what remains a great legacy of commitment and
selflessness in service to the people of South Africa. It is not the BRAND that is the soul of the
ANC…. It is the calibre of its leaders and cadres. If needs be a new formation may well be the
only way forward.
The infatuation of some amongst us with corporation culture and self-enrichment at the
expense of focussing on rolling back poverty has been the greatest contributor to undermining
the ANC. Business is a legitimate activity but should not be part of a political career. One
cannot serve the two without a conflict of interest. What essentially seems to have happened
is that many within our ranks aspire to be business people. There is nothing wrong with such
an aspiration. Part of our struggle was for the freedom of black people to engage fully in
economic activity. But these people in our ranks are ‘capitalists without capital’ and are using
political office as a process of primitive accumulation of capital. They are unscrupulous
hustlers. This is not always necessarily done in a corrupt manner, but it is essentially a conflict
of interest and is an unacceptable culture undermining our democracy. You either must be a
politician and servant of the people, for which you draw a salary, or you go off and take your
chances in becoming a businessman. There must be a complete ban on public servants and
holders of representative office from doing business at the same time and a complete ban on
any dealings with state tenders even through family or other third party friends.
The interests of such people are bolstered at the expense of the poor whom they use as
voting fodder to springboard themselves into business activity. Poor ANC constituencies did
not vote for its representatives to spend their time in political office to enrich themselves and
use legislative and governance processes to facilitate such interests. The public
representatives and leaders of our organisation should be singularly focussed on trailblazing
systemic changes so that the poor of South Africa may have a better chance in improving the
quality of their lives. Such businessmen-in-the-making operate as fifth columnists in the ANC
and its leagues. Conservative national chauvinism married to emergent capitalists with a bent
toward strong-arm tactics has always been the bedrock of fascist movements. Forms of nonracial neo-fascism are emerging to hijack the progressive gains made by the liberation
struggle and are gaining traction. The spectre of neo-fascist national-socialists finding a home
in existing political formations is more than great. We have allowed it to haunt our post
liberation landscape.
The effect of such widespread corporation culture in the ANC has been to slowly choke the
ANCs social transformation mission to death. All energies and principles are being sapped by
the emergent ‘capitalists without capital’.
I also lean towards us finding a formula for the electorate to directly vote in their public
representatives rather than these simply emerging from party slates. There is much room for
deepening democracy from the first level democracy that we first negotiated prior to 1994. We
need our constitution to include the democratic organisational and structural pre-requistes for
political parties, which must be audited, before they can register to participate in elections.
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Inner party democracy and accountability of leadership to memebers is vital to a healthy
society. Parties cannot be pyramid schemes, because if they are and they capture power, the
state will become a pyramid scheme too.
There are too many inherent factors in the systems adopted at the negotiations pre-1994 that
militate against public empowerment over the political estate. Connectivity is an identity issue
and even in the political arena ‘identification with’ plays an important role. Remoteness can
quickly set in between electorates and parties. The present proportional representation leads
to political patronage systems and ought to be reviewed in favour of a mix of PR and direct
representation. The public need to hold individuals to account and not simply leave this to
parties.
Until parties also become more than just a brand and more than representative of race and
ethnic concerns, but can be recognisable as left, centre and right – and representative of
socialist, green, social democrat, liberal democrat, conservative libertarian, right etc – in other
words a choice of political entities rather than based on race, ethnicity, religion or simply an
association brand linked to the past, we are not going to progress and enhance democracy in
South Africa.
As the years have gone by, my political identity has been less and less orientated to ‘isms’. I
have come to position my own political identity where my focus remains the turning around of
the fortunes of the dispossessed, the poor, the unskilled, the homeless and jobless. I do not
believe that any formation or political ‘isms’ have a monopoly on solutions to solving these and
indeed many may even be part of the problem.
These are just a few of my views after years of investing my efforts into the liberation
movement. It has been a great part of my identity with many highlights and also a few very low
moments too.
I have been seemingly indulgent and a bit rambling in covering the issues of the last ten years
but I intentionally want to convey the dangers of tying in ones identity too strongly or even
absolutely to the shifting sands of political parties or narrow ideologies. I have known may who
were absolutely broken at the end of their lives for making this mistake. Politics is a poor
substitute for the collective identities that we take to ourselves over our lifetimes. We all leave
legacies for future generations and it is wasted lives that can only very narrowly show a
temporal political brand as their life’s worth. The challenges of the last decade in the political
arena does not matter against the many facets that I have in my life experience that contribute
to my identity in terms of a life spent well.
Discovering siblings I never knew and revisiting my childhood
Seven years after returning to South Africa, when I was more settled, I decided to try and
discover the truth about my childhood, family and ancestry. This led me to discover that my
father was still alive and that I had eight other siblings scattered around the world in addition
to my mother’s other four. I also discovered my true name and was able to track my full
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ancestry over the last 500 years. These discoveries rounded off my personal liberation
struggle. I met my father for the first time and getting know my siblings was a new challenge.
They like me had experienced much pain in life and unfortunately we can never really be able
to retrieve the life-time that has passed. The discovery of each other and the laying of ghosts
to rest was an amazing experience.
My mother was still alive, but the years of hard work, solitude and pain had taken its toll. Fact
and fiction blurred easily for her as denial had become a way of life over the last fifty years.
Faced with my discoveries she now as a woman in her 80s acknowledged the truth about my
birth, my father being alive and my having siblings. One day when I showed her some
photographs of my newly discovered siblings and asked why she had hidden things and
fabricated stories, she simply said “it was none of your business, they are nothing to you”.
While she acknowledged the realities in one way she held on to her rigidity in another way and
did not find the freedom from past pain that would give her healing.
My mother was now a helpless old woman. A tragic figure, as was the man who I found to be
my father. They died within two years of each other, almost to the day. I was able to lay the
past to rest and to give my mother some care in the last weeks before she died. I had always
loved her dearly and unconditionally. There were great difficulties in our relationship but I had
huge respect for her and much love. She was the sadest person that I knew and life was not
easy. My mum had three forenames – Annie, Frances and Gladys, My way of looking at my
mother was split in two. Everything I loved and respected and admired, and her pain and
sadness was Annie whom I dearly loved and then there was the bitter, angry, confusing,
untruthful and reclusive that was Gladys. I dealt with each the best I could. At her funeral I
recited the full poem from Langston Hughes – “Son, Life for me aint been no crystal stair….”
and paid my tribute. My mother’s funeral day was her birthday.
My mentor Wolfie Kodesh was near at hand. He too died soon after. I loved him dearly too. I
had one of my death dreams in which he was the subject just two weeks before. I made a few
phone calls and I found that he had gone to hospital for a prostate operation and rushed to
see him. We watched an episode of Isidingo together on the TV and I described the dream to
him without mention what I knew it to mean, but he could read me. He said with a little
chuckle, “So you think I am going to snuff it.” He made me laugh and I protested that it was
great to see that he was okay. Not many days later I go a call to say that he had been
admitted to City Park hospital just below his beloved Bokaap. I knew what it was and when I
walked into the room and heard the death rattle I told those around that he wont speak no
more, he is going now. I patted him my last goodbye.
After my mother’s funeral I carried her ashes up the mountain where I laid her to rest at the
Woodstock cave which looks down on all the areas of our struggles; Woodstock, Salt River,
District Six and her last abode Observatory. It was my last tribute. My father remained a
stranger in death as he had been in life. He died two years after my mother, but for me it was
a death that had already occurred in my childhood. Nobody invited me to the funeral. I just got
a call after it was all done.
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New directions
In 2000 I decided to move on from Parliament to find a new use for my skills. As a measure of
my valued contribution to Parliament I would often be called upon by the presiding officers to
come back and assist with various activities and to sit on advisory committees. I was
extremely proud of my service in the institution.
I initially took up a post in the development office of the University of Cape Town under the
direction Professor Andy Sillen who was the excutive director. Here I learnt a whole new set of
skills while carrying out an international study of university alumni, and fundraising and
development offices. A colleague at the UCT development office, the fundraising manager
Shelagh Gastrow and I, visited universities in Canada, USA, UK, Australia, New Zealand and
Ireland in the course of this study. Later we both left UCT and collaborated in founding a new
and unique Institute which set out to address capacity building within organisations around
sustainable advancement of all universities and colleges, civil institutions and initiatives.
In 2002 I jointly founded Inyathelo – the South African Institute for Advancement with Shelagh
Gastrow, where we agreed to run the new organisation as a partnership of executive director
and managing director respectively. The Institute went on to do great work across South
Africa and across Africa, helping universities, colleges, hospitals, museums, heritage sites and
community non-profit organisations to wrestle with issues of sustainability and resource
mobilisation while assisting them to establish development departments within their
institutions. It was a product of a set of two innovators. Shelagh focussed on raising money
and representing the organisation while I focused on product and program development and
running the practicalities of the institute. For a long time the formula worked well. We worked
not only in South Africa but also across Africa. In fact we travelled extensively in taking our
ideas forward and great interest was sparked in many institutions – universities, museums,
hospitals, ngos and so on. Inyathelo was a great success story with strong backing from the
Atlantic Philanthropies and the Kresge Foundation. We further ran successful programmes for
the black tourism sector, women and youth.
Within the Institute I had also established a cultural heritage centre celebrating our slave
heritage, where we offered presentations on the history of slavery and creolisation in the
Cape. My passionate struggle now involved educating fellow Capetonians and the youth in
particular about the hidden history of our ancestors, the Slaves, Free Blacks, the Khoena, the
San and the unsung non-conformist settlers. I followed my strong desire to share information
about our rich tapestry history waiting to be discovered. And in uncovering the illuminating
stories of the past I passionately believe that we can discover the ties that bind us and thus
find the cement that will hold together the bricks of a common South African future.
If my life thus far had been to lay the foundations for a new liberated South Africa, mywork
now became dedicated to working with others in putting up a solid building on that foundation.
This new energy expressed in development activity was multi-faceted and mentally rewarding.
I spent five years in this activity and organisation. Over time I felt that the institute began to
drift in focus from our initial founding partnership and was assuming a different approach. This
resulted in a review of the work that we were doing, style of operation and also of the
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partnership. It was time for a new growth path based on new challenges arising in South
Africa that were in touch with advancement intiatives of people of colour, transformation,
community needs, and social realities being wrestled with in the broader social advancement
sector rather than just in the higher education arena.
Myself and Shelagh Gastrow dissolved our partnership as we too had differences about what
we were doing and how to go forward. The traditional ‘philanthropy’ arena itself needed to shift
from its colonial paradigm into the 21st century and from the old South African thinking into an
African advancement era. I found the old charitable paradigm which still dominated the elite
and very ‘old pale establishment’ philanthropy arena of work to be uncomfortable. Abroad
there was also a quiet revolution occurring in the traditional philanthropy sector. A new
generation of successful entrepreneurs were making a mark with the ‘New Philanthropy’
movement. I developed an interest in the convergence of African advancement principles and
its critique of the old development paradigm of ‘the developer and the developed’, and the
‘New Philanthropy’ that was emerging on a broader platform
The organisation that we had founded was challenged to find a new focus and new strategies
for financial sustainability. These are issues that many organisations were wrestling with at
this time and where a plurality of views prevailed. Survivalism dominated directions which
organisations took. I reached a departure point in terms of my own views and belief systems
regarding ethos, theory, praxis and our original partnership agreement also faced a need to
change.
I thus chose to leave the organisation which I had co-founded and co-crafted. I wished the
organisation well with its new direction and in 2007 I took the risk to move on to take up a new
challenge for a year, doing intensive work assisting with the roll-out of Anti Retroviral
Treatment across South Africa to HIV/AIDS patients by a new philanthropy’ consortium.
This new endeavour was the coal-face of the development work for which I had longed. I took
on the role of Managing Director of a large Public-Private Partnership in the form of an
international civil initiative, involving R350m investment partnered with government that was
dedicated to serving the needs of children facing the challenge thrown up by of HIV AIDS.
This health challenge threatens every aspect of the human and social fabric of South Africa. I
often draw a parallel between the present day HIV-AIDS devastation of lives in South Africa
and the devastating smallpox epidemics of the 1700s which altered the course of our history.
HIV-AIDS today poses an even more devastating threat just at the advent of a new direction
for South Africa and alas at this time the AIDS denialism in the political arena was contributing
to a massive human attrition. We witnessed how politics could result in masses of deaths
without a bullet being shot. Doing nothing because of differences of opinion slaughtered
thousands upon thousands. This short stint of work at the same time underlined that with
investment, correctly targeted and excellence and dedication of the delivery of a combination
of sound treatment, care and education so many lives could be saved and misery avoided. In
one year I experienced the stark reality of life and death in one arena.
I also met some of the richest people in the world of hedge-fund management concentrated in
London, just shortly before the big collapse but when they were riding on a high. One day we
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were wining and dining with the Clintons to the strains of a live show with Prince at a London
fundraiser where tens of millions were raised in one evening using the vehicle of fun auctions
and another day we were up in a chateau in the Swiss Alps. To some people money was
literally nothing – it could have been toilet paper. One day I would see this and another day I
would see death in peoples eyes living in hovels and where a few coins was a fortune that
made all the difference to survival.
This year of contracted activity was a roller coaster ride and great learning curve in the
challenges of social advancement interventions. It took me across the world and across South
Africa. There was hardly a dull moment as I was exposed to many of the poorest and most
desperate communities in our country who were facing life and death challenges. Theirs was
the real world from which politicians and even many of the more self-indulgent NGOs were far
removed. I found much evidence of great self-help innovation to be occurring on the ground
within communities. The evidence of the human spirit rising above adversity was inspiring.
The greatest challenges faced during this period were not the activities at the coalface of the
work but rather the unacceptably widespread self-enrichment practices which one constantly
came across in the management arena. It is sad that wherever there is money there are
vultures ready to pick at the carcass. Emotive statements can be made about great human
tragedy by role-players and at the same time people use this for self-enrichment. One is left
saying “what on earth has happened to us as South Africans since the days of the struggle
that has left us so materialistic and self gratifying”.
I was recruited to do a job of ensuring good governance, good organisational practice, proper
use of funds, value for money and to ensure that what our funders entrusted us to do with the
money was done and that we could show an absolute social return on investment. I tried to be
true to this task and when I discovered that all was not well at this basic level I reported my
concerns to those who employed me. A range of far reaching things was required to be done
and these measures were required to be implemented quickly without regard to subjective
issues. I thus felt compelled to place the way forward in the hands of the generous donors to
make the required direct intervention and to move on.
I’ve worked with six NGOs since returning from exile and have represented two large donor
bodies operating globally during the same period. The donor bodies for whom I worked
collectively invested close to R500m during their time in SA. It is an indictment on our NGO
personnel behaviours and ethics that the donors are no longer as active as social-investors in
South Africa. The tendency is to blame government for this, and there is certainly some merit
in looking at how poor government plocies and blind antagonism to NGOs has contributed to
negative donor investor confidence, but a huge amount of the falling confidence was the lack
of productivity in finding lasting sustainable solutions as well as gross wastage and abuse of
resources pumped into the sector.
As a general comment about NGO and donor initiatives I feel that I need to say that as much
as there have been gross failures in other arenas in South Africa, I found the NGO sector
probably riddled with as much corrupt practices and self-indulgent behaviours as anywhere
else. Such practices have chased away large donor-investors. There are many wonderful and
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innovative examples of NGOs doing selfless and sterling work, but there are many where
money and resources are just being poured into big pockets of indulgent unproductive ‘socialentrepreneurs’ with dodgy projects which would not necessarily float without patronage and
where people simple use social development babble as a meal ticket living off the misery of
others but not contribution to solutions.
This is sad because if there were more coordination, monitoring, evaluation and independent
watchdog mechanisms, then between the efforts of government, business, NGOs and Donors,
we would have adequate resources, finances and capacity to achieve great advances for the
wellbeing of South Africa’s struggling peoples. NGOs should be filling the gaps where
government is unable to meet needs. This may be the ‘reason for being’ for many NGOs, but
they are often not living up to that reason for being. I was deeply saddened by some of the
things that I’ve encountered on my various tours of duty in a range of NGO operations over
the last 20 years. It certainly is not a virtuous sector above critique and all the same ethical
issues that plague government, business, political and judicial arenas also plague the NGOs.
Theyt remain however a modest crucial area of human endeavour and a force for balance in
our society and nobody should downplay this because of its shortcomings.
However for every bit of self-indulgence and poor ethics encountered, I also have seen so
many projects and people that strengthen my belief in human goodwill and dedication. These
are often community based efforts rather than the more slick outfits parading as vital
development role-players. In South Africa there is no natural virtuous sector as some may
erroneously argue. I have seen good and bad in business, in government, in the trades unions
and in the civil society non-profit sector.
I believe that the public need to rally around and strengthen the efforts of good men and
women doing their best for South Africa across all of these sectors rather than grandstand on
partisan platforms for or against one sector believed to be inherently rotten. Likewise we need
to isolate and get rid of the corruptors and corruptees and selfindulgent in all sectors if we are
to succeed as a nation.
The experience during 2007 showed me where bottlenecks were occurring in government
service delivery and how often very simple ways of doing business differently, cutting red tape
and simple decision-making could make a huge difference to people’s lives. Four government
departments stood out in this arena of work where I believed that I could make a difference –
the Health Department, Department of Social Development, Education Department and the
Department of Home Affairs. I interacted with all of these at the practical coal-face of their
work in communities while in the NGO sector. The impact of right-tracking in these
departments could make a profound difference to the lives of people. I thus decided to try to
enter this arena in my future employment.
This decision to find a role in public service proved harder than I thought, as regardless of the
stated shortage of skilled personnel, I spent two years trying to find a place to make a
contribution. There needs to be a total overall of HR policy and recruitment procedures if we
are going to meet the challenge of recruiting the requisite skills for transformative service
delivery. At this moment in completing this book, I stand poised to enter the public service
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arena, in the field of immigration services, in what may be the last phase of my working life
and I hope to make a difference.
During the two years of unemployment I engaged in a range of social and heritage community
advancement activity. It was a tough period dominated by much pro-bono work, but was
hugely rewarding mentally. During this period I was practically reminded of how fragile and
difficult life is for the vast majority of our people who fight to survive without an income and
how remote many others are from this social reality.
The period also afforded me much time for research, writing, networking and collaborating,
and I further developed my internet online resource centre on Cape Slavery Heritage.
Unfortunately it was hacked and destroyed and I lost a lot of work. But then I developed a new
online presence of a similar type which has been up for 8 years now –
www.camissapeople.wordpress.com
The harshness of this time was tempered by the great soul-building value gained from the
amazing work I was able to do in the community and heritage arena. From this vantage point,
one could also see how far politics and politicians had strayed from ordinary people’s lives
and the renewal in public life that was necessary to remedy this. The period acted as a
retreat in my life. It was a useful period of introspection.
At the end of 2009 the Provincial Ministry of Culture, Sport and Recreation recognised my
contributions in the field of heritage and community development and I was given the
Provincial Honours Award in the field of Cultural Heritage for the promotion of intangible
cultural heritage. More important than the personal recognition was the recognition of the
importance of the promotion of the facets of heritage that is being covered and is the subject
of this book – the history and heritage that falls between the tracks and perspectives on these
elements.
In 2010 I entered the uniformed Immigration Service Inspectorate and border/port control
arena and later also served as a special advisor to Minister Naledi Pandor on immigration
and port management. My period with the minister was a productive time, a great learning
experience and once more it was a pleasure to work with such competence and someone that
one could look up to and learn from, even though this was a very different age to the 1990s
when there were many more of this calibre and a much greater degree of lawfulness in the
political arena.
It was a roller coaster ride and I learnt a huge amount about the thin line between theory and
practice, corruption, good and bad governance, the criminal world, human rights violation and,
also betrayal in governance of our liberation legacy.
In May 2010 I started working as Director of Immigration for the Western Cape as part of a
team of 12 of us that would make up a new management layer throughout the country do deal
with a range of serious problems that best immigration. Directors in the uniformed
Inspectorate Branch of Immigration were the equivalent in law enforcement of Brigadier
General or a first level Commissioner. When I was appointed this was the highest ranking
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officer in a Province with oversight for all Inspectorate, Ports and borders, and Visa and
Permits Control. I served as representative on the highest inter-agency command forum for
law enforcement in the province.
Less than eight months later these posts were abolished in a rather reckless restructuring
exercise that was nothing more than a raid on immigration posts and resources by the civic
arena of Home Affairs to resolve their deep problems. It was in my opinion also a means to
stop a more effective approach to law enforcement in an arena which was frequently used as
a means by organised crime to ensure a free flow of ulawful movement of people, drugs and
other goods into and out of SA. Most of the newly appointed senior officers were moved to
different responsibilities involving both civic and immigration work – a rather stupid
nonsensical move – the brainchild of a very incompetent executive leadership that had no
idea of the immigration law enforcement functions on the ground. A couple of us who
protested and pointed out the dangers for practical purposes remained as senior officers
focussed on the law enforcement at ports and border control.
The unwise dissolution of a dedicated immigration senior officer corps of was a cheap trick of
robbing Peter to pay Paul and doubled up as a leadership grab in the department. It was
totally irresponsible of the executive management to play with state security and the lives of
people in this manner that gave rise to much negative fallout. When I arrived in the
department, with the previous lifetime of experience that I had, I was shocked at the poor state
of almost everything.
Take something as simple as a single budget item like toilet paper for a whole province of
around 14 sites including a refugee centre, an airport and three harbours serving a population
of millions as well as a large staff complement, which was set at R1000 for a year. Then
management would wonder why the toilet facilities would be in an almighty mess with
excrement of the walls. This was not rocket science problems very often. But to be fair on
local managers this kind of budgetary decisions were often made centrally, by an out of touch
executive and was just plain stupidity and arrogance on their part. It was also about an
irresponsible grab of finances to put into super projects that made them look good or paid for
extravagance and working lifestyle and international travel.
At an even worse level, officials would be sent out to arrest people, imprison them, transport
them to a national centre and then airlift them out of the country. Officials would be pressured
to do this with the executive in the full knowledge that there was no money available to do this
and the high likelihood that they would be violating peoples human rights. It was the most
ghastly scenario of organised chaos created by people who strutted about as though they
were super executives and could talk their often more competent junior managers to death but
cruised from one disaster to another, here and there striking it lucky. This is illustrative of the
kind of incompetence in the civil service as a whole that results in the people of South Africa
paying a huge price in misery for poor service delivery. It boils down to incompetent
leadership and joined to this is also often corruption.
I immediately had a clear brief to get to the bottom of the chaos and corruption that was going
on at the Cape Town office between external and internal parties in the immigration arena.
The Minister was driving the investigation and sent a special audit team to leave no stone
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unturned in a forensic investigation of the foreign permitting and visa section, the uniformed
inspectorate and ports control officials. A special team of counter-corruption and intelligence
officials were also assigned to the case. Wow was I dropped into a multi-dimensional almighty
cesspool of problems.
The initial and damning evidence pointed to specific officials at different levels in Cape Town
and elsewhere, many ex Home Affairs officials now operating privately with networks inside
the organisation, and a handful of immigration businesses and organised crime. But initial
assessment of the problem at hand also pointed to a very dysfunctional Home Affairs, gross
mismanagement, antiquated work methods, poor systems, grossly inappropriate funding and
poor levels of education, skills and diligence among staff. Legislation and regulations
governing immigration was cumbersome, long and unnecessarily complicated almost by
design, and counter-productive to serving social and economic needs. But it had also become
a terrain of a legalistic contestational cat and mouse game supporting criminality rather than
checking it.
Home Affairs required radical transformation at a whole range of levels. Most especially key
figures in the executive should have been removed from the department and totally fresh
blood brought in. The entire department needed reconfiguring and all middle management
properly assessed, polygraphed and lifestyle audits carried out. The rot in my opinion was so
deep.
Unfortunately while a need for transformation was realised at a political level this was often
tackled in a clumsy, piecemeal and counterproductive manner that caused more fires than
solutions and this was often because of how the top management who were an integral part of
the problem reacted. Knee-jerk reactions were counter-productive and there was a gross lack
of communication between executives and key managers. When communication did take
place, one saw executives talking at managers rather than listening and engaging in
discourse. Some executives were more like religious preachers or schoolmasters than
suitable for managing complex work arenas, budgets and large numbers of staff and
widespread infrastructure. While there was a great need for ifficient and effective centralised
communications infrastructure there was an inappropriate and damaging over-centralisation of
service processing in a large country with too many uncontrollable factors at play.
The diligent and skilled manpower and dedicated finances and competent legal backup to
deal with the criminal aspects were also just not available. I had an impossible task. Some of
the closest officials to me, both above and below my ranking were involved in the problems
and both the internal criminals and the organised crime externally including in other law
enforcement organs of the state and in the underworld knew every bit of business about
investigations each step of the way. It was a losing battle scenario handled very amateurishly.
There was no proper communications in management either. One would still be analysing the
best way forward when a decree would come from on high that we must move in a particular
direction that could have disasterous immediate effects and the criminals would be laughing
and taunting people like myself on the ground.
The senior executives were very amateurish and not competent to deal with what we were up
against but would talk in a highbrow manner as though experts. Everything in the department
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was dealt with inappropriately through mass plenaries including people who should not know
confidential information. The whole department ran on a bush telegraph system where nothing
was confidential. It was a paradise for corruption and a very dangerous terrain for
investigators. It was easy to also see that corruption also must of had political godfathers who
clearly were directly linked in to organised crime. Basic flaws existed with counter-corruption
strategies. For instance everyone knew who the anti-corruption unit personnel were and this
unit had to give reports to plenaries – an absolutely stupid move. A counter-corruption unit
needed to be separate from accounting within an organisation, because if they got near to
rumbling someone at the top they could just easily be moved or framed up. The state needed
counter-corruption structures and units that could work across departments rather than in a
department requiring such. In fact the state should have had one Internal Affairs Ministry
wherein SAPS, Border Management & Immigration, Civic Affairs, Custom and Excise,
Correctional Services etc were in complementary departments. This could reduce ministries,
duplicated expenses, and be more security efficient. A cross cutting counter-corruption and
complaints handling division responsible to the Internal Affairs Minister and specialist
oversight committee rather than a DG, together with an ombudsman to take complaints would
be much more effective.
The uniformed immigration branch which really needed to have an entirely different discourse
was forced into large plenaries with the civic services and had no real meaningful discussion
on its arena of work. Most of the executive leadership had no clue about what the work of
immigration really entailed and this did not change in all my time at Home Affairs. They were
clueless to the nature of the crime that we frequently dealt with ineffectually and its impact on
South Africa. They could not even remotely explain how immigration issues dovetailed with
super organised crime or with people smuggling, human trafficking, maritime crime or crime in
the aviation arena or terrorism. When faced with such issues they would simply make up their
own awkward and inaccurate answers time and again. This rendered their accountability to
the ministry and to the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee to be useless and a farce.
Home Affairs was a microcosm of what I could see was becoming the modus opperandi of
South Africa’s political estate and business arena. Under the circumstances I gave this job at
hand my best shot and had a number of successes, but in all honesty it was merely a dent in
the system. I certainly had the first court successes on mass abuse of departmental
documentation as a currency for human trafficking after 8 years of courtroom failure in this
arena. I developed a degree of expertise in regard to human trafficking and people smuggling
into South Africa through sea and air borders and into various forms of exploitation in SA, but
not once did the department ask me for a formal briefing on the subject as a senior manager
even although I had the closest relationship with the department’s legal services than any
other manager.
Community groups in our province called on me to give talks and recognised the work being
done, by reputation. Senior officials could not even give a coherent briefing with facts to the
parliamentary portfolio committee on organised crime in the immigration arena and often
improvised. I regularly attended inter-agency briefings and interacted with the various policing
structures. I was the only senior officer that went out on law-enforcement operations in the
region too.
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For every step taken forward we took two steps backward. In the investigation arena alone
various big fish inside and outside of the department were identified and the dedicated
investigations team that were Pretoria based joined me for awhile and we literally put in
motion a voluntary second unpaid shift at night after our daytime work using unknown
personnel to anyone in Cape Town. The investigators went through boxes and boxes of
documentation removed from the eyes and ears in the work arena, going back over a decade,
collected and researched evidence, developed advanced investigations databases and put
damning cases together. It all went nowhere.
Evidence of elaborate falsification and fraud, false addresses, rubble sites where buildings
were supposed to be, foreign ghost businesses, dodgy affidavits, child applicants, false bone
fides abroad, false banking details and property ownership collateral, various foreign mafia
types lurking in SA, linkages to unsolved murder, theft and extortion - you name it, started
coming out. People smuggling and human trafficking and sex trade racketeering and huge
profiteering in permits and visas linked to the organised crime and even possibly terrorism
networks were indicated by the documentation trail coming out of this first ever investigation.
Indications of adjudication officials being led by the nose in making decisions and the
possibility of threat and/or financial reward were also indications that emerged.
Then just as the team were ready to report and begin moving against some of the identified
parties the team from Pretoria was dealt a crippling blow when one of the best sleuths whose
evidence had proven in the past to stand up in court was lost to the team. He was one of the
old white guys who had already gone on retirement and had been kept on to do this type of
work. Suddenly he was retired in mid investigation. The team too was distracted from this
important work and deployed elsewhere and the entire process came to an inexplicable
standstill. We lost the momentum and the entire investigative process fizzled out. This
coincided with the abolition of posts and some other kneejerk process moves.
Premature and inappropriate actions were taken to deal with some of what we had uncovered,
but in a tokenistic and unproductive and sometimes counterproductive manner. In terms of
what we were up against, this entire investigation was compromised and only the tiniest
element followed through, in the form of a few cases which we successfully pursued through
the courts acros the country over three years. A few officials were caught out and went
through disciplinary processes which then fell away when resignations occurred,
This was absolute peanuts in terms of what was originally uncovered and what could have
successfully been prosecuted if the will, expertise, resources and focus was there. A string of
undesirable criminal elements in our society thus very luckily walked free. This unfortunately is
the signature throughout government departments and our law enforcement services. Clearly
there are persons in high places in cahoots with crime and it is lucrative for such characters to
just make simple twists and turns happen and everything falls away. As an individual one
cannot get subjectively involved in details of any cases or in pursuing matters if the
department does not follow through. I did my job and left it at the workplace at the end of the
day. Over five years my work arena changed frequently and I could not afford to split my focus
as I would move forward. With hindsight I just think that the department did not use the skills
and energies available to it effectively.
Home Affairs executives were so remote from realities on the ground and lived in a world that
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took place only inside their own heads. Defeat was snatched from the jaws of victory over and
over again. Instead of carefully thinking matters through, simplistic solutions to complex
problems requiring multi-disciplinary solutions would hastily be embarked upon based on too
cursory an analysis of problem areas. No tangible project planning or working to plan would
be evident and subjective decisions were made randomly. Hastily so-called solutions were
imposed from on-high and the actual managers would struggle to justify the moves which
would have disastrous consequences. There was coupled to this, a poor understanding of the
immigration and border control arena as a whole.
Proceeding from an initial good assessment, the solutions would be almost moronic at times
and what could have produced progress relatively quickly would instead deepen problems,
cause chaos and huge backlogs in services which were already sluggish at the best of times.
All of this played right into the hands of mischief and compromised the security of South Africa
and strengthened the hands of underworld figures. These in turn used their time astutely to
cultivate strong connectivity to the political world and control of senior civil servants. For three
years visa and permit backlogs of a huge nature and detrimental to peoples lives and the
economy continued, while simple solutions suggested by managers on the ground were just
not heard and in fact because of just moving ahead with unworkable actions it made the
security situation worse rather than better.
In the visa arena, passport and ID arenas even although some really good high-tech and
paperless solutions have been introduced with much streamlining, falsely acquired and high
quality fake documentation is still a big problem and possibly bigger since I have left the
department. Word on the street is that people are having a field day soliciting fake
documentation or ill-acquired genuine documentation at high prices. Dodgy immigration
agents and lawyers are doing a brisk trade in providing fake documents. There is still a big
trade going on where people are getting a whole range of services from Home Affairs HQ
centralised operations through the back door. People get IDs, passports and visa all at at
price on the black market and people talk about it openly. I mix with lots of foreigners through
the tourism and arts industries and through the heritage work I do. People talk to me also
because they know my past work in the department and the abuse situation is as rife as ever.
It’s a woeful tale that they tell. In my opinion it all stems from the corruption in the political
arena.
Our legal teams in the department would often be undermined in the middle of cases. The
senior counsel that I worked with who today serves as a judge would often raise his eyebrows
at how poorly we would prepare for cases and how our officials could not deliver the
necessary competence and evidence. But the most serious raising of eyebrows was reserved
for the practice by the most senior executive officials to be having negotiations behind the
back of counsel with serious players facing charges while litigation in court was in process.
I soon realised that there was much, much, more going on around me than meets the eye and
that mine was an impossible task. The uniformed law-enforcement branch of the Immigration
services was rendered to be worthless and officers putting their lives on the line were taking
unnecessary risks. The senior executives did not care a damn about this type of work, did not
understand it and they undermined it. Home Affairs documentation had become a currency for
criminal activity and this was happening with impunity.
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Real criminality was ignored while instead the department chased down and was abusive of
the human rights of our neighbouring African countries citizens making mass arrests and
being unable to humanely deal with the consequences at great costs to peoples basic human
dignity. This arena made it then possible for crooked officials to make money out of human
misery.
Politicians and some senior civil servants had no clue about what happened at the
enforcement arm to people. Here I saw things at times which were reminiscent of the
Apartheid regime or 18th century slavery conditions. As a senior officer I did not hesitate to
step in and put a stop to some of the abuses from officers, but most often no senior officers
were present to curtail this type of thing. My presence at operations on the few occasions was
unexpected and seen as intrusive by officers below my rank although some did appreciate it.
They all said no senior officer had come with them on operations before. It was not considered
the done thing for high-ranking officers to accompany those that report to them, on search and
entry raids, road blocks and street by street searches or night time operations. I broke the
unwritten protocols because I believe firmly that I would not allow the unacceptable to be done
in my name or on my watch. I had picked up from complainants that abuses were taking place
and I needed to get to the bottom of it.
What I saw was like going back in time from two perspectives. Very real problems of people
smuggling, human trafficking and the exploitation of masses of people is going on in South
Africa and officialdom is not dealing with this appropriately nor humanely, nor effectively
putting a stop to this because of kragdadig methods and corruption.
We would find masses of people crammed into flats, houses and garages living in slave-ship
conditions, unhygienic and dangerous – men, women and children. I remember one flat above
a supermarket frequented by many shoppers oblivious of how close to them such misery
existed. It was a tiny flat crammed with 28 people, mainly Zimbabweans and Malawians. The
three rooms were divided by string into compartments roughly 1 metre by two with the taut
string fixed either side and to the ceiling by nails in the wall. Over the taut string was draped
cloth as dividers to provide a semblance of privacy. People were cooking on paraffin stoves
and the possibility of fire was great. Evidence of candles being used was everywhere. People
were living out of packets and cases.
When police and immigration entered, barking orders, people were shaking and crying,
scurrying about in various stages of undress or bathing, cooking etc. The smell was terrible
and the fear visible. Few had documentation and those who had papers often were in
possession of photocopies and much of this was fake documents. A few had asylum seeker
documents way out of date. All, it turned out, were working in menial exploitative jobs for
peanuts and paying either daily or weekly exorbitant rental monies to a tout who actually
rented the flat. Some of the women had children. Female and child abuse went with the
territory. Without my presence the signs were there that extortion of money, sex and favours
could easy be taking place.
In this scenario, those who had genuine asylum seeker documents were left and the others
pushed, shoved and bundled into awaiting vehicles as though they were cattle. I had to stop
many an officer in their tracks to ensure that habitual violations were not occurring and
couldn’t be in many places at once. Sometimes documents were not even looked at properly
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by officers. I intervened after hearing a child cry, only to see a mother and child being
manhandled into a back of a police van. There was no need to be bundling this woman and
her infant child into the van in the middle of the night to be thrown into a prison cell while
sluggish officials take days to process them in a rural town. I demanded that they take the
woman and baby out of the van and cold night air. There were othe ways such a case could
be administered.
These people were in a wretched state as victims first of some form of trafficking, the
economic pressures in their home country and now at the hands of law enforcement and a
government that did not really care about what was being done in their name. These people
clearly were being exploited and were victims but were criminalised and terrorised by
officialdom. I contrasted this to how poorly the department was dealing with real criminals –
so-called white collar crime and with corrupt officials. But it also begged the question about
failure of South Africa to appreciate that we are part of a Southern African community and had
paid scant attention to regional policy and practice to meet that identity.
In one case we entered a property where the response of the crowd of inhabitants, clearly
illegal and exploited Malawians, was for them to crowd into a huddle, bibles in hand and
started praying loudly. It was pitiful. They were praying for a miracle that God would take us
away and keep them safe from harm. Not too far was an affluent South African church and it
was likely that these people worked as servants and gardeners for those parishioners.
In another case the Chinese occupants of a house ran out of the back door right into the arms
of the officers and were grabbed and mocked and taunted by officials imitating their language.
Another officer grabbed an African fella by the pants pulling it up into his backside and lifted
him walking air from the floor and humiliating him in front of a crowd that had gathered. The
hapless man’s boss was busy trying to plead the case of the man. The boss a Somali had
correct papers and his employee did not. The Somali was fearless and articulate and was
challenging the immigration officer. As I walked in and quickly took this all in and put a stop to
it, the immigration officer was threatening the Somali in an abusive manner telling him that he
could do worse to him. It was clear to me that these behaviours of officials, and even assault,
were a daily occurrence.
There were cases of people sleeping under counters of shops where they were locked in each
night with little comforts or blankets. Syndicates own or rent shops across the Cape Peninsula
and in the small towns and for instance bring out young Bangladeshi men in debt bondage
and place them in these shops where they often work their time to pay off the debt as
trafficked individuals. There are so many variants.
Sex slavery is also rife. Young girls tied up and restrained and forced to service a constant
stream of men. I can almost say that within ten kilometres from anywhere that you may be
situated there are slaves behind locked doors. Our response to this widespread phenomenon
is both inadequate and unacceptable. Both young women from far off countries and locally are
exploited and moved around the country at will. The syndicates are made up of South
Africans, often former law enforcement officers, and a range of foreigners who themselves
have entered and remained in South Africa using criminal officialdom for their documentation.
Some of the foreigners exploit the asylum-seeking processes and sometimes unfortunately
because of the mutually poor and disrespectful working relationships between state and
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NGOs, the lines are blurred between genuine refugees, genuine economic migrants, and
criminals, possibly even terrorists.
Politicians and officials are so self -absorbed that they put in place so many barriers to hearing
and seeing the problem let alone doing anything about it. In Home Affairs the ritual is patting
themselves on the back for their hopeless response to the challenges facing the country.
Many NGOs in this arena are doing sterling work, but there is also bloody mindedness,
naievity and even mischief and foreign state manipulation present in this arena too.
Government and NGOs need to be working closely together in this regard and the UN is also
much too distant. Together they need to get a holistic picture of the realities on the ground.
They must cooperate because the stakes in human misery is too high, and the criminal and
terror threats are too grave. The self-indulgent competitiveness and pseudo intellectual
arguments from both the state and NGO sides that are used made me so angry.
Statistics would be thrown around in a totally half-baked and mutually manipulative manner
with much ego and grandstanding both on the NGO side and the state side. What was really
happening on the ground both with the sterling efforts of some NGO footsoldiers and some
dedicated state officials was lost in the noise of rather ignorant, intellectually verbose,
loudmouths on both sides. Blind anti-foreigner sentiments and actions on the one-side and on
the otherside blind patronising approaches to unregulated influx from abroad would be spewn
out. Absolute nonsense which used poor partisan research and figures pulled out of the air –
was often hugely exaggerated in my opinion. The war between state and ngos sometimes
was just bloody-minded. In my own opinion based on actual recorded numbers of people
coming in and out of South Africa, applying for visas and permits to extend their stays and
also making application for asylum I could attest that the vast majority, who came into South
Africa, close to absolute majority within understandable fallout, left again or renewed their
stays legitimately. A really small number bled away into illegality. There was enough of a
problem to be concerned about because those not returning also concentrated in particular
locations. The real problem however was in the arena of smuggling in of people and use of
fake documentation and more importantly collusion between officials and syndicates, and the
trade in false or illicitly acquired documentation. This is where the criminality arose. Both the
state and the ngos were not adequately dealing with this criminal aspect nor were these
dealing with the human misery resulting from exploitation.
In this respect one could only make guestimates about the size of the problem, but I believe
that on the ground these guestimates could be fairly accurate. The department and the
research NGO focus was not in the right place. Large numbers of criminal elements were
pouring into South Africa but I believe not through the methods which were being focussed on.
A total unnecessary criminalisation of innocent foreigners, often from our neighbouring states
was highly counter-productive and abusive in my opinion. By far out of around 38 milion
people annually moving in and out of South Africa, roughly 50% entered and a close enough
figure exited. Three quarter of these visitors were from Africa and came back and forth
continuously doing businesses and boosting ours and their economies. South Africa needs to
come to terms with this reality. The majority came from SADC countries. We are Southern
Africans and the sooner we digest that fact and act with appropriate regulatory mechaisms the
better. The states aggressiveness to NGOs is counter-productive and should end. Many
NGOs have a finger on the pulse that the state cannot have.
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They also provide a vital role in being a watch against abuses. This puts an onus on NGOs
too to be very careful of manipulation by organised crime. Through cooperation between state
and NGOs a much better immigration climate could be achieved, most especially if respect for
human rights is the uniting factor.
I regularly addressed the abuse issues with the officials, trying to ensure that many of the
unacceptable practices requiring my intervention in defence of the abused, would be ended.
But this at times was undermined by the fact that other seniors encouraged many of the
abusive behaviours. We have security and law enforcement in South Africa who habitually
abuse human rights and I have come to believe over time that they do so with the
encouragement by some politicians, who may wax lyrical in public about women’s rights,
children’s rights, worker’s rights, human rights and black oppression but privately sanction or
allow the worse behaviours against their brothers and sisters.
My work in port control and border security at harbours and airports came across widespread
corruption and abuse of human rights and corruption, while laying South Africa open to
serious criminal and terror threats. Where ever I was placed I tried to analyse and understand
my environment, the people I worked with, the threats and gave attention to the possible
solutions required. It was strenuous, energy sapping, detrimental to one’s health, dangerous
and demoralising. There was no real support from the top and instead much undermining of
efforts. I have also never in my entire working life seen such gross abuse of staff by
management and each other as I experienced in Home Affairs. I have worked in all sorts of
scenarios here in South Africa and abroad and not seen such poor labour relations, mental,
physical and sexual abuse in worksites ever. Once when HR had a workshop on bullying in
the department where it was compulsory for all senior management to attend, a colleague
using humour highlighted the problem…. He said in Home Affairs “we don’t bully people! We
MOER them!”
The lack of funding for basic resources, and the poor state of my officers uniforms and
working environments was nothing short of criminal and South African national security highly
compromised. In one arena out of 350 officials reporting to me we monitored that 46 were
seriously corrupt and another 100 lacked due diligence. There was no diversity in terms of
South Africa’s population make up and nobody at the top really cared to do anything about the
corruption, lack of resources, security defects or lack of diversity or anything else. The highest
leadership were arrogant and rarely visited sites or engaged meaningfully with managers.
Instead managers with frequently summonsed at great expense for lecture sessions in
Pretoria. Human rights abuses and fleecing passengers of money were commonplace.
Discipline of staff was the poorest I had ever seen in my long and diverse working life. On one
night shift surprise inspection 20 blow-up mattresses and pillows were found together with
discarded used condoms indicating serious dereliction of duty. A comprehensive 100 page
detailed report of the state of affairs to my superiors went unanswered. I spent a huge amount
of my time rescuing public from my own official’s incompetence and abuses. People suffering
extortion, assault, being unduly incarcerated, being forgotten for weeks in police cells far
away, and so on and on.
At one stage I uncovered a financial scam, when two invoices for large sums, already
stamped PAID in red came for my signature, already spent under my line of authority without
my previous approval signature. I refused to sign as this was clearly an illegal thing to do in
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terms of fiduciary practice. I reported it to the highest authorities as a serious infringement but
no action was taken and instead I was continuously pressured to perform the said unlawful act
of signing for expenditure that I did not approve. I further investigated more invoices from the
same ‘service providers’ as the amounts were also disproportionate to the nature of the
service provided and uncovered conclusive evidence that there was gross overcharging. The
service provider was in breach of contract for also outsourcing the work at one tenth of the
price being charged to the department. The service provider in fact was an on-paper company
with a sweetheart crafted contract. After doing a detailed investigation, on principle I refused
to sign any of the invoices for this company. Clearly department officials must have been
behind this dodgy business. Annually government spends over R500 billion on goods and
services and R800 billion on infrastructural projects. A huge amount of this is going to the
business interests of well placed civil servants, politicians’ at all three tiers of government and
to a network of friends, family, church and tribal affiliates. In some provinces over 50% of
these contracts are going to politicians and families. My discovery is in reality the footprint
across government and the basis of how our liberation struggle gains have been undermined.
Officials are also not focussed their jobs because they are moonlighting in business. All a civil
servant has to do by law is to declare their interests. Declarations attached to the paperwork
on an invoice to be paid, showed that it would often be department staff who had the contract.
In this case before me the company CEO was brought to Cape Town together with the
department’s head of procurement to confront me. The fella who was moving a tooth pick from
one corner of his mouth to the other while speaking started berating me and telling me that I
was just a functionary who should do as my superiors in Pretoria order and then gave me a
less than veiled threat. I was told that I was being discussed at night in smoke filled rooms
over drinks as being a stumbling block. All of this said in front of a Chief Director from
procurement. I told this CEO straight that I would not sign the invoices which amounted to
extortion and threw out a wild figure saying it’s inflated by at least 50%. It was just a throw
away comment on my part. Within ten days an account cut by exactly 50% arrived. I still
refused to sign because the overcharge was in the region of 90% as far as I could see.
I also realised that even higher accounts were being sent to two other airports. The executives
had failed to take action over 18 months and I was removed from overseeing that
responsibility at Cape Town Airport. I heard that the service provider was paid and that the
accounts went back to the previous figures and climbed higher. In all it represented many
millions of rands of money which had not been budgeted. The cream in this contract across
the country could have ran into over R60 million annually. The bulk of the department’s annual
budget went on tenders and it could never afford the more basic necessities.
From this time on I spent more and more time overseeing a harbour security programme
which I really enjoyed and found fulfilling. I engaged frequently with Cuba and the Cuban
Coast Guard and other expertise in a study to improve harbour and coastline security. As a
result I also pioneered a practical project to create a pilot multi-disciplinary harbour security
command centre which could be rolled out to all harbours, mobile visa processing apparatus
to be used on vessels and the establishment of a state of art cruise liner terminal in Cape
Town harbour 40 years after the destruction of Cape Town’s original world famous cruise liner
berth. This would be a huge boost to the Cape Town economy, job creation and bring harbour
security into a new standard. At the time when championing this I came under much criticism
in the newspapers and from the DA and many businesses as having a barmy approach.
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But it was an avante guarde concept which I pressured to have completed in record time. I
took all the heat but when the plan and project came to fruition I got zero acknowledgements
in the department. And in Cape Town when the entire plan started coming together and
dovetailed with the V&A Waterfront commercial expansion to Duncan Dock, everyone fell over
themselves, including the DA city and province to claim this as their achievement.
I can take my grandchildren to the new facilities launched with much fanfare and say Oupa
was the driver behind getting this done. There were quite a few successes and firsts that I
achieved over just five years at Home Affairs despite its executive officials who gave me little
support and no acknowledgement.
At this point I felt that the situation was untenable and had become too dangerous. “I asked
myself –“is this what I fought for under the banner of ANC and MK?” I was about to resign but
first submitted a confidential report to the ministry on what I had encountered in terms of
suspected irregularities. The Minister got back to me and then asked me to not resign but
rather to be seconded as her Special Advisor. This would give me an opportunity to make a
difference and tackle some of the issues that I had brought to their attention. This restored my
faith in the system and I had a huge amount of respect for the Minister with whom I had
worked so many years before.
I was promoted to a chief director level and I engaged in a number of investigative projects,
advisories and the practical forwarding of the flag-ship project launch of the ID smart card. It
was an amazing 18 months of hard and exciting work. It proved that when a politician is
dedicated, hardworking, and diligent and, takes lead in moving and shaking, huge things can
be done. It was a period of hard work in dealing with many challenges most especially under
circumstances where one suspected habitual dishonesty among some senior officials and
executives. At every turn they were prepared to try and bamboozle their principal, but the
principal was no pushover. I certainly ended up becoming a target for these officials later
venom during this time.
Many of what had seemed the most insurmountable problems were resolved in terms of client
complaints of the public due to pressure from the ministry. This was good oversight at its best.
Huge backlogs were demolished through targeted management interventions monitored
regularly and interventions made regular through this proactive drive from the ministry. Home
Affairs executive and senior management were on the hop and much progress was made.
Productivity measures and problem solving measures started to revolutionise Home Affairs
and mischief was brought down in a big way. And then it all came to an end. The elections
came and the Ministers changed.
The top officials in the process tried to get rid of me. HR presented to the minister a
concoction that I had resigned and should leave the department when she left. The Minister
challenged the department to prove that I had resigned by showing her a resignation letter
and my HR file. They could not produce anything and were told to prepare a letter from the
Minister offering me the opportunity to present three options for redeployment. I chose to go
back into the maritime arena where I had been so productive and satisfied, or to one of two
other Western Cape positions that I knew to be vacant.
After the Minister left the department, officials chose to ignore my presence and the commit-
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ment to deploy me to one of my three choices. I was just left waiting at the ministry without
deployment which was just not good protocol with a new Minister coming in with a new team
of staff. Eventually I requested through the Deputy Minister who had remained in her position
when the new cabinet was appointed, that the executive be asked for an explanation.
The DG it was reported to me then wanted to send me to the worst functioning and most
corrupt environment in the DHA nationally where non-corrupt officials were under physical
threat at Marabastad in Pretoria. It seemed punitive to the Ministry. There was also an
insistance that I would have to be demoted back to Director.
I was told that the Minister however believed that I could make a huge difference in the
aviation environment at OR Tambo Airport which was crying out for transformation. I was thus
deployed immediately and unceremoniously to OR Tambo International Airport regardless of
what impact this would have on my home and family life. I would have to relocate regardless
of my age nearing retirement or that my wife, also near retirement, was working in Cape
Town. A request that I be assisted to travel twice a month home to Cape Town was refused. I
was also demoted back to the rank of Director even although ORTIA’s responsibilities and
staff complement was the largest in the country and equivalent to provinces headed by Chief
Directors. This was a punitive move in every respect. ORTIA too already had a director and he
was just summarily removed. The ANC was not interested in what was happening at the
hands of the conservative bullyboys that were running the civil service.
The DG failed to brief me or oversee my deploymen as I had been told that he would by the
Ministry. The only real briefing came from the Deputy Minister and then after the fact, the
DDG of Immigration simply unceremoniously removed the incumbent dIrector and sent me to
replace him. Both of us were taken aback and peeved at the shoddy approach taken. The 350
officers experiencing this change of command and the entire airport community at Africa’s
busiest international airport were shocked. This was a major international gateway to South
Africa that was being handled in such a cavalier fashion.
I however took my appointment seriously and made it known that I had a transformation
mission and that this would be my last and relatively short posting in Home Affairs before
retirement and I would do my best to turn around the fortunes of immigration at OR Tambo
International Airport and improve its services. I made good on my promises. When I actually
retired both unions requested me to stay on, so did the airlines, SSA, SAPS, and ACSA. I had
so many farewell functions and everyone made me feel so appreciated. Before leaving the
department did nothing to replace me even with a temporay head. I suggested a very
experienced, underutilised director based at Pretoria who had the skills, experience, a
doctorate and almost finished a law degree. The response was - “No way, she is just like you.
She asks too many questions”.
The corrupt forces in the department could not wait until my retirement and wanted to teach
me a lesson before I left. I needed to be cut down a peg or two.
Late in 2014, I was called to Pretoria to pick up a brown envelope from the DDG. In it was a
letter saying that I had been charged for making a false statement about my financial affairs in
terms of the required financial disclosure by senior officials. I had very modest financial
interests and I always made a full and detailed disclosure of my financial status, going well
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beyond the requirements on the forms given to us to complete, so I immediate knew that there
was mischief afoot.
Firstly I noticed that I was to attend a pre-hearing which had already concluded the day before
I was handed the notice. Then three cases of false disclosure of financial interests were listed
but no amounts of money purported to be attached to these ‘financial interests’. In fact there
was no financial interest in these entities even when they existed. Then all three entities
named were long since defunct entities before I ever worked for the public service and
certainly had nothing to do with the stated period of reporting. None of the three were
business concerns and in fact were non-profit NGO entities, one of which was in fact a
previous employer. The first one had been defunct for fifteen years and where I had been a
non-remunerated trustee of a community-based charity which had no money. This was clearly
a really clumsy half-baked attempt to discredit me.
The process too, was unlawfully executed procedurally, as I had been given no Audi Alterem
Partem presenting the facts and asking me to comment before charges may be brought
against me depending on my response. This was typical of the unlawful approaches often
taken in the department. The department was also questionably paying two external parties a
huge amount of money per hour over a process spun out for a year, as I was not the only
victim.
I responded immediately to firstly point out the procedural unlawfulness of not affording me
Audi Alterem Partem and then sending me a notice for a pre-hearing the day after it had been
held then expecting me to attend a hearing having not fulfilled the minimum lawful
requirements. I asked for the procedure to be rectified and then I immediately presented
affidavits proving that the charges were without substance and indeed were damaging. I
further proved that I had declared all of these entities by name and my actual association with
them in my CV which was on my file in the department’s Human Resources office. Thus both
in procedural and substantive terms the DG was acting outside the bounds of the law and
causing my name damage in the process.
Procedurally the department acted unlawfully for the reasons given and in terms of substance
there were no grounds because the affidavits proved beyond doubt that there were no hidden
financial interests. Additionally the fact that these entities were out of existence prior to my
entering the public service and also did not fall into the reporting period meant that in legally
the DG had no right in law to bring this under his oversight jurisdiction and indicated prejudice
at work.
I further reported the matter directly to the DG in case this action was outside of his
knowledge and in the hope that he would see reason. The DG refused to give me a hearing
and said that my protest is simply my opinion. I then went further and complained to the
Deputy Minister who reported back that the DG acknowledged that the charges had no
substance but that I was procedurally out of order. I then had legal representations made
pointing out the procedural unlawfulness and that there were no grounds for the charges after
documented evidence was submitted proving such.
The legal practitioners that acted as prosecutor in connivance with a Home Affairs official and,
the chairman, came out with the most preposterous and nonsensical verdict from a hearing
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held without my presence, finding me guilty and unfit to hold a position in government and that
I should be dismissed. Then in an blackmail fashion said in view of my age he would only be
prepared to close the case if I accepted a lesser sanction of one month suspension without
pay. Everyone in the department including the DG who had been sitting on my retirement
documentation for sometime knew that within the next six weeks I would be going on pension.
This would be my final month before my retirement. The entire concocted and expensive
exercise was clearly by design that of people who were embarrassed at my track record of
standing up against incompetence and corruption. As the outgoing Minister had warned me,
“Tariq, be careful these guys are just plain nasty.” My legal counsel kept the most unusual
correspondence form the department’s legal hatchet man. My own colleagues and in
particular my colleagues in the department’s legal affairs unit with whom I enjoyed a good and
productive relationship over the years were shocked. The entire airport community with whom
I had been working and achieving a turn around of the previously poor immigration service
were shocked at this kind of vindictive behaviour.
There was also clearly other motives, by the character in HR labour relations whose
prejudicial phrase was quoted in the chairman of the disciplinary hearing’s verdict, wherein the
chairman seemed to be more of a prosecutor than unbiased judge. Myself and colleagues
from other security agencies at ORTIA had fingered 46 officials for corruption and were having
some success in putting our cases and evidence together to remove and convict one group of
perpetrators at a time. This HR official despite damning evidence and cases being before the
court was championing some of these corrupt officials and refusing our requests for
suspension.
Many of the most corrupt figures had links to prosperity churches too. Large numbers of
officials were highly unqualified or unskilled for their jobs and a church network seemed to
permeate everything from Pretoria HQ down to posts at ORTIA. Talk in the department was
that some of the most senior posts in Home Affairs were held by active pastors and bishops
who ensured that their flocks were looked after. State department emails frequently had
biblical scriptures in their address lines even although constitutionally we are a secular state.
It was also becoming clear that corrupt officials were the same with links to acts of doing
favours or the bidding of more senior people in government, the political world and their
business friends when instructions came through to allow people through the security system
who otherwise should not have been allowed through. The corrupt officials acted with impunity
because they had protection high up. The only occasion in my year at ORTIA when the top
man came to the airport, he did not engage me, but engaged with some of these same corrupt
characters who were complaining about a shift system that they wished to be reinstated. We
had changed this system largely because it was facilitating the corrupt officials and their
activities. My report on the corruption and failures toward the airport by Home Affairs never
received a response. The same report went to the highest political and security levels. For me
it was clear that those who wanted to see the back of me were very high up.
I was not the only one stitched up by this chairman and this supposed disciplinary process.
There was a purge in Home Affairs as in other departments throughout the civil service of
critical comrades who stood up against corruption and political manipulation. There was a
huge death rate in Home Affairs of staff with stress related ailments. I suspect that at least two
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deaths in my time were highly likely to have been directly related to dubious disciplinary
charges that covered other people’s failures and corruption. Both were close colleagues of
mine and one was also a political comrade. The right leaning and corrupt forces in the
department I found were particularly stalking people associated with the ANC and who were
‘Coloured’ and who were outspoken and critical of incompetence and corruption.
This period more than anything and the things that I witnessed happening in the civil service
and amongst politicians made me believe that South Africa is on a slippery slope that soon
could result in the evaporation of all our liberation struggle gains and ethos. There was a neofascist creep that was occurring that was destroying the ANC legacy and its policies and this
was occurring from within the organisation.
It was a very sad conclusion to arrive at after a lifetime of service to the struggle. More and
more one name and a network associated with that name stood out as being responsible for
this state of affairs – Jacob Zuma. I could have stayed on in the civil service, fought my corner
and retired much more well of when I turned 65. I left at 60 on principle with very little by way
of pension but I left with my integrity intact.
After 20 years of marriage to Cheryl for a long time things were not working out. We were very
different characters and little was holding us together. In the rough existence during my five
years with Home Affairs I found it very difficult to juggle the pressures of an unhappy
relationship with the vigours of Home Affairs. At the time I most needed support in the
dangerous and difficult arena that I was working in I found that I was really on my own with no
supportive companionship. I learnt to just deal with the many issues on my own and I was
frequently travelling away from home. The last straw came when I got to know that I would be
forced to leave Cape Town to go and work in Pretoria and would not be able to afford to travel
down to home frequently. I pondered how I could continue to keep up the relationship but all
communication broke down and got exasperated by the time of the move. Now based in
Johannesburg I went through with the divorce and its finalisation and lived on my own again.
In the process I lost a lot emotionally and materially, but it was something that I had to do for
peace of mind. Unfortunately with the stresses of the department I had little time to focus on
myself. Living in Johannesburg was a contemplative time and a time of new beginnings with a
new sheet. Free too of the dynamics of separation in the arena of Cape Town which is a small
world, I had time too to recreate my life.
I met a few great people in Johannesburg, both South African and foreign and a few friends
made life so much more bearable for me in those circumstances. I further had a lot of
engagement with various embassies and international bodies like the IOM who needed
advice. A reputation as an approachable senior official who took people seriously and got the
job done preceded me. On occasions people contacted me either on behalf of or directly
about exploitation by unscrupulous employers and others would find that they tricked into
coming here and found their papers were fraudulent, or that their passports were taken by
employers and so on. I who advise them on the steps that could be taken and get them to
report to their embassies, lay a complaint with SAPS and report to immigration inspectorate
and then ensure that they go back home. Other cases where everything was above board in
terms of immigration status but required engagement with the labour department or simply a
warning to employers or championing of rights would also be handled appropriately.
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While in Joburg I got to know of a situation of the latter kind which required the assistance of a
champion for someone working legally with a work permit, but under difficult conditions in
Cape Town, who was very ill and almost facing death. Her name was Asirawan also known by
her second name Leena, a woman fromfrom Thailand who needed intervention to deal with
the employer tactfully and also to get medical assistance. I prevailed from Joburg and a
mutual friend in Cape Town also prevailed on the employer to give the woman time off to get
medical attention and I found a specialist at UCT Private Hospital that could treat her. Our
mutual friend took her to the hospital for the necessary frequent visits while I liased about her
treatment with the specialist and about costs. Leena had an auto-immune illness, involving
dangerously low levels of blood platelets – the cells that make blood clot, called Immune
Thrombocytopenia as well as another auto-immune condition – Systemic Lupus. Normally
your immune system helps your body fight off infections and diseases, but if you have
Immune Thrombocytopenia, your immune system attacks and destroys its own platelets.
Leena who previously had healthy long hair had now lost all her hair which fell out in bunches
of strands. She was bleeding easily, her eyes went closed and her face and chest and head
got covered in a severe rash and her joints were swollen. Initially her condition worsened
before it got better. The condition required constant blood test monitoring, a degree of
experimentation with different medications and different doses, lowered and swopped over
time and there were all sorts of things that she could not do.
I came down from Joburg at the beginning of 2015 and we met up and went off to see the
specialist together and I got her a wig. I then suggested that she would need to stop working
for a while and go back to the care of her family in Thailand. She would also have free medical
care from an excellent specialist in Bangkok, and her care in South Africa soon would become
too expensive. After I returned to Joburg we remained in contact via Skype and Leena also
came up to see me in Joburg as her health improved enough for a trip to Thailand. At this time
I was under great strain in my job at OR Tambo International Airport.
I was due to be retiring soon on pension and was looking at a sustainability plan for my
retirement in the form of establishing a guesthouse and heritage centre based on the history
of Cape Slavery. I had been making some research discoveries on the Cape and Siam
connection and wanted to visit some sites in Thailand once I retired. Leena said that she
would like me to join her there and for her family to meet the man who helped her. We then
talked about my plans for retirement and Leena said that she would like to establish a Thai
Spa in a guesthouse setting and liked my business idea. Leena was a graduate of the
Traditional Medical School at the Wat Po Buddhist Temple in Bangkok.
So I spoke to Leena and my friend Peter who had been helping her in Cape Town to ask them
to scout for a house near the sea in the Blouberg area which had a strong connectivity to my
heritage tourism concept. Peter, his wife Ria and Leena then visited properties and sent me
pictures and videos until I found the most suitable property for implementing the business
concept. Before retiring I then from Joburg concluded the purchasing of the property. I agreed
that once I concluded at my post in Joburg in mid 2015 I would join Leena and visit her family
and the heritage sites in Thailand and that we would put our business plans together. Leena
had a sugar farm in Sukothai, alongside her parents farm and near her brothers farm. Her
brother farmed sugar, rice, beef and poultry.Leena had two children – an 18 year old daughter
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Vassana and a 27 year old son Cheytta. She had used her farm produce and the money
made working abroad as collatorol to finance a business venture of her son who set up a light
engineering business. The business was now flourishing and Cheytta was employing 12
others and completing one large project after the other. Although he was diagnosed with
Leukemia he was working ten hours a day and seven days a week and his products were
innovative and asthetical. Leena’s family were highly appreciative and her family, extended
family and friends were really interesting and so hospitable and helped me to see all the
heritage sites relevant to slavery and the United Dutch East India Company in Thailand.
Leena and I got married and then set to work in building the infrastructure of our business
concept which we launched in stages between August and October of 2015 at our home in
West Beach, Bloubergstrand in Cape Town. At this time she was still having relapses in her
health but slowly she began to mend and the medication regimen was lowered to a
maintenance doseage.
Our business was a home-based entrepreneurial endeavour which was a combination of a
SA-Thai Slave Heritage Reflection Centre and a guesthouse with a Thai Spa. The whole
project was named Asirawan Siam Healing House, a place of spiritual, ancestral and physical
healing. Over the next year we built up a reputation and a fairly big client base and met all of
our financial targets. Our investment in start up had us on course for breaking-even within 18
months of start up. The centre afforded me to also engage in a range of heritage sub-projects
and in lots of research and writing. Our location within walking distance of the sea gave us a
wonderful environment for a retirement job and we were most lucky to also get great
neighbours. The centre attracted guests and clients from across South Africa and the world. It
also allowed us to periodically go back and forth to Thailand.
Leena got a visa to work and run her own business and she brought in an assistant who is the
wife of another South African engineer at Koeberg nuclear power station. This also opened up
opportunities for us to build a client base from the visiting maintenance engineers from Mexico
who come out to SA on contracts. The Mexicans are a wonderful bunch of men and women,
who work long gruelling shifts and need destressing.
A so I transitioned from a senior uniformed law-enforcement officer working in immigration and
border control to a retired person dedicated to hospitality, heritage tourism and research and
writing.
This period at Home Affairs is as much a part of who I am and my identity as everything else
in my life experience. What happens in one’s life at one point can affect the identities that one
has had in the past or at another point in one’s life. Nothing is static, not even identity. My
identity as a commanding officer in a uniformed branch of law enforcement having a huge
company of officers reporting to me, who had powers of entry, search, seizure and arrest, as
well as oversite of major security arenas in our harbours and airports, did hugely impact on my
other identities. Keeping identities in balance and ensuring that one identity does not negate
the other was a valuable learning curve. It also taught me another important lesson. This is
that others can view your identity and give you an identity other than the one you believe you
have. This is another area that must be considered.
The story of my life experience as related in this book is now drawing to a close.
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This personal story is really a short summary of a much more complex experience where
more detail would illuminate so much more of the historic experience, but would divert from
the focus of this book. This story also does not focus on my partners, or my children, or my
many siblings. All of these are also contributors to the making of my identities – they constitute
yet more lenses through which identity can be viewed. But again here my intention has been
to avoid being comprehensive about every detail of my life or being too intrusive on the
personal lives of those close to me.
My three sons Dylan, Manuel and Vuyo are a great source of admiration and inspiration for
me. I greatly admire who they are and their own achievements in life. I recognise that most of
their achievements are as result of their own efforts. They received nothing on a plate. Both of
their parents were often not there for them, most especially I as the father.
Our lives were firstly given to the liberation movement and our struggle against Apartheid for
freedom and democracy, and the break up of my children’s family life after my divorce, and
their frequent moving about, including long periods in their growing up where they had to care
for themselves, were greatly debilitating to my sons. For all children of activist it was a life of a
deprived childhood and unpleasant, difficult and dangerous. It is no wonder that most activists
children streered clear of politics.
I am highly conscious of the impact that these things had on the lives of my sons and of my
own shortcomings in parenting. I am happy and proud of how they took charge of their own
lives and rose above their difficulties. I am always amazed at the philosophical outlook
expressed by Manuel my second born and Vuyo my youngest and how they tackle life. There
is a vibrancy and sensitivity in their outlook to life and I am respectful of the spiritual paths that
they have followed. They are passionate souls.
Dylan my eldest has had many challenges thrown at him. Growing up and moving about
under difficult circumstances in exile affected him greatly. He struggles with many challenges
but perseveres.
Manuel stirs one to question, think and he is spiritually inspirational and grounded. He has
chosen to follow the path of Shaman and has trained in the martial arts, did a degree in
Chinese medicine and accupuncture, makes a living as a physical fitness trainer, and is a
practicing Vortex healer too. He has followed his dreams, persevered and overcome
challenges.
Vuyo brings laughter and joy, and encourages one to be rooted, employing perspective and
attunes with the spirit. He too has followed the path of traditional healing therapies and martial
arts. He practices the healing arts and earns his living from it.
Dylan has been a chef for over two decades, starting at the bottom and worked his way up.
He absolutely delights in practicing the culinary arts and has worked at some of the top hotels
in Cape Town and the world. My sons instil a pride in me and they offer me many new
perspectives on life and good advice. Their unconditional love and care for their parents, so
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often expressed, regardless of our failings, is highly appreciated.
None of my sons share my interests or passions but I firmly believe that each person must
follow their own path and no parent should try to recreate themselves in their children nor
emotionally lean on their kids or unduely influence them. Create the conditions for enquiring
minds and independednce – that’s the most important thing. I don’t like the whole idea of
winning converts to my belief system. Go about life creating conditions for enquiry and expose
what you find that works for you and leave a legacy – leave a heritage, but really, don’t leave
clones in your wake.
My story and this book on our heritage are my gift and a family legacy for my children and
grand-children to use as they so wish, as well as for others who may want to dig and delve
further. Dylan has three sons, Caleb, Tyler and Celio, and Manuel has two children, Arian and
Ella. Vuyo has no children yet. Dylan is twice divorced, Manuel is married to Spanish lass Maite, and Vuyo is married to a South African - Nazli.
My wife Leena has her two children in Thailand – Vassana and Cheytta. Two really fine kids.
Vassana borning in 1998 is a wonder beautiful and bright young woman who has a small
heart, is caring and loving. Hard-headed, strong willed and no push over, but kind and fun
company. Cheytta born in 1989 is challenged by leukemia but is a determined, entrepreneurial
young man who runs his own business employing 12 other young men producing gates,
stairwell, fire escapes, awnings and all sorts of building requirements that require welded
steel. Many of his products are also wonderfully artistic. He is married to Yao and Leena has a
grand-daughter Nongnaam.
In telling my story, I will inevitably hold back on many things for many reasons. The Nobel
Prize winning Mexican poet, essayist and historian Octavio Paz, who died in 1968, gives us a
glimpse of where our full stories reside;
Between what I see and what I say
Between what I say and what I keep silent
Between what I keep silent and what I dream
Between what I dream and what I forget
My much edited down tale, relates not everything. It weaves between events and gives a
glimpse of an ordinary ANC cadre’s life and struggles in extraordinary times. It also exposes
some of my thinking and who I am. In writing I have had to be constantly aware of what the
point of this book is all about – showing the multiple faces of what constitute identity and how
we acquire and shed identities throughout our lives. My life experience story is but illustrative
of this theme. I can only say like Octavio, that the full picture of my life experience and what I
have seen and heard resides here, between yes and no.
One may be forgiven if one was left with an impression that this is yet another ANC story. This
is not the intention of this book even although it is inevitable that part of the ANC story will
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come across quite strongly in a life that has been dedicated to this organisation and its
struggle for national liberation and justice in South Africa.
I have herein, in keeping with remaining focussed on the theme of the book, avoided the
temptation to get sidetracked into too much commentary about the trials, tribulations and
fortunes of the ANC in exile or as the party now holding political power. I have had to make
some comment though to challenge any perspective that may suggest blind loyalty or a lack of
critical thinking. I have tried to remain critical and attentive to other voices of critique when
giving allegiance to anything. I have and will continue to be outspoken and not support the
indefensiveable. This is part of my life experience and part of me – my identity.
The theme of this book is identity, and ‘life experience’ which is a major part of our plural
identities is the key feature of this chapter. My own life experience illustrates this factor in
many ways and I have tried to keep this focus in relating my story, without reducing the fact
that the realm of ideas and contestation thereof is also a major part of our identities. In taking
the resistance road, the poor uneducated boy from Woodstock and District Six - the ‘Cleaners
Boy’ - rose above adversity, and has taken quiet pride in participating in realising some of
South Africa’s greatest moments.
Though many aspects of my life were difficult in the extreme, in looking back I can only say
that I have had a fortunate life and I would not have chosen a different path. The path that I
took resulted in me acquiring a whole collection of identities. The angry young ultra-radical,
rigid and doctrinaire ideologue driven by a passion for justice and freedom, mellowed
somewhat into a person still passionate about justice and freedom, but more nuanced, flexible
and much freer of ideological rigidness and doctrinaire approaches to finding solutions to
human misery.
I developed a kind of love-hate relationship with politics which while perhaps a necessary path
was one which dominated my life to the detriment of a more balanced life. My early topsyturvy nurturing by so many influences and my life experience has been an integral part of who
I am today. Many outstanding human beings, most associated with the anti-Apartheid and
liberation struggle, helped to mould who I became. One’s identity does not derive simply from
genealogy, history and heritage, genetics, culture and place. Your identity will be highly
influenced by how you are nurtured in your early years and its most important ingredient is
what you do with your life – your life experience. I may not have had parents to guide me but I
did have some outstanding mentors, many of them who will go down in history as great
indigene African leaders.
Within your own life experience you will certainly experience a plurality of identities until the
day you die. Through taking the resistance road I have experienced a liberated life. When I
look at a man like our mentor and probably South Africa’s greatest leader, OR Tambo, who
rose to become a great leader from obscurity and poverty in the Transkei, I see that he started
with a vision. This vision became contagious and pulled in people from all walks of life,
including the likes of me. He was not a royal like Madiba; he was an ordinary lad from a family
not unlike mine. He followed his dream. His example of reaching ‘beyond the Engeli
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Mountains’ that pinned him into a narrow world will go on to inspire many generations to
come.
One of the things that I will always remember about this great and wise man was the way in
which he spoke in measured tones. He would use what was called the ‘pregnant pause’ in his
speechmaking. He would look up every few minutes, remove his spectacles and look at his
audience quietly before proceeding. He was thinking and choosing his words while he studied
the expressions amongst his audience. He always thought deeply about everything that he
uttered before he spoke. He never just prattled on by venting his personal feelings and
grudges or making crass and insulting remarks and taunts like some political leaders do
today.
There certainly is a lesson to be learnt from this in this new era when it has become
fashionable for young people to coast from making one angry and insulting outburst after the
other, aimed at opponents. A measure of our democracy is the manner in which we respond
to opposition and the contestation of ideas. Opposition in a democracy can be robust, but this
does not make the opposition evil fellow citizens who must be attacked and personally vilified.
I often find oppositional voices to also operate within an obnoxious retorting mode, but this
even more so, calls for restraint. South Africa cannot afford its citizens to be constantly at war
with each other just because we differ on political issues. Democracies around the world have
robust debate without the levels of vilification and aggressive behaviour that is a feature of our
political life in South Africa. Our political father OR Tambo encompassed humility coupled with
astuteness and resolve and through this he disarmed his opponents without the need for
intimidation, threat and bad language, even during a climate where we were at war. What an
example! Part of our identities is the manner in which we tackle the challenges that life throws
at us. The old prophetic statement still rings true, “by their fruits you shall know them”.
OR Tambo’s home village and his childhood world were surrounded by the Engeli Mountains.
Like OR Tambo, we each have our own Engeli Mountain that pins us in. I would encourage
every young person to dream of life beyond that mountain, whatever it is, and then take the
road as a pilgrim to the world beyond. But also always remember where you come from and
assist others to realise their dreams. Avoid the temptation to engage in arrogant cleverness,
and rather embrace wisdom. Confusing the two has been the undoing of many of our
politicians. Some of the mightiest have fallen hard because of such confusion. Never ask
others whether they know who you are, but rather make it your business to know who they
are. In so doing we connect with our own humanity in the circle of life. These are some of the
greatest gifts of understanding that have been given to me by the many leaders who have
featured in my story. I have tried to embrace these within my identity, as my heritage.
I have learnt that one needs to be cautious when ones identity is too absolutely bound to
politics. Politics is a vehicle which is there to serve people and not the other way around.
Politics should never be allowed to be ones master in the narrow manner expounded by
demagogues. Politics can be a jealous and fickle master and a cruel overseer that can blot out
all of one’s other identities and reduce one to slavery. One needs to separate out that part of a
political life which addresses service to humanity in a principled manner, from that which is
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doctrinaire and marshalling. I have tried to walk this path over my resistance road.
How we are nurtured, what we experience, what we choose to embrace, what we enact and
how all of this affects us, gives us identities. Africa offers us the philosophy of Ubuntu, to
embrace. ‘People find their humanity – we find out who we are - through service to others.’
Perhaps it is also through this simple and most important learning that we have the greatest
key to understanding identity.
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7
GENETIC ANCESTRY:
A SCIENTIFIC LENS - DISTANT MARKERS IN DNA

A relatively new path that many people are taking, parallel to genealogical exploration, is to
explore what their DNA may tell them about their origins. Over the last decade there have
been great advances made in human genetics and numerous organisations have participated
in mapping the human genome. I have also gone down this route.
My mitochondrial DNA (MtDNA) or maternal DNA passed to me by my mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother and lineage of female forebears is noted as MtDNA haplogroup L3e2b –
denoting sub-Saharan African genetic ancestry. My Y chromosome paternal DNA passed
to me by my father, grandfather, great-grandfather and lineage of male forebears is the YChromosome G-M201 haplogroup denoting Eurasian genetic ancestry tracing to the
Himalaya foothills of India-Pakistan in West Asia and spreading out to Iran, Afghanistan,
Turkey and on to Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. It also spreads through to Southern
India, China, Sri Lanka and the Indonesian Archipelago and through migrations it manifests in
small percentages in a few areas of France, Italy and other areas of Southern Europe.
In looking at DNA results it is important to have a full understanding of what DNA testing can
provide and also about what it does not say. There are many who have been greatly
enlightened but there are equally many who come to crackpot and outrageous conclusions
about DNA results and attempt to use these as a basis for unscientific race and ethnic claims.
Distorted histories and overlays of false characteristics on root peoples, such as that of the
‘Arayan Race’ of white supremacists which is based on pseudoscience at the one extreme
and pure indigene claims of others for opportunistic material or political gains at another
extreme, show us that both positive and negative conclusions can be reached, using genuine
DNA research. I mention this merely as a caution in taking a closer look at this subject.
For around R1200 and a simple swab inside the cheeks, tests are able to be done in
laboratories to determine mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) which comes from mothers, and Y
chromosome DNA which comes from fathers. From these tests scientists are able to
reconstruct the hereditary lineage of individuals and their families as far back as 100 000
years. As such we are able to unlock a map of part of our distant past through tracking our
gene inheritance from our parents and ancestors. These genes are made up of DNA which
notes our uniqueness or footprint. When we take this footprint and compare it to others across
the planet it provides the means to locate part of our origins and some of our relationships
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back in time and geography.
With each generation the ancestors in our genealogical tree doubles. Unlike genealogy
studies, genetic testing traces just two lines of ancestors and does not track all of the others.
Thus if you go for a DNA test this is not going to be the definitive test of all of all of your
ancestry and it certainly cannot be used to define your identity. It simply gives you a tiny slice
of what exists in part of your ancestry.
If you wanted a better picture of this past you would have to explore the DNA roots of both
sets of your grandparents or better still, your 8 great grandparents. It is impossible to do this
by acquiring test samples and thus you will not be able to get a comprehensive picture of the
DNA map of your ancestry through the Y-DNA and MtDNA methods. This is why genealogy
and history are also important parts of the exploration toolbox. However besides going down
the route of MtDNA and Y-DNA you can also more broadly explore your DNA heritage by
doing an Autosomal DNA test (A-DNA). This is the DNA which is inherited from
the autosomal chromosomes. The autosomes differ from the sex chromosomes and we all
have 22 pairs of these, inherited from both parents, and they also include random
contributions from their parents, their grandparents, and ancestors. I have not yet had this test
but it goes some way further in plotting genetic ancestry than just doing the other two tests.
MtDNA is inherited only from our mothers who in turn had inherited it from their mothers, and
mothers mother and so on, way back to the very first female ancestor. Mitochondrial DNA is
passed on from mothers to both her sons and daughters, but only her daughters will transmit
their mtDNA in successive generations.
With Y chromosome DNA it is every male that inherits it from his father, who inherited it in turn
from his father and father’s father and so on, way back to the very first male ancestor. So you
will immediately see that your paternal grandmother’s lineage does not feature, nor that of
other family tree branches. Likewise your maternal grandfather’s lineage does not feature, nor
that of other family tree branches.
A DNA test can’t offer a comprehensive coverage of your roots. It can only offer just a small
slice of direct vertical ancestral lines. The South African Ancestry24 genealogical website
points out the limitations of DNA testing. It explains that with Y chromosome tracing it will
connect a man to his father but not his mother. It will also only connect him to one of his four
grandparents - his paternal grandfather. This means that it will connect him to just one of his
eight great grandparents.
If you go back 14 generations the man will still be connected to only one ancestor in that
generation. Y-chromosome DNA testing will not connect him to any of the other 16 383
ancestors in that generation to whom he is also related in equal measure.
The same scenario applies when using mtDNA. It is thus important to keep these elements in
mind and use this process to help unravel gaps in searching for origins rather than as the
definitive tool for discovering a narrow identity. There is clearly also a plurality of identities
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when we track our ancestry through the DNA route. Like all of the other roots of identity
explained in this book, the operative word in looking at DNA ancestry is ‘perspective’.
According to a paper on the Ancestry24 genealogy website, after a person’s mtDNA sequence
or Y chromosome sequence is identified the haplogroup is able to be deduced. Comparisons
are made to databases of sequences in individuals which have been examined for research
as well as other published data collected on individuals sampled throughout the world by other
researchers.
This comparison allows the scientist to find matches or close matches to one's sequence, that
provide information about the distribution of your mtDNA and Y Chromosome haplogroups,
and the most likely region where your DNA profiles originated. There is an internationally
adopted nomenclature to identify the name of lineages which are also called ‘haplogroups’.
Haplogroups are continent specific and subdivisions of these haplogroups have a regional
geographic distribution and each is coded.
Of course it is important to note that most databases are relatively new and are largely
populated by entries from the more affluent developed countries and classes. As different
regions are more carefully recorded and databases grow, these databases will become more
useful.
These observations are however just a short-hand explanation. There are other aspects to
consider, as simply knowing what your haplogroup is will offer you very little useful information
for exploring genealogical roots. You will need a more comprehensive range of DNA test
results for family research purposes. Such further tests distil broad data to more specifically
pinpoint kinship links. The combination of genealogical records, historical narratives and a
range of DNA tests are vital in ancestral exploration.
It should further be noted that testing is also available for autosomal DNA. We inherit
autosomal DNA from both of our parents. In the future our autosomal DNA will provide useful
information on all of our recent ancestors.
Haplogroups are used by scientists to study migration patterns of our ancient ancestors.
These ancestors lived before recorded history and are of little value in tracking genealogy.
Many people confuse this fact and then jump to all sorts of conclusions. Both haplogroups and
subclades are used to categorize DNA results. So you will want more than an identified
haplogroup as a lead.
Haplogroups represent our most ancient ancestors. Haplogroups are subdivided into
subclades. Subclades represent more recent ancestors but are still too ancient to be of major
impact on genealogy. The subclades are subdivided into family groups. Family groups are
what you will want to look at for purposes of genealogy. Y-DNA family groups are often
associated with particular surnames. When having your tests done you need to specify ALL of
the results that you are looking for, and of course this is going to cost more than the fee
suggested at the beginning of this chapter.
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Hence what any family history investigator will need to have in their DNA exploration kit is the
following: An identified Haplogroup which is noted as a letter or combination of a letter and
numbers – eg G2, plus a Subclade noted as a set of letters and numbers – eg R1b2c6, plus
Family Group which may be noted for example as PF04, and finally an additional Individual
Code as per example P15. With your Y Chromosome DNA you will also preferably need at
least 45 short tandem repeats (STRs) that are used to further resolve haplogroups.
The South African laboratory which I used, simply provided 17 STRs.
It is really important that you specify what you want to do with information when
communicating with a laboratory. Furthermore, laboratories which may produce anything from
a few paragraphs to a comprehensive booklet locating the history and locality facts related to
your haplogroup, are not necessarily the most competent to provide the best historical
research product.
You may get a very rudimentary ABC explanation or even only part of the picture. My
suggestion is that you employ self-research and much consultation with experts covering
history, anthropology, migrations and archaeology before settling on what even the most
ancient roots may be telling you. Most importantly, do not be emphatic. Even the experts do
not all agree.
In South Africa we find a lot of emphatic personal claims based on flimsy and even sometimes
incorrect information which then lead to people for instance with no Khoena nor San ancestry
claiming to be descendants, claiming to belong to particular clans, and claiming royal or other
leadership titles without a shred of legitimate evidence and indeed where theire descent is not
Khoena nor San, but from the very other identifiable groups whom these may be attacking or
demanding a claim. This trend is most concerning because it can just me another rape of our
heritage and ancestors equal to that of colonial dispossession. We all need to be very
cautious and much less hasty in coming to conclusions. When the driver of exploration of
heritage and ancestral connectivity becomes financial and land claims or titular claims we are
bound to go down a slippery slope. I simply urge caution and verification upon verification.
Without the entire array of test results mentioned, one cannot make any headway in applying
this information to the family tree. Some testing laboratories such as that through which the
project noted in this chapter was done, simply looked at ancient Haplogroup roots (30 000 –
100 000 years ago) and not at family genealogies which bring us into the last 1000 years and
on to the present. Thus a caution must be sounded that without comprehensive testing of all
of these results, including Y Chromosome DNA, MtDNA and Autosomal DNA we cannot make
anything but a broad statement about a small part of our distant past.
In terms of our heritage discourse and ancestral exploration many unfortunately make
mistakes of grasping at straws of ancient past, and not looking at the modern history period of
the last 500 years of the immediate pre-colonial period and the impact of the colonial period
and clashes during the wars of dispossession. There is a tendency too to look at the past not
through a social history lenses but through a anthropology and archaelogy lens. Then too we
do not look at our ancestors as they change in different epouchs of time but rather try to
freeze our ancestral heritage in time and thus buy into a primitivist paradigm as though the
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course of time and changes in modes of living and culture do not matter. I find that this
caricatures and stereotypes our forebears in a manner not too different from what white
colonials did. Much of the historical narratives that those who do this draw on are deeply
insulting, stereotyping and rooted in a European leans highly influenced by the paradigm of
Jean Jacques Roussouw’s ‘Nobel Native’ – a form of higher mystical animal life. We need to
be so careful that in exploring our past we do not end up buying into the primitivist paradigm of
the ‘Nobel Native’. I see shades of this thinking often when our Khoena and San heritage is
portrayed by KhoiSan revivalism. Again I here simply sound a warning that insult and
disparaging stereotypes come in many shades. Watch out what you embrace.
DNA is a wonderful and useful tool but it is only a tiny slice of our ancestral past. However it is
enough to dispel myths, race-theories and ideological distortions linked to identity. The
unfortunate thing is that this little bit of information can also contribute to new myths and
distortions too. I’ve personally heard some completely ridiculous claims, including land claims
and ‘race-purity’ claims, made by people who are in possession of only minute bits of DNA
information. DNA results are open to abuse and distortion, just like any other bit of
information.
Even when we go the full DNA route, much of our ancestral past will be factored out as it does
not link us horizontally with all of our ancestors. The MtDNA and Y-DNA path is largely vertical
and explores the immediate lineage of fathers and mothers along a very tight trajectory.
Autosomal DNA may offer us a more comprehensive set of snapshots.
In South Africa the gene pool is hugely diverse including Southern African (into which Khoena,
San and others fall); Sub-Saharan African people originating from the Niger-Congo-East
Africa region who migrated south over a period until the last 1,300 years saw this migration
settling down; immigrants from Europe who began arriving in South Africa 500 years ago;
slaves from Africa, Madagascar, India and the Indonesian Archipelago who were brought to
South Africa by the Europeans from 360 years ago; exiles and refugees, indentured labourers
from India, other parts of Africa, Philippines and St Helena who began arriving 150 years ago
and other more recent migrants.
Science now also shows us that the Khoe and San carry genetic signatures which are very
close to the original modern human ancestor from which we all are descended. Ultimately
Africa is the birthplace of humanity. The overwhelming evidence shows that the first signs of
art, language, and spirituality are all found in South Africa. From Africa humans populated the
world and adapted to new environs and who then from a number of tributaries arrived as
migrants back in South Africa.
There are over 20 different tributary groups, and many of those are further divided into
subgroups, allowing analysts the opportunity to give more detail on an individual’s ancestral
history. When locating DNA origins the following grid of categories is thus used as the main
tributaries in South Africa: Southern African (SA), Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), North Africa
(NA), Europe (EU), Eurasia (EA), and Asia (A). These however are only a sub-set of the
categories that are used worldwide.
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What did my own DNA tests show? I did both my Y chromosome test and my Mtdna test.
MATERNAL: My mitochondrial DNA (MtDNA) or maternal DNA returned the result - L3e2b
identified as sub-Saharan African genetic ancestry tracing to West Africa.
PATERNAL: My Y chromosome test looking at my paternal DNA returned the result - G-M201
identified as a Eurasian genetic ancestral lineage tracing to West Asia, northern Middle
East, Georgia, Azerbaijan, South Asia and Southeast Asia.
After having my DNA test done by the division of human genetics of the National Health
Laboratory Service at University of Witwatersrand, results showed that my mitochondrial DNA
(MtDNA) or maternal DNA passed to me by my mother, grandmother, greatgrandmother and
the generations of women in my lineage going back to the origins of humankind is noted as
MtDNA haplogroup L3e2b.
The MtDNA HVRI variation is 16172T-C, 16182A-C, 16183A-C, 16189T-C, 16223C-T,
16320C-T, and 16519T-C. The MtDNA HVRII variation is 73A-G, 150C-T, 152T-C, 195T-C,
and 263A-G.
The report of the laboratory explains that MtDNA types found in African populations share
certain common features and these have been assigned to haplogroup L. The report goes on
to explain that haplogroup L can be further resolved into L0, L1, L2, L3, L4, L5 and L6.
My subtype within haplogroup L3, is called L3e. L3 and subtypes are distributed throughout
Africa, but are found at much higher frequencies in East Africa, where they account for almost
half of all types within this region. L3e is the most widespread, frequent and ancient of all L3
clades, comprising approximately one-third of all L3 types in sub-Saharan Africa.
My MtDNA sequence profile is consistent with that of an L3e2b lineage. This L3e2b
haplogroup is found primarily in West Africa and amongst the African Diaspora in the USA,
Brazil and the Caribbean. It originates 45 000 years ago in Central Africa/Sudan and spread to
West Africa. On South African databases only four exact matches were found to my MtDNA –
2 in Zanzibar, 1 indigene African in South Africa and 1 in Zimbabwe. Close matches were
found on international databases to 2 Algerians, 1 African-American and 1 Afro-Caribbean
person.
The laboratory result for my paternal Y Chromosome DNA was also explained. Everyone who
is part of the Y chromosome Haplogroup G (M201) descends from a common paternal
ancestor who lived in West Asia in the foothills of the Himalayas during Paleolithic (Late Stone
Age) times. Here I only know my haplogroup and not all of the other information required to
pursue further explorations, such as subclades, family group, and individual code. I also only
have 17 STRs and I don’t have my SNP. There is also much to still discover about this group.
Thus here I only am enlightened about the region of origin.
As members of the human family, all people living today can trace their earliest paternal
ancestors to populations that lived approximately 100,000 years ago in eastern Africa. These
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early humans became spread throughout the African continent, and beginning 50,000 years
ago, a series of complex migrations moved them out of Africa into regions of Asia and beyond
to eventually populate every major area of the world.
The Eurasian Adam who emerged in the area of today’s India-Pakistan, with whom the G
(M201) Haplogroup originates, descends from the African Y-Adam through the line M168 to F
(M89) to G (M201).
Haplogroup G (M201) is a branch of haplogroup F (M89) and is an uncommon haplogroup
which emerged from a small clan in the Indus valley. It has an overall low frequency in most
populations, but is widely distributed within many ethnic groups to greater or lesser degrees
worldwide. Its modern concentration areas are well defined while small percentages can also
be found much further away.
G - M201 originates in Western Asia in the region that is now northern India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan, spreading across the region to the Anatolian Plateau and on to the Caucasus,
taking in Iran, Iraq, the Arab Emirates, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan and
Georgia.
From the Himalaya foothills G-M201 also spread to a lesser degree to Southern India, China,
Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia. Today its strongest manifestation is in specific regions of
Georgia.
Other than a strong manifestation in Sardinia and a comparatively significant presence in Italy
as a result of old migrations from Western Asia, G-M201 is relatively uncommon in Northern
Europe. Very small percentages of Haplogoup G are recorded in France and Germany where
as in the case of Italy, at some stage in the past, individual haplogroup G migrants would have
settled.
Haplogroup G-M201 is found at rates of 10% to 20% among Iranians and Afghans and at
significant percentages among specific populations in Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka and
Southeast Asia including Indonesia.
In Central Asia, G-M201 is found in small percentages in a belt extending from the Caucasus
where it is strongest today, through the Central Asian steppes out to the Uyghurs of Xinjiang
province in Western China.
My paternal Eurasian DNA traces back to Western Asia over 30 000 years ago and spread
out across the Middle East, into the Caucasus, over into China and down into India and
Southeast Asia. A few individuals also made their way into parts of Southern Europe and
North Africa along the Mediterranean. Migrations of slaves and settlers from India, Indonesia,
the Mediterranean and Southern Europe, who came to South Africa, brought home the DNA
chain that had originally started with M168 in East Africa.
My genealogical research has shown ancestors in my family tree from Africa, various parts of
Asia and various parts of Europe. My African and Eurasian DNA has simply affirmed this for
me. In the case of my maternal great-grandmother from the Eastern Cape of whom I just
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broadly knew that she was born into slavery and had links to amaXhosa and Khoena
indigenes, the MtDNA results were of invaluable assistance. It confirms her deep African roots
and mine. In the absence of documental records, the only previous markers was the scant
information on my great-grandfather’s death notice, a blurred tiny photograph and cryptic oral
histories passed from my late mother.
But what is the important lesson for all South Africans that this first level DNA testing has
highlighted?
A few years ago M-Net television made a research documentary on this subject where they
looked into the ancient origins of a number of prominent South Africans who had agreed to
participate. It was entitled – So where do we come from? Amongst these were a diverse array
of South Africans from President Nelson Mandela to comedian Marc Lottering and drag-artist
extraordinaire, Pieter Dirk Uys. The results of the DNA testing surprised many South Africans,
not least of all, the participants themselves.
Everyone in South Africa had been raised to believe that they were either ‘White, Black,
Coloured or Asian’ based roughly on what they looked like and their socialisation and culture.
Our socialisation and indoctrination has been based on race theories. We live, talk and think
‘race’ every moment of the day in South Africa. The DNA results defied the ‘race’ silos which
we had been raised to believe in.
Let me use the three individuals already mentioned as an example of the findings in this
television program.
Nelson Mandela was found on his maternal mtDNA side ins Southern African which includes
Khoena and San among others - L1d ancestral roots. On Madiba’s paternal side he is E-M2,
the Sub-Saharan African lineage from the great lakes district of East Africa. Many of the
amaXhosa royals have strong Khoena and San heritage due to old Nguni-KhoeSan marriage
traditions amongst the amaXhosa. The name Xhosa is in fact of San origin. The broader
Nguni people of South Africa are also said to originate from the mixing of the Tsonga who had
crossed into South Africa on the east coast from what became Mozambique, with Sotho-Khoe,
the Bakoni who crossed from the west and, also with the resident KZN Khoena and San. It is
a misnomer to state that the Nguni came down to South Africa from the north-east as though
there was a social group outside of South Africa called the Nguni who were absolutely
synonomous with a Bantu migration. The term Nguni by the way is a linguist tradition rather
than an ethnic group. The southern Nguni’s linguistic tradition clearly has much that is Khoena
and San within it.
It is more correct to say that the Nguni evolved in South Africa from peoples of diverse origins,
predominantly Bantu but also including the Southern African San, Khoena and Bakoni.
Marc Lottering discovered that despite his appearance and experience as a ‘Coloured’ South
African, his direct maternal line was group H from the Dordogne region of France 20 000
years ago. On his direct male side he was group R-M 17 which is also another Eurasian line.
He further had exact matches in Germany, Poland and France for related individuals. The
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DNA lines of his seven other grandparents, if it were possible to test, may well show us other
roots, but directly from his parents his DNA showed him something different to what he had
expected.
In the case of Pieter Dirk Uys, despite his European appearance and experience, his maternal
ancestry showed that he was group L2a1, one of the commonest lines in Sub-Saharan Africa.
His paternal ancestor was RM 207, a dominant group in Eastern Europe.
It originated on the Iberian Peninsula 13 000 years ago after the last Ice Age.
Here was quite a contrast for Uys as his DNA showed him to have black African roots through
his mother. This of course can be explained by the fact that west and east African slaves intermarried and had relationships with early settlers resulting in the birth of children. Ann and
Evert of Guinea who were manumitted slaves had a daughter Zwarte Maria Evert who
became very successful and wealthy in the early Cape Colony. Her grandson, as an example,
became a prominent ‘white’ wine-farmer. In this manner African lineages became part of many
white families.
A number of Voortrekker leaders such as Andries Pretorius who protested at the abolition of
slavery were themselves only two or three generations away from their own slave forebears.
Interestingly another white Afrikaner participant who previously thought she would have DNA
going back to Belgium, France or the Netherlands was found to have the L1d mitochondrial
line. Over 60% of Khoe and San people have L1d. (Many identifying as Khoe and San also
show other DNA roots too).
In yet another instance of contrast, media personality Tim Modise, classified as black or
indigene African, found that his paternal line traced back to Europe and Asia. This of course
does not take away from him is African rootedness. It simply shows that in his direct vertical
lineage he also has roots that go back to Europe and Asia and this can be backed by
historical narratives that show how this may be explained.
There is a loud and clear message that comes across to us as South Africans about the folly
of using race and ethnicity as the bedrock of identity. DNA results clearly show the ties that
bind us as one human family. These results, more than any other argument, defeats racist
notions about who belongs where.
It has become vogue for some groups identifying exclusively as Africans to now use very
similar arguments to that of white racists when they argue that people cannot be Africans if
they are not members of specific sub-Saharan African groups and carry the outward stereo
features acceptable to such proponents. DNA studies debunk this as complete nonsense.
While many individuals have explored their origins through the DNA route to complement their
genealogical research, a number of research bodies around the world have also been
mapping human migrations and the human family. One such body here in South Africa, has
been the Africa Genome Project which together with the National Health Laboratory Service
and School of Pathology at Wits University, conducted what was called ‘The Living History
Project’ in 2008, with 483 individual participants. Dr Wilmot James, sociologist and honorary
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professor of human genetics at UCT, through the Africa Genome Project worked together with
Professor Himla Soodyall, director of the Human Genome Diversity and Disease Unit at Wits
University, in this major piece of scientific research into a sizeable sample of South Africans.
Professor Himla Soodyall had also done an earlier DNA community study of a cross-section of
around 100 people living in Simonstown in the Cape.
Both of these studies basically back-up what has already been said in Chapter 1 of this book,
about the diversity of our roots in the Cape and in South Africa as a whole. The tests prove
that we all have multiple roots, even from the limited two-line segment of investigation of our
ancestry, and that these often defy outward appearance, experience, history, ethnicity and the
neat little boxes of ‘Black, White, Coloured and Asian’. It disrupts many traditional notions of
singular identity based on race and ethnicity.
Professor Soodyall’s Simonstown research showed that many ‘black’ South Africans carry
European genetic lineages most particularly on their paternal side. ‘Coloured’ South Africans
are shown to have strong Sub-Saharan African roots indicating Bantu lineage, Southern
African roots indicating Khoena and San roots as well as others, as well as fairly strong Asian,
Eurasian and European genetic lineages.
Racial silos were proven to be more of a social construct than being science-based. Southern
African DNA lineage which includes Khoena and San heritage too, was shared across all
groups ‘Black’, ‘White’, ‘Coloured’ and ‘Asian’.
In the Living History Project study, participants were given opportunity to identify themselves
in terms of the South Africa group identity construct, derived from colonial and Apartheid
administrations. Hence those participating chose to identify themselves as:
o
o
o
o
o

BLACK - 183
COLOURED - 107
WHITE - 153
ASIAN - 21
UNDECLARED - 34

The following ancient origins are noted: * Southern African (SA), Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA),
North Africa (NA), Europe (EU), Eurasia (EA), and Asia (A). * (SA includes Khoena, San and
others).
With the Y-Chromosome paternal test tests, the results showed the regions of ancient origins
for the individuals of the four declared groups as follows:
MtDNA

European
(EU)

Southern
African (SA)

Sub-Saharan
African (SSA)

North
African (NA)

Eurasian
(EA)

Asian (A)

BLACK
COLOURED
WHITE
ASIAN

0%
2,5%
6%
0%

17%
30%
8,5%
16%

69%
32%
1,5%
13%

4%
0%
0%
0%

3%
13%
80%
16%

7%
22%
4%
55%

With the mtDNA maternal tests the results showed the regions of ancient origins for the
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individuals of the four declared groups to be more or less as follows:
MtDNA

European
(EU)

Southern
African (SA)

Sub-Saharan
African (SSA)

North
African (NA)

Eurasian
(EA)

Asian (A)

BLACK
COLOURED
WHITE
ASIAN

1%
12%
13%
0%

6%
2%
0%
0%

85%
22%
2,4%
0%

2%
0%
2,6%
0%

6%
48%
80%
59%

0%
16%
2%
41%

Overall the study showed that 51% of all participants mtDNA haplogroups originated in Africa,
2% in Europe, 35% were of Eurasian origin and 12% Asian.
In the Y chromosome haplogroups 43% of all participants trace to Africa, 8% to Europe, 43%
Eurasian origin and 6% to Asian. The 51% African component of the mtDNA breaks down as
17% Southern African (including Khoena & San), 33% Sub-Saharan African (Bantu) and 1%
North African.
These results contrast sharply and contradictorily with how people were conditioned to
present themselves in racial and even ethnic terms. Overall 36% self-identified as Black
African, 22% as white of European descent, 21% as Coloured, 4% as Asian and 7% not
disclosing group affiliation.
Almost one in five people who self-identified as Black African have a maternal ancestry that
could be linked with Khoena and San people. One in ten Black people have mtDNA lineages
derived from Eurasian and Asian origins. Around one in 12 individuals who identified as White
have mtDNA lineages derived from African sources, of which at least 6% are linked with
Khoena and San ancestry.
Those self-identified as ‘Coloured’ showed that they had as much Bantu African lineages, as
they had Khoena and San lineages (which questions the claim that ‘Coloured’ people are the
only true and rightful descendants of the Khoena and San. ‘Coloured’ showed a fairly low
percentage of European lineage (2,5%) while the Asian was high at (22%) and Eurasian at
(13%). ‘Coloured’ was the most diverse in DNA maternal heritage of all groups. This fits well
with both the genealogical data and historical data elaborated on in the chapters dealing with
these lenses on identity. The gender dynamics that result in much different data sets for
women in history than men tell a story that aligns very well with narratives of the slave story,
the wars of suppression of the Khoena, the genocide of the San and the white domination
story of how children were procreated.
All modern groups are challenged in terms of how they perceive their roots and in how popular
discourse is conducted. Notions of which modern group today has more rights to be in South
Africa or the Cape is proven to be groundless against this information. Familial relationships
are shown to cross all artificially established boundaries projected by racist and stereotype
narratives. More people are cousins across amaXhosa and other Bantu ethnicities, Coloured,
White and Asian divides than current and past theories propagate. It’s about time that
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people got over their aversion to their ‘Bantu’ ancestry and vice versa
for those of ‘Bantu’ ancestry to get over their aversion to their ‘Coloured’ or Camissa cousins.
These studies of ancient genetic ancestry in South Africa allow us to look at issues of identity
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in a manner that breaks away from the straight-jacket of race and ethnicity. One however
does need to re-emphasis my earlier word of caution when considering the DNA dimension of
one’s identity. Genetic markers and genetic ancestry in itself cannot establish identity and
explain all of your features and everything else about you. Genealogy, community history and
culture, and your life experience and choices all come into play in contributing to the many
identities that define each of us. Genetic ancestry will simply give you a perspective and it will
more than likely challenge myths and stories that you have grown up with that are based on
politically and socially constructed identities.
A further caution would be that in the context of grappling with racism and the legacy of
Apartheid, the scientific debunking of race categorisation and racist theories should not be
twisted to avoid the very real ‘white experience’ of overlordship and the ‘black experience’ of
being oppressed. But these need to be addressed in a different manner to the butting of
heads based on race-theories.
South Africans have still a long way to go in addressing the question of what constitutes
racism. It is not just about prejudice, discrimination, brute behaviours and nasty words, or
about ‘bad’ people, but is rooted in a paradigm of thinking based on the pseudo-scientific
establishment of race identities and the establishing of a pecking order of superiority and
inferiority, with Europeans at the top of the hierarchy, against which all other human ability,
worth and achievement is judged. Race is simply a social construct that has become
habitually used most often in the context of ‘civilisation’ theories and abuse.
This racist paradigm has an all-pervading hegemony in our society. Many who regard
themselves as educated, sophisticated people who abhor discrimination and may well even
have dedicated their lives to building equity and human rights find it difficult to acknowledge
that we are all caught up in the racist paradigm. Nobody is immune. Even many victims of this
paradigm which has dominated human relations brutally for centuries, now borrow from this
same paradigm at times in using it against each other.
This debate is not negated by the lessons to be drawn from understanding DNA ancestry, but
it does qualitatively assist us to be able to stand back from racial identity and defensiveness,
and affords us the opportunity to move away from superiority arguments and behaviours and
toward the destruction of racist hegemony in human relations. Any meaningful discussion of
racism in South Africa will need to take cognisance of what DNA ancestry says to us and
show a willingness to deconstruct the hegemony of the racist paradigm.
What is further really wonderful about mapping the human genome is that the descendants of
the millions of people tossed to the four corners of the earth through the slave trade may now
be able to begin to locate the original location of personal ancestors.
While for a few, slave records can be useful, for most it is a dead-end in research. Here of
course one needs to go much further than simple DNA haplogroup testing. One will need to
pursue all of the other test results that are possible to refine ones search.
Most slaves were recorded with names given to them by slave traders and masters. Some
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had toponyms which give some clue of their origin, but locally born slave descendants were
simply recorded as ‘van der Kaap’. With toponyms too, such as ‘’Van Bengal’ this did not
necessarily relate to Bengal, but rather to the expanse of territories across the Bay of Bengal.
Other toponyms also were not necessary places of origin but slaver stations. So again here
further enquiry also needs to be done before jumpoing to conclusions. One must always
exercise caution and sensitivity in the exploration into the past.
I am yet to personally explore the full routes of DNA testing in terms of autosomal testingand
hope to do so in the future. My initial results were most interesting, and this has wetted my
appetite to explore further. Tracking DNA will not on its own tell you exactly where all of your
ancestors came from, but will take you many steps forward in being able to track ancestral
location. More importantly it helps to free all of our minds of the distortions that we have lived
with for so long about race as a basis for identity. It allows us to explore dimensions of the
past that have for too long remained anonymous and it allows us to verify historical narratives
and genealogical mysteries.
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8
NATIONAL GROUP CULTURES:
A GROUP LENS - AFRICAN, SOUTH AFRICAN AND WHAT?

Cultural and sub-cultural social identities are a major feature of South African society and are
protected by our constitution. They are also celebrated in the motto of the national coat of
arms which announces that we are ‘united in our diversity’.
In turning my attention to this subject, I must acknowledge that is the hardest element of
identity to deal with. It is an arena where there are many divergent views and during the
Apartheid era there was much social engineering in this arena, accompanied by mass
indoctrination across all groups within the South African population. Post- Apartheid, the raceclassification cornerstone of this pernicious ideology is still used by the state and little has
been done to reverse the indoctrination that accompanied Apartheid and its effects on all
South Africans.
I believe that it is potentially a powder-keg waiting to explode.
South Africa not only has a wide range of national group cultures but within those there are an
even greater number of social communities in the form of kindred folk-groups and clans each
with proud old traditions and customs. These are both a source of identities and potentially a
source for friction and conflict. Thus we are challenged to promote national understanding of
all sub-cultures amongst all South Africans and to do more to celebrate the ‘ties that bind us’
that cut across these traditional sub-cultures.
South Africa’s main national group cultures are African; San, Cape Khoena, Griqua, Nama,
Korana, BaTswana, amaZulu, Ndebele, Shangaan, amaXhosa, Swazi, Venda, BaPedi,
BaSotho, Tsonga, Camissa (‘coloured’); Afro-European (‘white’); and Afro-Indian or AfroAsian communities. Examples of folk-groups and clans would be the Thembus and Hlubi’s
amongst the Xhosa, the Hessequas or Cochoquas amongst the Cape Khoena; or the
Afrikaners, Anglo-South Africans and so on amongst the Afro-Europeans.
Importantly one has to distinguish between national group cultures which have a legitimate
place in any society and the unjustifiable classification of people into race types and using this
as a determinant of social status, for whatever reason. Nothing, not even necessary
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affirmation and redress policies, can justify this practice which was entrenched under
Apartheid and unfortunately continues to this day.
In this part of the book I would like to give attention to six issues which constantly arise in
discourse in the Cape and affect how we look at the question of cultural socal identities.
More than any other factor it is in the arena national cultural identities that the issues of race
and ethnicity abound and, notions of purity and a hierarchy of value is attached to what label a
person carries. It is in this arena that Apartheid ideology is still at work amongst South
Africans regardless of what political badge is worn and regardless of colour.
The six areas are:
o The question of who is South Africa’s recognised indigenous peoples, including
those who are now recognised as ‘vulnerable and marginalised indigenous
peoples’?
o The question of whether social-cultural group identities should disappear
infavour of a single South African identity?
o Can South Africa afford toleration of claims of exclusivity and separatism,
group declarations of ‘nation’ status, and the fostering of group antagonism by
some in defiance of the constitution?
o Should South Africa’s framework of recognition of Khoena and San indigene
heritage also acknowledge the fact that many South Africans have ancestral
roots that include these, but choose to celebrate this along with their other
cultural heritage tributaries?
o What lessons can be drawn from South Africa’s group terminology acrobatics?
o How do we address race profiling, race labelling, racism and its contradiction to
nation-building in South Africa?
At the heart of these questions contextual to exploring identities in the Cape is whether or not
we can simultaneously maintain harmony between a South African identity, a Southern
African identity, an African identity and multiple expressions of cultural group identities? It is
my argument that if we can break free of notions that identity is singular and framed by race
and ethnicity, it is more than possible to create a different way of expressing collective identity
inclusive of diversity.
I believe that this is not only possible but desirable, but it requires building a new
consciousness. Furthermore, I believe that if we do not work hard on this front, South Africa
may sink into an abyss of conflict which would be extremely difficult to reverse.
Who is South Africa’s recognised indigenous peoples, and who are now recognised as
‘vulnerable and marginalised indigenous peoples’?
The terms indigenous people or indigenes is often erroneously used to simply describe those
recognised as ‘vulnerable and marginalised indigenous groups’. In terms of South African and
African continental conventions, indigenous people are all people indigenous to Africa or to
North America, South America, Europe, India etc. Within this definition however, special
recognition has been given to a number of cases of particularly vulnerable and marginalised
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indigenous communities that have suffered loss of land, loss of rights, disrespect of culture,
non-recognition of language and have suffered persecution.
In South Africa the latter are now formally recognised as the San, Nama, Cape Khoena,
Korana and Griqua. (Note: The term Khoi is more accurately Khoe singular and ‘Khoena’
plural even although in popular usage the singular is used to denote the plural).
Some people casually refer to the ’vulnerable and marginalised indigenous peoples’ as the
‘First Nation’ grouping, by borrowing terminology from some in Canada’s approach to its over
600 indigenous communities. This term has no formal or legally binding recognition
internationally and certainly is not broadly accepted in South Africa.
Even indigenous peoples in the few countries where this term has cropped up do not
universally accept this term. In fact the concept of the modern European nation-state
terminology ‘Nation’ being overlaid on pre-colonial African society is seen as quite insulting to
broader African indigenous societies. The carving up of Africa by European nation-states and
their ‘divide and rule’ policies is still fresh in community memory. It is my personal opinion that
the term ‘First Nation’ is divisive, inaccurate, carries a degree of insult to others and has been
introduced to our discourse through trendy copy-cat tendencies.
Broader indigenous people include those linguistically referred to as Xhosa, Zulu, Tswana,
Sotho, Venda, Shangaan, Swazi, Ndebele, Pedi and Tsonga. All South African people from
various groups who share some Khoena, San or other indigene ancestry, while making no
exclusive claim to being San or Khoena, also have the right to celebrate that aspect of their
heritage which relates to the Khoena and San in a befitting manner without promotion of
falsehoods, insult or injury to others.
It follows that all have a responsibility to show due respect to the recognised marginalised
indigenous groups by not usurping their claims by inappropriate revivalist actions. This
particularly relates to not engaging in misrepresentation of the cultures and claims of the
recognised vulnerable and marginalised indigenous peoples.
My understanding of the government convention (adopted by President Mbeki’s cabinet) is
that there are five recognised vulnerable and marginalised indigenous groups in the country San, Nama, Cape Khoena, Korana and Griqua. The Cape Khoena has a range of clan names
within it such as the Gorachoqua, Hessequa, Attaqua, Cochouqua and so on. Criteria used for
recognition include:
o
o
o
o
o

a history or existence in South Africa before colonization;
descent from such a pre-colonial community;
retention of several pre-colonial patterns and institutions;
self-identification;
and the insufficient or inadequate accommodation of the rights of such a
community compared to other communities in South Africa.

The convention also establishes that where continuity in traditional leadership can be shown
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for more than two generations, such communities should be recognized constitutionally.
This framework affords all peoples who were alienated from their cultural group identities in
the past and who through processes of personal discovery can now positively ascertain and
prove or verify their San and Khoena descent, and wish to assert these rather than any other
roots, a means to move forward in a recognised manner.
This of course needs to be done in consultation with organised and recognised institutions of
indigenous peoples, and with leadership defined by the two-generation clause for purposes of
establishing historical legitimacy.
There is good reason that such a framework exists as there are individuals and groups of
people who arise from time to time, making wild claims, and these discredit the efforts and
struggles of the genuine vulnerable and marginalised communities. The government
convention is a response to undoing the displacement of the five communities into
categorisation as ‘Coloured’ as occurred under Apartheid rather than those having been
recognised by the former state as indigene African communities. The convention is also
recognition of recommendations made by UN observer studies on the position of vulnerable
and marginalised indigenous communities in South Africa.
There has been much progress since that early formulation and under the Zuma government
the previously marginalised groups have been drawn into discourse and enabling legislation
developed for their inclusion with all other African groups. There has however been critique
that this is all following a Bantustan type trajectory and is propelled by financial reward, titular
recognition of individuals and by land acquisition prospects rather than by authentic cultural
heritage and historical justice. Restitution and reparation is being confused. Here I simply wish
to flag that such a concern is arising in communities too who are worried that strategies to
boost personal political power by patrons may be riding roughshod over deeper heritage
concerns.
The second problem with the bantustan-isation or kingdom-isation of traditional heritage is
riding roughshod over traditional heritage that is treasured by those many who acknowledge
multiple strands of heritage and identity within themselves including tribal and clan heritage
but do not accept Bantustan-isation or kingdom-isation thereof as being a just way forward for
themselves. Many, if not a majority of people classified or labelled as ‘Coloured’ or who may
prefer to see themselves as Camissa South Africans and also as Africans are being
shortchanged by some of the approaches taken by government and driven by forces
interested in the spoils for personal of small group gain. Government has done little or nothing
to address the concerns of people labelled ‘Coloured’ or self identifying with the Camissa
footprint that we too are African and South African and do not want a race-label and want
restitution rather than the discrimination that has gone on since 1994.
Should social-cultural group identities disappear in favour of a single South African
identity?
There is often a polarisation of the national question debate into two equally dangerous
arguments.
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On the one side under Apartheid there was the elevation of race and ethnicity as the
cornerstone of identity, which could be decided by the state and used as a determinant of
human relations, social constructs, economic position, rights and destiny.
On the other side is the equally misguided notion that sub-cultures and identities are
undesirable and backward, and should be suppressed with state-sanction, in favour of us
being simply South Africans.
Both of these ideological approaches involve crass social engineering, suppression, and the
state making choices for people rather than self-determination of social-cultural identity being
upheld as a basic human right.
It is popular in certain intellectual circles to pose that if only we could set aside our other
identities and just be South Africans then all would be well. I really don’t think that people have
truly thought this through or seen how retrogressive such an approach could be. I also think
that often such proponents are conflating the unacceptable race categorisation with cultural
heritage group identities.
For instance one can rightly reject the categorisation of people as a ‘Coloured’ group as this is
a race label and concept. It is another thing to reject the fact that particular communities of
people thus labelled under Apartheid, do not have the right to express themselves as distinct
social-cultural communities. As a broad group having a number of identities under the
umbrella label of ‘Coloured’ we also cannot dismiss the fact that there was an unique
oppressive ‘Coloured experience’. What I have called the Camissa Footprint is a well
documented coherent African experience that most people labelled ‘Coloure’ identify with.
Today some who were herded under this Apartheid label are expressing their right to selfidentification by reclaiming their different indigene cultural heritages. Others believe that
simply because of colour they have been denied the right to place their emphasis on their
European heritage. Yet others are now celebrating their emphasis on their slavery heritage,
with some being even more specific about a place of origin of their original slave forebears.
For most however there is recognition that those categorised as ‘Coloured’ have a bit of all of
these in their heritage make-up, and the most important part of this social-cultural heritage is
the creolisation or ‘locally evolved new creation’ that occurred in the part of Africa called the
Cape and the fact that their forebears rose above the adversity of genocide, dispossession of
land, liberty and dignity. This collective experience can be referred to as the Camissa
Footprint referring to the experiences around the Camissa River in Table Bay from which
every trajectory of this shared experience proceded.
Those labelled ‘Coloured’ survived slavery, colonialism and Apartheid and in the process
developed a distinct cultural group character based on this experience of rising above
adversity and fighting for liberation. As a group of people who were not Afro-Europeans, nor
Afro-Asians but whose cornerstone was indigene African resisters to the colonial intrusion
who also embraced slaves forced to come to the Cape from other parts of Africa, India and
Southeast Asia, as well as some non-conformist Europeans we have a right to express a pride
in our collective historical experience that is not dictated by a race classification term.
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We have however struggled with how we express this historical and cultural experience and
as yet no universally acceptable expression has emerged. As an individual I have used the
terms Camissa representing an African creolisation process and resistance experience. It
breaks through the race-terminology paradigm and simply celebrates ‘a locally evolved
creation’ on African soil and more specifically at the Cape. It also allows people like me to
elaborate on what makes up my social-cultural heritage and history without entertaining ‘race’.
This is something that the race term ‘Coloured’ never allowed us to do.
The concept of setting aside national social-cultural identities, or identity suppression, is
misguidedly touted as the solution to deep problems of polarisation rooted in the real historical
aberrations of a ‘divide and rule’ past and very serious socio-economic and cultural fissures in
our society. Thankfully in our constitution we rejected both the Apartheid approach and the
Saamstel (combine) approach on identity as kragdadig (dictatorial) ideological approaches
which lead to social-engineering. Instead we favoured a South African identity that recognises
our goal of national unity that nurtures and celebrates diversity and the cultural wealth of our
ever evolving plural African identities. At heart our constitution is outstanding in that it
entrenches a fundamental recognition that social identity will always be plural rather than
singular.
Having recognised this reality does not mean that ‘Unity in Diversity’ is an easy path to tread.
It requires a conscious and strong role of the state in facilitating relationships between groups
in South Africa and nurturing a common South African identity as the glue which binds us. The
state in particular is thus required to ensure that it remains free of group bias and promotes
national pride in diversity. In this context as facilitator and monitor, the state should not
encroach on self-identification or by any form of social-engineering.
All South Africans need to get to know the full array of national groups and cultures and
develop a pride in all of these as part of the whole. This is a huge undertaking and
commitment entrenched in our constitution, and one in which so far the state has failed to put
enough effort. At school-level, proper educational programmes addressing issues of the
‘national question’ are almost non-existent. Teachers, black and white, imbued with Apartheid
era habits and information, still pass on the old thinking to our children. The museum and
heritage sector are also way behind in transformation in this regard. Our museum sector still
do not address pre-colonial African social history and still project an anthropological and
archealogical paradigm when projection pre-colonial African society only in stone-age and
iron-age terms. A number of private museums are more advanced in this regard than those in
the state sector.
Organised faiths also often fan the flames of antagonism rather than build social cohesion. At
one time a pastor of a church in an area called De Doorns was reported to have publically
threatened that he and his community would ‘Braai’ (barbecue) the aliens in De Doorns, and
turn them into Kentucky Fried Chicken. This is a far cry from the ideals of our constitution and
its outlawing of hate speech. Notably there was no public condemnation of this statement and
no charges of hate-speech were laid, even although this is provided for in law.
When we talk of national cultural identities, I clearly distinguish these from the four ‘race silos’
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of the Apartheid era - White, Black, Coloured and Indian. Too many are still touting this racist
paradigm and its terminology as a legitimate means for identifying people, planning and for
social engineering. However the intention may be explained, or the legitimate need for taking
corrective action in support of transformation, this remains a racist paradigm which we should
all be striving to put behind us. Our post-Apartheid state needs to spend much more effort in
de-racialising our national race-based frameworks. Failure to move away from this may
indeed negate the achievements of the struggle for national liberation and new Apartheid style
aberrations may arise as the memory of the underlying principles of the national liberation
struggle begin to fade. We cannot effectively tackle racism when we continue to give
legitimacy to the pseudo-science of ‘races’ from which racism sprouts.
But having said this, I would equally caution against those ideologues who are prompting that
we attempt to socially engineer cultural diversity and social-cultural groups out of our lives and
vocabulary. Denial of our diverse national cultural groups and their rich history, experience,
resistance to colonialism and heritage would be a madness that can also plunge South Africa
into an abyss of disaster. What we need to halt in its tracks is race terms and frameworks
masquerading as heritage.
For us to be able to have a constructive discourse on the place of national group cultures in
South Africa there are a few things that must first be considered. The notion of a ‘South Africa’
and being a ‘South African’ is a fairly modern one which is only 106 years old.
Under British colonial rule, in the name of progress, between the hammer of colonial wars of
conquest and the anvil of missionary social engineering, all of the local cultures were beaten
into submission. It can never be okay that in the name of a new ‘political civilisation drive’ that
we carry on doing the same thing in panel-beating people into a singular ‘one-ness’. Whose
‘one-ness’? This thing that we call South Africa and South Africanness needs a lot more
interrogation in the context of our broader Southern African community. We have played into
an intellectual laziness on this issue. Building unity across the Southern African community
rather than extoling the virtues of being a narrow South African nation, counterposes
nationalism and social communitarianism with the latter as an ideal with greater substance.
Within a social communitarian approach to our region one can value diversity stripped of the
‘ethnic nation’ overlay that the retrogressive nationalist paradigm imposes on identity.
Britain’s imperial project negotiated into existence with the colonial Boer Republics created a
country and economic entity called South Africa. It hardly created a ‘nation’ nor a common
community and brought with it a history of pain and division. This is hardly something to get
excited about and to be proud of – in this sense ours is an uncompleted struggle to rid
ourselves of colonialism. At best 1994 ussured in a neo-colonial paradigm and the struggle for
regional wholeness and a post colonial reality is an unfinished symphony.
As a result of the 1910 colonial project crafted by an imperial power together with their
rebellious colonial subjects, today we are still dealing with the problems created by the
formation of South Africa, and we cannot bury our heads in the sand about this fact. These
facts must be considered when we wax lyrical about the emergent South African identity and
motivate that we move on to promote a singular uniform South African identity. Do we want to
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be a mimmick of a European nation that is still very much ‘in the making’ or should we not be
aiming for a higher prize in the form of being proud citizens of a united Southern African
community of political entities In this context we would identify as Southern Africans or
whatever we want to call this diverse family of ours and within that we also have identies as
communities (not ethnic nations, god forbid), of Venda, amaXhosa, Camissa, Cape Khoena et
al. In its building we will either make-it or break-it.
The concept of South Africa that we have inherited was born out of a violent and greedy
expansionist imperial project. In time we all, often grudgingly, came to accept this territorial
and socio-economic entity as a national framework. However this did not mean that we
accepted the subjugation and disappearance of legitimate pre-colonial indigene cultures in
favour of the European nation-state with a manufactured modern culture based on missionary
‘civilisation’. We also should not now want to mimmick European colonialists and elevate our
community identities that of being European style NATIONS or KINGDOMS. That would be
selling out and I am afraid we have lot of this neo-colonial sell out mentality who are trying to
panel-beat our African communities to look either like the European feudal model or the
European nation-state model and perversely they do this in the name of Freedom.
One has only to read the daily papers to see how South Africans from different cultural divides
are having the same arguments that were at the heart of the 100 years of frontier wars and of
the Anglo–Zulu wars. In shorthand these arguments revolve around notions of what is and is
not ‘civilised’. The old ‘bad African’ vs ‘good European’ debates see people butting heads on a
daily basis. Our challenge is how we build a cohesive united Southern African when such rigid
polarisation dominates our discourse. In South Africa, let alone, Southern Africa we cannot
even unite around the purpose of special heritage calender days in celebrating it together with
common cause and passion. The ‘South African’ notion is fragile exactly because it is poorly
premised. What different groups in South Africa consider to be South African is poles apart.
We have thus been challenged to find a way to live with the constructed South Africa reality
while ensuring cultural diversity and respect. In this context when a South African identity is
counter-posed to diverse national cultural group identities we would face as serious problem
as the imposition of Apartheid. There is no commonly accepted framework that defines being
a South African. There is also the burning question as to whether there should be something
like ‘South African’.
Panel-beating people into a common South African mould certainly cannot be seen as a
progressive approach to tackling the national question in South Africa. History is full of
examples of ideologues who believed that they could prescribe identity solutions to whole
populations. Joseph Stalin and Marshall Tito declared that they had solved their national
questions by simply proclaiming a modern new identity. Problems created by mishandling and
suppressing diversity, sometimes even violently by means of genocide, came back to haunt
Eastern European societies with a vengeance.
How do we then tackle our desire to nurture an overarching unity in this territory constituted as
South Africa and to celebrate the plurality of cultural community identities alongside this
without pandering to tribal nationalism or ethnic romanticism?
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How too do we move away from the racialisation of the skewed identity discourse first created
under Apartheid, but now refusing to die under the post-Apartheid order? There is a strong
and growing call to move away from the entrenched Black, White, Coloured and Indian
framework inherited from Apartheid. I believe that this is the crux of the matter and it is vitally
necessary for us to have more open discourse on this facet of identity. I have given one
suggested approach to getting rid of the race-silo mentality – there are others too. The
conflation of national sub-cultures with that of the paradigm of race classification only creates
a lack of focus and confusion in discussions, so I would urge that these are separated out. To
be able to really build and strengthen our commitment to the constitution’s principle of ‘Unity in
Diversity’, we urgently need to move away from the polarising race-based framework used by
the state. The latter has nothing to do with ‘Unity’ or ‘Diversity’. We also need to embrace our
Southern African community to discuss how we practical realise our dream of a united family
of communities and geo-political entities. This requires vision and leadership.
Often too, the debate is simplistically reduced to the need for us to drop using words and
phrases, or to legislating a solution that will be imposed to make things right. The key
underlying issues however require of us to pay attention to building understanding, dealing
effectively with intolerance, promoting respect and common ownership of our diversity and
dealing effectively with any expressions of national group chauvinism. Racism, ethicism,
xenophobia and nationalism are scourges on our society that need to be curtailed. To be
proud Southern Africans we need to be able to all have pride, respect, understanding and
collective ownership of our national sub-cultures.
Our subcultures too, are required to nurture a respect for visitors to South Africa and for new
cultural groups who will make their homes in South Africa. Xenophobia is a symptom of the
same aberration that gives rise to national group chauvinism and antagonisms between
diverse groups in South Africa. It is also a legacy of colonialism, Apartheid and post-Apartheid
neo-colonialism.
South Africa as a socio-political and economic entity can ill-afford the chaos and mayhem that
could arise because we pay scant attention to these facets of identity in our society. We have
seen many other African countries and regions pulled apart by group antagonisms and we
thus need to address such matters with the urgency it deserves. High on our education
agenda should be fostering an understandingof all of South Africa’s diverse communities and
sub-cultures as well as the promotion of a common sense of ownership of these as part of
being proudly Southern African.
This is a more complex and difficult challenge than passing a piece of legislation and making
the kind of declaration of uniformity that some feel will solve our quest for unity and peace. It
requires the involvement of us all and not just the state apparatus. It requires parents,
teachers, journalists, sportspeople, pastors, imams and the whole ambit of civil society roleplayers to be on board in building such a national culture. It requires us to look more carefully
at our history and heritage, to accentuate the ‘ties that bind us’ so as to offer foundations for
new generations to build a common unity platform. It requires us to build a pan-african
understanding and pride.
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Claims of exclusivity and separatism, group declarations of ‘nation’ status, and the
fostering of group antagonisms
A third danger lurks like a vulture on the fringes and exploits the weaknesses in our postApartheid society. There are some dangerous voices on the fringe who also promote
separatism and warped notions of ‘the right to self-determination as ethnic nations’ based on
elevating comunitiy social-cultural heritage identities and folk-group identities to that of
‘nations’ or ‘kingdoms’ seeking territorial, social, economic and political nationhood.
Secessionist tendencies mix easily with genuine marginalised communities and when the
state fails to deal properly with concerns a dangerous cocktail emerges. Examples of such
tendencies range from the Boerevolk to various groups of ‘Bruin’ Kaapenaars who seek
political solutions as so-called ‘nations’ or ‘kingdoms’.
The latter can sometimes be quite insulting to genuine traditional communities, particularly of
the Khoena and San by equating themselves and their right-wing politics with vulnerable and
marginalised indigenous communities. It is important for the state, assisted by national group
community structures to have discourse with all groups to ensure that mavericks do not
confuse and dupe people. These issues of identity burn in the hearts of many who were
denied the right to embrace heritage through Apartheid engineering and now very often
people are bombarded with confusing messages and claims by a range of groups.
Many of these groups have a very shaky historical basis for their claims, some of which are
rooted in Apartheid era historical distortions. There is also the history of collaborator groups
amongst indigenes which trace all the way back in history to great aberrations and today
emerge with a new guise using the respectability of self-determination arguments. The racist
language and attacks on South Africans outside of these groups is usually a hallmark that
exposes the true motivations of this type of group. No genuine and confident cultural
community should need to assert their own pride at the expense of others.
It has become vogue in some quarters among ‘Coloured’ people to project and promote a
notion of ‘Coloured’ people being the only true descendants of the Khoena and San and thus
claim that the ‘Coloured’ people are then the ‘First Nation’ people of South Africa. Such
proponents sometimes use the anthropological term coined by European researchers and
claim that they are the true ‘Khoisan nation’. This often creates confusion among our youth as
there is denial of anything but a pure ‘Khoisan’ identity of people labelled as ‘Coloured’.
This needs to be seen as a separate issue from genuine indigenous peoples issues. It must
always be remembered that although we use the term ‘KhoeSan’ guardedly in discourse,
there was never any community called ‘Khoisan’. This is a term used in anthropology and
archaeology and as a questionable genotype to denote a broad category of early humans who
lived across Southern Africa from whom the different Khoena and San groups emerged and
who are also the ancestors of many other ethnic groups. Claims to use this term as though it
were a distinct modern ethno-nation community in the Cape are as absurd as using other
similar terms used by archaeologists and anthropologists such as ‘negroids’ and ‘pygmies’ to
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denote ‘nation’. The use of ‘KhoiSan’ in this manner is simply an attempt at constructing a new
nation and has nothing to do with antiquity and heritage. In fact it is causing harm to Khoena
and San memory.
We know that more specifically Cape Khoena groups and San groups each had wonderful
names which have survived over time and those are carried with pride by descendants.
These named groups have proud associated cultures and histories. New instant creations
based on distorted facts actually are highly insulting. There are conventions to be respected
when we explore our past heritage and celebrate this heritage. All whom have some claim to
Khoena and San heritage have the right to respectfully explore and celebrate this but it is vital
to do so in a manner with due regard for surviving communities and careful review of available
information.
While self-identification and association are fundamental rights in the realm of national
indigene groups this has to be balanced with protection of the integrity of indigenous peoples
through their legitimate structures. Maverick claims can harm indigenous groups as much as
these were assaulted in the past. In such cases where the general population in South Africa
are led to be confused, the only arbitrators of what is genuine can be the recognised
traditional national councils of the Cape Khoena, San, Nama, Griqua and Korana peoples and
the wealth of tested information that we have on the history of these groups. It is important
that the profiles of the national spokespersons for these councils are raised in the public
media and that historical and cultural information is made available to the public so that all
may be able to distinguish between genuine claims and positions, as distinct from maverick
claims.
Revivalism is a two-edged sword. There is a place for revived memory and self-identification
within the framework previously discussed, but this does not mean that any form of revivalism
is legitimate. Oversimplified or pop revivalism can sometimes compromise the history and
struggles for the recognition of the rights of historically vulnerable and marginalised
indigenous groups. The language and arguments of some revivalist groups are often couched
in the language of Apartheid era ideological distortions of history.
Distorted revivalism inevitably engages in denigration of aspects of Camissa or ‘Coloured’
history and heritage, particularly the role of other indigenous groups, slaves and Europeans in
Camissa or ‘Coloured’ heritage. One even has people who claim questionable academic or
pseudo-history credentials who present the most distorted historical clap-trap and thereby
grandstand and mislead people.
These also create platforms to hit out at South Africa’s other communities of colour and use
derogatory language and present these as alien colonisers. This is gross distortion. Khoena
and San identity is referred to by these groups as a ‘race’ and sometimes as ‘nation’ identity,
project notions of ‘race-purity’ and call for the pure indigenous race’ to ensure that they are
not ‘contaminated’. This is Nazi talk and such characters peddling this dangerous nonsense
should be isolated. They will bring dishonour and ridicule to our communities.
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The old Apartheid-era notion of separate development, and of ‘races’, is once more presented
in new forms. There is a crude edge to these arguments which ultimately take us back to
Apartheid ideological indoctrination.
A distinction must be drawn between the charletans and people and groups reviving the
memory of Khoena and San heritage as the combined memory of ‘First People’s’. Here
notably the is no use of the European overlays of ‘nation’ or ‘kingdoms’. There is also no
exclusive claim to being the only manifestation of ‘First People’ today. There is no ‘race’
overlay or exclusion towards anyone who self-identifies with their Khoena and san heritage
nor any notion that this is the exclusive domain of those who were classified as ‘Coloured’.
There is a recognition of the Khoena (or Khoi) and the San (or /Xam) being the among the
oldest groups to have emerged from the ‘First People’ of Southern Africa.
What these celebrants respectfully do is to celebrate their own connectivity today to these
‘First People’ without claims of having exclusive right to do so or to talk emphatically in the
name of these ancestors. The heritage and affinity is expressed in broad terms and as
descendants who were stripped of this heritage and of being able to identify themselves with
their ancient African roots. The people who engage in both reviving memory and identifying
themselves with that memory, legitimately focus not on bizarre claims but rather on a
collective claim to be able to celebrate their affinity and for restitution to be shown by the
provision to the community of space and resources to ensure that this memory carries on
down to future generations as a reference point. These revivalists do not focus on personal
claims but rather on ensuring that key public spaces associated with the memory of Khoena
and San are ringfenced and set aside for visitation, ritual, education and celebration. Secondly
they also agitate as activists for public institutions to recognise and make due provision for
pre-colonial social history of the Khoena and San to be exposed to our population and to the
world – be this museums, libraries, tourism sites and other public spaces in the civic
administration arena.
Thirdly they call for a change in the education system to incorporate corrective action
regarding indigenous knowledge, history and heritage.
Fourthly they call for full recognition in civic, political, economic and social affairs to surving
Cape Khoena, San, Griqua, Nama and Korana communities.
Fifthly they focus on exploration of memory; bringing it to the population in informative and
innovative ways; reviving cultural expressions of this heritage and bringing it into the public
space.
Such individuals and groups who are leading this push for revival generally do this in a
respectful and informed manner, paying due regard to accuracy and authenticity as they
explore their heritage and their public voice is not adversorial, aggressive or peppered by
bizarre claims and actions. Some of those in this area include people like Ron Martin, Zenzile
Khoisan, Dr Yvette Abrahams, Sylvia Vollenhoven and so many more. I certainly see this
stream of memory revivalists and heritage activists as distinct from the other tendencies
outside of the survivalist Khoena communities. With survivalist communities there are
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restitutional, restorative and reparation issues that are different to the arena of revivalism. In
some cases there is also cross-over between this sector of revivalists and, survivalists, in that
some involved in revivalist projects may be from actual surving marginalised indigene
communities and are wearing a heritage activist cap as well as playing a role in their
community. I know that many of the people in both of these streams are concerned about
people who go off on unjustified distorted actions without any historical basis and thereby
bring a bad name to communities.
Alongside the revivalist stream that I have here described are also people classified as or
labelled as ‘Coloured’ who explore and celebrate more than just their Khoena, San and Bantu
African heritage, but also explore and celebrate their Indian, Southeast Asian, and other
African slave, indentured labour and migrant heritage too, including some with non-conformist
European or Eurasian ancestry. This is probably the largest sector of those labelled as
‘Coloured’. They most often share and follow the paths of both the more rational indigene
revivalists and the Khoena and San survivalists, but they more broadly have an affinity to what
I call the Camissa Footprint rooted in the Khoena indigenes who embraced a range of other
people’s in a creolisation process over more than 400 years both pre-colony and post-colony.
Many South Africans have ancestral roots that include Khoena and San heritage, but
choose to celebrate these with other tributaries to their social-cultural heritage.
For example the amaXhosa and ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people have Khoena and San heritage
along with other heritage tributaries. So do baTswana and seSotho peoples and so many
others. It has been a gross omission that international observation study groups on indigenous
peoples, often ignorant of local histories, in assessing indigene struggles do not consider the
full complexity of the South African environment and its evolution over the last 500 years
before giving credibility to some wild claims. There is no such thing as ‘pure’ race groups in
South Africa and most of the national cultural groups which exist today are relatively modern
groupings evolved over time from older social groups or combinations of those groups. This
requires us all to be extremely sensitive in our exploration and claims.
Broader South African society, particularly the broader ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities
also have a heritage stake and rights to be considered when evaluating the place of what we
call marginalised indigenous cultures, through that component of their ancestry which is
Khoena and San. No person should be divested of components of their culture because of
‘race and ethnic purity’ claims, or claims of sole representation in the 21st century of antiquity
communities, claims of existing communities at the time of European colonisation, or because
others legitimately chose to exercise group identity over individual expression.
Because people have multiple ancestral roots involving different historical tributaries, this
should not negate their rights to celebrate all of their roots and be respected. The notion of
pure ethnicity is deeply flawed and dangerous. These imbalanced approaches to human rights
should be challenged and kept in check as they have the potential to later erupt into ethnic
conflicts. Agencies of the United Nations particularly need to be careful not to frame their
efforts within race or racist paradigms in looking at solution-finding in complex scenarios such
as exists in South Africa and elsewhere around marginalised groups.
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In this context there are amplified voices who often attempt to dispossess the Bantu groups,
or Nguni and Sotho groups of communities of their Khoena and San heritage. Most historians
would today challenge the fact that for instance the Nguni and the Khoena and San were
separated by some sort of iron curtain or that one colonised the others as the myths would
have it. In fact most historians of integrity now acknowledge that the Nguni particularly in the
Eastern and Southern Cape were highly integrated with the Khoena and shared common
bloodlines as much as ‘Coloured’ people share these bloodlines. The amaXhosa and
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people both have Khoena and San heritage claims, but neither is
exclusively Khoena or San nor can they simply call themselves the true and only descendents
of these indigene groups. This is a falsely framed argument.
Together the amaXhosa and the Khoena chiefs in the Eastern Cape united in resistance war
efforts against the Boers and later British invaders of their lands. Fighting on the side of the
British were also quisling collaborator Khoena groups who committed many atrocities.
Previously these collaborator Khoena groups fought on the side of the Boers too. Khoena
collaborationists and conscripts also committed gross deeds of genocide against the San
through the commando system. By simply amalgamating Khoena and San heritage based on
antiquity history and not considering modern history these facts often get papered over and is
disrespectful of San memory. The San uniquely were at the receiving end of genocide attacks
by almost every other group in South Africa at one time or another. The Khoena people also
were active in this assault on the San and made common cause with Boer and Brit in this
crime against humanity. This is why it is important to continuously revisit historical exploration.
It is further important to note that markers of the hunter-gatherer habitation who were the
forebears of the people we call San, is not just a Western Cape manifestation. The San
markers can be found as far as Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe, Angola, Botswana,
Swaziland, Lesotho and Namibia, and throughout South Africa. This is an important note
because reductionism of these indigenous groups heritage to that of just the ‘Coloured’ or
Camissa people of the Western Cape is based on ignorance and undermines the claims of
small surviving San and Khoena communities that still survive under great threat in a number
of present day Southern and East African states.
Now when looking at the past we need to also look at another aspect of those groups of
people that are referred to as Nguni and which Apartheid historians told us were an alien
group of Bantu settlers who arrived at a particular point in the Eastern Cape, from East Africa,
around about the time that the Europeans arrived in Southern Africa.
The Nguni are a South African creation as much as ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people are a South
African creation. The Nguni-speakers are peoples who evolved in South Africa and did not
arrive as a distinct Nguni group from East Africa nor was there a coincidence with the timing of
the arrival of such a group with the arrival of European settlers. These are historic distortions
motivated by colonial ideology.
There are three roots of the Nguni-speakers who are a mixed, locally developed, South
African people. Certainly one of these roots results from the migrations that moved over a long
period of time from East Africa to West Africa and back from the western and central regions
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of sub-Saharan Africa to East Africa and then down to the southern Cape. Through a long
process via Mozambique to South Africa, rather than an event, the descendents of the East
African early human family, rejoined the early East African human family that had originally
moved south to become the San and Khoena.
This slow and evolutionary migration within the African continent was a vastly different affair to
that of the Europeans suddenly turning up in the Cape from across the seas, flooding South
Africa with soldiers and seizing land. The described African process has more similarity to the
formation of the different tribal and clan tributaries that evolved into present day European
identities, than with the concocted story of two competing aggressive alien groups arriving in
South Africa in and around 1652.
The second wave of East African migration, that of the Tsonga saw settlement in the eastern
reaches of South Africa – KZN today. They integrated with the early iron-age San and Khoena
population descended from the first wave of human ancestors that had come from East Africa.
In turn they were joined by BaKoni people who came across the mountains to the eastern
territories from the west.
From across the Drakensberg Mountains coming from the west the BaKoni migrants were
themselves a mix of early Bantu, Khoe and San people. These intermarried and settled
amongst the San and Khoe population of KZN and they mixed with the second wave of south
East African migrants, the Tsonga, seeking refuge from Mozambique.
The term Nguni developed locally from those migrating from the Western regions of South
Africa who were called the BaKoni and thus a new group of people were born. Later during
the time of the Mfecane and the Voortrekkers, northward migrations of Nguni and Sotho
occurred again, now dispersing the Ngoni and illustrated how human migration in Africa has
been a continuous backward and forward trend over the ages.
By the end of the 1400s the southern Nguni can be traced to the Zwedi clan around the
Umzimkhulu and Mzimvubu rivers. Here the Mpondo emerged and later hosted the Bomvana
refugees, while the Mpondomise migrated southwards. Also emerging south of the Mzimbuvu
were the Thembu who finally settled around the Mbashe river. The original Xhosa clan were a
break-away from the Mpondo. They decided to go and live amongst the Khoena herders along
the Kei river. These Nguni were first given the name Xhosa by the Khoena herders. It meant
‘the angry or fierce looking men’.
The Xhosa integrated to such an extent with the Khoena and San that there was much
intermarriage and much sharing of language. It is from the San and Khoe that the clicks
entered the Nguni tongues. New chiefdoms arose from the Xhosa with further migrations
southward and westward.
The Iniqua and Gonaqua emerged as mixed clans founded by the son born of a XhosaKhoena union. The already mixed Nguni and Khoena roots, was now further enriched in the
south east with more Khoena groups. Particularly at the level of the royal lines there was
much intermarriage between Xhosa and Khoena. The more south along the east coast that
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one travelled, the more mixed were the amaXhosa and the Khoena peoples and the more
they cooperated and shared socio-political allegiances. The Southern Cape amaXhosa and
Khoena were highly integrated communities which were the first people that the European
cattle-raiding militias and trekboers first encountered.
Apartheid and Colonial history presented the facts in a much more rigid and dishonest manner
to promote a theory of absolute racial separation of Bantu and na Africans, and to justify the
notion of a black free territory in the Southern Cape.
Military and political alliances were forged by amaXhosa and Khoena communities to combat
the encroaching European colonial drive northwards. There was much valiant resistance by
the united amaXhosa-Khoena armies against the similarly mixed collaborationist EuropeanKhoe militias. Conscription of Khoena into militias was a feature of Boer and British
expansionism.
This period needs much closer examination. Great Khoena resistance leaders like Klaas and
David Stuurman, Hans Branders and slave descendent Hermanus Matroos arose in this area
and made common cause with the amaXhosa. Early results from large scale DNA testing
suggest that around 17% of bloodlines amongst Nguni are of the Southern Africa forebears of
the Khoena and San. ‘Coloured’ DNA shows 30% Southern Africa forebears of Khoena and
San DNA and 32% Sub-Saharan [Bantu] Africa DNA, plus 12,5% Eurasian, 22% Asian and
2,5% European.
This history contradicts the Apartheid narrative of an absolute difference between two pure
indigene races of Bantu and Khoisan. It also contradicts the latter day claims of those
‘Coloured’ or Camissa proponents who project a ‘Bruin’ exclusive attachment to Khoena and
San ancestry and heritage. This is false history and those ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people who
are propagating this are doing us all a great disservice with their distortions. Some go as far
as trawling all sorts of so-called ‘facts’ and presenting this concoction as scientific evidence of
a ‘brown’ pure uncontaminated ‘race’. This is complete and utter nonsence similar to Nazi type
propaganda that occurred in Europe around race in Germany.
Our history and heritage has much to expose if we are prepared to open our eyes.
Anthropological early photographs of the Khoena people also challenge the notion that Khoe
people are uniform in features and are a distinctively ‘light brown’ people and being radically
different looking from other black people as the mythologies project. There is a deliberate
ideologically motivate conflation between Khoena and San which does not do justice to the
experiences of both.
The reality too is that in modern day South Africa there are much more ties that bind us, than
those that separate us as ‘Coloured’ and amaXhosa people through group linkages other than
the Khoena and San. A careful look at history shows many fascinating stories to illustrate
these linkages.
I would suggest that we need to throw off the Apartheid mentality of maverick politics based
on crude anti-Black sentiment as it is insulting to the memory of our shared forebears. The
pre-occupation with ‘Bruin-ness’ and opposing so-called Black domination borrowed from
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Apartheid ideology will lead us all into a conflictual dead-end street just as it did for the white
Afrikaner. Such pre-occupations are insulting to the genuine small groups of San and Khoena
communities which have struggled against injustice and for recognition over centuries and it is
insulting to ‘Coloured’ or Camissa communities who have an African mix of Khoena, San,
Xhosa, Slaves, Free Black, Indentures, Refugees, Exiles, Migrants and European heritage
born of many valiant struggles.
What lessons can be drawn from South Africa’s group terminology acrobatics?
There is much in our everyday vocabulary in South Africa that is part of the legacy of
colonialism and Apartheid. The ethnic usage of the term ‘Black’ as meaning those indigene
South Africans who have Nguni-Sotho heritage alone, has a very recent history but is also
rooted in the mythology of Bantu aliens and European aliens who supposedly arrived at the
same time to occupy South Africa.
Until the late 1970s the term ‘Black’ meant all people of colour – Bantu, Asian, Khoena, San
and ‘Coloured’ or Camissa. It included and meant ‘all people of colour’. In 1977 the Apartheid
regime cleverly used the term ‘Black’ as an ethnic term to replace the hated misused term
‘Bantu’ while at the same time using the term ‘Black’ to create schism amongst the black unity
advocates.
It was one of the most successful pieces of manipulation by the regime because so many,
including the post-liberation government of the ANC, adopted this terminology without
question. Steve Biko and the Black Consciousness Movement’s lessons were well and truly
lost and suppressed. The ANC also ethnicised the term ‘African’ to simply mean persons of
Bantu origins. They did the same in using the Apartheid ethnicised meaning of the term
‘Black’.
The vast majority of Africans including those of Bantu, Khoena and San origins had laboured
under a range of different terms initiated by the colonialists over time in South Africa. Some of
these terms were Kaffirs, Natives and Non-Europeans. The those of Bantu origin were then
separated out and officially called Bantus and then finally Blacks. This was largely because in
the 1880s the people who had previously called themselves Boers now began to call
themselves Africans and were thus faced with a problem as to what they would call indigene
Africans. Faced by the rejection of the term Bantu, the dilemma about using the term ‘African’,
and the crises of a growing unitary Black Consciousness ideology, the regime killed a few
birds with one stone by adopting the use of the term ‘Black’ as a narrow ethnic term for the
indigene Africans from 1978 onwards. This was a classic piece of Apartheid era manipulation
of popular sentiment and people were suckered into compliance.
In the 1970s, when many former African Colonies asserted their independence by renaming
their countries it became vogue amongst some sectors of the black intelligentsia to use the
term ‘Azania’ and ‘Azanian’ for South Africa and South African respectively. It never gained
ground because it was an artificial concoction which actually was extremely insulting.
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A parallel was drawn between ‘Azanian’ and the derogatory term ‘Kaffir’ as it had the same
roots in the Arab slave trade. The name Zanj from which Azania was formed, was the Arab
slave traders name for the stretch of East Africa from the borders of Somalia to Pemba island
in Tanzania.The territory south of the land of Zanj was known as the land of Sofala by the
Arab slavers and all of the territory south of this territory including southern Mozambique and
South Africa was called the land of Waq-Waq. Thus territorially Zanj was East Africa and not
South Africa. But more importantly, lest one gets too caught up in a purely literal translation of
Zanj as meaning ‘Blacks’ or ‘Bantu’, it had a more colloquial interpretation as ‘slaves or dogs’.
The term Zhenzi used in Africa, meaning ‘the dogs’ is derived from ‘Zanji’ the kiSwahili word
for Zanj. The Arab slave traders placed a premium on the Zanj slaves who colloquially were
seen as ‘native dogs’. In history there was a famous uprising of the Zanji slaves taken to
Arabia known as the Zanji Uprising.
Those propagating the name Azania for South Africa, in their haste to find a new name had
made an awful blunder. Nonetheless despite the facts there is a constituency still nostalgically
married to the term because of its association with the PAC and Azapo.
The rise of the term ‘African’ in South Africa and the affinity by many acoss different fault lines
may be a good place to begin examining a way forward.
Use of identity tags in South Africa is not a simple issue in our history. The name of the
continent, Africa, and the term ‘African’ is likely not to be entirely indigenous to the continent
and certainly is not indigenous to sub-Saharan Africa. In South Africa it was introduced into to
discourse by the Europeans.
There is no certainty to its roots but a number of stories exist which point to its origins. The
Romans referred to the territory across the Mediterranean as Aprica and Apricanus, meaning
sunny. The Greeks referred to the same territory as Aphrika – the place free of cold. The
Phoenicians used the word Pharika meaning ‘the land of fruit’.
But regardless of the phonetic similarity of Roman, Greek and Phoenician terms, we also
know that the Afars were a Berber people who lived south of Carthage, now Tunisia. There
was also a chief by the name of Africus who invaded North Africa and founded a town called
Afrikya.
Somewhere in this mix of historical facts lay the origins of the term and this has little to do with
sub-Saharan Africa.
Europeans who had previously referred to sub-Saharan Africa as terra incognito, from the
mid-15th century began to refer to the entire continent as Africa. It was directly through the
slave trade that displaced slaves taken from the continent looked back and called themselves
Africans. Thus was born identification with the term because of the diaspora of the enslaved.
In South Africa the continental name was first adopted for use as a term of identity, Afrikaner,
by the first generations of locally born slaves. The Camissa offspring with multicultural roots
including slaves, Khoena and Europeans called themselves Afrikaners to establish that they
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were creole (a local creation) as distinguished from waves of new immigrant European settlers
that continued to arrive. At around the same time, displaced people from the continent who
ended up as slaves in the Americas and Europe did the same as the Camissa people of the
Cape in referring to themselves by the cartographic name of the continent of Africa – African.
For those who are called ‘Coloured’ today, there were two terms of identity that coexisted until
the arrival of the British who then introduced the term ‘Coloured’ to identify people of mixed
ancestry. These terms were ‘African’ and ‘Free Black’ – ironically both the terms used fairly
exclusively and by the state to refer to only Africans of Bantu origins today.
Slaves who had been brought from abroad were given toponyms as surnames such as van
Bengal, van Batavia, van Madagascar, van Angola and van Mozambique. The first
generations of creole or locally born slaves were recorded as being ‘African born’ and listed as
‘van der Caab’ and some ‘van Afrika’ or ‘Afrika’ or ‘Afrikaner’. This is the root origin for those
who first called themselves Africans or were called Africans in South Africa.
Slaves who managed to get their freedom or ‘manumission’ took their place amongst those
identified by the label ‘Free Black’. The Free Blacks were black sailors, soldiers, labourers and
merchants from other countries who had freely come to the Cape as well as people who had
gained their freedom from slavery. The term ‘Free Black’ remained in usage up to the third
decade of the 19th century and was used as a reference for all locally born free people of
mixed ancestry and free Asians and Africans from lands beyond the Cape.
It is interesting to note that the first modern political movements that sprang up amongst
people of mixed ancestry in the Cape, used the term African in their organisation’s names.
These were the Kimberly League of Africans and the African Political Organisation. Thus the
first terminology for ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people was ‘African’ and ‘Free Black’. Today many
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people are hesitant to be called African or Black, while some others
only want to be referred to as such.
In the post-Apartheid hurly burly of constructing a democratic state and being preoccupied
with so many of the other issues screaming out for attention, not least of all the vexing issues
of poor service delivery, the ‘national question’ and ‘identity’ within the socio-political construct
with its many subdebates has taken a backseat. Yet its importance is underlined by the fact
that the issues of this ‘national question’ arise daily in one form or another in our national
media and every forum of discourse in South Africa.
The most pressing debate involving the ‘national question’ is the cry of many South Africans
for us to really grasp the nettle and move away from the four ‘race-silos’ which still dominate
national discourse. For the new South and Southern Africa and a South African overarching
identity to emerge we must put aside the ‘race paradigm’ which has now been wedded to the
term ‘African’. Can we break free from this dead-end into which we have painted ourselves?
How do we address race profiling, race labelling, racism and its contradiction to
nation-building in South Africa?
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Now some of the loudest voices who amplify ‘why cant we just all be South Africans and stop
referring to other identities’ are coming from those groups who have laboured under ‘race’
classification labels – ‘White’ people and ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people in particular.
‘White’ and ‘Coloured’ or Camissa people perhaps need to address how do we move away
from our ‘race-based’ labels when expressing our own national group sub-cultures?
Each and every person who has embraced the relatively recent and poorly defined South
African identity has a sub-cultural identity, even if a few wish to deny this fact. We should all
feel insulted to have this reduced to a racial label and we should all have an expectation that
other South Africans attempt to understand each of the sub-cultures as being part of being
proudly South African and proudly African.
Without this kind of commitment, being South African will be a pipe-dream.
This discussion cannot simply be an expression of what we are against and neither should the
discussion be herded into one trough of opinion. Clear questions exist and need to be
answered for those presently are referred to as ‘Blacks’, Whites’, ‘Coloured’ and Indian.
Many also forget how the Apartheid regime very cleverly in the mid 1970s usurped the term
‘black’ from the Black Consciousness Movement and changed it from being a symbolic word
that united all people of colour, and subverted it to become an ‘ethnic term’ for that sector of
the population previously labelled as ‘Bantu’ as a sub-set of South African tribes. All South
Africans, even many in the forefront of the liberation struggle fell for this little Apartheid trick.
We cannot demand that South Africa’s indigene sub-cultures must disappear and be
panelbeated into one identity. One also cannot wish away the many other sub-cultures that
exist under undesirable racial terms like ‘White’ and ‘Coloured’. Under the umbrella term
‘Coloured’ there is a whole range of sub-cultures including that of Khoena, San, Slave, Griqua
and Camissa heritage which has been suppressed for decades. Descendents of these have
every right to explore their past and reclaim their sub-cultures and not necessarily have to only
have a common umbrella label.
One could also ask the question – do people called ‘Whites’ really want to be known as such?
We should further not forget that one of the many ‘White’ sub-cultures still exclusively wishes
to use an ethnicised version of the term ’African’ as their sub-identity. Is there room for
discussing exclusive ethnic usage of the term Afrikaner, noting that there is no other
acceptable term in Afrikaans for indigene non-European Africans? Or can we find a way for
those who want to use this term, to do so without denying others their right. Indeed should we
stop using the term ‘Afrikaner’ or ‘white Afrikaner’ as presently used or is there a plural
manner in which ‘Afrikaner’ can be used by different people. Could we for instance talk of
Euro-Afrikaners or Afro-Europeans? These are complexities of the ‘national question’ that
cannot just be buried or not spoken about.
There are many elements that require national discourse in a cool and calm manner. There
has to be the freedom to discuss these issues openly. Solutions can be found that offer
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a win-win all round. Each of our sub-cultures as defined by those who hold them has a
legitimate right to expression, but also has a responsibility to others in our common homeland.
The subcultures that exist for instance amongst ‘White’ or Afro-European people and
‘Coloured’ or Camissa people are not so-called races as has traditionally been asserted, and
often are not even clear-cut ethnic formations either. I would at the same time challenge those
who say that there is no cultural heritage difference between these.
Sometimes identity issues also get twisted to assume political trappings. Our constitution
clearly creates one national political framework for all. These like all other manifestations of
diversity in our country are further part of our unity framework of being African and Southern
African and South African. Herein there exists a subset challenge that requires discussion.
I believe that the clear discomfort particularly being felt by those that Apartheid classified as
‘White’ and ‘Coloured’ should not be deflected in such a way as to problematize indigene
African sub-cultures but rather should focus on de-racialisation of these very social constructs
that give rise to the discomfort being felt. In other words don’t kick the ball into the court of
others to be solved at their expense. The solution framework is there for the taking in that it is
absolutely possible to have a sub-culture, to be a South African and to be an African
synonymously without contradiction and without need to invoke ‘race’ and racist terminology.
By addressing this issue we will be able to have a greater sense of belonging and unity with
our indigene African fellow citizens.
There is no magic wand solution. We need much space for honest discussion and a great
lowering of heated temperatures that flare up as soon as different perspectives are aired.
Politicians particularly nowadays tend to be tail-enders in this type of discourse and should not
behave irresponsibly by exploiting issues of this nature for short term political gain, or by using
inflammatory racial and ethnic language on public platforms.
Here again South Africans, particularly those who oppressed the majority during the Apartheid
years, will need to be careful not to attempt to blot out the historical ‘black experience’ and the
necessary redress required to right the legacy of disempowerment that exists as a result of
over 350 years of colonialism, racism and Apartheid. Without dealing properly with the latter
we would have a very hollow unity. On the other hand there are effective means to address
this with universal support, without cultivating polarisation and using the language of insult. By
putting political overtones on terms of identity a great disservice is done to South Africa and its
people.
Likewise we need to deal openly with racism without people either using ‘race and racism’ as
a stick to beat others, or without others subverting open discussion by declaring that their
pedigrees of having been in the forefront of anti-discrimination struggles prevents them from
being racist. All South Africans have been infected with racism and racist perspectives. Given
the pervasive system of Apartheid it would be a miracle if we were not.
It is quite possible to be non-discriminatory, have an impeccable record in resistance to
Apartheid and, to fall into racist sinkholes at the same time. It does not mean that one is an
intrinsically bad person. It simply means that we need to take measures to rise above past
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conditioning. None but ourselves can free our minds. By changing our paradigm of thinking
around these issues we may just find the solutions to those things that are destroying our
dream of being a united nation.
Quibbling over the term ‘African’ is a red herring which detracts us from having constructive
discourse. Our local history offers us many examples about the original use of this term in the
Cape.
I have already contextualised the first use of the term ‘African’ in slavery in the Cape and the
worldwide slave trade. The patriarch of the Orlams Afrikaner clan, Oude Ram Afrikaner of
Tulbagh, a man of mixed slave-Khoena heritage, founded the first proto-national group to call
themselves African. The Boers formally adopted the term much later in the 1880s and
declared themselves ‘regte Afrikaners’ or the ‘True Africans’. In the 1920s the South African
Native National Congress was renamed the African National Congress. Two political
organisations to use the term upfront in their names prior to this were both predominantly
‘Coloured’ or Camissa constituent political formations – the African Political Organisation
(APO) and the Kimberley African League (KAL). As shorthand account this also represents
the roots of the contestation around usage of this term.
However use of the term ‘African’ also in a peculiar way shows a common endearment that
crosses many boundaries. Rather than quibbling over the term, surely this common
endearment offers us a positive way forward towards united pride in being African?
Instead of the white, coloured, black and Indian terminology we may begin to find each other
across divides by accentuating our common African identity by rather referring to Africans,
Afro-Europeans and Afro-Asians (or Afro-Indians) each of which hold a family of subidentities. ‘Coloured’ or Camissa sub-identity would as such fall under the family of Africans.
Such terminology recognises heritage but clearly moves away from race. Self-identification
with these interlinked heritages would be the key feature. For instance some who are
presently labelled ‘Coloured’ may prefer to refer to themselves as Afro-Europeans rather than
simply Africans while others may prefer to simply see themselves as Africans. Selfidentification is true freedom. I believe that this type of approach offers us a way forward in a
debate which otherwise often goes nowhere. ‘African’ thus becomes a uniting term.
Indigene groups have every right to express themselves as African, as do the descendents of
slaves, as do all who have been born in Africa. The real issue is not the term ‘African’, but
those who call others ‘non-Africans’ with the intent to exclude.
One young politician who often makes the headlines has made his interpretation of the
meaning of ‘African’ so explicit as to mean (in his own words) “people who look like me and
sound like me.” This is a freeway to persecuting those deemed to be the ‘other’. It is an
ominous warning that we may well be nurturing the likes of Adolf Hitler and Idi Amin, by not
addressing the issue of race and racism.
The other issue that arises are those who do not want to be called African because they do
not want to be associated with the rest of the continent of Africa. Such an attitude is
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incompatible with calling oneself a South African. Likewise one can ask, “can those who use
the derogatory term ‘Makwerekwere’ truly call themselves African at the same time as being
derogatory towards others from the continent?” The contradictions abound.
There is a lot more to this debate than may meet the eye at first. It is a pressing debate for
South Africa to engage in robustly.
While these are issues for national debate and discussion, I believe that each one of us can
work out many of these things for ourselves. I believe that it is possible for all who are part of
South Africa and are protected by the Constitution and Bill of Rights, to say I am proudly
African, proudly Southern African, proudly South African and I am proud of my subculture or hybrid of cultures which I express as, Xhosa, Khoena, San, Camissa, Griqua, Zulu,
Pedi, Lembe, Somali, Afro-Anglo, Euro-Afrikaner et al.
I also believe that we non-negotiably can and must reject racial terms such as white, coloured,
and black.
There may also be some debate and discussion as to whether the term Indian is appropriate
to project the sub-cultures of South Africans descended from Indian, Pakistani, Bengali and
Sri Lanka indentured labourers. It is to specific a term for the Dravidian family and has more in
common with race stereotyping than the actual heritage of those so labelled. South Africans of
Chinese and Southeast Asian heritage should also be able to feel comfortable – hence AfroAsian may be a better formulation.
For instance the descendents of the over 17 000 Indian slaves brought to South Africa from
1658 onwards also do not refer to themselves as Indian. They were the first forced migrants to
South Africa, yet the South African Indian community using the 1860 reference point also do
not celebrate this part of our common heritage. In fact the early history of Indians being
brought to South Africa is completely written out of the historical narrative. We are incorrectly
told that people from the Indian sub-continent first came to South Africa in the 1860s as
indentured labourers and merchants. It’s a false statement promoted sometimes from within
the Indian community itself. This presents a contradiction requiring redress. We also need to
note that people are still migrating from across Asia to South Africa and their South African
offspring will need an identification rallying point too.
At the same time as we discuss these issues we will need to be mature enough however to be
able to discuss the historical ‘black experience’, the ‘indigene experience’, the ‘colonial
experience’, the ‘Coloured or Camissa experience’, the ‘Apartheid experience’ and so on
without wanting to bury our heads in the sand in the name of political correctness about
terminology or because we want to avoid facing hurt.
The challenge before us is for us all to get to a place as South Africans where ‘US and THEM’
and all forms of ‘OTHERING’ recede into history. We need to be able to get to a place where
we talk of OUR PEOPLE and WE SOUTH AFRICANS - where we mean all other South
Africans of all sub-cultures. We need to get to a place where we will live, die and sacrifice for
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each other. We need to commonly feel for each other where an injury to one is an injury to all,
and a victory for one is a victory for all.
When a fire or tornado disaster hits a township we all need to react to assist OUR people in
their time of need as though it were our family in distress. Then we can call ourselves one
people. Likewise, if it hit an Afro- European district we all need to react to help OUR people.
If we are honest, this does not happen at present, and this is certainly not attributable to mere
‘words that cause trouble’. The deep fissures in south African society based on unresolved
historical occurrences stand in the way of different peoples in our country meaning something
very narrow when they invoke OUR PEOPLE, and WE SOUTH AFRICANS, in their discourse.
We also seriously need to break down our own ‘Berlin Wall’ in the form of exclusive group
areas that is the legacy of Apartheid. We can start by increasing visitation to areas across
boundaries in our cities. We will never get over Apartheid if we remain locked into group
areas. We also need to all become tourists in South Africa and visit parts of the country where
we have never been. Communities in different parts of South Africa must make more effort to
encourage visitation of other South Africans and be more welcoming. We must get to know
each other and embrace each other’s national group identities.
At a personal level I am proudly African, proudly Southern African, proudly South African
and I celebrate my diverse roots as proudly Camissa, one of the identities which presently is
under the umbrella of the label ‘Coloured’.
I furthermore appreciate all of the sub-cultures in South Africa and make it my business to
understand other sub-cultures and develop my appreciation and respect for these as part of
what I mean when I say I am Southern or South African.
When I talk of OUR PEOPLE or WE SOUTHERN or SOUTH AFRICANS, I always make it
clear that I mean all South Africans. My first loyalties and pride is in this overarching identity.
But I am also comfortable talking about my broader African identity as I am born in and of
Africa and have lived and worked in a number of African countries and have a strong sense of
African indigene African ancestors. My DNA lineage and my ancestors link me to the heart of
Africa as does my syncretic spiritualism and affinity to the way of the drum.
Likewise at a more focused level I have a special pride in my Camissa roots and the culture
which is rooted in my genealogy, the history and heritage of slavery, the people that I grew up
with and the places that played a significant part in my life, like District Six. This sub-culture is
an important part of my tapestry identity and it enhances my Southern and South Africanness.
My African Camissa identity also interfaces at many points with the full range of South African
sub-cultures. Herein is my pride and I refuse to be boxed into either the Apartheid ‘race’
identity mould or the misguided mould expressed as ‘we are just South Africans’ and should
set aside our cultures for some sort of hollow uniformity. I came to this realisation early in my
life and this led me to opposed Apartheid as an active liberation resister. I’m not prepared to
lose this in the post-Apartheid confusion that reigns around many issues of identity.
This is how I define myself and I see no contradiction herein and I sometimes do get irritated
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by the narrow denialism of people who believe that for the South African Nation to live, we
must get rid of plurality in our identities. In addition to the identities expressed here, I have
many more in both my heritage and through my life experience. I’ve always thought that the
desire for uniformity is more of a fascist trait than something that can offer solutions to the
complexities of life. It is my belief that our ability to have a fruitful national discourse on these
matters is often thwarted by huge amounts of personal baggage and affrontedness expressed
by people when it comes to the question of identity and all rationale quickly goes out of the
window.
In terms of my personal preference, some have asked what my rationale is for a Camissa subidentity born of creolisation and the early Goringhaicona maroon settlement. Even although I
use the word ‘Coloured’ in discourse because it would stymie discussion and it would be
rather foolish not to do so, I do wish to distance myself from this racial categorisation. For me,
the name and heritage represented by Camissa is a non-racial expression of a historical
experience of a coming together of peoples into the embrace of an indigene ommunity at the
tip of Africa, who experienced great adversity and who resisted one form of oppression after
the other to rise above that adversity.
The African creolisation of enslaved peoples uprooted from elsewhere in Africa and India and
Southeast Asia resulted in a natural progression born out of struggle rather than the
construction of an identity through social engineering. It is a creation born in and of Africa and
is interwoven with so many tributaries which I have recorded in chapter one.
This chapter used six questions to tease out just some elements that require lots of open
discussion in our communities. In answering these questions, again the common thread that
emerges is that acceptance of the framework of plurality of identities in any person and even
in social groups, holds the key to avoiding conflict.
In answering these questions for myself and sharing these I am highly conscious that I cannot
impose my beliefs on others. A fundamental component of my belief system is that the state
should remove itself from imposing or determining social identities. Race classification and the
use thereof for social organisation or development of any type, even the nobel need to redress
past imbalances should be abolished and consensus found on broad social and cultural
heritage group terminology. I believe that there is such a co-relation between class and colour
in South Africa that we do not need a ‘race’ paraidigm to redress past imbalances, but rather
should use class as the guidining criteria. All citizens should have the choice (selfidentification) as to how they see themselves in a heritage framework and even to opt out of it
if they also so which. The state role would simply be the broad monitoring of statistics relating
to social group association and ensuring a climate conducive to the free expression and
protection of all in a diverse society.
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9
IDENTITY THROUGH ASSOCIATION
THE HERITAGE INTERFACE THROUGH RELATIONSHIPS WITH PARTNERS
Many South Africans have married partners who are not South African and have their own set
of identities including a national identity. As a result of the exile experience or as a result of
meeting a partner abroad or forming a relationship with a refugee or other migrant in South
Africa, marriage or life partnerships come into being and children are born or adopted. They
will grow up and have children of their own and so our Southern and South African family of
peoples is further enhanced. These generations will also want to look at their heritage present
and past to determine their place in our diverse communities.
This chapter uses my own experience of ‘identity through association’, in that I married a Thai
woman and adopted a Thai family. How does my wife and her family relate to South Africa
and how do I relate to Thailand? Here I believe that once again by adopting a broad heritage
paradigm I have found away for a deep and meaningful syncretism to flourish that takes
nothing away from my wife and nothing away from me, and indeed enhances both our lives.
I started by asking myself – “When did the first Thai people come to South Africa and what
would the importance of this be for me and my heritage?”
I found that there was a story of a group of Thai people who were shipwrecked in 1686 at
Cape Agulhas. I further found that archive records show the presence of a Thai male slave by
the name of Achilles of Siam in Cape Town in 1759. Another record for Cape Town shows a
Thai female slave by the name of Leonora of Siam in 1790. (The Thai first names would have
been changed by slave traders when they found difficulty pronouncing Thai names). I also
found that many of those slaves who had the toponym ‘van Bengal’ could have come from
anywhere in the Bay of Bengal, inclusive of Myanmar, Thailand and Bengal. Further records
show slaves with the toponyms of ‘van Tonkin’ (Hanoi district of Vietnam), ‘Van Arakan’
(Rakhine province of Myanmar), ‘van Burma’ (Myanmar) and so on, and that these arrivals go
all the way back to the 1660s. For instance a man by the name of Soutanij of Burma is
recorded for 1706.
The dominant narrative of slavery at the Cape first incorrectly talked of ‘Malay’ slaves largely
based on the wispread use of a Melayu dialect across Southeast Asia, and then equally
incorrectly spoke of ‘Indonesian’ slaves because a large number of Southeast Asian slaves
passed through Indonesian Archipelago ports. I believe that when we look at that portion of
slaves that came from across the Dutch VOC footprint in the east, it is more accurate to refer
to Southeast Asian slaves.
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If we go back even further in history, the great Buddhist temple at Borobudur in Indonesia
shows a bass relief of an East Asian ship doing a voyage around the tip of Africa as early as
the 8th century, so one cannot rule out the possibility of even earlier linkages.
I then looked at what was the relationship of Cape Town to Thailand and how early was the
first relationship formed. I also looked at the impact of the Dutch imperial presence in
Southeast Asia and what this did to the Cape and what legacy that left to affect my life in the
20th and 21st century. All of these things impact on our experiences and our identities.
Cape Town has a very old relationship to Thailand and the two main linkages was ‘Slavery’
and the ‘United Dutch East India Company’(VOC) which had a commercial factory in
Ayatthuya. I visited the ruins of that factory and the small museum on the site at the Ayutthaya
world heritage site in Thailand. Both slavery and the VOC were the dominant forces in Cape
Town which was the half-way station for the large number of European ships per year that
were doing trade with the Kingdom of Ayatthuya.
The Cape and our history also linked in to Southeast Asia through a particular dodgy Dutch
personality who had a profound affect on the entire trajectory of South African history. Without
the Dutch expansion and its presence in Ayutthaya, Siam the entire trajectory of our history
could have been very different.
After 1602 through to the end of the 17th century the Dutch entered old trading networks in
Southeast Asia between powerful Kingdoms and other external parties – Arab, Chinese and
Portuguese known as the Nusantara wherein everything from Javanese horses to silk, spice,
Martaban jars and food products were traded. This linked Kingdoms in Siam (Thailand),
Myanmar, Tonkin (Vietnam), Cambodia, Laos, and Bengal, with Japan, Batavia, Sri Lanka,
Formosa, Taiwan and other Dutch stations.
“The Dutch East India Company’s Shipping 1602 – 1795” in a comparative perspective by S
Gaastra and JR Bruijn from Leiden University considers all the variables at play for each
decade of shipping to South east Asia vis the Cape of Good Hope. It provides two centuries of
statistical data showing the visitation figures of six European powers merchant fleets during
the 1600s and 1700s. These figures show us that just over the period 1590 untill 1700 there
were 2632 ships that had to call at the Cape and before van Riebeeck arrived in 1652 the
figure of ships that called at the Cape was 1071. This represented a rise from around 8 ships
a year in the last decade of the 1500s to around 30 in a year with layovers of 2 days to 8 days
and more by the time Van Riebeeck arrived.
These and other facts about the maritime trade involving pre-colonial Cape of Good Hope as
a port are also covered by Robin Knox-Johnston in his book – The Cape of Good Hope: A
Maritime History.
The Dutch dominated the numbers of ships stopping at the Cape, but England followed with
France, Portugal, and Denmark also regularly coming to the Cape. Interestingly in the period
1610 to 1620 English ships increased to ten times the number of the previous decade. This
strongly indicates why the English considered colonisation at this point in time and then later
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opted to support local development of indigene support infrastructure when their colony
experiment failed. Indicators of the progression of the English approach is to study their
actions of taking Chief Xhore of the Goringhaiqua to London for training and orientation in
1613, the failure of their Newgate convict settlement at the Cape in 1614 – 17, the taking of
Chief Autshumao to Jakarta (Batavia) in 1631, the subsequent establishment of an indigene
refreshment station on Robben Island in 1632, and the subsequent move of this project to the
Camissa River on the Table Bay Mainland by 1638.
This English sponsored relationship with Autshumao and his 60-strong Goringhaicona
permanently settled alongside the Camissa (//Gam i Ssa) river and beach continued over 20
years before the arrival of Jan van Riebeeck and represents the true foundation of the town
which would become the City of Cape Town. Autshumao was dealing with 2 to 3 ships per
month at this stage and their stay-overs would be anything between two days and more than a
week. Effectively it was an almost daily presence of European visitors. This represents a very
different picture to one told about Jan van Riebeeck arriving to greet a desolate Cape and just
a bunch of beach scavenging ignorant indigenous people awestruck at seeing Europeans.
What the ships carrying from Europe to that part of the world so frequently is also important to
note – large numbers of troops. These troops had been alighting at the Cape as a halfway
point in their gruelling journey to Southeast Asia. How gruelling were these voyages? The
data for the attrition rate through wrecks and wear and tear on vessels shows in that only
around 50% of these vessels ever returned to Europe.
The Dutch in Southeast Asia were fighting the English and Portuguese and Muslim Sultanates
and had to fortify their factories and huge bases in India, Sri Lanka and at Batavia. Factories
stretched across the long Indian and Bengal Coast and from Arakan (Rhakine) in Myanmar, to
Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Malaysia, through to Formosa, and Japan and then throughout
Indonesia. This was a scenario thirsty for armed forces. The United Dutch East India
Company had all the powers of state ceded to them by the Dutch States General including the
right to wage war and take territory. The relief for soldiers at Table Bay was a vital necessity.
The distorted history that focuses on van Riebeeck in 1652 does us all a disservice in many
ways, but for me in my relationship with my wife’s country and people, and her region of
Southeast Asia, this hidden history has layed the basis for a stronger relationship. It meshes
my identities with so much in Thailand and Southeast Asia that otherwise would have passed
me by.
Informed by the Cape connection to Ayutthaya, Siam, I have been able to explore a much
overlooked set of facts that cause us to look very differently at ourselves and our identities.
In around 1630 Autshumao was taken for training and orientation to Jakarta, returned to the
Cape and then the English assisted Autshumao on two occasions to establish himself formally
as a trader facilitator for passing shipping. We are told from manuscripts that each European
power had done similar in taking Khoena away, training them and developing a strong
relationship, then establishing them as service point-men at the Cape. Only one of these –
Autshumao, stands out as a leading personality in the records and doing this work for over
two decades. There are many signs that he carried out a role of port master very ably, was a
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proficient linguist, was shrewd and astute and also knew the value of playing off English and
their enemies the Dutch. The main large formations of Khoena knew to keep their main herds
of cattle far inland away from the Europeans so Autshumao was not simply an opportunist gobetween trader but served a very useful defensive role.
Now what is the impact of the big numbers of ships, the frequency of these ships visiting the
Cape, the different nationalities involved, the need for repairs stop overs, the need for soldiers
and officials to go ashore in large numbers, the problems on the ships, the need for supplies
and so on. The first thing that it should tell one is that Table Bay at the Cape was already a
Port before 1652. Secondly it was already a trading and layover station offering complex
services. From my own experience inmanaging processes in harbours this kind of sea traffic
creates stowaways and stay-behinds. Shore-leave by men leads to sexual encounters and
relations becoming a norm of port. Ship repairs would have needed the gathering of repair
materials and therefore negotiation of terrain, cutting and gathering timber and this would
have led to job creation and further trade. Ships returning from Ayutthaya and Southeast Asia
are also likely to have had some Siamese, Indonesians and other Southeast Asians on board.
This huge amount of sea-transport and human traffic must have had a huge impact on the
local population living at the Camissa settlement. All of the historical materials that I have read
together with the size of the shipping stop-overs at the Cape and the vast numbers on board
those ships and the poor state of those vessels when put alongside the information that we
know of the social history of the Khoena between 1590 and 1652 suggest that we have all
been taken for a ride by van Riebeeck and then by historians of the colonial and Apartheid
eras. Vigarous or robust engagement had already become a norm by 1652 and did not start
on that date and neither was Cape Town founded at this time.
History has been most unfair to Autshumao and the Goringhaicona trading mission at
Camissa and has never properly analysed what happened in the 50 years prior to van
Riebeeck’s arrival or the 20 year old human trading settlement at Camissa and the impacts of
the large scale visitations of ships, sailors, officials and troops who were adequately catered
for by locals. The social history of this port village with its sizable yet relatively small
population which had changed their mode of living, economic and social habits as happened
in every other port across the African coastline. This criminal negligence in academia which
continues to this day has to be challenged. Indigenes are treated as anthropological and
archaeological subjects in the paradigm of stone-age and iron-age peoples, rather than as
subjects of social history enquiry by our museums and educational institutions.
The early foundational human endeavour of a Khoena settled trading community which
embraced visitors and whom no doubt some visitors embraced and remained and assimilated
into, but certainly which would have had offspring as occurs in all ports requires much, much
more research and evaluation attention. This Camissa footprint (//Gam i Ssa) where the
Grand Parade, the Castle and District Six stands today on the Cape Peninsula, known to the
Khoena as //Hui Gaeb!, can give us all a whole new take on our past.
The Dutch outpost factories at Ayatthuya (Siam), Tonkin (Vietnam), Zeelandia Castle in
Taiwan and Dejima in Japan were particularly connected by the Dutch trade in Silk for silver
and the Dutch controlled shipping between these centres. But this trade and trading links were
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dominated by crooked merchants who conducted insider-trading which undermined the Dutch
United East India Company (VOC), their employer. For instance every time the VOC
discovered that the head of mission at Tonkin was corrupt, he would be dismissed and
replaced only to find that the next head would also be corrupt. Not only were these officials
corruptbut they developed very ruthless personality traits and approaches to non-Europeans
having little tolerance for diplomacy and cordial relations with local populations in Dutch
dominated territories.
This Southeast Asian scenario was to have a direct influence on the fortunes of the Cape of
Good Hope, because of the destiny of one of those corrupt officials – Jan van Riebeeck. Thus
the connection of slaves from Thailand, Myanmar and Vietnam (Tonkin) who appear in our
heritage records at the Cape is not the only dynamic linkage. Most people do not know of the
Jan van Riebeeck story or of his connection to Vietnam, Thailand and Japan and the big
negative impact that this one individual had on our destinies.
The heads of mission or Directors of the factories were actually just petty middle and lower
middle-ranking personalities in the vast VOC commercial empire and the Tonkin factory was
made up of one director (chief merchant), one assistant-director, one bookkeeper, one
surgeon (an official charged with doing amputatins and treating wounds), several assistants
including merchants, and a company of soldiers.
As the first director of the Tonkin factory Carel Hartsnick started off in 1637 and was
succeeded by Antonio van Brouckhorst who when he finished his service, recommended one
of the younger merchants, a certain Jan van Riebeeck as his successor, because he best
understood and conversed in the Vietnamese language. But Jan van Riebeeck was then
found out by the VOC, to have been involved in the self-enrichment smuggling racket at the
expense of the VOC – in today’s language illegal insider trading. He was thus dropped as
successor to the first Director, dismissed and sent back to the Netherlands in disgrace.
The Directorship was then given to Director Jan de Groot, who was later found to have also
developed a vast smuggling network of illicit trade between the Ayattuya, Tonkin, Dejima
routes, amassing considerable wealth for himself and undermining the VOC interests. He too
was removed, and the next director, Philip Schillemans, proved to be both incompetent and
unable to root out corruption. Tonkinese silk was continuously smuggled to Nagasaki by VOC
officials who made huge fortunes. This chain of corruption ultimately led to the demise of the
Tonkin factory in Vietnam. The Dutch later fared equally badly in Thailand and in Japan. Van
Riebeeck was well connected in this network because he had also been based at Deshima in
Japan.
The successor interim director at Tonkin, Jacob Keijser was also found to be corrupt as was
his successor Baron and so was Verdonk who succeeded him. It is notable that epitaphs for
van Riebeeck, through to Verdonk all sang their praises as pious upstanding religious men of
great virtue. The record says different.
Jan van Riebeeck while still in Japan was already scheming to get involved in an
entrepreneurial venture of acquiring animal hides from the Cape of Good Hope and exporting
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these. Notably this recorded fact predates 1652 and unscores the lie that there was no
previous trading station at the Cape of Good Hope. Then on his voyage of disgrace from
Tonkin back to Europe, in stopping off at the Cape of Good Hope in 1648 he developed a
pitch to the VOC executives to establish a Dutch controlled half-way house for serving
shipping fleets on their way to the east. Van Riebeeck’s voyage of disgrace back to the
Netherlands was on Admiral de Jong’s fleet that picked up the survivors of the Dutch ship the
Nieeuwe Haarlem wrecked at the Cape in 1647.
The shipwreck Captain Janszen and crew of 62 men, among them a scientist, had built a
small fort at Salt River and remained in the Cape for over one year. They drew up a
comprehensive report known as ‘Remonstrantie’ – an exposition for the VOC on the suitability
of Table Bay for establishing a permanent Dutch presence. Van Riebeeck on board the return
ship with them developed his own plan of redemption whereby he would ask to be entrusted
with setting up the proposed Dutch refreshment base.
In 1652 the disgraced Jan van Riebeeck, the rogue official from Tonkin was given the chance
to redeem himself by leading the quest to take over the service role of local inhabitants to
international shipping which for 40 years had been formally managed first by Chief Xhore and
then Chief Autshumao who actually established the first proto service settlements at Robben
Island and on the mainland.
Both had been taken abroad by the British to London and Batavia (Jakarta) respectively for
‘training’. Prior to 1613 for 130 years Europeans of all nationalities had been stopping off at
the Cape and were informally serviced by whomever they met from indigene communities.
The notion of the 1652 settlement founding Cape Town is an erroneous one albeit that the
arrival of the man of Vietnam infamy was an important moment in history. The quest to
establish a European service base at the Cape had been tried before by the British in 1614
when they attempted a settlement comprised of released Newgate prisoners, which failed
after three years. Jan van Riebeeck kept up his Southeast Asian interests while at the Cape of
Good Hope and then returned to Batavia after a decade at the Cape, and is buried there.
Visiting ships are recorded to have also developed a protocol during the pre-1652 years
involving firing cannon shots on entering Table Bay to signal to their trusted and trained
Khoena postmen which would then bring the postman to the prearranged meeting point to
hand over post left for the ship by other ships. They would also debrief their postman and on
other information that they needed and pay them for their services.
Van Riebeeck gives a very distorted account when he arrived in the Cape and seemed to be
more concerned with giving a good account of his own abilities and of undermining any notion
that the local indigenes had any competancies whatsoever. Notably Jan van Riebeeck
assumed a very aggressive stance towards the indigene Khoena, particularly towards
Autshumao and the Goringhaicona who had previously successfully run the multifaceted port
services for international shipping which by 1652 were around 3 ships per month doing
layovers in Table Bay. He had to show very quickly that the indigene efforts at servicing the
ships visiting the port were insignificant in comparison to what he could offer. He wanted to
particularly show that they could dispense with middle-men traders and save the VOC money,
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while making money from other European ships requiring their services. Essentially van
Riebeeck had to usurp the business of the Khoena traders and denigration was part of the
process. Van Riebeeck was also out to redeem himself and get away from the Cape
backwater and back to Southeast Asia where fortunes could be made and comforts of life
were better.
His portrayal of the Goringhaicona, and the Khoena in general, are very disparaging and in
complete contrast to the glowing account given of the same people by Captain Janszen’s
1648 report to the VOC. To van Riebeeck, Authshumao and his Goringhaicona are depicted
as dirty, smelly, ignorant, lazy, good for nothing beachcomer scavengers that bear no
comparison to the helpful enterprising people that Captain Janzsen and his men had lived with
for a year. Not only did Captain Janzsen’s report contradict van Riebeeck but so did the
accounts of the many others who interacted with and used the services of the Jakarta trained
Autshumao. Certainly too with the layovers of around 3 ships per month for lengthy periods
the primitive scene and awestruck savages presented in his writings to the VOC was far from
honest.
Van Riebeeck in 1653 and then again in 1657 pleaded first with the VOC to allow him and his
men to round up all of the Peninsula Khoena, chain them and use them as forced labour. He
then modified this, and the VOC gave it careful consideration. Van Riebeeck drafted a plan to
build five ‘redoubts’ in Hout Bay, effectively concentration camps, wherein the Peninsula
Khoena would be tricked to enter with their cattle herds and then in perpetuity be kept there as
cattle producers for Dutch shipping. This was later also rejected by the VOC. He was a nasty
character who was always scheming. When it came to female slaves and Khoena in the fort,
though a number actually still under 15 years of age, van Riebeeck on the one hand
fomramally said that there should be no ‘carnal conversation’ (sexual intercourse) between
Europeans and these women and girls, but privately is on record as saying “go forth and
fruitify them”.
This first VOC commander had brought with him to the Cape the most dastardly behaviours
associated with the Dutch presence in Southeast Asia. His Southeast Asian experience set
the parameters for future relations with the local population and his concept of forced
removals and concentration redoubts as controlled group areas became the norm of colonial
approaches over the next three and a half centuries. In the immediate he set in motion a
series of wars of dispossession and ethnic cleansing of Khoena and San in the Western Cape
which would continue for 160 and incorporated genocide. When the Khoena were pushed up
as far as the Gariep district, the last Khoena and San wars on the eastern coastboard ended
with the resistance stands of the Stuurman brothers. This then meshed with a new 100 years
war of dispossession with the colonial authorities pitted against the amaXhosa.
Our history and heritage is thus closely bound to the Dutch United East India Company and to
Southeast Asia, but most people today do not know about these deep ties. Most of those who
hail Jan van Riebeeck as a super hero and founder of South Africa actually know very little
about him and the history outlined here or the territories and Dutch imperial interests that the
Dutch settlement at the Cape supported.
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Another early historical event links our heritage to that of Thailand. It was when in 1686 a
Portuguese ship was wrecked at Cape Agulhas. The ship was carrying Thai Ambassadors of
King Narai of Siam and around 22 Thai officials who were travelling to Europe to see the King
of France and the Pope. Effectively the first South African – Thai diplomatic relations at
ambassadorial level took place 330 years ago in 1686 by accident.
Thai people ask me how it is that our Ambassador to Thailand up until 2016, Ruby Marks, looks
like she could be from Thailand and I reply that this same question may have been asked of the
first African born Governor of the Cape with whom the first Thai diplomat, Khunnang Ok-Khun
Chamnan Chaichong, had relations in 1686. The grandmother of Simon van der Stel born on the
African island of Mauritius (today a member country of the SADC region of Africa) was a slave
from Goa who may well have come from a Southeast Asia territory, given his features that we see
in paintings, as much as a significant percentage of today’s population of the Cape have Southeast
Asia roots due to slavery.
Most Thai’s today do not know that South Africa and Thailand share long historical roots and that
Thais were brought to Cape Town as slaves over 350 years ago. Most South Africans also don’t
know of these Thai links.
Thirty four years after the landing of Jan van Riebeeck and the establishment of the Dutch VOC
Factory at the Cape an extraordinary event occurred which established the first relations between
South Africa and Thailand.
At this time King Narai ruled in Siam (Thailand) from 1656 - 1688 and one of the most important
Dutch VOC Factories existed at Ayutthaya the city that was the seat of the Siamese kingdom.
Today Ayuthayya is a world heritage site and the ruins of the VOC Factory are preserved there at
Baan Hollanda with a museum next to it. Ayutthaya was the Paris of Southeast Asia at the time. It
was a wealthy centre of trade and commerce where the United Dutch States, England, France,
Portugal, Japan and China all had trading missions or factories.
Siam had an astute policy of opening to the world to counter any attempt by one superpower to
colonise it. As part of the King’s very active international relations policy he played off the Dutch,
French, English and Portuguese and sent emissaries abroad to underpin his status as a free and
powerful monarch in the region. An important ambassadorial mission to French King Louis XIV and
to Pope Innocent XI came to an end when the Portuguese ship floundered at sea. This was the
second mission that had come to a tragic end. The first was brought to an end by a storm near
Madagascar.
Two subsequent missions before that of Ambassador Chaiching fared better and this led to France
sending Jesuit Guy Tachard to Siam in 1685. It was during these years in 1684 that King Narai
had dispatched an Ambassador, Ok-Khun Chamnan Chaichong on official duty to Portugal.
Chaichong after leaving Siam on his way to Portugal spent one year at Goa in India, from the end
of 1684, learning Portuguese before making his way via the Cape of Good Hope to Portugal in Jan
1686. But then disaster struck when the ship was wrecked at Cape Agulhas in April 1686.
The party of Siamese were made up of three ambassadors and a number of support staff probably
around 22 in all as well as three mixed Portuguese-Siamese interpreters. There were over 200
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passengers and African slaves aboard the ship and of this total about 8 drowned with the wrecking
of the vessel. At least 7 Siamese in addition to Ambassador Chaichong survived the long march
from Agulhas to the Fort de Goede Hoop in Table Bay.
Around 60 of the possible 170 other survivors of the shipwreck, including the ship’s Captain,
perished on the enduring march to the Fort. It was a huge loss of life. The Portuguese ship’s
officers said that they believed that they were about 80 kilometers away from the nearest
European settlers in the small VOC Factory settlement at the Cape of Good Hope. They
miscalculated dramatically and the survivors march through the wilds without water and with
minimal provisions for such a large group.
Very soon this march of people which took over a month, split up due to straggling at first and then
clearly with an intention by the Portuguese to abandon the Siamese ambassadorial party.
Ambassador Chaichong was actually a witness to the negligence of these officers that had led to
the ship heading for the rocks and getting wrecked. There was much too, of an unacceptable
nature that was taking place on the survival march. There clearly was not a lot of trust between the
Portuguese and the Siamese. One of the three ambassadors in the group also had to be
abandoned as he was too old and could no longer walk. A young 15 year old Siamese lad
volunteered to stay with him and another abandoned older Siamese man. They were not seen
again. One of the three mixed Portuguese-Siamese interpreters died along the way, left just where
he fell, and was found by some of the Siamese stragglers who caught up with the main group of
marchers.
The Portuguese gave the Siamese no rations, but they managed to stay alive on edible leaves,
flowers, lizards, snakes, frogs, grasshoppers and the large flies found on elephant dung heaps.It
kept them alive. Ambassador When they were not collapsing by thirst, they were overcome by
hunger and the cold nights. They had very little by way of clothing. Then down came the rain and
while their thirst was quenched they froze in the wet clothing in the frost of winter. Within two
weeks they were close to death.
Then after another of the difficult and bitterly cold nights, the Portuguese and their slaves awoke
early, gathered and sneaked off, abandoning the 15 Siamese survivors who were now weak,
hungry, thirsty again, angry, fearful and irrational. They were so hungry at one stage that the burnt
some shoe leather to a char and ate it and then the same with a hat but they ended up vomiting it
up. Their only comfort that they held onto was the diplomatic papers and a few rings and diamonds
from King Narai that they had hidden from the Portuguese as this was their bona fides and
diplomatic gifts when they were to meet the Europeans. These played another role too because
these in a way were also talisman.
Thai people have great regard for their King and the King’s signed letter and gifts was a spiritual
link to Siam, the royal spirit and their own ancestors (banpabarut). There was an agreed ritual that
these would be protected by whoever was the surviving ambassador and if all succumbed passed
down to the last man standing had to bury the king’s letter on the highest point he can reach on a
mountain and then lay down to die next to it to show respect.
Finally the group found a little oasis along the coast where there were mussels and some fresh
water nearby. They lingered there for a few days to recuperate and used elephant dung to make a
fire to keep warm at night. It was here that they encountered three Khoena who sold them meat for
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the brass and sliver buttons left on their clothes and directed them in the right direction they should
take to find the “Hollanda”. After a day on a very rough route at a quickened pace seven of the
group of 15 were completely worn out and weak, so again the group split up leaving these to rest
and hopefully the eight including Chaichong would find the European settlement and send people
back to fetch the seven. There is no record of the seven being found again.
The state of mind of the eight survivors was in turmoil because so they thought they were the only
ones left of the 200 shipwreck survivors. As far as they knew, the Portuguese group that
abandoned them had perished. Ambassador Chaichong’s legs and feet were oozing with puss.
The three Khoena who had gone ahead returned to them to hurry them along but seeing their state
one Khoe man stayed with them to act as a guide while the other two went ahead. They travelled
on like this through mountainous terrain for six more days before the Khoena delivered them into
the hands of the Dutch. At this stage they could not even walk to follow the Dutch the short
distance to their homes. Carts had to be sent for to bring them the last little way and only after
some rest a detachment of soldiers from the Fort came out to bring the Ambassador and his men
to Table Bay. Their first thoughts were to ask the Dutch at the farmstead to send help to the seven
that had been left behind, but no record exists to say whether these were rescued. Governor van
der Stel who hosted Ambassador Ok-Khun Chamnan Chaichong for four months while he and his
men recuperated was later handsomely reimbursed by King Narai for all the expenditure incurred.
The Portuguese surviving group had arrived at the Fort the week before them. Of about 170 of the
other survivors of the wreck, over 60 of them had perished on the long march to the Cape
including the Captain of the vessel. The officers who lacked due diligence were placed under
guard and given over to be returned to Portugal for punishment except for one who stowed away
on another Europe bound vessel.
After a long voyage including a six month stay in Batavia (Jakarta) Ok-Khun Chamnan Chaichong
arrived back to his King in Ayutthaya and honoured and rewarded accordingly. He was almost
immediately given the job of greeting the French envoys Loubere and Ceberet after their arrival as
French diplomatic emissaries to the Court of King Narai. And then in 1688 he voyaged again this
time successfully with a stopover at the Cape of Good Hope again to Europe with a visit to the
Rivera and Rome where he met the Pope and in 1689 he had an audience with King Louis XIV.
Khunnang Ok-khun Chamnan Chaichong returned via overland from Bengal to a much changed
scenario in Ayutthaya in 1690.
It is such a pity that many stories of this type are lost in time to both South Africans and Thais. I
found the lengthier version of this story in a bookshop in Thailand by accident. The full embellished
story was written by a French Jesuit Monk who also spent time in Cape Town and Siam, Fr Guy
Tachard in his Voyage to Siam, which has been translated by Michael Smithies who takes care to
show us where and how Tachard embellishes and adds his own questionable thoughts when
relating the Khunnang’s story.

Thai people, like our own people, have been astounded that there are these old linkages.
There are also linkages that show that at some levels were also share struggles. This is most
especially true about the struggle for freedom from slavery. In Thailand I visited a very moving
wax-museum exhibition on slavery in Siam.
Thailand loosely translated means ‘the land of the FREE’ and this has great significance to the
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descendants of slaves in the Western Cape Province of South Africa where around 65% of
the people have slave ancestors including from Southeast Asia, India, the Indonesian
Archipelago, Madagascar and Africa. Over 71,000 slaves were brought to Cape Town from
1652 through to the mid 19th century. The children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren of
slaves imported into Cape Town were all born into slavery. Around 13,500 slaves were
brought to the Cape from Southeast Asia and these are part of our bloodline ancestors.
Although formal slavery was abolished and gradually phased out over 20 years after 1834,
South Africa and the children of Camissa would only, after the resistance struggle against
Apartheid, become the ‘Land of the FREE’ after 1994.
Old Siam and the Kingdom of Ayatthuya was a kingdom where many people were slaves and
were not free. This changed under the great progressive and beloved King Chulalongkorn
Rama V, the fifth monarch of Siam under the House of Chakri, who transformed the face of
Siam by abolishing slavery leading to the emergence of Thailand – the land of the FREE.
Slavery was so entrenched in Thailand that by 1867 over one third of the population of Siam,
were slaves. Some of these slaves were taken to Cape Town. In 1874 King Rama V enacted
a law that began a process taking over 30 years that led to the Slave Abolition Act passed in
1905. Sometime after the death of King Rama V, the broader reforms which he started were
continued by the nationalist military officer Luang Phibunsongkhram who in 1939 renamed
Siam as Thailand.
The links between Thailand and South Africa go back to 1602 when the Dutch United East
India Company (VOC) was formed as the first modern joint stock company monopolizing trade
with Asia.
By 1619 the VOC founded the powerful city-state of Batavia (Jakarta) as the center of the
company’s interests in Asia, South East Asia and Indonesia with a Governor-General
appointed to govern all Dutch interests and settlements from Cape Town to Ayatthuya in Siam
and Deshime in Japan, as well as over the entire islands of the Indonesian Archipelago.
These were the beginnings of the ties that bind Thailand and Cape Town in South Africa.
The Siamese Kingdom of Ayatthuya remained a strong and free Kingdom which the Dutch
were not able to control but they were allowed to set up a factory and trading station by the
King of Siam. King Ekathotsarot had sent a delegation to the Dutch State in 1605 and as a
result a Dutch VOC factory was established in Ayatthuya and Dutch shipping frequently
stopped off there in great numbers.
These ships and the trade with Ayatthuya were regularly serviced by the vital Dutch half-way
station at Cape Town under the VOC administration based at Fort de Goede Hoop from 1652.
The Dutch settlement at the Cape desperately required slaves to build Cape Town and work
on its farms so India, Southeast Asia and the Indonesian islands became a major source for
over 30,000 of the 71,000 slaves sent to Cape Town including skilled artisans. This is the
background as to why enslaved Thai people and people from Myanmar, Bengal, Vietnam,
India and Indonesia came to Cape Town in South Africa.
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Along with these people came the mixture of Buddhist, Muslim, Hindu, as well as Reusi,
Dukun and other Shaminist faith traditions that collectively influenced religious belief in Cape
Town, as well as, cooking traditions, use of spices and rice, and other cultural practices.
This is the true story of the deep roots of heritage ties between Thailand and South Africa and
how we share blood ties.
So when I interact with my wife and her people and her country, our heritage ties tell me that
we have strong bonds that bind us in the past that we can jointly celebrate and in embracing
Thailand as part of my identity, I am embracing a heritage that I also already have within me.
Leena and I have developed our own sustainable project at home incorporating our passions,
skills and need to earn a living by using our South African and Thai heritage linkages. It is also
a tribute to our ancestors and to healing on our own lives and of others. It is called the
ASIRAWAN SIAM HEALING HOUSE and SA-THAI SLAVE HERITAGE REFLECTION
CENTRE. The project incorporates a small guesthouse, Thai Healing Spa and a heritage
reflection centre which is a mini-museum on Cape slavery and the old Thai connections to the
Cape. The centre also has served as a place of relaxation, exploration of identity, and of
healing for those who engaged in the liberation struggle and those who have faced abuse
because they have exposed corruption and malpractice in the state sector, and also for
victims of trafficking and anyone who needs a friendly experienced ear and healing.
The heritage reflection centre is dedicated to the memory of Reg September the late veteran
freedom fighter, a slave descendent passionate about bringing greater understanding on
Cape Slavery. The heritage reflection centre is also dedicated to King Rama V of Thailand
who brought about major socio-economic and political reforms to old Siam in the late 19th
century and who abolished slavery in Siam by taking on the nobility’s exploitation of human
beings through the corvee and slavery systems.
The guesthouse rooms are named in memory of past freedom fighters in the Cape some of
whom also have special linkages to Bloubergstrand. There is the Basil-Ashley Room
dedicated to the memory of Basil February and Ashley Kriel; the David-Louis Room dedicated
to the memory of David Stuurman and Louis van Mauritius; and then the Makhana Kitchen
dedicated to the memory of the warrior prophet Makhana also known as Lynx (Links).
And so this facet of identity in our family relationship is put to work for the greater good and
conscientisation of our society about people from South Africa, Thailand and Southeast Asia
in general whose lives made an impact and contributed to the story of how the human spirit
can rise above adversity.
Today Southeast Asia is still one of the hotspots at the centre of modern day human trafficking
and exploitation of persons who land up across the world. Many Thai women as well as from
Myanmar, Cambodia and across the region land up in countries such as ours where they face
exploitation. Their tribulations are hidden by walls and gates not far from where we all live, but
most of all its hidden by silence. I met my wife who required assistance when she was very ill
and in an exploitative situation. My consciousness about slavery and exploitation in our
heritage motivated a reaching out. Such is the power of heritage in action and another lens of
identity came to the fore in my life – the lens of association.
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10
CONCLUSION:
PERSPECTIVES FOR THE FUTURE
Having devoted these pages to eight of the main elements that contribute to our identities I am
highly conscious of the fact that there are many more elements to consider. Faiths, language,
locality, class, sexuality, gender, disability, parenthood, professions and so much more could
easily be tackled as a second volume. These are all areas that shape identities and all areas
where there is great potential for conflict and thus require sensitive public discourse. There
are many, many lenses that one can use through which we can view our identities, these in
this book are simply some examples applied to my own life. It’s a very different manner in
which to write ones own personal story.
Another element that can determine an identity is the devastating experience for instance of
unemployment which forces a person into a parallel world. In my personal life I have my own
take on all of these and thus I have developed my own identities on many of these fronts too.
Some identities however memorable, may also be temporal, such as my ‘refugee and exile’
identities.
There are so many elements that create identities that they are too numerous to mention. That
identity plays a major role in our lives as a filter through which others conduct relations with
us, can be illustrated in many ways too. Just one example is the series of questions that
people ask on first meeting each other. The answers given can determine whether a
conversation continues, it determines our future relations with each other, it determines
whether we gain entry to economic activity, social circles, it even determines our freedom of
movement and speech in some countries.
In South Africa, where each person is situated in the rigid identity silos that are the legacy of
colonialism and Apartheid, this even determines our ability to communicate and hear each
other. Our former Speaker of the first post-apartheid parliament, Dr Frene Ginwala often use
to say that South Africans have a tendency to talk at each other and to talk past each other.
She said that we often use the same words and phrases but these have very different
meanings. Nowhere is this starker than in our discourse about who we believe ourselves to
be. Sometimes who we think we are has little to do with reality and much more to do with
either having a framework imposed on one or buying into a framework that works for one.
We are challenged to think more deeply and communicate more clearly about our identities.
We most importantly need to learn how listen more carefully to each other. Our choice of
words in explaining ourselves and our amplified defensiveness further requires attention and
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the lowering of temperatures. In discussing the question of identities we are firstly and most
importantly required to break free of our self-imposed identity laagers of race and ethnicity. As
much as I have conveyed the personal influences on my identity in terms of my community,
family history, life experience, political influences and impacts of social history, I believe that
every person has a different story. Every story is legitimate in exploring identity. Whatever
your life experience, ancestral heritage, political persuasions, community influence and so on
may be – that is who you are.
We should all be open to hear each other and in so doing we may begin to find each other as
South Africans. It will not be without pain. We are a diverse people and the unity that we strive
for as South Africans will be elusive if we do not come to understand what this diversity
actually means. If we want to celebrate a nation ‘united in our diversity’ we are compelled to
get to know each other and be proud of our entire national commonwealth of diversity.
At a very personal level I have as a cadre of the liberation movement of over 35 years, been
acutely aware that having come through the liberation struggle - a war. Most South Africans
who were lined up against each other do not know each others experiences in that conflict.
How on earth can we communicate and build a common national pride without us sharing and
having a discourse, no holds barred, about what has made us the people we are.
The conflict experience is too important all round, for it to be simply swept under the carpet.
Besides its other characteristics, in the context of building a common nation, it was a civil war
of a special type. The SADF troepies and the MK and ANC cadres and APLA Cadres need to
be able to share experiences beyond simply talking politics at each other. I would like to sit
across from the soldiers in the SADF who once mistreated me and humiliated me and just
talk. In a small way this book has also served as a means to draw aside the curtain on one
cadre’s life about this part of my past.
In the same vein we also tend to easily judge each other by political branding. Thus all ANC or
DA or whatever branded people, must be like the persons who make the most noise in the
media and must hold the same political beliefs. Because a demagogue, fool, criminal or crook
has exploited a political brand does not mean that therefore the identities of all under that
brand are characterised likewise.
Identity and branding in a society that makes branding a national sport, simply ups the
potential for conflict. Perhaps because of this there ought to be more opportunities for interparty dialogue, regardless of the fact that there are fundamental political differences.
Too often political differences are painted with ‘unpatriotic’ colours. Conflating all of our
identities into political identities is as dangerous a tendency as ‘race’ labelling and racism and
is very short-sighted. The notion of branding needs to be separated from human identity. The
conflation of the two is highly dangerous.
We all speak in the manner in which we have been moulded and we tell it like it is for us. Let
us allow each other the space for free expression, without insult of course, so that we can see
exactly who we are. We need to look past each of our different uses of ‘political-speak’ and try
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to see the person. This is the honest way to see identity.
I have elaborated on the plurality or multi-faceted nature of identity in the hope that this can
contribute to the de-boxing of identities. As long as humankind boxes identities and engages
in chauvinist behaviours based on these boxed identities there will be the kind of conflict and
violence that we witness across the globe. Narrow identities of race, ethnicity, religion and
political ideology fuel conflict and destruction.
Our struggle in South Africa has given us an opportunity to break this paradigm and to
redefine national pride in a universalist, humanitarian and communitarian manner. In our
struggle for national liberation our leaders engendered in us a strong sense of
internationalism, anti-chauvinism, anti-racism and anti-xenophobia. If these principles are
allowed to slip away, our struggle will have lost its meaning.
I hope that this exploration of identity will encourage a departure from the race and ethnicity
paradigm that still dominates as the ghost of Apartheid in South Africa. I also hope that we
can appreciate our diversity in South Africa and avoid the path of trying to socially engineer
removal of our diversity from being South African. The concept expressed as “why can’t we all
JUST be South Africans?” where it means that other identities should be scrapped, is as
dangerous an ideology as Apartheid. Although it sounds progressive it would hold disastrous
consequences.
My core message is that this would be a foolish short-cut to take in a complex identity
environment. Instead we need to invest much effort into nurturing understanding, and
opposing intolerance. We must have respect for each other and uphold our constitutional
commitment to celebrating our unity in diversity. Those national cultural groups presently
labouring under race-categorisation, need to specifically address the false identity of race and
throw off this yoke. It is time to explore a more positive way of celebrating the sub-cultures
that Apartheid lumped together as so-called race groups.
I have suggested one way forward based on our common endearment to being African and
affixing to this an indication of ancestral roots. I stress the importance of self-identification and
the limited role that the state should play in expressing identities. There are sure to be many
other ways forward too.
Central to all that has been said is the message that identity is plural and it is something that
can and should not ever be imposed on people. Identities are very personal and evolve over
lifetimes. Choices are at the heart of our identities. In some cases we are born with
characteristics that will inform identities and in other cases society will socialise identities
within us, positively or negatively. Identities can be wonderfully enhancing to people but they
can also become a scourge to others. How we express and manage our identities makes all of
the difference.
This 2016 version of this book is the 3rd revised edition of the book first published in 2009.
Having said as much as I can say in this book, I conclude by simply affirming that I am proudly
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South African, Southern African, African and Camissa. I am also proud to have been nurtured
to have an internationalist and anti-chauvinist outlook to my fellow human beings. As my story
also shows – I am, as we all are, so much, much more!
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PHOTOGRAPHS

MATERNAL - Greatgrandmother Francina Haddon (2 pictures); Greatgrandfather William Haddon;
Grandmother Mary Anne Haddon- Huntley (2 pictures); PATERNAL - Grandfather Willie Huntley; Grandfather
Pieter Francois; Grandmother Elsie Petronella le Cordier (2 pictures)
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Father Pieter Francois jnr; Mother Annie Gladys; Baby Patric; Grandma Mary Anne and Cousins Louisa and
Maureen; Patric with Bishop McCann and other communicants; 3 Cousins – Busy, Patric and Edgar; Aunty Doll,
Uncle Christian and some of my Van Rooy cousins; Patric early 1980s; Patric and Cousin Carl van Rooy son of
Edgar snr and Vanessa daughter of Busy; Patric with Busy and the next generation of van Rooy cousins; Patric
Tariq with Nelson Mandela; Tambo with Wolfie Kodesh and Madiba; Collage of Mother and father pics.
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Patric Tariq Mellet with Castro 20 years ago and in Cuba with Minister Nkozasana Dlamini Zuma; and on maritime
project with Cuban coastguard on Mozambique Border and KZN coastline.
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EXILE – At Makeni in Lusaka addressed by OR Tambo and regional ANC leadership. Under the mango trees. In
the ANC printing press in London with Mandla, Mafa and Zodwa; Portraits from younger years; Class of 1981 at
London College of Printing; Our Family Tree – 380 years.
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Family: Sons- Vuyo, Manuel, Dylan; Patric Tariq’ Daughter in Law Maite, Arian, Ella, and Manuel; Dylan’s children
- Caleb, Tyler, Celio; Vuyo & daughter in Law Nazli; Leena’s daughter, grand-daughter and son - Vassna;
Nongnaam, Cheytta; Spirit-daughter Sammy Castle; grandsons Celio & Tyler; Leena & Patric with Leena’s Mum
and Dad – the Diying’s; Nephew Ian & my grandniece Melanie; Niece Sharon & mygrandnephew Zozo; .Zozo’s
parents Nozi & my Nephew Anton.
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IMS OC at ORTIA before retiring; Years at Parliament as Head PR: With Nelson Mandela at Tuynhuis; With
Speaker Ginwala & Fidel Castro; With Nelson Mandela & Julius Nyerere; With Mawlimu Julius Nyere; With
Speaker Dr Frene Ginwala inspecting Historical Tableau Guard of Honour – first public opportunity to expose
hidden history; With PLO Leader Yasser Arafat; With UK PM Tony Blair; With USA President Bill Clinton & Hilary
Clinton; With Yasser Arafat; With the GS of the Pan-Cyprian Trades Union Federation in Cyprus 1984;
Representing ANC Youth at UN ISMUN Conference 1985 in Spain; At the US Congress – Parliamentary USIS visit;
At the Rooseveldt Memorial in DC; News article on my role at Parliament where the media dubbed me ‘The
Phantom of Parliament’s Opera.
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With Leena at old Temple in Ayutthaya in Thailand; Leena at home; Leena in our Thai Healing Spa at home;
Enjoying breakfast in Thailand; Leena with client Roseline Nyman in our heritage centre; On top of Table Mountain
with Leena; Daughter Vassna, Leena and I on scooter in Thailand; Buddha in our garden; With Pam and Leena in
heritage centre; With Vassana; Horsing about; Leena in front of our home, guesthouse, spa and heritage centre –
Asirawan Siam Healing House; Newspaper article that I wrote just days before the fateful ANC Polokwane
Conference where I made an appeal to not go down the route of division and purges for the sake of HEALING &
PUTTING SOUTH AFRICA FIRST (needless to say, the ANC emerged from Polokwane with all demons let loose)
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Jeanette Schoon and Katryn victims of Apartheid dirty tricks assassination; My son Dylan playing with Katryn
Schoon in Molepolole; Comrades in DIP – Peter Mayibue, Victor Moshe, Joan Brickhill, Victor Matlou, Sello Moeti,
Patric ; Serowe Brigades where ANC and Zanu cadres completed one year of technical training in various fields in
Serowe Botswana in 1979; My UN Travel Document; Under difficult circumstances in 1980 in Zambia all MK in
Zambia were disarmed by the Zambian government and we were issued Zambian Defence Force – Africa
Liberation Centre Passes to enter ZDF camps to seek assistance in circumstances of attack; My visa for the Soviet
Union; ANC Membership card in Zambia; ANC Journalist Press Card – London; Police Certificate of Registration
as Asylum Seeker in the UK; My mentor, comrade and dearest uncle – the father given to me by OR Tambo Wolfie Kodesh; With Ivy Kriel the mother of slain combatant Ashley Kriel – we accommodate Ivy in our home when
she came abroad; May Day demonstration in Lusaka – ANC contingent (I am 2nd on left)
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With my dearest friends Steven & Gail Smith & Ma Smith; With Steven Smith, Steve Carolus & James Matthews;
My late friend Thembi Makona who helped me reintegrate on return rom exile; With Harold, Balie, Raymond and
the boys – a men’s cleansing & renewal ceremony; With Tony, Clive, Avril & Alistair at Tietiesbaai; At Grassroots
Adventure Bus Trip; With my dearest friends Clive, Denise & Marion Newman: Left & Right – doing heritage
workshops with youth; and in the middle another of my mentors – Reg September who shared my heritage
passions around educating youth on our Indigene and Cape Slavery Heritage – the Camissa Footprint.
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